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FOltEWOBD
The Seven-year Development Plan which is now published embodies the
proposals in the Party's Programme of Work and Happiness adopted at the Party
Congress in July, 1962, and accepted by the country.
The. Plan provides the blueprint for the future progress and development of
Ghana as a nation. It is a programme of social and economic development based
on the use of science and technology to revolutionize our agriculture and industry.
It is designed to provide the basis not only of our national progress and prosperity,
but also of our ability to contribute to the advancement of the African continent.
Our aim is to establish in Ghana a strong and progressive society in which no
one will have any anxiety about the basic means of life, about work, food and
shelter; where poverty and illiteracy no longer exist and disease is brought under
control; and where our educational facilities provide all.the children of Ghana with
the best possible opportunities for the development of their potentialities.
The material basis for a socialist society can only be created by the labour of its
people. This requires the highest sense of dedication on the part of all within the
society. In working for the economic and social reconstruction of Ghana, we must
see to it that the fruits of the people's labour shall belong to them, n(,}~ to any class
of exploiters. But first of all we must create the wealth. The only way to build up the
national wealth is to maintain a maximum rate of productive investment in industry
and agriculture.
The Plan, therefore, lays its greatest emphasis on the modernisation of agriculture and the most rapid expansion of industrial activity in Ghana. The essential
aim of the Plan is to provide for all the people of Ghana who are able and willing
to, work, the opportunity for .e~ployment at a high level of productivity. Only in
this way can the standard of living of the masses of the African people be raised to
a level consisten~ with the human di~ty of the man of the twentieth century. It
~ust be t~e car?lnal duty of all of us In Government, in productive enterprise and
l~ our pnvate lives to ensure at all times that everything is done to promote the
highest level of activity in agriculture and industry.
.
This development must proceed in such a way as to promote our national
Independ~nce ~nd the unity o~ the African continent. We in Ghana have a mixed
econ?my In which we have assigned to ?oth public and private enterprise legitimate
and Important roles to play In our national development. We intend however to
use th~ reso~rces of the State to the maximum degree possible for productive'
'tment In agnculture and industry.
.
inves

FORSWORD

The Plan also provides for the development of the social services, of transport
and communications, of electJ1ei~
adlies on a scale hitherto unprecedented in Ghana. But proportionately it provides that the rate of investment in
agriculture and industry arid in the training of the manpower to run the eOOllomy
should increase even faster.·
.
Apart from the welfare of the indi\ridual Ghanaian, we intend to use the
resources which our participation itt the productive economy Yieldsto the State to
promote the economic independencS of Ghana and the unity of'Africa-.I t is th~retore
planned that the investments of the"lState in agriculture and industry should be 'so
directed that the most strategic sectors of production will come under public Control.
It is also provided in the Plan that Ghana will actively participate in the movemttit
towards Africa's economic unity as a part of the eventual.unification·of the cotltinent.
Only an economically strong Ghana can play a meaningful role in this historieal
process.
It is our hope that by the end of this Plan in December, 1970-which wmco~clde
with the tenth anniversary of the Republic-firm foundations will have been laid for
the complete transformation of Ghana into a strong, industrialised socialist economy
and society.
The Plan has been prepared by the National Planning Com,missidnunder my
Chairmanship, with the assistance of experts from Ghana and abroad. It sets out
clearly the effort and sacrifice which will be"required of each of us to enable tlte
Plan to succeed. I, for my part, am determined that the Plan shall succeed but my
determination must be supported by the combined efforts of the whole nation, including Members of Parliament, our Public Servants, our farmers and our working
people.
In this spirit, I charge all of you to study this Plan very carefully and in doing
so to consider what Ghana requires of you in respect of its implementation. If we
all work hard and conscientiously at our tasks under this Plan, we can look forward
with hope to a new Ghana where the opportunities for work and happiness will be
matched by the abundant fruits of labour for all.
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President of the Republic of GhanQ
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The Planning Commission was. set up in October, 1961 and a start wa~ made
then with the building up of an OiliQe,to service it. In spite of the small size .and

relativeinexperience of the app~ratus of planning in Ghana it W~S eat"lyon decided
to attempt a comprehensive Plan along the lines set out in this document rather
th~l) to restrict our planning to the drawing up of a public investment programme
as 'ha.dbeen done hitherto in this and other developing countries. It was obvious that
a public economic policy that mostly concerned itself with the traditional government services was no longer adequate: the gro\Y1hof the productive economy in
all Its aspects must now become the central concern of Government. EspeciallY,with
the increasing need to define the Qov~rnment's socialist objectives in terms of
economic development and to build up rapidly the public and co-operative s,~tor
in the productive economy it was no longer possible to maintain the narrower
concept of planning. It was also considered necessary to introduce the people of
Ghana more fully into the l;)ackgroundand.disciplines of economic policy; to show
them how the sacrifices and efforts that, ~ey tna.~eill their own ihdividual sphere
contribute to the total national development; how the nation mustset its priorities
in order to obtain the maximum progress; how in choosing to do 'one thing we must
it is
forgo the chance to do some other desirable thillg--!ispecially, how and
proposed to save a large part of our national wealth to spend OD development instead of spending it on immediate constl11ipfion.

wny

The Ghana economy is already a fairly complex one. The task of drawing up
a comprehensive Plan for it was made more difficult for the new planning organisation by the fact that we are as yet in the process of building up an adequate stock of
statistical information about the country. These difficultieswere partly made up for
by the nature of the Planning Commission. The membership of the Commission
covered a very wide field of knowledge and experience drawn from the civil service,
the universitiesand business. This expert body was organised into a series of Committees, each Committee being empowered to co-opt as many other members as it
needed. The present Plan is essentiallythe distillation of all the ideas and suggestions
thrown up in the course of the work of these Committees throughout 1962.A great
debt of gratitude is owed to these members of the Planning Commission-a list
of whose names is shown in Appendix A-and to all the other experts who assisted
them. In order to draw upon an even wider store of expertise and to profit by the
experience of other parts of the world which have passed through or are currently
in a similar stage of development to Ghana's a Conference was organised in April,
1963to discuss an earlier draft of the Plan. To this Conference was invited a panel

INT.R_UCOON

~~.s..

of internationally eminent authorities ir1 tae icdd of economies and. plano.. ,.fIGat
oth~r African countries (set"
tl. maaJ<loW' prefessiollal,
business and educational authorities. The sua.stions and criticisms of all these
people have helped us to produoe a set of proposals for Ghana's economic developmeat which we know are ~di1BcuItbut pmoticaa~. .
.
Inevitably the result of this first effort at comprehensive planning must be far
from perfect from the te,,'bbicat pOint ot view. Much work remains to be done in
working out detailed prolranunes of implementation and hi planning inclividual
projects. This Plan itself must be constantly reviewed as we gain more e1C.peti~nee
and
collect more inf0l'lJlat~on.By the time we come to. draw up a. second .S~~eh:lear
Plan the 1960 pdpubttion census, the data on external trade, the cOhSlI1Jl~n
surveys and the nationa.I income estimates, which formed the statistical backbone
of the present Plan, will have been supplemented with new data on agrieultJItil and
industrial production, on the balance of payments, on labour, wages and prices,
and on the inter-relationships between different parts of the economy. We s~o~d
then have a fairly complete statistical basis for planning in: G~~a. There will ilSo
have grown up a.cadre of Qhanaian planners who can use this information to draw
up a technically more advanced type ot Plan.
In the final analysis however the real value of a plan is to live. to the ..~tiQn a
sense of direction and to institute. a system of purposive discipline. The. ·.,sIc of
holding the nation onto its chosen course and of drawing out of the pe~~ orihis
country their willing sacrifice and enthusiastic co-operation has' been entrusted to
a new Planning Commission. Upon the success of this Commission. in actually
changing the face of Ghana and improving the lives ot her people depends the
success of this, as of any other, development Plan.
J. H. MENSAH
Executive Secretary.
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SPBBGB, BY 08A.&YD'O 'ON
DEVBL~
PlAN, wm~

Mr Speaker, Members' of the Nationj1l Assembly:
.
I have come. here to-day to p~sent tg you, ~d to the people of Ghana, our
Seven-Year Development Plan which, wh~n complet d,. win brin~ Ghan~ to the
threshold of a modem State based on a highly organised and efficIent agncu1tural
and industrial programme.
The main tasks of the Plan are: firstly, to speed up the rate of gro,~ of our
national economy. Secondly, it is to enable us 10 ,embark upon the socialist-transformation of our economy through the rapid' development, of the State and 'cooperative sectors. Thirdly, it is our aim, by this Plan, to eradicate completely the
colonial structure of our economy.
On this occasion, let me take the opportunity here and now to thank all those
experienced men and women, Ghanaians and non- Ghanaians, 'who have contributed
so much to the preparation of this Plan.
Mr. Speaker, ",hen the Convention People's Party callie ·to power in 1951,
the pace of development was so slow and COnfUBett. tliat we. ~Icided to sPeNd 4t ap
by attempting to implement in fiv~ years the'progi'(QDme o'iretO~tlUetibll"wb.ich
was designed-by the.colonial administration 'to tIk~,plac.e t)vel'a;-etfdd often'years.
That programme was not a developmentpl~Q.. It was ~ 9D~'PtjqI9f various individual petty project$ that had to be built in ptepar3t~pp. for Iu.ture·planning.
F·'
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At the conclusion of this programme, it became neeessatJ to pause for two
years in order to consolidate our position. By the time we reached the stage of
implementing the next phase of our progtamme, it ~~l meac;ly,bccome·. quiw clear
to us that the only real solution to the reconstruction. of Ghana lay, in the long
run, in the adoption of a socialist and co-operative programme for industry, and
the mechanisation and diversification of our ~griCUlture. Our' hopes in this regard
lay in the Volta River Project, about which I 'Will have 'more to say later on.
Mr. Speaker, this Seven-Year Development Plan which I now lay before you
is therefore the first really integrated and comprehensive economic plan ever drawn
up for Ghana's development after a thorough examination of our needs and
resources. The Plan is designed to give effect to the Pany'siProgramme of Work
and Happiness which has already been accepted by the cOuntry. It also embodies a
ceonoay, based on
long view of the path whiCh shoUld lead itt) a seif"S~I'
socialist production and distribution. An economy bai.aitCld between .industry
and agriculture, providing a sufficiency of fo08 fer the ,people, and s~g
secondary industries based on the produetS of our agl'icu1~e. In other; words,
an economy founded securely on the basis of socialist prodllcJion and distribution.

~.te
~~Pts
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Our

aim, under this Plan, is to'

xpto.
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A socialist Ghana n\Ust ~
s~~:'f~r.~~1'Y citJ,.en,. ~t.the. earliest possible
date, an adequate l~vel of ~"Jibi18Jlil Butiitlon and a satisfactory standard of
clothing, housing and leisW'e.
.
The Party has always proclaimed socialism as the objective or our social,
industrial and eeonolllifIvprQSl'I."es.S.i~sm., 'hpwever, will contiJ)J1oto .remain
a slogan until industrialiSB."~ll;j' aehiovei:k,(Socialismdemands a yezy different kind
of planning and JCQnotnics~
from the type the was evolved by the colonial
administration. This il,wny in It9l}1 we ~t up.a Planning C~mtnis,sion .d,·_arpd
it with the responsibility for drawing up this Development Plan which I p~sent to
you to-day as an instab::n,~ptin the process by which we hope to tum Ghana into
the sort of couatry we eI!vil'lS~.
'
A socialist State cannot come by itself, nor can it be established by the formulation of plans. Sooialism ha$ to be worked.for and even saGrifiQCt9
for. Socialism,
which is aimed at the em.anO,i~tion of the people from ~xpmj.1i9R, h~, to Jw
built by the people. I~ is the expression of. the people whose Gp~roment a~pts
responsibility for promoting their welfare to the fullest possible ex.tellt.
'

to

Our youth from th~ primary schools, through the secondary sch()qls
the
universities and higher institutions of learning, should and must .be taught and
trained in the socialist philos$phy. They must be taught to know the workings of
neo-colonialism and trained' to recognise it wherever it ,may rear its h:eatt They
must not only' know the trappings of colonialism and imperialism, but' they must
also be fable to smell out the hide-outs of neo-colonialism.
In this endeavour, we shall expect from each citizen a maximum contribution
to the national economy according to his ability and training. Itis only in proportion
to the contribution which each of us makes to the work of the Nation that we can
expect to share in the material gains which the socialist development of the economy
will make possible.
Mr. Speaker, in order to accomplish our objectives, we have decided that the
economy of Ghana will, for 'some time to come, remain a mixed e<;ollomy in which
a vigorous publie and coooOpe.rativesectorwill operate along With th4;private ..·s~r.
Let me make it clear that our soeialist objeetives demand ·t.bat tho,'J.lDlic
cooperative sector of the productive economy should expand at the. &8imtun po.ssible
rate, especially in those strategic areas of production upon whieh. the economy of
the country essentially depends.

_I.
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.' : weatredeteAniDed1that

.
a.V~tail.t,~~'as ,·to avo.¢he~~
••.'•".
.. > ' .
~tibl1)of.'ieoeftomiC
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"••...
ration of a mixed economy leads to. the ' ...••.'..ttans~~~~~~~a we ,. ...
'
I1dtto thtf~
ofour ~
~itJS
~.
~
..ttiat we4c.\;tta
remind ourselves at all times of''the neeessity
firstly, to promote to tlle tnaxilnum the developmeD't·of the State and
co-operative sectors;
secondly, to regulate the pattern of State investment in order to give the
highest priority to productive investment, and
thlrdly, to determine and direct the fo~s ~nd ~nditions offorei~ investment, in order to safeguard our socialist policy and national Jndependence.
In this way we shall ensure that the growth rate of the public and co-operative
sector of our e~nomy will exceed the growth rate of the ·privatesector, particularly
in industry and agriculture.
>
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Mr. Speaker, as you know, we have already establish~~
inOustrial projects
',flGC and as~isting
and enterprises, as a.means of seeurmg ourJ~¢(nl~l)ie i_
in the national control of the economy. I must make it clear
these State Enterprises werenot set up to lose money at the expense of the ~.,
~.Like aUbusiness
undertakings, they are expected to. maintain the1'1'iHty~J"'J
. 'y, and to 'sbow
profits. Such profits should be sllfiieient to build up
r further investment
as well as to finance a large proportion ()f_thecpublicserVi<les'Which
it is the responsibility of the State to provide.
~

eap'"

In every socialist country, state enterprises provide :the 1)u.lk of State reY-enues,
and we intend to follow the same pattern here. pur State enterprises will be set
yearly financial and production targets so that they may w9tk towardsdefinite
objectives and goals and thereby given every stimUlus to operate efticiently and
profitably. Hence, the managers of our State enterprises, ana those in charge of
our State organisations and apparatus should be men trained in management;
honest and dedicated men; men with integrity; men who are incorruptible.
When we have succeeded in establishing these principles, Government. will
then be in a position to lower taxes progressively, to lessen steadily the burden of
taxation on the people and "eventuallyto abolish many of thlm~if not all of them.
I have set up a State M.a.nasementCQJlllQittee·,'Q:bript•
ideas tolife ~Jld
to help in building up strong, well managed, efficientand pr.,_tii>le State eIHe~es.
I intend, however, that the State Management:@olDl,Bi",)shall do mote than
that. I want to ensure that the people dfthis oountrY"'Me: ftiU)hi-nfurDled
ofi60vetnment's intentions and plans, particularly with regard. to industrialisation and

xr

I am oonviuted·•• ,

1II_lltU,.I,

will give our people tile' D.... •.....lIIlW
objectivesfor work and happiness
.

Mr. Speaker, f?rei~ in'MS!JDe~t~s the private-siotat- of bur ihd\lstnal development can play an 'lmptmata role ill Our ec$DQmy. It lias a valuable contribution
to make.to our econo~yab.d.,to·the attainment. of certain speefficobjectives. Among
these will be prodUCtioll of conSlUlle! goods, the local processing of Ghanaian
raw material .and the utilj~tion of Ghana's natural resources in those lines of
economic activity where a large volume of investment is required.
We expect, however,··that such inves~ents will not be operated so as:to exploit
our people, On the e0ntJ'!llo/•. we expect such ent~r:priSesto assist in the. expansion
of the economy of the country in line with our general objectives~Foreign invcstIrlent
enterprises will. contribute personal initiative, managerial ability and technical
skills towards the develepment. of the country. They will also further the' growth
of similar initiative, ability, technical skills and habits of saviag among Ghanaians.
We welcome foreign investors in a spirit of partnership. They can earn tileir
profits here, provided theY,l,ave us an agt;eed portion .for promoting ~be welfare
and happiness of our Ptpple as a whole a,$ 3pmst the gt;e.edY;all\bilions.of .the
few. From what we geto\Jt of this partnership, we hope to be able to e~and the
health services for our people, to feed and house ~
well, ito gi.;yethem more
and better educational institutions and to see-to itJhat they have a rising standard
of living. This in a nutshel is·what we expect from ouf socialiSt objectives.
Mr. Speaker, in pursuing. these objectives, Y'e shall exert our efforts towards
the maximum extension of the public sector within the productive economy. As
I have said, within this framework we do not intend or desire te limit private investment.
Our Government has always insisted that the operations of all economic
enterprises in Ghana should conform to the national economic objectives and be
subject to the rules and regulations which are made in pursuance of our socialist
policies. Our experience h_s been that foreign investors have been willing to invest
in Ghana so long as the limits within which they can work are fair and clearly
defined, and we shall continue to consult with them in order to ensure that cooperation is as full as possible.
Ghana's economy, particularly at the present stage, has room for all the
investment capital which is likely to be provicled.'by foreign iltvestol'$, by.*e{}entral
and Local Governments and by individual Ghanaians. In this respect, I believe that
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there are a considerable number of

incI.iYW~ ,GbaDaianS .wlto:8I!t .~ .Il ~.

materially to assist in finding the necessary capital for the Sewen",'¥earSevel__
Plan.

•

'

J'.ll.. "

One of the worst features of coJpnl ."
a8.'~tt!r~'.·
+
economy in ,*hieh tHefb
'nt~tiE '.' +.
.
made by expatriate firms. In colomal·days.lt w~ ..
~t~~~,~de
'
.
should be Invested abroad. To-day .the sltua.mll is. mtttel, ,l,I8IIIlt. An. ~stor
who lays out his money wisely in Ghana is likely to.make .a
pr,ofi~than If he
invested it in a more developed,country. Ne~~l~s,
ol~ ~b"
o.f lnv~~~t
persist and there area conside~able.nUI,llbel'
.of O~~ans who ,sUll maintain.thelr
savings in foreign investments and in property outside Ghana ..
k

was0littft!'fllbm' . ,.' ... ~.

nattlra1

lawse~

Under our Exchange Control ..laws it is, of course, illegal for Ghanaians to
have property abroad without having declared this to the appropriate .authorities.
This aspect of our law is not always understood. The Gove.lament has therefore
decided, not to penalise any .Ghartaian firm or in<lividual who;. within .the M»t
three months, repatriates foreign 1Io1dings. of money. to. Ghana, or waf) .~lar.s
ownership of. foreign property. A .thorough investigation is ..root to disCOll~r..~
extent of holdings of foreign exch.an.seand, pr~p~rties by 9~*~a,ns" ~nd those
who do not take advantage .of this otre~but continue to co,tdl
f~r~JgIl~ssets,
must expect, after the three-month period of grace, to be su . to the full rigours
of the law.
' .

~n-

Mr. Speaker, the Seven-Year Development Plan mak<$· promiens
maximum volume of;investment from all sources.

for a

We intend that the State saould reUijllcon~ol of th.~ s.~4\\t.ik1..A~h~~
.Qfthe
economy, incluQing,PY:9licutilities, raw materials and ~~vy .
: . The SJa.,te
will also Participat~ jp ligllt and consqmer IQcids in.Q.ustti•..•.•
~ . . ." the ,ates of
return on capital should be highest. We in~nd also ~t.thQ~,1AP~tries.wb.iph
provide the basic living needs of the people shall be State-own_i u.J:Jrd~rto prevent
any exploitation.
Mr. Speaker, Members of the National Assembly, let me now turn to the
specificproposals of the Seven-YearPlan.
In the next seven years,.it is proposed that there will be ~ t0t# .eW!nditure of
one-thousand-an~-six~eenmillion poUtt?S,that .is~o.ver a billion pqupds ~teding, on
development projects 10 the Plan. Of tb.is total, It IS mtended. that .t9'QJ,:,hundrea~and~eventy-s~ m!~on poundS s}tOW9be provided by the CentralJ?iqY~~ment..Foreign
Investors, m~V1dualGhanaians, Local Authorities and the Co-opefltive sector ~te
expec~ed.t~ Invest abo~t fow:...hundre~.and...fortY million.~:·
We~also hope
that IndIVl.dualGhan~ans will contr~bute nearly one-rllun*'4, _n~,polUlds'
worth of dIrect labour In the C(!)nstructlonof buildings, in conununlty.xievelopment
and in the extension of their farms.
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Investment theouabout the· 11
.•1i;,.,...,!'V

:gi!:!~Yt

,lI.. 1Jj
...•.
··ll·.-•·••.
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Will, .~ve~.e one-h~.

. ·,q"i__t;lpr ~i;~iJht
and qte rest by Private

_-

investors.

• '. We ~n~~
~~~.~c',tll~
2~a.~~~r~~tio OOtt~bute to·6ur national development. We e~
ttmi~oRf·ra,v~n~·a.8·iI1l~striala&t
anmtnes to facilitate our
trade in PrUnary~~i1utG
nianufattmed loads so that we can finance
the bulk of 6ur;developmellt out· of our own resources and eartlings.
We hope that where necessary, the Government of Ghana will be able to borrow
money on reaSonttbt.'·tetms for essential and productive Pt-ojedts.Let. me say again
that we .welcotBe (omp. inves10rsto come andr~t in Gharla.'s progress. We offer
them ev<,ryl$S.taJt~~l$bstaatial Materid! benefits, aild the advancages of a coherent
lOlg-tenn economi~strategy which will jive·themrplenty,of.scopofor planning and
xl_e' time, we expect them to re-invest a11adequate share of
develbfmient At
thvir profits in the further progress, boa of 'Ghana and of·themselves.

tIl,

~ ~s.our existing
InB,der tQ be;tI~~ to tnana,e these n¢~ invtsttne,ll~ ~s..
capital Willi, the
of efficiency, COtmteyh.~fa\vel;t~3in.labour
force
under compet~nt mariagement. In this sense, the eaucatiQ~al prQsrannne unper, ,qte
Plan is crucla] to the success of the whole Plan. It is directeatowa~
., .. g eClncation
;lo all who
in Ghalla a ·llew·and;JWorepractical oriebta.tiC)nantl·~.,~JI,
can profit by it. In oraer to make' regleconotnie prQ""f;~
Ji,ust'adopt an
impIove~.techn91~gy in all.llnes of produetlon.. yte look to ~e edU~tio~ system
and 'ed,,~tmn#.'iBmtuti6hs to ~uip our P"ople 'WIth· ~ •.. a~ments
in
indUStriaIan4'flticulturaltecMelogy. We expect our A,.
:(DfSCiencesand our
research organi~ations to adapt this technology to the ~4i~bns of 6hana. And we
lool to the Mflftagers of our enterprises to adopt the tecln"logy which is developed,
and td'ffisteffttl1'S by" a maximUm programme of " on the job" training.
The development of Ghana has hitherto not been sufficiently balanced between
d.ijferentparts of the country. It is the deliberate policy of,this Plan to correct this
imbalance. Naturally we must develop in each part of the eeuntry the type of economic activity to which it is best suited by re~on of Jijltl:p'~ resow-ces and geograpllic».\lpCa~~n. ~9-t,a speci~l ell'ort has to' be..lp.ade.iJ 9J;4er to e~llre that t~e
ra~ qf ~f~~~~S
~. ~F le~s.faY0Ured~!1S of
i~eyep..8f~ter tllan ~e
rate of p}fogressIn tl10se sectIons which have l»tp,pug /
.~~e. ~~~W;e.,~
•.,)t IS
only by this means that we can achieve a more llQ.m1p··
~~llt)'f1~vll~iilent.
In the pteSent1Pl\D poricd it is proposed to pay spe.ktk a nti0D to tlte modernising of agriCUlturein the savannah areas of the N_iandUpper:l'egions.
It is hoped through secondary industries based 011 a~tUl81
raw materials, to
turn the Northern areas into major sources of food. suppJits for the whole country .
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mt\ior schemes of ~nial1d.~.,~U.'·.
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.
~etlker, the _ckbolle of.~~
.• ~~e}~
~',
\ .;.~. ,...ers
who~particularly in recent years, 'ha~e?l\adea ~~.cimmO\ltiOll, ....•. .economy and
l~'

expressed their patrio~sm. in a n~

of unsel8.Sh -ways•. ~

.de~o~ents

~e

aOV",~eJ1t.is propo~ll~ ...•'!1~M •.·<t~8tit~~pd/fA..~PtJ"!~V!}~~..\Vi1l .. bn~~ .
tlleth.a share of the local facilities t.h,y.,bave ~ to,-,been aemed~.~ore than ~s.
they. 'WUi have the QPPQrtunityalJi~tJ)<s~e ~ ..• ~ up-t~date te~~ues o~ farming
that must be employed if greater Yieldsand diversity of crops are to be attained.

I want our farmers to understand that the State Farms and Co-operative enterTlle interests of
p~~s are not being encouraged as altet:Ilat~yes~9'Pi~i1santf~~.
individual peasant farmers will n()t~ 1P-ades1ibsefVlentto those of the Sqtte Farms
ana' Co-operatives. We need the efrQi1S()f our individual Fannf,rs more than e¥~r,
along with our State Farms and Co-operatives, if we are to achieve, at an increased
pace, the agricultural targets we ])ave set ourselves. We look to our individual
peasant farmers for the enlargement·ofinvestm.nt i~ ouragric\JMu.re.
Mr. Speaker, as I have stressed tiqte and.a$8:~, the re'Volutiqntakin~ place in
Ghana is chiefly a revolution oftlie wotkersamf'tIih tiH!rs o(dte tiibd. A Vitalphase
of this revolution is the impfemerltittiltf of the 'Seviil"Yeat"m.
' ',nt Plan wlPch
aims at the total expansion of an seqtions of our economy to
,the standard of
living of the people of Q}lan,.,.., I ~m,,y
tl;1a~the :workers have .J'Il\~nstrated their
complete dedication to our revolutiqM cause.
.
Upon the attainment of indepoad~nee,
,Party, as the conscious political
vanguard of the Trade Union NGYement,.·w~rMd-'with the .Tlatle Unions and
created a new and more effective stli\lQture,of the Trades Union Congress. Government supported the desire of the work¢rs for this new Trade Union structure.
Thus, we were able to creatGin aur labour and industria11aws conditions for
resolving quickly and expeditiously the problems of our working .population. Thus,
also, the workers accepted the responsibility to contribute to the ecOnomic and
social reconstruction of our ·economy.
In the State sector of our econollly, the workers employed ill o,ur State Corporations will ~e.afforded full and eq~l opp<'rLunitiesfor participating in the planning
and executIon of 0tlr industrial projects. It is only in this way. that. the workers will
closely identify them4lelveswith the attainment 'Ofthe economic and social objectives
of our new society and will thus e'llJ.,t~their own welfare widl the prosperity of our
country. Such new worlcins rel~'~l".ps will e.nabl~ tbe workorJ 41; .3.ct'luirethe
sense of complete belonging and·fui p&rtieipation and .they will n0,·]oB.gerconfider
themselves as worl0!lS for celonialist ewJ_ters. I have..live.dG.,••
ns that $()me
of our State enterpnses be handed over comple.telyto the wtJrkers'who will manage
them for themselves on behalf of the State.
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Soap .PIitl9l?' at
thin.s, iliat in order to£ pay

1(~i~;~.~~;~trthe'U~

T~ma on the: ,."",, ~PSt; .~i~',~~., Mn~1~~r
of'laI0l1r! Itt tile development of Ghana the Oovemment
has decided to b19titMe a speoial 'Order to be known as the "etder of the Black
Star of Labour ". I?~up1sof this Or4e~, w~ch will rank among U:l~h}.shesthonours
!?~f~~r~~tand.
all c~~spf lS1.l?}Ji'~,q~ t\;f.'tlUs
of the Sta~e2~ve o~
Order. It l~ ~y" , , ',<' fit e~~~()l1Jt:AAt,tbis ~)V~rd~,pt:9~d,\·~
~l1)'
e
to all workers~~~tr~ltever.t~(S,f~e~
dillie'nati(J~WilJ.:m"lC~it~s 'aQit?iuQtl~'.. .'. ,'.'
for the title of Wot~~tot t1ie'Yeat' and to ti~comeheroes and :~er~ine$
drLQ~»r.
tribute to the
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Mr. Speaker, M.. bers of the National Nsembly, I am happy to inf()nJl the'
that 'the Volta River
House that on pHSettt estimates, it is confideatly' ~
Project willl>C8i,,!w;'F~er~w ~le~Qlll po>yerby Sep~Jllber, 1965. Ol,l., thar~,date,
we shall come ~()"~ e~~~f qijp~hase,of our gherishod'Jo~ and~! ip. ~~glnq,ipg
of a new ~q{mq., ,;¥ijAlg en~~~v9:urto ~~
the vas~e1ectQC?
pO}y,C!f, ~tW.phW'iltb~
at the ~qn~;A
,~ fOf the enricl\nlent of
eco1:\ori].y Cil1ll1~pl~~

e;~

ana

Com'letl6li dtitieVolta Pro 'eet wil1enalJleU$ .to d~ ,
,mal .
of Ghana~Indeed. thePOSSibiliti! fdr 6ura~
IIlYIl '..
. '. ~. It
fy
revolutionised. Fkst:,abd·foremo'st the Volta ~
will m~hy
ittarl1}_,·per
cent the insuRed: electtioll capaoity of the country. Nearly one lmlf of dliw new
capacity will be uk. 'up by the aluminium smelter in TemQ~'But there 'win ,De ,an
ample reserve o£·PtJwer. for other users, and. Ghana will,have ;libtitated 'lletself
decisivelyfr~m the possibility of power shortage tiecoming again a brake on the·rate
of economic progfe'ss.
I would like in tJlriscontext to point out the degree to which the Volta Scheme
fits into our chosen combination of a mixed economy with socialist and C<roperative
goals. A major Part,()fthe scheme is being financed by ~e. GhaQa Oovemment;,but
the American. anp. ~tish Governments have Join~ in the finan~I.'of it, top~r
with the World D:'J.~, AAd we have,had the most li~ll>f'Ql.
a.d frw.tfW- co}lab01'3tion
with American enterprise in the shape of the K#ser. groyp ot iu4P~tries.

iti*.'i,••

Meanwhile, our·1tdaa eontractors, It1l~r8~.'
ef':~."
e
feat of taking c»le ~
eittitl! time 0fCO~~.~~~.~
....•
scheme, we have \V01fltea>togetherin the gria'-t ,.~.
I:te .~.•', I~'i . Si' ""at
scheme as an examp1~:of tllcway in which catefUl and ,~t;ptatdifil,
~th
foreign investment, public control andparticipa~~t~l~
tleV8tllt_f6fthe
people can revolutionize the economic base ofsoaety.
-
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totai.pspgramme of economic development with that of other Afncan countnes.

the :Plan "'. are lauuohing to..d@;yJel-es to.I,rqj~~

apd .gevel.m~p.ts which

we wisb.~tosee take place in Ghana. It grievosme that we in Ghana, who so strongly
adve.te ..the. unity of the African Continent, should be forced to take so.narrow a
view of planning. I have advocated for closer union of Africa times without number.
I ha'Veemphasised the need for a continental union Government for Africa as the
onlysolutibn to Africa's ills and problems. Since the Addis Ababa Conference, it
has;~e~nmade abWldantly clear that artificial borders \Vhich!e inherited from the
cofol\ial powers shoUld be made obsol~te and unnecessary. While we wait for the
settinSup of' a Union Government for Africa, we must begin immediately to harmonize our plans for Africa's total development, For example; I see no reason why
the i"dependent African States should not, with advantage to each other, join
togdl.er in an economic union and draw up tQ8ethe~a joint Deyelopment Plan
which will give us greater scope and flexibilityto our mutual advantage. By the same
token, Isee no reason why the independent Mncan Stfl~esshould !1~~havecommon'
shipplng and air lines in the interest of 'improved servlGesand ecoDtirity.With such
rationalisation of our economic policies, we could haye commo~ objectives and
thus eliminate unnecessary competition "andfrontier barriers and disputes.
As everyday passes, it is becoming clearerand clearer thai it is"only,theestablishment. of a Union Government of Africa. which can. SJ~Neour se~aratb ..~tates not
only from neo-colonialism, but from imperialism itself. We in Oh8Jl8.are determined
to make our whole-hearted contribution toward this objective. We are prepared to
make whatever further provisions may be required to enable us tp.:play our part in
the achievement and consolidation of African Unity. Recent events in East Africa
and in other parts of Africa have shown how urgent is the need for the establishment
of a central machinery for dealing with the serious political and economic questions
confronting us in Africa to-day.
"
Mr. Speaker, Members of the National Assembly, the object of the Seven-year
Development Plan which Ihave outlined to you is to modernise our agriculture and
develop our industry as a basis of our socialist society. I, for my pan, am determined
that the Plan shall succeed. Its success must .rest on the support of each and every
one of you and on the devotion and hard wor~ of the.officials,Heads of Corporations
and Enterprises, whose dilty it will bertb translate the Plan into action. Itt the seven
years ahead, all our energlesmust be concentrated on its nnplementatibn.
It has long been apparent that the administrative 1l1,~~hin~1)'
w~h we inherited
was not designed for a country working within the framework o~ an overall plan
and in which the activities of individual agencies of the nation are' directed to clearly
XVll
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defined goals of'
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is themfire necflle1
aditlilliSttatit>h:

and acti0J1S
de1inenin'die

<

. Ihave caused to be "
< wfih!he Seven-YearPlan'a guide to 1.ts·fiIlpl~me'ntation. This pi....
<,,.~Ub1Me3 _t·Ca1".erully~ -Members: m:"tltis 'ff@tise,by
the Party and (Jotlftiiletlt ~meial&~;,Mtlmagers,of ;State Bntetpris~s, the farmel'S'
organisation, th~ T'adt8,/Union €Ougress and aU those who will be t0lieemed with
the implementation l)f:tb.ePlan.
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I have, earlier this month, established several organisations whos t~sEOilslbi~ty
executipq qf the Plan., rAeS~,~l"t;tfi[~t)XfJJ)¢~f!tJi: ',I' 1
it will be to see,to .~~e,J·,~~4
Planning CommiSs,lIiIiifthi'Qllgbwhich the pc.qPl<;,' will15e :flss9C~d<.~~ "tle;', M-n,
and which will,be, eq.l~g,d to include Mjriist~rs"ttegiona:l Co~s'~R~~'
,Jc;pr,e':
sentatives of Corporations and organisations and integral wings of tn.F f3rtt.
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Secondly, the Stale Planning Committee which, under my Chalrma:ft$hiip,will
be the key body for co-ordinating action and policy on the Plan, and}'ior,'.jhriag
directions on its exeeution and iinplementation.
Thirdly, there is the BUdget Committee, which will make recommendatfons for
the pollcy of the annual budget.
Fourthly, the Foreign Exchange Committee, which will make r~Q.JP~~llPations
regarding the size of yearly imports and exports.
And lastly-tho usb by no means, the least-there is the ~~4:fefiitnf'lement
Committee which will direct the operations and activities of Stale C:o~~1;;j..o~,and
State Enterprises irForder to ensure their efficientand profitable m~agePl,en\;
,

<

•

I am sure that if these five bodies carry out their duties honestly an.denergetically, we shall' achieve and even exceed our goals under this Plan. We mi~t even
complete the Plan ahead of schedule, that is to say in less than sevenye-ars.
Mr. Speaker, all our efforts should henceforth be directed to ensuring that
everything is done to make this Plan a success. I
sure that all the people of this
country are determined in their efforts to ensure that we achieve all our Plan objectives and make our country a happy, pregressive, prosperous and advanced,na~on.
We must therefore ensure that State funds and resources are not friftered away
uselesslyor wastef4l1yor that they find meir way into private pockets. \
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We shall, in order to impleaient tl)p flat}, b,et;l~arpwl.an~~e.~~\
'
,P
organisations both h~fe and abroad; we shall also b..eQi~riJl8 into sate's
, ts
as well as acquiring goods locally. I intend that all contitiCts, whether
struction of factories or offices,or for any purchase dr isttle, Sh6uld~:f'e~tps.ded
ihid our funds will be properly husbanded and utilised for Ghana's ,actvaitee~t
and for the welfare and happiness of the people.
<

<
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In order that our resources are
prev.ent aily attempts at peISon8~ 21'ree(ll ••

~

p~ople and the State, steps will
at ;giveor agree .to give tJi)fU,lY,,,:;.:s~••',iDi,,.~;,_~IQe
Ojr,d1L8,t'J.'_":IJ~···~;J
any sift or consideration of an),
as..~n
forb:aring to do, or for having done a,yact,
tion of any contract for the Government of
or
disfavour to any yerson in relation to anY.other contract .
Ghana.
We shan also see to it that no contractor shall enter into aQYCQntractwith the
Government of Ghana in connection with which a commission has been paid or
agreed to be paid by him or on his behalf, or t~ ~s knowledge, unless before e
contract is made, particulars of any such comnnssion and t~e.,~~~ a~~ conditions of any agreement for the payment thereof have been dlsclQ~ m wpt1ng to a
special committee to be appointed by me to represent the (.tovernment of Ohana.

or

ili:

Any breach of these conditions shall entitle the GovertllQl1t to determine any
contract, and recover from the contractor the ·amount of any less·whicb.may bave
resulted from such determination and the amount or value of at;lysuch gifts, consideration or commission.
I have therefore directed that every contract for the supply oflOods and services
or for the execution of any Government project shall emOciidf',~s
to give effect
to this decision. These conditions are beingmade in the inter. oftthe tax payer
who ultimately has to find the money to pay for these gifts ana, u_s.
I want the world to know that we shall do everything to set cur own house
in order. I want all of us here in Ghana also _torealise that ncrtAiIllmust be allowed
to hamper our efforts to achieve our Plan objectives and that""itO.mdividllalswill
be permitted to hamper that effort, to retard our advancement· in any way or to
grow rich by corrupt practices. Those who have ears to hear, let them hear. The
progress, weifare and happiness of the masses is our supreme concern.
Mr. Speaker, we know that the desire of people is to have enough to eat
without spending too great a part of their income upon food. They want a reasonably comfortable place to sleep; they want light, a ready supply of water, education
for the growing children and future generation, adequate medical care and welfare
services. Our present plan will go a long way to fulfilling these very legitimate
desires of the people. The Volta project will provide us with abundant light and
water. In addition, a whole programme of irrigation and water development is
engaging our attention very seriously.
Housing, too, is one of our main pre-occupations. We are at this' moment
in the last stages of formulating large-scale housing projects, whieh we hope to
have ready soon. A factory for prefabricated concrete units is now under construction and will come into production sometime'this year. When these plans are
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Mr. ~peaker, ~e
be, hampering our advance to socialism if we were
to encoumge the ~wtlfot Ghanaian p-rivatecapitalism in our midst. This would
of course, be in antipa.tny.to our economic.and. social objectives. There are S()m~
,~re se:kin~ ou~ets for' small enterprises. Such people we
few a~ong' us
appreclt\~ have ~m'~a~ve,!hfcb 1~,wot,tldbe ,,!e~to. e~pl()~ ~uitab!yin our soci~li8t
undertakings. Th~('e.~r~ some who have.small 9~~,ltat·~a.Vll!~~
whic~ tb;~yconsi4er
they can profitably eplptoy' in business that will prb~ide ·godds and services which
are in public demand. Suob small busibeS$Jllen'will be' encouraged' to operate
enterprises provided t11eyaeGept eertain limitations as the Government will find
it necessary to impose as to tile size of the enterprise and the number of persons
to be employed in their undertakings.

~~?,

In this connection it is necessary to distinguish between two types of business
which have grown up within recent years. The first is the type which it is the Government's intention to encourage, that of the small businessman who employs his
capital in an industry or trade with which he is familiar, and in so doing, fulfils a
public need.
The seeond type is very different. It consists"ofthl.lt"ss oj' Ghanaiau. businesses
which are modelled.on the old type of colonial exploiUltion. Individuals who can
command capital use their money not inprod,uctive endeavour, but by the purchase
and re-sale, at high pdees, of such conunoQi~~$as ..ish, salt and other items of
food and coneuraer goads which are in demand by the people. This.type of business
serves no social purpose and steps will be taken .to see that our banking resources
are not used to provide credit for this type of business,
Even more harmful to the economy is yet another type of enterprise in which
some Ghanaians have been participating. This consists of setting up bogus agencies
for foreign companies whiph are in fact nothing but organisations for dist.Iibuting
bribes and exerting improper, pressures on behalf of foreign companies. It is the
intention of the Government to carry out a whole investigation into the activities
of 'these firms. They can do incalculable harm to our economy and they BlUstbe
ruthlessly suppressed.
The initiative of Ghanaian businessmen .will Dot be cramped, 'but We., must
take steps to see that. it is ct.nnelled towards 4esiratil~ social end~ a:n6 is DQt
expended in the exploitation of the community.. The Government will eu.c_QlU~ge

1~s.n?~inessin;entOj0Ut

e.~wkt'8Jlanfiiati·bUJlttessmen

lil~.ttYof our "aomy,Mi<l·,'

.s_.-ttOD than ~l1bt achieved tht~ilJ.fl:itll.di,'idb.al;

. '

that

," " ¥Ie must also discourage anYth~i
Can ttit'e~ten our sO¢ia~Atoo~~etfon.
For this reason, no Ghanaian will be allowed to take 'up slUiresiIi' any enterprise
ulitfe,·)'fot8ish investment. On the ~lltrary, we arum.eDooiuaJe"o.' people;with
savings to invest in the State sector and co-operatlve' un8lrtlkiap. I Ictmw that
amang our Ghanaian businessmen, there are some who are' ready and willing to
turn their businesses into co-operative undertakings. Where well-run private enterprises are offered to and taken over by the State or co-operative undertakings, we
hope that businessmen will offer themselvesas managers and administrators.
In the same way, Mr. Speaker, I want to refer to money..lenttingwhieh, along
with other problems, has been left to us by colonialism. I knQW .~t many of those
who are carrying on this business of lending money afcriDlj~l.G~es of interes~are
non-Ghanaians. But,' unhappily, not a' few of our own people n!\1ej6ittett the tanks
of those who make quick and easy money out of the difficultiesand misery of others.
iDool1Si&tent
M&h ~the Ideals ;of a
Money-lending and usury are intQler~ble',aRd~:
socialist state. We should see to it that this practice is;~frgm
'our soeiety.
Mr. Speaker, Members of the National Assembly, I am sure that imbued with
the spirit of the Party's programme of Work and Happiness, all those who are
responsible for the interpretation and implementation or this Plan will do their
work honestly and devotedly. It may be that in the course of the next seven years
some of us will from time to time attempt to change the choice of emphasis' that
we have made and try to direct proportionately more of our national resources
into immediatewelfare servicesand proportionately lessinto agriculture and industry.
It will be the duty of those who are charged with the implementation of the Plan to
ensure that' these pressures are resisted. Otherwise we shall end up in the long run
with an economyweak in its productive base and backward in its levelof technology.
This Seven-Year Development Plan can only be accounted a success if by
1970-the year in which we conclude the Plan and the year in which we celebrate
the Tenth Anniversary of our Republic- -we can truly say that the productive base of
the economy has been revolutionised and that the level of technology and productivity in Ghana is approaching modern standards over an adequate area of the
national economy.
Mr. Speaker, Members of the National Assembly, 1964, the year in which we
launch the Seven-Year Development Plan, will be hailed as the turning point in the
history of Ghana. In a little over a year from now, we shall be generating electricity
from the Volta River Project to feed our expanding factories throughout the country.
The Kwame Nkrumah Steel Works in Tema will soon be completed. Tema Harbour
itself is already being extended to meet the needs of our expanding economy, and
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Qbana it Will beby the end
of the JIIti ~'rl%"
a State with a slroDg and virile economy, its agricultur~
and iDdustry iwuyant and prosperous, an industrialised nation serving the needs
of its people.
Let. us ther~fore, as from to-day, move forward together, united in devotion
and determination, to give of our best in the execution and implementation of
this Se¥~·Yeat Plan.
,
Mr. SpeakerJ:Jt~e,nbersof the National Assembly. it gives me a great pleasure
on thiS .historic,~ioD,
and in this House, to launch our Seven-Year Development Plait.
I nowleave you to your deliberations. May' Y9U continue to be guided by
Providencein the highest interests of our Nation.
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THE STRATEGY OF G~;4~$ .:MCQNQMIC RE~ONSTRUCllON
AND DEVELOpMENT
.
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OF GHANA'S POLICY
'-

.

With this first Seven-year Plan Ghana enters upon a period of economic reconstruction and development aimed at creating a socialist society in which the individual
Ghanaian will be able to enjoy a modem standard of living in his home supplemented
by an advanced level of public services outside. The Government regards the wellbeing of the individual Ghanaian, however humble, as the supreme law. All the
energies of the nation and the Government must be mobilised to promote it.
The well-being of the citizen must be measured. by the degree to which he can
realise the potential of his personality. But in order to attain his highest level of
cultural and spiritual development the citizen must be. relieved of the worst forms
of physical drudgery through the increasing power of. the economy in which he
works, and the institutions of his society.must a.$su,rehim freedom and justice.
These conditions cannot be satisfied unless the prQd,..etive capacity and the efficiency
of the nation's economy are developed to Ute higbes.t degree. It is for this reason
that the needs of economic development mpst precec:ieaU other considerations of
policy as Ghana embarks on the new era of social reconstruction.
In the field of international affairs Ghana seeks two ideals: the independence
and unity of Africa, and the preservation of world peace. Ghana win be an asset to
Africa and a force for the liberation and unification of the continent in proportion
to the strength of her economy. She will become a force for world peace
and contribute to its attainment only to the extent that she and other non-aligned
nations become economically powerful and through their prosperity help to eliminate
those inequalities between men and nations which. are the greatest threat to peace
in our time.
In this and subsequent plans for the development of Ghana a consistent strategy
must be developed and applied to yield the most rapid rate of economic development possible within the limits of Ghana's generous endowment in human and
material resources.
H.-THE BUILDING OF SOCIALISM, IN GHANA.
Ghana has chosen the socialist form of society as)he -,o.;j~tive.of her social
and economic development. This choice is based on
beli~f;,t~~t.o~y a socialist
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(0 The econ0m.y must be developed rapidly and efficiently so that it shall
within the shortest tiln~ p~s£;'Ie assure a high rate of productivity
and a bigh standard of living for each citizen based on gainful employm,ent.
(ii) The incopte (rpm our physical assets and from the labour of our people
applied to. these assets year by year must be utilised for socially purposeful ends. Never m~st public want and private affluence be allowed to
co..exist in qbana. An,d..among the most important ends that the
community must provide for out of its incomes should be the education
and welfare of its children, and; the continued expansion of the economy
itself.
(iii) The community through its Government must play a major role, in
the economy, thus enabling it to assure the maintenance of a high level
of economic activity, the provision of adequate employment opportunities, the equitable distribution of the nation's output, and the availability of the means of satisfying over ..riding social ends. Aoeordingly
the need for the most rapid growth of the public and co-operative
sector in productive enterprise must be kept in the forefront of government policy.
The building of a socialist society is not an easy task. In other countries the
progress towards socialism bas not been smooth or rapid-even the pioneers in this
enterprise are still in the process .of building socialism. The path that Ghana cho~ses
towards socialism must be one that will lead us at the end to a prosperous and Just
society.
In order to ensure that Ghana's progress in the construction of a socialist form
of society shall be as speedy and efficient as possible the correct transitional arrangements must be made based upon objective considerations. Government has therefore
decided as follows:
.
(i) During the ~,sitipn to a socialist form ~f SOCl~tythe. ~nomy o~ ~
Country win" remain a mixed economy, In ~hIch public ~d' R~;v~te
enterprise win each have a legitimate, recogmsable a~d very Important
contributionto make towards economic growth. In this.and subseque~t
developrti~fte ~tid$'.separate 'tasks' will be clea;ly assigned to r .~,u~~
. "and'prlvate'capitai'in', the ~eld of both productIve a~~ ~on-prod~cti~o

.:,mvestment.-·," , .
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'hek'

which both public and. 'f;~'Me.tl~$).t t~
t):tUij
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tas~s. TIle plans for natiQ~. eqo",l1\ip d~l(rlppm~ll~ will a.$,$igntasks
which must be fulfilled ."y ..~h ,s~_<Ilr·
.if' ·*00
ot progress
towards the' ultimate objective of a prosperous Ghana is to be
maintained. Any suggestion .that vigorous state. and private sectors
within the same. economy are incompatible is unacceptable, Ghana's
policies will be so designed as to obtain the maximum contribution
from each sector towards the overall growth of the economy.

'''''to.'llm

(iii) The Government will actively encourage the voluntary association in

co-operative societies of farmers and those engaged in small scale
manufacturing and service industries. In this way they will be able to
have access to capital resources and technical assistance much more
readily than will be possible if they continue as individual operators.
The building of socialism imposes especially heavy responsibilities on the
state in the field of economic policy and development. In order to ensure that Ghana
makes significant progress towards building a just and prosperous socialist economy
during the next twenty years the Government will observe certain constants in its
expenditure pattern:
(i) The financi~1 resources of Government wilt' be used as conscientiously
for the provision of employment opportunities tb.rQugh ·productive
investment as they are used for the provision Qf secia! services and other
items of public consumption. As'_the state finanees each year out of
budget surpluses a large proportion of the productive investments
made in the country the economy will become progressively socialised
until by the. end of the transition period the state will be controlling on
behalf of the community the dominant share of the economy. This
will have been accomplished without our ever having to resort to
such expedients as nationalisation which, if carried out with full c~mpensation, would only change the ownership of the means of produ:t~on
without adding to productive capacity or employment opportunntes,
and, if carried out without such compensation, wouldinevitably incur
such a .large measure of hostilityas to make our development plans
very much more difficult to achieve..
(ii) These productive investments of the state must be conce~t~ated on the
most strategic sectors of industry and agricultute, th~ •• Vln~ the. ~~te
control over essentielsupplies and the vital'springs ofecodOB'Uc activity
while at the same time laying the foundations fOf'the ~urthef growth of
.the economy.
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(iv) State enterpti~JWiI~ ~~ed to make a contribution to the public
revenues witltin a r~ona.mte time, and they should not be allowed to
become a permanent liability to the economy: enterprises which make
losses indefinitely represent a waste of both capital and current labour
resources. Successfulenterprises can only be run by competent managements and a disciplined labour force.
(v) The state's economic activities must never take such a form as to.hinder
the citizens' own efforts to help themselves~In the provision of communal services, of housing, and of employment opportunities, the
more individual or local efforts that are successful the less need will
there be for the state to borrow money or to increase the levels of
taxation for thesame purpose and the less social tension will be generated. Such enterprise whenever possible will be directed through
collective and co-operative channels. Individual and co-operative
effort of this sort is an :illfegtal part of the GHanaian way of ~ and is
compatible with our sooiltIst prinCiples. Government will devise a
system of taxation to prevent ex~sswe .inequalitiea in society. The
ceiling wiD be low enoughto mle~out undue aftluence without being so
low as to discourage individual effort. ,The more private Investment in
Ghana is contributed by our own people the less will Ghana be indebted to, or dependent upon, foreigriers of all sorts, and consequently
the greater the degree of her real independence will be.
III.-THE LoNG RUN STRATEGYOF DEVELOPMENTIN GHANA
The economic policies to be realised under this and successiveplans of economic
development will lack direction and consistency unless they are firm_IYrelat~d to ~
clear vision.of the structure .of'economy towards which we are movmg. Besides, It
is only in the longer view that it is rational to project any really radical transformation of an economic system;
In the very shOrt ~.rioC!we remain prisoners ef our past, The'most important
factors which determine the- level of:a _U.lltt"y.'S ea>nonuc devel~pment ;;
subject to radical change In a short peno(.1. The structure of proc:hletienan .3.,
the location of manpower and economic activity, the skiD,.and/age:d:uuacterlStiCS
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labour force, the •• Q19~eall'¥tfl~~tJl~x@t"~.~.~~:j·~JI~:;.Jl
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develops in the wrong direction.·T
qll·rut!l·oWtlCtives of Gllana~$'poliey. in e~'
nomic and social development can therefore be atta:ttl,edin a relatively short period
of calendar time if the arrangements made ~rolIltime to time are properly designed
to speed up economic change along the chosep.
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Short term plans such as the present and subsequent ones can only contributeto a change in the basic features of the economy if they are viewed as instalments in a
long run programme designed to effect such change even 'though the short term
plans themselves must accept some of these features as being fixed for their own
duration.
Government believes that a long run or perspective plan for Ghana's economic
development must have four principal objectives:
(l) The economy must be developed so as to be able to assure to
every Ghanaian who is willing to work employment at a high level of
productivity and a rising standard of living.
(ii) The colonial structure of production based on exports of primary
commodities which largely accounts for the present low level of income
must be completely altered.
(iii) The new structure of production that takes its place must be so designed
as to enable Ghana to play her.full part in a Pan-African, or at least a
West African, economic co~pnfiy.
(iv) Government's participation in the economy must be on such a scale
as to enable her to implement her socialist policies with respect to the
distribution and utilisation of the national income.
(i) Full Employment Policy
Recorded wage employment in Ghana increased from 245,000 in 1955 to
~50,000 at the end of 1961. The statistics cover only a section of total employment
In ?~~na; the 196~c~nsus estimated the number of all persons engaged in economic
activities ~t 2-56 million, But the wale employment data cover the whole of government service and most of the larger organised establishments in agriculture, in..
dus~ry an~ con:merce. These are the sectors of the economy that have grown fastest
dunng thIS period .
. When th~ 105,000 extra places of employme.nt offered in the· r~rded sector
during these SIX years are set ag~inst the number of workers availahle it can be seen
that Ghana has still a long way to go before full employment can be
ranteed to
everybody. In the same period 1955-1961 the output of the elementary schools

a...
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alone was 164,500; tHs, ..···
tl'tbl:001IlOtiM!iI'1
people conting of WG..,.'
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rural to tile urban ~,
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'W ith5
not liayer at;~~l
the elementary sc11.ooloUt\'t1't alone.
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Another important statisti~.pr0\'i(ks .jl ~t
C()tnparison. In. the periOd
1955-1961,847,120 Ghanaians attained the age oflS~and thereby joined the potential
.labour force. The growing ranks of young unemployed persons hi all areas of the
country are a living testimony to the inability of the economy so far to assure the
security of regular employment to its labour force.
(ii) The Worker's Security
The security of the worker is often erroneously equated with subsidies,
unemployment and sick benefits and other "free" social services. The fact is tbatfor
the average worker the central element in his security is assured employment. It is
more important for him to have a steady job than to get a dole when he
is unemployed. It is more important that steady employment is assured to him from
the time he comes of working age till the time he retires, and that in the meantime
his sons and daughters are also educated and trained so t11.atthey are able to take
regular and profitable employment than that he can look forward to a SJmLll pension.
Social security in the traditional sense of course has to be provided for the
minority who are the victims of social misfortune-t11.e sick and disabled, the destitute, all those who for one reason or another genuinely cannot support themselves
by gainful employment or rely on the assistance of their families. Government has an
outstanding record among African countries for its efforts to relieve social distress
during the past ten years and will further develop these services under the present
Seven-year Plan.
For the mass of workers however Government's policy is to concentrate on
maintaining such a rate of economic development as to assure them regular employment at a steadily rising level of real income out of which they can lead self-reliant,
self-respecting and comfortable private lives. This safeguarding of the earning
ability of the bread-winner will always be the greatest contribution that Government
can make towards the security and stability of family life.
(iii) A Growing Labour Force
. This Seven-year Development Plan will make a start on the task ofb~gin~the
supply of jobs .more into line' with the demand for jobs. Althoup the o"1ectlve ,of
assured full employment will not be reached' until after many 'years of. sus~
economic expansion, the aim is to achieve substantial progress by the'etld of the ptan
period.
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Ghana's labour force is growm,1
ments in the prevention and cure'oJIII61
the country have been brought .doWn ~L'M1lY>ell'I~"Ila$t_rera
explained below, standards orp~bU& . \ > > .••.•.•.••••..•..•....••.•••.••••...•.•
,
rates relatively high and Government intends to" Iftstitute. .
'
coming years. The fall in death rates has been most nl~!ked among chlldren, of'whom
endemic diseases used to take a particuiatl?, he~vy.~pltThe present ~~11~tll0ttality
rate in Ghana estimated at eighty per tho~~a' in' the urban areas cOIrlpares quite
favourably with standards in other developing countries.
At the same time the population continues to show a high birth rate. It is
estimated that on the average 1,000 Ghanaian women of childbearing age (15-49)
give birth to about 200 children per year as compared with7O,children born to every
1,000 English women and 64'5 born to every 1,000 Japanese women of the Same
age group in 1959.
The result of this combination of a high birth rate and a falling death rate is
that the population is growing at a rate estimated at 2'6 per cent per annum.
Since the principal cause of the growth in population is the combination of a
high birth rate and a reduced infant mortality rate Ghana's population is a predominantly young population. At the time of the 19~)O
census' every second Ghanaian was
less than 20 years of age, every fourth Ghanaian was of school80ing age, and every
fifth Ghanaian was an infant wider 5 years old. These faets must conditien all
economic policy in Ghana for years to ccme, .
-.

The 1'3 million Ghanaians who were aged ()'::Syears in 1960 will be aged 15-20
years by 1975. If adequate employment opportunities are to be created then Ghana's
economy by that date must be expanding fast enough to absorb more than 70,000
additional workers every year. The comparison between that figure:and the 105,000
jobs created in the leading sectors of the economy during the six-year period 19551961 provides some measure of the magnitude of the task involved in Government's
undertaking to assure full employment opportunities -'to all Ghanaians by the end
of a twenty-year perspective plan period. In later sections of this plan a programme
is sketched out for the contribution that must be made towards the long-run objective
in the coming seven years.

(iv) Requirements of a Growing Labour Force
Young people make two demands on the community and their elders. First
they must be maintained and trained until they come of WQ~fillSage. Then the
means must be found to set up the farms, factories and oflices UlWlic.h they can be
~mployed. The expenditure on both their rearing and their subsequent absorption
Into the labour force must be financed out olthe savings of their ~lders.
7
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A young and gro'_I.~
has to ftrn,uan;_
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require-cl:o( .
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it harder for
community.to S&ve.
This makes it
people CQnst~t,ly,to t,~d
. and rededicate
dev,l()pment. For it must ;00
emphasised tIlat
lays this heavy burden of savings
on the population is not
to
significant changes in the short-run.
The success ,~t we have haa in bringing down the death rate in one generation will
not be matched by a similar rapid success in bringing down the birth rate. Until
the birth rate is reduced the population will continue to grow and the numbers of
the dependent young w»I ,~'Painproportionately large.
'
A growing population presents an opportunity as much as a problem. As th~re
are more mouths to feed so also are there eventually more hands for work.
A sustained stream of productive investment at an adequate rate is required to
turn this opportunlty into reality.
For this reason economic development must be put on a continuing baSisand
not treated as something to be taken up and laid down as desired. The young ;J!,feMli.e
for whomjobs must be found every year for the next fifteen years have ~keag~~~Jl
born. Everyyear a given number of them will come forward to join the labo~fo~~.
This cannot be postponed by any law or ..policy and therefore nej~her "Htt• "
investment required' to put them to work be deferred, otherwise the CORJ~,\J~'
will soon find itself with a class of idle but able-bodied youths whose dissati!Tacnon
with societymay be expressed in the most undesireble ways.
(v) The Structure of Employment
In 1960, 61'8 per cent of the entire working population of Ghana was employed
in the agricultural sector, and this partly. explainsthe low levelof economic development in Ghana.
At that same date the comparable distribution of the work force between
agricultural and non-agricultural employments for a number of other countries
was as follows:DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
Per Capita
National
Agricul- Non-AgriIncome
cultural
tural
United States ..
United Kingdom
West Germany
Denmark
Japan ...
8

88

5

95

12

..

..
..

%

%

.~

801
384

15

8S

110

23
39

61

121

77

370
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AND ..~

Agricultural

Non-Agricultural

%

%

42
52

98

..

58
48

Ghana ..

62

70

Egypt(*)
India

64

38
36

40

70

30

2S

Mexico ..
Spain

.. .

£
92.

It is noticeable at a glance that the wealthier countries all have a much smaller
proportion of their working people engaged in agriculture than the poorer ~untries
do. Even Denmark which is often held up as the model of a prosperous agrtcu1tural
economy for countries like Ghana to emulate is seen to have had only 23,%
of its working population engaged in agriculture. It is not difficult to see why this is
so. Ignoring the element of foreign trade it is obvious that since the weal~r
countries need a smaller proportion of their manpower to feed the community they
have a larger proportion left free to produce other commodities. Both the fanner
and the non-farm worker are better off.
Labour productivity and hence the average level of w~th tends to increase in
proportion to the degree to which. mechanisatiou and specialisation can be applied
to production. The scope for such application generally tends to be greater in nOD:agricultural than in agricultural production. A lso; the rate at which te6h11dlogy
changes is persistently higher outside agriculture. Therefore in all the advanced
economies the non-agricultural, and especially the manufacturing sector tends to
be the most dynamic element in the economy, Real wages in industrial employments
can be raised faster owing to increases in productivity and wages in agriculture
tend to be pulled up by the industrial wage rate. On the other hand in a slowermoving agricultural economy the average wage rate cannot rise very fast without
risk of inflation since labour productivity tends to rise slowly. Thus the stroeture
of the economy has an important effect on the rate at which the economy can grow:
the more industrialised economies have on the average better chances for advancement than the more agricultural ones.

(vi) The Crucial Role of an Agricultural R.evp/ution
.
Be~ore the structure of employment can be changed, howevert productivity
In farming must be high enough so that a larger number of wQ,kers ean be roleased
to work in other occupations without the whole country starving. Thus·iit Ghana
• Fiaures relate to 1947.
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in 1960 every farmer was pr(l!C1U!~!~eEtGW
United States at that ..
people. In fact he·was
food was still pilins
their f_1
Jrl&oas.
increases., so will their
.As the: ..productivity of those who remain in aseiculture
~...
earmng ~paClty grow, and out of their higher earnings they will be able, to save
more. Some of their money will go directly into purchase of goods produced by the
factories, either for use on the farms or for consumption by the farmers and their
families, thus providing the factories with a demand for their output. Experience
elsewhere has shown that in the early stages of industrialisation it is difficult for the
factory workers themselves to provide an adequate market for the goods which they
are producing.
Some of the farmers' increased earnings will also be available for investment
outside the agricultural sector. The farmers may themselves Invest directly in small
processing and other similar plants or they may contribute to the expansion of
public sector investment; this they can do either by the purchase of Government
stock or through increased taxation. The inter-relationship between the two typeS
of revolution must be clearly grasped and borne in mind if economic policy is to be
correct and successful
#'.,

.,

(vii) Productive and Non-productive Sectors

Inthe final analysis the real wealth of an economy derives from the commodities
it produces in its agriculture and ino\lStry. The other seetors of the econom.ycommerce and finance, public and social services-important ~ they are, are still
only concerned with o.rganising the distribution and utilisation of the material wealth
created in the productive sectors.
The real rate of growth of an economy must therefore be measured by the rate
of growth of its commodity production. Conversely, to be viable and dynamic an
econemy seeds to preserve the proper relationship between the amount of manpower
devoted to productive activities and the amount devoted to non-productive ones.
It is only at the stage where commodity production has developed to a highly
advanced level that this rule ceases to be important.
It is noteworthy that in the wage employment figure of 350,000 quoted for
the year 1961 30'2 per cent were engaged in productive and 69'S per cent
in non-productive employments. This structure of employment reftects the low
level of develepment of productive activities in the more mooetn seetor of. ~e
economy. Ghana'S food is produced by small-scale peasant fannerS; the prOce8Slng
of thiS food is done in small-scale family establishments; household go~, when
locally made, are produced in small street-comer factories. The mote oraanised\ and
10
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years.
In the meantime the scale of demapd for many commodities has grown far
beyond the ability of the small business Sectorto meet: It has becoD:teineteas~~y
obvious that the larger business sector must concern Itself more WIth commodity
production, using the resources of modem technology that should be more readily
at its disposal. In such establishments moreover the productivity of the worker
should be higher and this will be reflected in the wages that he can command.
Therefore an essential element in the economic strategy of Ghana should be
that the largest possible proportion of the new jobs to be created through investment
should be in the field of commodity prodtlGtion.
.
The adoption of this policy will increase the amount of capital investment
needed to employ any given number of workers far above what would be sufficient
if a larger proportion of the labour force were to continue to be allocated to nonproductive employments. The burden of savings out of current resources to finance
this investment will also be proportionately' heavier. But the alternative policy
would in the long-run leave Ghana with an economy dominated by an army of
domestic servants, bootblacks, bureaucrats and petty traders, and most likely an
overblown military establishment such 8$ CI1~terises so many economies in the
contemporary world which have been allowed to .4.!velop along the wrong lines.

(viii) The Structutt of Production
It has been suggested above that there must be a shift in the structure of employ-

ment away from having a preponderant share of manpower engaged in agriculture
as it is now. As more of the labour force is moved into non-agricultural employments the structure of production as between agriculture and other commodities
should also change if adequate attention has been pai(i to the development of productive employments outside agriculture. But among the wide range of non-agric~tur~. products the correct set must be chosen for development on the basis of a
sCIentificassessment of the economic and physical factors involved.
For Ghana the correct sequence of development would seem to be the following.
At the first stage-under the present Seven-year Plan-the existing demand for
staple consumer goods and ~asic building JIlaterials should be supplied from domes..
tic sources. In the. producuon of these. ,C;Olpmoditi~lothmj,
shoes, packaged
f~ods, ~ment, furmtu;e and ?ther ~ouse¥la wares........
w!U6h ~ ••.
mostly technologI~Y simple, Ghana s new Industrial labour force will serve its apprenticeship
WIthbest results.
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trade. This trade will, be developed along lines compatible with the eSULDW~_
of an African &ionoaic Cemalllftity as.s~bed in Uiene,xt ~n.
At the second ..stq'e of industrialisation-at the end of this Seven-year PIIll
and more particuJarly dUring·the next plan period-the concentration should be on
basic industry, ferrous and non-ferrtlus metals, chemicals, fertilisers and synthetics.
A.beginning ~ust then be made on the machine and other heavy industries which,
WIthelectronics and other more sophisticated industries, will fonn tho cere or the
third stage of industrialisation.
These distlnetions between the different stages of industrialisation aad the
assignment of different sorts of industrial development to 'each canilot be' applied
too rigidly. But it seems certain that a different arrangement of the areas of concentration at successivestages of development would not yield favQ\lrableresults.
If Ghana started out-on industrialisation by trying to ju~p into COll1pijcated
maehlae
and chemicalIndustries it is quite certain that her development would soon be halted
by the mounting losses and the inefficiencyof production. At the same time the
balance of payments position would soon collapse.
On the other hand the scope for industrialisation ~ough· the, produ«\on of
final consumer goods will not sustain dynami<? economic growth, m'tltis cOuntry for
more than the span of one sevenyear plan. After a14-thetotal population·of Ghana
is less than 7 million now and will still be less than 9 million by 1970.The demand .
for manufactured COOi\J.lller
goods in a market of that siZecall80t suppor,t an industrial economy on anything like the scale required to absorb the wdustrial manpower available in Ghana. Besides it is an observable fact that those economies
which cannot grew·beyond this first simple structure of industrial prod·uetiondo
not rank among the wealthiest. The highest returns and heeee the highest standards
of living will always be found in the production of the most advanced products.
But for technical reasons only very large markets can economically stJ4')portthe
most advanced industries. To proceed beyond the first simple state of indus~lis~tion Ghana needs access to a market much larger than any likely to be found W1thin
her existing boundaries.
.. Again, this approach to industria~tion requires mor~ capi~ t®.n ~0~ternative approach of concenttating ~or ~yer on the prod\lction oE s~~. censumer
goods. But in the long-run Gb$!! W!U build a strOBjlQr ~ ~
I!fq&~o~fY
by progressivelyadvancing the tecbn?l.opealle~elof the ~of her.~l¥
production than she could by followmgthe easier approach.

>. ...
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TIle strategy

of development

POLtoY "'POll''U18, 'PLA~

o\lt)jfidd.~

'PlnUQD

~u ·btl.~~

no,

•

.:

:!thirft:

setles 'of development ~lans such as the,.~NSetl~ one.
sp~~,
t".UWd
Ion term transformation of the econ0m.y whio~ we see~ ~.
p ..: -': "....
de;nds upon how effectively each such developJIICnt plan IS designed ~d nnpJe.
mented as an instalment in .the longer run process phange. Mpdern science ~l!d
t~chnoiogy have made it possible for the younger nations of todar to telescope l~tO
a few years economic and social developments which took generations to acco~plish

0:

in the older developed nations.
In order to reap the full benefits of its late start in economic development a
young nation such as Ghana needs above all to observe two rules of policy, na~ely:~
(a) It must embrace modern technology, especially by developmg Its
cadre of technical and managerial personnel,
(b) Its economic and social institutions at any given period must be such
as to favour the maximum application of modern technology through
a high rate of productive investment.
Each development plan such as the present one must propose measures for a
significant advance in the technological level of'the labour force. S,ocialand economic
policy at each stage of development must be designed to ma~hni~ investment. If
this is done then the number of years that it takes to accomplish the aims of long
term policy can in fact be quite small.
.
At its present stage of development Ghana has already begun to feel the shortake
of technically skilled manpower. Under previous-development plans a lack of
administrative and constructional manpower imposed a limit on, the speed with
which the physical and social infrastructure necessary for economic growth could
be built up. Under this seven-year plan it is apparent that middle leveland managerial
manpower especially in productive enterprises win become a major bottle-neck in
the process of economic growth. In later sections of this document d<;~iled proposals
are outlined for rapid increase in the supply of middle-and higber=-level manpower
in Ghana. The successful implementation of these proposals is the most crucial
condition for rapid economic growth in the coming years. The manpower proposals
must necessarily be couched in terms of the numbers of persons with stated levels
of training which are required each year. But an even more important consideration
is the spirit with which this skilled manpower is informed.
The technological leaders of Ghanaian society must not only be' skilled but
must also be. ?edi:ated .to th~ir mission of seeking C9O:$ta,Ut
ittlprovement. A spirit
of perpetual dissatisfaction WIththe statusquoamong maP3&~Ql~Gts,
'skilled workers
and ~he political leaders of the community mu~t supply the' drivillg force for a.
sustained process of technological change
.
.
'~
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New techno_
liJs
which e~n9ml9. 1t9wtJa ~'
and CQaStfuoo()n' site,
or manager to introduce' new .lU~,IW~'~
The prerequisite for 'havip, a laEa~,,1\WIQ~~[
improv~ment is to have a.llllli
the eronbmY.TomaXiIIIlSe
rate of .Investment.an etonomy needs to . .•.." ..•'.the supply of savings from
domestic and foret~ S?~ces, and. this in turn depends upon the strength of
eco~om~and the suitability of government policies for promoting savings. Domestic
savmgs In Ghana will grow.as incomes grow and as the opportunities and inducements for saving are made more readilyavaU.atile.

pt9fja~

1ll~.,.

,~

A survey of the present situation of th~ country indicates that the most readily
available way of raising the national Income is ' by cdncentrating our efforts in the
coming seven,yeats first and foremost on the modernisation of agriculture.
The other element in the strength of an economy is its external payments
position. In Ghana the policy for securing the balance of payments situation in the
coming seven years wil1rely' heavily on the industrial processing of, and the manufacture of exportable products from, our present range of raw material exports, .as
well as on the domestic manufacture of substitutes for a number of staple lines
presently imported.
The balance of payments position is of espeCislconcern because Ghana has to
import almost all her capital goods as well as a.large·proportion of other producers'
goods. Therefore even if domestic savings are available for investment foreign
exchange.must be obtained to enablesuch savings to be used for importing the
necessary capital goods.
In addition to stimulating domestic savings, directing these savings into the

sectors from which the quickest economic returns can be gained, and ensuring the
availability of foreign exchange to back up such savings, Government policy in the
coming seven years will also aim at attracting into Ghana a maximum of foreign
capital. This will be done by way of an increased levelof G9vernm~ntts own overse~s
borrowing, by the maintenance of legal and economic J)olieios WIDell facilitate the
inflow of foreign private capital, and by the general iinpr6vOlllont,of the facilities
for investing profitably in Ghana.
.
. The final plank In Ghana's poliey tor the coming seven y~ consists of the
management of Government's investments in such a ~ayas"te,~uHd ~p ~ s~ble
socialised sector in the economy by 1970and the runmng of these public enterprises
at a high level of efficiencyand profitability.
.
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whenAfrican trade willbe~iedol$!lI1t1~
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~frerent national and geographical regions ,of an ~ncan Econ~tnlc. ommu~ ,
This, however, will not happen until the different Afncan countries .s~rt pr~duclng
some of the things that their neighbours want and are prepared to continue to unp~rt.
In deciding what lines of activity to develop ·as our. share of ~ inter-Afr!ca~
system of economic specialisation it is not a valid po~cy, to consIder what It .IS
easiest for Ghana to produce. Our neighppurs are unhkely. to want to buy from
us cocoa or any of those things that grow most easily here~an.d ~r?bably ~ow no
less easily in their own countries. Those pf tilem that have a ~fiClt In the sup?ly of
basic foodstuffs that can be grown dome~tically will, like Pll~lves, be movmg to
¢liminate such deficits as the first step in their economic dev~pment programmes.
The international division of labour between the various African countries must be
carefully planned.
Among manufactured goods ~n~J.npora.ry ,experience' suggests that most
countries are unwilling to continue to .import the.,bulk of t~jr consumer staples,
and in any case will tend to pre-empt those lirie-s:::(ertheir 0~'U incipient industrialisation programmes, International trade has developed, and Will almost certainly
continue to develop, most rapidly for (a) tile technologically mOllS.advancedconsumer
goods, mostly durable consumer goods: (b) essential non-durabl., producers' goods:
and (c) capital goods. From the point of view ·of stability of.demand, maintenance
of terms of trade and other favourable trends, cpuntries whose export structure
contains a preponderant element of such goods Will make gains in international
trade at the expense of the largely primary exporting countries., Even from the
point of view of developing industries to serve Ghana's own dOllleftic requirements
it must be recognised that in the long run the industri~ with the highest potentialities
for growth lie within these same fields. The demand for these /,products can be
expected to ,grow fastest as both we ourselves and ()Ut trad.ing pjrtners in Africa
grow wealthier,
•.•
,

These considerations would be relatively unj.P.Q~t
if GbAPa's economic
~uture could be planned primarily on the basis of helt. '" '.';~sticO)~ric~. But :'R~early
It cannot be so planned. Even after we have added .
fiv~'mil1ll,ninh~tlitants
to our numbers between now and 1983 our total popuhiti~)J will still, owy about
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It 1$ .
in the nnmediate,·rt1an·perib~' aIlead considerable results in industrialisation
progress towards ~elioratir)a QUr. balanco' '?f payatents.situafi0n e;iii 'be KcnlfllVt'IA
by Setting up faetona tQ'~~lt <leiitesticr~quitemtmts of fairly simple manufactw-etl
consumer goods, in substkjUent ~riods the structure of our hidustry must be reoriented towards the production of technologically more advanced consumer goods
and of capital and other producers' goods.
Industtial,~1

t.

'.a.

If economic progress in Ghana and other African countries proceeds at all
satisfactorily in this decade, then the transformation of the structure of our industry
must be wen under vHiy during our second seven-year plan period. It is therefore
necessary tnat in the present plan period the foundations should be laid for the
pattern of production that must be established in the longer run. These prerequisites
would seem to consist primarily of:(i) The development of the general technological level of our inclustrial
labour force and management cadres far above that immeai~te\y
required by the rather simple industrial projects to be implemented
under this first Seven-year Plan. .
.
(ii) The immediate pre-planning of a carefully selected. number o~ projects
within those industrial fields-metals and machines, chemicals an~
synthetics, electricity and -electronics-which are a necessary basts
for the desired future structure of industry.
(iii) The maintenance of a high availability of electrical power per head of
employed worker. With the implementation of the Volta Sche~e
Gha.iil will have a higher output of electricity per head of po~ulatl0n
than most African countries. But we will still be far behind the
advanced industrial countries. The blueprints for the development
of other sources of hydro-power must be put i~to final s~ape befo~e
the end of this plan period and their technologtcal. planning must e
h as to keep Ghana'S electric power cheap by Inte~atlon~l sta:sdardsuCrrI...
gramm.. ing of their actual imple~entatl0n durmg t .e
• ~l1e pro
".
'
b d termined on the basts
next and,subsequent plan periods can then e ~
of a c8feful assessment of the gro~h ofe::n ~t are alrea.dy under
(iv) The full partici~ation .of Gh~n~ IDta:n& ~Qal:' AfriCiA11 <;aqntries
way to co-ordmate mdustCla .p. .' ".
dl .. .on of. ~\lQllr
with a ~ to. ~~
a muW::~
To ~,f.Ild
and spe~alisation within k~~r the promotion of medium and h~vy
a part of Atefunds eannar. '
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These efforts would of· ootlrse not be 1
[)if G¥tl.tl ••
.~ly
inward-looking policy in her industrial'devel
:lent or if, in spite of lthalla!s
for industrial trading outlets and or her efforts to promote AfM.'t;··.. nomicUJifica. tion, an African Economie Community were not likely to develop within which
these outlets might be found. But an inwardt"lookitlg .policy itt industrialisati911 is
not possible for Ghana except in the very short run. We could plan on the basis of
that approach for a Ghana in which the per capita national product were, say,
double that of the present £076 per annum. However that would still be far short
of the levels of £0400 to £01,000 per annum of the advanced countries which we
should be trying to approach. Any increase in per capita incomes much beyond
£0200 per annum will depend upon. Ghana becoming an industrial trading nation.
Given a reasonable degree of sound economic management between now and the
time that an effective African Economic Community is established, Ghana's economy
should be in a position to supply some of the wide range of industrial goods demanded
by her partners. Since such mutual exchange of industrial goods will be the most
profitable pattern of trade for the members of the Mrican Community, it would
seem the part of effective planning to accept the future role of Ghana as an industrial
trading nation and to prepare the eoonomy to meet its requirements.
VI.--THE CAPITAL REQUIRBMBNrS OF INDUSTRIALISATION
The consequence of this choice of s~tegy for. Glu\lla'S d\?ye19pmentmust be
faced. As indicat~d already, a policy of industd~lisation imposes a.heavy burden in
terms of the requirements for savings. If, in addition tQ ·that the industrial structure
aimed at is to be ~rogres~ively oriented towards the produeti.~n of the technologically
more advanced Industrial goods, then the savings roqt,drements are that much
greate~. For, as ,a rule, the capital investment required per worker employed is
larger In the me~um or heavy industries than in light industry, and the same is true
of the technologicaljy more advanced manufactt.uing processes as compared with
the technologically simpler ones.
It is n~t necessary to adopt the identical oapitalllabour ratios of comparable

~:;~:p;~~~:=:
J:;~;~O
o~co~n:::r~1~~s:=~
~anufactun~g eS~~lishm.e~ts in the most adva~cea countries. Especially in subsi-
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o~ra Ions In .ost man1.J[a.Qtq~~I.·.,rocesses, and if O.na's
In ~stry,IS to ~ export-orientated then it oan~Q···
to .employ main metl" of
pro uction which are markedJy less aivan
'.
. ....
though cheaper on capital-than those emploYed.• y......
In ti~entoer~
lehss!'!lent
markets.
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The, long term *.~\tbat Ghana is choosing now will mean that, ~
~ay, until 1975 wlUlt.. G~~~, irl~tfiat capacity is being built up, most ..of ...
mcreases In the.:aa.tiell.!s.outplltea~·year will have to be reinvested in new manufacturing capacity and will therefore not be available for raising the standards of
private or public eonsu,tnption. The choice of strategy is based on our demographic
circumstances, on our position in Africa, and on the need to invest our money in
those lines of production for which the markets are most profitable and most seeu.re.
Both circumstances and self..interest point inthe same direction; Ghana must develop
in the next generauQn into an industrial trading nation. Cocoa, timber, minerals
and all those other primary commodities which have formed the core of our fortunes
for the past si~years must gradually be replaced by the products of medium and
heavy manufacturing. industry based on modem technology. Unless this is done,
Ghana's economy wiD continue poor and subject to the instability and other weaknesses from which it now suffers to such a painful degree.
An analysis of all the relevant factors suggests that if the rate of domestic
savings can be kept at a reasonably high level-above 15 per cent per annum-then
Ghana's economy could develop at a rate commensurate with the ambition to
secure a rapid increase. in national output and in the sla4dards of living qf the
people, wlfile putting through a radical change in the structure of economic activity.

H a high rate of domestic savings is maintained then it could be expected that
Ghana's domestic resources for growth would be supplemented by a generous inftow
of both public and private eapita! from abroad. The contribution of external capital
to the development efforts ()f other countries i11 a position similar to Ghana's ~ows
us to conclude that a supplement equivalent to an average of 5 per cent of the national
output every year could be reasonably expected.
In the recent past the contribution of external capital to ~hana's econo~c
development has fallen short of this level. Government,. preferrmg to rely ?n Its
own resources as long as they lasted, and being for the most part engaged m the

the conuner¢1al'~
WiIl,lJl3k
necessary for Government to borrow on a rattly exteJmve .s¢ale", The 8f~.
recent years of new sources of overseas capital on t;enm ~~f~r, the,~

development of inf~tructure and social faci~es for which

loans hitherto available are not in any case SUItable, has not sought m~ch forels.n
capital. For the future however the scale of p~ojected d~velopment
e :

of non-productive investments. such as the Internatr0U:U ~t
and the proposed African Development Bank, make It POSSI e
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mould also ensme a greater ability' to use ·fORiP! comm... ciallo~ for ·GovellD..
ment's investment programme.
The contribution of private overseas capital has sometimes been substantial as
in 19S5 and 1959. Mostly. howeller it has rema.iaed$tDa1l·as eempft;fed to .the needs
and economic potential of the country, and it has' fluctuated sharply year by year.
With the extremely favourable conditions that Government has created and intends
to maintain for foreign investment it can be hoped that the volume of such invest..
ment will increase and that it will be as stable as the Government's policy of
encouragement to private investment.
VII.-GoVEaNMBNT POLICY FOR INDUSTRIALtsATION
While a steady annual increase in the aggregate size of Ghana's labour force
will tend to occur as a result of the natural growth of the population, the desired
allocation of this force among the different sectors of the economy will not occur
naturally. Labour will ultimately move into. those .geogtaphical areas and occupational sectors where employment opportunities exist. Ifttie pattern of investment
were left to develop by itself the end result in terms of labour distribution would be
considerably different from that shown above to be desirable from the point of view
of the long run productivity and dynamism of the ¥ftoliiY. .
Most of Ghana's present entrepreneurs are farme~s and sma!! traders: these
are the people who save and who account for the bulk of private investment in the
economy. At the time of the 1960 Census 75 i)er cent of the ad1ll! population was
found never to have gone to school; the ratio among farmers and traders must have
been much higher than this national average. Most of these illiterate farmers and
traders who could save must have been around middle age and therefore not very
likely to be able to learn new techniques or change their OQCllpations.
For the next twenty years their savings would continue to flow predominantly
into real estate, education, trading and farming, as it has done in.the past. These
would be the types of investment the management of which would be within their
entrepreneurial competence. Manufacturing and similar enterprises, with their
problems. of large-scale labour control, machine running and ..maintenance, stocks
control, accounting and other procedures which demand the ability to read and
write-all these would clearly lie beyond their entrepteneurlal h$rizon.
Left to itself this situation would not alter ~igni1icant1ywitbip the next twenty
years. The bulk of the new opportunities for prOduCve,:elnplo~t
created by the
investment efforts of Ghanaian private. entrepJo_:tirs would continue to be
created in agriculture. ,
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. It is .also inevita?le thatthe drift of poopleJBto tbe \lfban~areas of the oountry ,

will continue ~nder Its own momentum wbetbEtr '.prethrotive ~U!>yinents in these'

areas are growing at a comparable "pace or not. These fteW piotential workers in the
ur~~ areas will w?rk at whatever jobs are available. Ifenough jobs, in produotiee
actIVItyare not .avallablethey may put themselvesinto the sort of service occupations
that ~ so easily become over-developed and that are .proving'such a drain on the
economies of many under-developed nations, especially ill Latin-l\'merioa and Asia.
The only alternative in that situation to having swarms of such unproductive and
under-employed people in our cities would be to Have swarms of completely
unemployed but able-bodied youths-with all the soeial,al1d political consequences
which that entails.
For all these reasons another .type of investor is needed' to supplement the
existing type and to carry the main burden for brillging abou~ those structural
changes which are essential to the long run development of the economy but which
would not otherwise occur. The state itself is prMminently suited,for this role. To
play it effectively however the. state must resist the delUWldsfor those types of
investment that are traditional and popular but unproductive, and deliberately
favour productive investments, which are new and difficult, and behind which there
will never be any organised social pressures. New finaiJcial institutions must be
created and existing ones-strengthened which will mobilise the country's savings and
channel them to the state and to those private investors who are capable of developing newforms of economic activity. The private investors who can contribute most
to the desired transformation will often be new ones, who will come in from outside
or grow up domestically.
State policy towards private investment will therefore always discrim~nate
sharply between the sorts of investors whom it is de:sirable to. ~nco~age actively
and the others to whom we may be indifferent. In particular,.poIICl~SWill be selecte~
not only with regard to their effect on existing invest~~ b~t also m regard to their
effect on potential investors, especially those whom It IS 1i~~ t~ attract from the
outside into manufacturing and other non-agricultural·entelpr.'ses m.O~.
Everything will also be done to 'induce existing private inv~rs ,to ehange theIr pattern
of investment.
.
.
The change .in the ~ttem of emp1o~~ Pf~~n
~~ ~
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in this long-run policy will only happe~ Jf $Gttv~~
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thie period of industrialisation the·G()V~tn.ellt w.Ul itself e~ur" tM'tL*' ,re.Quired
sums for creating the types of Cl\t;iQ,... ..
4esired .md.in r~~
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regularly forthcoming.
.
The new workers will come op.to .ther.~W' market witho,"iltJa.U',each~~.
their numbers being entirely dependent u~.
~emoar~phi~ ~~\j~F9~
w1lielt
cannot be stopped or postponed. If they cannot fitid the nght Jobs ..when. they come
to look for work they will either go into the wrong jobs, or, if these are' also unavailable, go to swell the army of the unemplOyed. If'the target of new empleyment for any
one year is missed, then it is hardly ever possible to make it up in subsequent years,
and the long-run structure of the economy that will emerge will carry the result
of this failure permanently.
To the extent that some of the new non-agricultural jobs required to meet
the target of structural change are expected to be created through private investments, then the Government has the even more difficult task of ensuring that it
not only meets its own obligations under the plan but can also induce private
investors to meet their obligations each year, punctually and without fail, over
a number of years. The only way to assure this is to give to the needs of economic
development a position of importance in all aspects of our public policy.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The four cardinal points of Ghana's policy are the welfare of her people,
the building of a socialist society, the independence and unity of Africa and the
preservation of world peace.
2. In order to pursue these ends Gh~ needs first of all a strong and prosperous
economy at home, which is able to assure profitable employment to all Ghanaians.
3. The building of such an economy will start with the modernisation of
agriculture.
4. In the long run the structure of employment must shift away from the
present preponderance of agricultural employments.
5. Outside agriculture the primary emphasis will be on the multiplication of
employment in the field of manufacturing.
6. The structure of Ghana's exports must change from the present reliance on
primary products and raw materials to a greater concentration on industrial,
exports.
7. The structure of production will be progressively transformed by the development of technology.
8. The long term objectives of economic policy can be accomplished in a
relatively short period if each development plan aUns at maximising the rate of
adoption of modem technology and the rate of produCtive investment.
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CHAPtER 2.
mE TASKS OF TIlE SEVEN-YEARPLAN
The primary aim of this plan is to secure the fastest possible expansion of
Ghana's economy during the next seven years. Under the' First and Consolidation '
Development Plans (1951-1959) and the Second Development Plan (1959-1964)
Ghana spent very large sums of money in buil:ling up social services and amenities
and a complex of infrastructure facilities which are acknowledged to be among the
best in Africa. Under this Seven-year Plan we must make use of these facilities to
create a modern economy capable of assuring to our people a rising standard of
living, Government is satisfied that a rate of economic growth of 5'5 per cent per
annum during the coming seven years is feasible and calls upon all Ghanaians to
unite their efforts in achieving that target.
L-ACHIEVEMBNTS

UNDER PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT PLANS

A few comparisons as shown on Table 2.1 will il1ustrate the magnitude of the
progress that has been made in Ghana during these ten years in the fi~ldof social and
infrastructure development. Besidesthe items listed in the table there is the spectacular
Tema project where a whole new town of 35,000 inhabitants and Africa's largest
artificial harbour have been built in seven years at a cost of £27 million.
These achievements are impressive in themselves, The rate of progress that has
been maintained in the expansion of Ghana's physical and social infrastructure
must rank among the highest in the world.
This performance by. a small country is even more remarkable when it is
remembered that up till now Ghana has financed practical1y every penny of these
developments out of her own resources. Few other developing countries can match
this record. The Government and people of Ghana can justly congratulate themselves
on the wise use they have made of the favourable trading conditions which this
country enjoyed until 1959,.The evidence of that good husbandry is now to be seen
in every aspect of the life of the country and of the individual Ghanaian.
With the loan of £35 million received from the World, Bank and from the
Governments of the United Kingdom and United States in 19li2 towards the
realisation of the Volta River Project, Ghana's outstanding,perfemance in self-help
has at last begun to attract the outside recognition and material support which it
so richly ?eserves. The main responsibility for the development of this country
mu~t continue to rest upon the Government and people of Ghana: 70 per cent of
the investment under this plan must come from domestic sources. But Government
4
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THE TASKS OF THE SEVQN-YBAR PLAN

'Seven- YtarPlan

First ~

1963-70

Allocation
£Om,
I,

PRODuCTIVE

,,

.'

,

(1) Industry and mirung
(2) Agriculture, Forestry
Fishing
,,
,.
II, NON-PRODUCTIVE

in Total

13'4

68'0

6'S

4'8

14'3

6'9

5'1

.,
(2) Health and Sanitation
(3) Other Social Services
(4) Housing
.,
(5) Public Administration
(6) Police and Prisons "
(b) Infrastructure

(1) Roads
"
'.
(2) Railways and Inland
Waterways
(3) Ports and Harbours
(4) Airport and Airplanes
(5) Shipping
,.
(6) Posts and Telecommunications
,,
,,
.,
(7) Electricity ".
(8) Water and Sewerage

(c) Miscellaneous and Contingencies
(d) Volta

127'8

62'7

.. 298'2
150'3
64'0
31'1

31'6

10'5

2'2
4~2
4'0
1'2
lS-7
5'6
1'8

20'0
19'0
5'7
89'2
26'4
8'7

9'9

23'0
and

(a) Social Services
(1) Education , ,

TOTAL

% Share
37'3

.. 177'3

..~~'f0lidaPlans
1951-39
Expenditure
% Share
£Om, in Total
t(on

13'5
6'5

56'7
17'0

5'3
16'0
6'8
8'7

2'9

90'1
41'7
12'5
3'9
U'S

5'0
6'4'
2'1

60'3
19'3
11'6

44'4

16'1

11'9

1'5-

1'2
'3

2'0

'4

1'2

'9
1'6
2'2
5'1

5'5

14'2

S'S

9'6
11'1

2'0
2'3

24'4

5'1

2'2
3'0
6'9

25'0
33'7

5'3
7'1

3'5
1'9

2'6

100'0

135'8

100'0

475'5

1'4

sizeable surplus of electrical energy, The power that will he generated in the first
phase of the Volta Project will meet all the country's rtluiremellts for electricity
until well after the period of the Seven-year Plan, After .at plans have already
been drawn up for further developments of hydro-electric power at Kpong and
4A
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elsewhere to cater for our
th~ shortage of p~wer, W'
com~on
. .
.
06b.1ilfleS, [J 004 tl~~.·Y1.,1
solution now ane.__ ~.. '
'.,,'.. ". '.'
·alens,time to«mle~
.
Major extenskins to tlllll.na's :.I'~ter·supplies are already under way. Furtti~,
developments, such as the new Accra-Tema metropolitan system based on the
Lake, will be surveyed and their implementation commenced in the course of this:'
plan period.
•
As a result of these ten years of strenuous effort and sacrifice Ghana has created
the necessary pre-conditions for rapid economic development. Transport is
adequate; a reasonable amount of manpower has been trained with which to make
a start on economic development; energy and water will soon be available in more
than ample quantities.
The tilIle has now come to make use of these facilities for a corresP9nding
expansion
the real productive capacity of the economy. Further d~veloPnlents
in the field of infrastructure must be by way of consolidating the pins already
made. The principal concern during the next seven years must be with e~panding
production, incomes and employment. It is the firm resolve of 00ver~tnqnt to
. subordinate all other considerations to this over-riding need for economic growth.
It is only by building up a strong economy that Ghana can hope to maintain the
present level) of private consumption and public services and subse'l~~l1llY't~!.raise
them to those higher levels which modem technology has put within the grasp
of humanity.

Volta:·

of

ll.-ECONOMIC

PROBLEMSNOW FACING GHANA

Whilst the progress made during the ten years in the field of social and ~ublic
services has indeed been outstanding, equal progress has not been made 1D the
expansion of the economy itself. It is on a vigorous economy ~h~t the whole superstructure of expanding public services and rising standards of Iiving.must rest.
In recent years the' economic capacity of Ghana has. b~me increasingly
unable to cope with the demands made upon it by both the public an? ~e Gove~ment. There has been a marked improvement in the standard of h~tng a~d, in
some sectors, in productivity, but they both remain low by companson With the
achievements of the more advanced countries. The most Important areas where

a Jack of sufficient economic progress has Jed to serious difficulties have been the
following:
... '
ded b th
. Ie
(i) The growing amounts and varieties of goods deman. '. :y. ,e p~
as their stantlard of living has risen have. not been supplieH·bY.,.....e
d Ghana bas remained alInQ.'
st entirely depend..•.
ent u~~
econo my an
. ed ....,d Even th880u
foreign sources of supply for manufaetur
goo s,
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Ghana is a t>redominal)~~ltural
COI!~mr ~ bas a1~ ~'.to
import food in ever inqr~~& q~,~ties,,~,d ,at, ~ta~·C,Q~t ~Jt"JIIl
exchange.
.
(ii) Taxable'capacity, which d~n~ ~pon the leve! of econotm,c.act~~ty,
has fallen behind the reCluirements··
of (Jovernta.ent for tlie revenues
with which to support the increa.singscale ofl'uUHc services.
(iii) The economy has been unable to provide enough job opportunities
for an adequate proportion of die new hands which have-become
available for work.
(iv) The external balance of the economy, upon which depends the international strength of the Ghana pound, has' been too narrowly based
on the fortunes of the single crop-cocoa. For the last seven years
the Ghana economy has not been earning enough foreign exchange
to pay for its current purchase of goods and services from abroad.
These problems exist in spite of the country's generous endowment in natural
resources because in the past those resourceswere not exploited to yield maximum
economicbenefitsincludingemployment,foreignexchangeand governmentrevenues.
III.-ECONOMIC

OBJECTIVES

OF THE SEVEN-YEAR PLAN

This plan proposes to make a simultaneous attack on aU these deficienciesof
the economy, and in the process to achievefurther substantial-increasesin productivity and the standard of living.
(i) The commodity and employmentdeficiencieswill be tackled together
through the programmesof industrialisationand aarioultural modernisation. The Plan aims to bring the structure of production in Ghana
more into line with the structure of demand. In satisfyingthe needs of
Ghanaians for goodsand services,it willcapture for Ghanaian workers
more of the jobs that are now done by workers in other countries.
(ii) Increased domestic employment and -personalincomes will provide a
basis for higher Government revenues to support more and better
social servicesand to eliminate the internal financial deficit.
(iii) Greater domestic production of the commodities demanded by
Ghanaians and an increase in the values of our exports by the processing of raw materials and the sale of manufactured goods will
help to eliminate the balance of payments deficit.
These are the three central tasks for the next sevenyears. ,f\1lother parts of this
Plan are designedto assist in the fulfilmentof these tasks, and must be implemented
in that light.
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:.,.'$"" ,,,eo

The most ~portatlt, of tho./,
~
"~'''for
.ne ~.
of .these econo~lc obj~ves
of' ~oditY
ptori\l~tion
agriculture and 1l~4U$try.The at~t
of these tatpts must :tak:e olre' cetIi
over' aU ot~er ,pl'o,,~
set out • ~.,~.
In particular, the 'productive
ments required by, agnc\llture and induStry must have first claim on the resources;
that will become available during these seven years.
The successful attalament ' of these objectives in agricultural and industria1
production demands that certain preconditions be observed: '
(i) Agricultural and industrial projects must be carefully chosen and
planned to assure maximum economic operation.
(it) The managements of these enterprises should be competent, honest
and dynamic.
(iii) An adequate supply of skilled manpower must be obtained to man
our agricultural and industrial enterprises.
(iv) The general level of wages must not be allowed' to rise above the
increase in productivity in order to assure the maximum investment
and employment opportunities for all potential workers and to keep
the prices of Ghanaian.products competitive.
IT the people of Ghana can successfully accomplish the tasks set out in this
Plan then we can expect to have achieved a major economic break-through on a
number of fronts by 1970. Ghana will have ended her present excessive dependence
upon imports of certain staple foods and might have become a net exporter of food
instead. Ghana's extreme dependence upon foreign. sources for the basic lin~ of
manufactured consumer goods will have been eliminated.
Exports will have become diversified and industrialised to a large degree.
This will contribute to a solution of the present unfavourable balance of payments
situation.
In the process of implementing these programmes in agriculture and industry
direct employment will have been found for many thousands of new workers who
will join the ranks of ,the labour force in the coming seven years. The new investments which it is hoped to achieve and the adoption of improved methods in agriculture and industry should contribute to an improvement in the level of productivity.
It is out of this that eventually the nation will be able to provide itself with better
social services and that higher standard of living which is the ultimate end of our
development.
IV.-INVESTMENT TARGETS

1963-1970

In the previous seven years the annual volume of cash investment in Ghana
has about doubled. This fast rate of increase cannot be expected to be maintained
in the coming seven years, but the progress made inlaying the founaa~ions in the
past has opened up new opportunities for public and private investment'.
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'In' order to achieve the eOottoddcU3j-*es of this mart· a.-gate
'ca1h"'m~est
mei11inGhana will have to rise from the earrent level of approximately itoO million
Ii}fear to an average of £130 million a year over the plan. period. The .Oovernme~tts
investment programme will supply just under one-half of the capital formation
required.
. Private investment, if it is to be equal to the role as·signed to it in this national
endeavour, should supply the rest-Measures for helping private investors to achieve the
targets set for them are described in greater detail in Chapter 3. It must be emphasised
that this is not merely a plan of what Government will undertake in the ensuing
seven years: it is also a plan of what each one of us in our private capacity must do
to help in the building up of Ghana's economic strength.
Those Ghanaians who can afford to invest should consider it their national
duty to do so at every opportunity that arises. They should help the Government to
provide employment for our growing labour force and to ensure adequate housing
for the workers of Ghana. The direct investment of Ghanaians in building their
own houses, extending their farms and making numerous improvements in their
towns and villages through individual and communal labour has contributed greatly
to economic and social development in the past. These investments should be
stepped up under the guidance of local authorities and social workers so that they
can contribute an average of £G14 million a year to aggregate investment.
Foreign capital, both Government and' private, must necessarily. continue to
supplement Ghana's domestic savings if an adequate rate of economic growth is to
be maintained. By keeping up its previous record of prudent financial management
and by producing a number of sound, well-planned schemes every year Government
is confident it can attract the requisite volume of loans and grants for its own
investment programme.
Government believes that its policies towardsforeign private capital which are
described in detail in the next chapter are as attracti ve as those of any comparable
nation. It hopes that foreign investors, with all their managerial and technical
sk~: will come into Ghana in increasing numbers to supply the needs of our
thriving market and to use the excellent physical and technical facilities which Ghana
affords.
V.-PLAN

PROPOSALS FOR GoVERNMENT INVESTMENT

1963-1970

Government proposes to spend £442 million on development projects during
the next seven years plus £34 million required to complete the Volta Project
making a total of £47~million. (See table 2.2.)
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The average rates of planned expeIiditlite under the various Development Plans
compare as follows:
Average Capital Expenditure Per Year

First Development Plan ..
Consolidation Plan
Second Development Plan
Seven-Year Plan

£G
15'5 million
2·1'4 million
50'0 million

68'0 million.

As well as Increasing the rate' of expenditure it is also proposed to m.ake a
radical change in the distribution of government investment as between productive
and non-productive items viz:'
.
Proportionate. distribution of Government investments

First Plan
Second Plan
Seven-Year Plan

.,
,I

Social Services
and InfraAgricultu~e
and Industry
structure

11'2%
20"3%
37'3%

88'8%
79'7%
62'7%

At the beginning of the plan period the pattern of Government expenditure
will still be weighted on the side of social services and infrastructure items, By the
end of the period however Government should be inve~ting nearly as much every
yeaa in productive assets as in non-productive ones (see table 2.3).
A further break-down of these expenditures by major sectors is shown in Table
2.2 ·together with comparable data on actual expenditure in these fields during tho
last ten years.
.
The shift in the pattern of government investment in favour ·of the productive
sectors will be made primarily at the expense of the share of aggregate expenditure
directed to the building of infrastructure, which should fall froni 44 per cent in
previous plan periods to less than 19 per cent, and, to a lesser extent, of the share
devoted to the social services. In absolute amounts however government's yearly
investment in all sectors will run at much higher levels-under this·7-Year Plan than
it dld in the period 1951-1959: the so.cial.s.erviceswill get·£~I:~million Jl..y~aras
a~nst £06'2 million a year previously, inftastrUCblre .&!2·Smillion as against.
£06'6 million and the productive sectors £25'3 as against £I'S .rilillion.
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Productive investments, will also be accorded prlority in terms of the timing of
development expenditures In-the coming seven years. The detailed yearly targets of
Investment shown in Table 2.4 are phased on the followijls principles:
(i) ·Agriculture and education will be built up most rapidly at first"
government investment in these sectors rising to their maximum by
1966-1967. ~
(ii) The build-up of investment in industry will follow in the years 1966 to
1970 after the organisational framework for industrialisation in the
public sector has been built up and the necessary research and preplanning undertaken.
(iii) Bxpendlture on health and community development will be evenly
spr..ea~over the plan period. Other social services, housing and public
admlnlstratlon, however, will get more resources devoted to them
towards the end of the plan period when the economic base has been
strengthened.
.
(iv) Certain extensions of the infrastructure are already under way in
posts and telecommunications and will be completed while the
electricity neF~ork is also prepared for the completion of the Volta
project in 1966. Water suppUes will also be given a high priority in the
early years of the. plan period. But other elements in infrastructure
development will be concentrated in the later years.
,

TABLE 2,3

CHANGES IN.THE PATIERN OF GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT,

1963-70
Planned Expenditure
£G Million
1963-64
Agriculture,
Fishing

.

Forestry

Total
4 ::z::

....zeg

.

.._=.au

6'7

••
SA 51UiS

1963-64

1969-70

1969-70

and

,

Industry and Mining
Total Productive
Social Services
,.
Infrastructure
Total Non-productive

Share 0/ Total Expenditure
Percent(lges

9'S
16'2

..
,

.

,,

15'7

S'7
26'7

11'9
36'4

22'3

38'0

35'4

48'3

14'2

24'9

33'3

33'9

12'27

13'05

28'7

17'8'

26"47

37'95

42'67

73'35

62'0

I

100

51'7

100
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THB TASKS OF Tlm SEVEN..YEAR PLAN

To fiD.aD:cethe planned level of expenditure Government proposes to raise
£159 million from surpluses 'Qf revenue over recurrent expenditure; £240 million
from external sources of which credits to a tune of around £100 million are already
in sight in addition to £20 million of unspent balance on the loans for the Volta
Project; and £137 million from other domestic sources. ~ now calculated the
financial resources presently foreseeable as becoming available for implementing the
government's investment programme fall short of requirements by some £54 million.
This financing gap, as is explained inChapter 13 below, will stand as long as the world
cocoa market remains depressed. In that eventuality certain of the projects accepted
for inclusion is this plan will be postponed to the next plan period. In selecting
projects for such deferment Government will make every effort to protect the
investment allocations to productive enterprises. Should the cocoa market improve
however it will become possible' to provide financial cover' for the total goveri:unent
programme, Ghana's contributions to the financing of the Volta Project are a statu ..
tory charge on the revenues and will be provided separately to be supplemented by
drawings on the foreign credits obtafned.
This financing scheme includes a precautionary margin of £10 million in
addition to the contingeticy allocation of £25 million. No provision has been
made for expenditure on defence services. Such expenditure cannot properly be
classified as development and henceforth all provision for defence will be included
in the budget for recurrent expenditure, in conformity with standard international
practice.

, ,
"
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Secondly, this foreign capital has generally come into Ghana accompanied by
its own management, a factor of production 'of which, especially in the industrial
and technical fields, Ghana is particularly short.
The main empbasis of Government policy towards foreign private investment
under this plan is on furtbering the change in the direction of. such investment in
favour of productive ventures and securing a rapid augmentation in its volume.
TAlJLB3'1
FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION
PUBLlC AND PRIVATE

£G Million

1955 1956 19$1 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962
GENERAL GOVERNMENT

Building and Construction

.,

Machinery and Equipment

..

.

13

11

9

9

. 14

17

24

25"6

1

2

1

1

2

5

10

10'0

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

3·5

16

16

13

13

20

26

38

39'1

4

.3

4

6

8

23

16

10'3

32

37

39

36

47

47

'0

46'5

Total FiXed Clpital Formation 52

56

S6

55

75

96

104

95'9

Other Government

"

..

Total

Public Enterprises

Total

40
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PoLlCY TOWARDSPRIvATE

INVESTMENT

, (I) Previous Policies' Towards Private Investment
Under theprevious development plans and the various policy and budgetary
measures adopted from time to time to implement them Ghana has always given
a maximum of encouragement to private investment.
'
Government has conslstently.held the view that its socialist objectives are not
incompatible with the existence or the further growth of a vigorous private sector
in Ghana's economy. A3 explained. above Government aims to create a large public
sector in the economy by intensifying its own productive investment rather than lly
hindering the operation and growth of private enterprise. It aims to secure to the
community an adequate measure' of control over the country's economic destiny by
directing public investment to' the key sectors of production and distribution.
For controlling the general movements of the economy and the utilisation of the
nation's output for socially purposeful ends, the Government of Ghana, like any
other government in the world, has at its disposal the usual weapons of monetary,
fiscal and legislative policy.

It is therefore neither a necessity, nor has it ever been the intention of Government, to discourage private enterprise. True to its commitment to evolve in Ghana
a socialist pattern of society based on purely African conditions, Government will
leave to private citizens that degree of freedom of enterprise and those rights to the
holding of personal property which are traditional to the African way of life. This
should also providemore than enough ambit for the operation and the security of
foreign enterprises in Ghana.
,
'
In the past Government has employed the following main policies in its efforts
'
to stimulate private .lnvestment in Ghana:(i) The-:~ate of taxation has been kept IJw. Even though this has to be
adjusted from time to time in the light of other req uirements of policy
it still remains true that Ghana has one of the low rates of taxation
among .countries with an adequate tax. system.
'. (ii) In addition special exemptions from taxation have been granted to
investors in those fields which it was particularly desired to encourage.
(ill) Through the former Industrial and Agricultural Development
Corporations the Government tried to support would-be private
investors by offering capital loans and, where desired, the possibility
of joint gevemment-prlvate-ewnership, With the dissolution of these
bodies their roles in stiniulating private investment have passed to
far as concerns finance and to the
the National Investment Bank
Ministries of Agriculture and Industry as far as concerns the other
assistance and facilities needed by' private investors.
.

as
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(iv) Private investors are, of. course, more concerned to make adequate
profits than to avoid taxation on such profits. The whole of Govern ..
meat's efforts in creating a modern complex of social overhead
facilities in the last ten years have been aimed at providing the necessary
framework for productive investment.
It is worth remembering that the main immediate result of
Government's investments and external borrowings for the construction of the Volta River P(Oject itself will be to provide power
which will enable the Volta Aluminium Company (Valco) a private
. group of foreign investors; to run an aluminium smelter.
(v) Government has also helped to keep private business costs down by
levying either low or nil duties on raw materials. Machinery and
equipment have always been completely exempt from duties, or other
levies. Inthe course of this plan period Government intends to produce
enough food and build enough workers' houses so as to keep the cost
of living down and thereby relieve the pressure on wages. The 'successful implementation of this policy will make a powerful contribution
towards keeping down the costs of doing business in Ghana and should
provide a strong incentive to increased investment in agriculture and
industry.
(vi) A large number of private businesses in Ghana are already enjoying a
high degree of tariff protection specifically designed for their benefit.
Subject to the over-riding need to safeguard the interests of the consuming public at large, Government intends to continue to make
judicious use of this device for stimulating private investment.
(vb) The security of private investment in Ghana is enshrined in the
,
constitution
the Republic and has always been assured by law and
adminlstratlve practice, No property has been, or could be, taken
over by Government without full and generous compensation.

of

(il) The New InvestmentLaw
Numerous encouragements to private investment have now been consolidated
and extended in the Capital Investments Act passed by the Parliament of Ghana in
1963. Under this law special fiscal concessions and other privileges will be provided
for investors in those fields of enterprise which have been given a high priority
production ()f consumer staples at home, the processing of
under this plan-the
primary commodities and the fabricatio~ of manufactures therefrom for export, the
development of a building materials industry. and the promotion of all other
activities which generate high incomes' and employment in Ghana.
42
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A Capital Investme~ts Board has been set up to administer these privileges and

e render to private investors all such assist&1lcoas may be necessary for the smooth
~uct
of their business. This Board will also provide a vital link through which
rill be maintained that co-operation between Government and private enterprise
rhich is needed for the smooth functioning and growth of a mixed coonomy.
(iii) Other facilities/or Private Investors
(i) The National Investment Bank.-This Bank has been established to promote
and finance productive enterprises. For this purpose it replaces the I.D.C.
and A.D.C. which were wound up early in 1962.

It is intended that the National Investment Bank will operate in all
sectors of the economy so.. ':that
its disciplines and other
influences may be
;
,
available to aU entrepreneurs in the economy. The role of the bank is to be
promotional and catalytic, and it will provide medium ...term and longterm loans; it may also assist enterprises by purchasing or subscribing for
shares or other securities or by acquiring other interests in such enterprises.

The bank will be expected :(a) to assist in the establishment, improvement, expansion and modernisation of industrial, .agricu1tural and commercial business;
(b) to encourage and facilitate the·particip.ation ofintcmal and e~rnal
capital in such enterprises i
(c) to counsel and encourage small Ghanaian business concerns; and
(d) to seek to ,bring together investment opportunities. internal and

external capital, and experienced management.
The bank will havo adequate powers to borrow money for the purposes
of its business from sources both in Ghana and in any part of the world. It
will have a mixed equity capital with Government holding a majority
interest.

Inits operations the bank will establish a Development Service Institute
to carry out pre-finance project examination and post-finance technical
and professional services to projects financed by the bank. Tho Institute
will in addition earry out general research to reveal profitable opportunities
in the economy and promote the interest of domestic and foreign investors
in such sectOrs by the dissemination of relevant information. The Institute
will also actively participate in and contribute to the development of professional education and training ·of Ghanaians in business, finance and
management. .Non-cUeri;tsQf the' bank will be. allowed and encouraged to
make use of the services of the Institute.
43
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It is the intention of Government that a large proportion of the money
provided in tho industrlalisation programme for the promotio? of
new manufacturing activities will be channelled through the National
Investment Bank. This together with the sums which the Bank can borrow
on its own account will enable it to ~d
powerful support to all worthwhile ideas submitted to it.

Cu) The training of skilled manpower and management.-The programme

r~r

accelerated training of skilled manpower is outlined in Chapter 7. This
programme has been designed to take into account not only the requirements for skilled manpower within the public sector but also the needs
of the private sector for skilled workers and potential management personnel. Private investors who sometimes ha.ve difficulties in recruiting
labour which can be trained ra.pidly in the use of complicated rnechanical equipment, should find very soon that the new type of operative avail ..
able in Ghana makes a far better worker.
Management training will be built on the foundations that are laid
in the Universities which are expected to produce an fncreasing number of
engineers, economists, accountants and administrators., The subsequent
on-tho-job training of this potential management material in private establishments will naturally be in ~he main the responsibility of the owners
and managers of such enterprises. But Government intends to supplement
such private efforts in management training by running additional formal
and on ..the-job courses wherever these are feasible. It is envisaged that
the management training programmes which are being run up~ the
auspices of the Office of the Planning Commission should be intensiScl in
the coming years,
.'
¢1I-i.:

.•.
,.

r

(ill) Central Government machinery lor helping investors.-In view of the crucial
role assigned t, ~ private investment in this plan there is need for s~q!lg:
machinery on \ he side of Government to help private investors and *e
that they fulfil (heir allotted tasks. The policies that Government pro·fjO$es
to adopt in the fiscal, credit and legal fields to encourage private investment
have already been described.
Foreign Investors especially require more help and inducement than
can be conveyed in general legislation and policies. In the sectors of
agriculture, forestry and mining there are many problems of a legal nature
and often also labour problems to be surmounted before an enterprise
can get started. In industry foreign investors often need assistance with
market appraisals, including information. about other projects in the
same or related fields, with acquisition of land and connections to public
44.
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utilities. Th~ concessions and facilities granted to each' investor must also
~e designed in a dlscrimlnating way to fit the importance of the investment
togeneral development objectives as well as to the particular circumstances
of the 'project. '
.,
As"Indicated above it is proposed to entrust the responsibpity for
assisting private investors to the Capital Investments Board which will
be serviced by a' division of the Ministry of Finance and will be able to
calion the .resources or the Office of..~e Planning Commission, ·the Minis..
tri,es of Industries, Agriculture and Justice. the Bank of Ghana and the
departments and corporations responsible for public utilities and labour.
Investors -will also be able to obtain help through
Board on some
of the physical anR-legal problems connected with 'their business as wen as
all information ot importance to the~_. The general ~opinion
investors
has been that it would be of great advantage to them to have all these
Iunctions dealt with by. one body representing, the Government so that
they know where to refer their problems for an authoritative answer,
I

•

the

of

t'

•

The Board will also be able to interpret Government policy at
all times to private investors: this should help to remove those doubts and
mlsunderstandings that always arise-when the business community has no ,
reliable channel of communication with the Government of the country.
(iv) Housing loans and mortgage facilltles.- The 'ain emphasis will be placed
on giving Government guarantees to priva~einvestors' who are' prepared
to finance housing development. Government proposes to help 'housing
construction attain the Ipvel required for the expected growth in population
in the coming seven years. In addltlon Government will' continue and
expand the various systems of direct loans for house building: outlined
in Chapter 9.
.

..

'

(v) Small loans schemes.-An allocation of £4'5 million for f~ers apd one of .
£5'2 million for fishermen have been made" under the agricultural development programme to be administered by the Bank of Ghana for the benefit
of small farmers and fisbermen in the country. In addition, it is expected
that smWl enterprises will be assist¢ by the Ministry of Industries 'and the
Investment Bank through technical advice and, in suitable cases, through
capital investment. It is hoped that many of the, smaller industrial enterprises
espec~ in,the field of food processing that will be started by the Ministry
of Industries Win subsequert.tly be. turned over to the co-operative sector
with suitablo arrangem.ents made in each-case to grant credits to co-operative
groups 'for the purChase of such enterprises.
'
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(iv) Nattonal Productivity Centre.-Of

the minimum target 'Of. a S'S per cent per
annum rise in aggregate production sought under this plan less than 3. per

cent per annum can be obtained from an increase in thelabour force. The
rest should come from increased productivity of the labour. force. While
,this plan specifiesan investment programme which should contribute to a rise in
labour productivity an equally important contribution to higher productivity
must be sought through the application of better technology and management practices. Since the latter sorts of improvement are not susceptible to
programming in money terms they tend to be ignored unless measures are
taken to keep to the fore the importance of 'improved management and
technology as sources of higher productivity. Government has therefore
decided to set up in collaboration with labour and employers a National
Productivity Centre charged with the responsi'biU..tyof helping all sectors of
the econpmy to plan for and implement on a steady basis a programme of
improvement in productivity.
The first and perhaps the most difficult task of the Productivity Centre
will be to create in the minds of workers and managers the right approach to
, productivity and to have them accept improvements in productivity as one
of the normal objectives of their operations. The centre will concern itself
with the training of managerial and supervisory personnel for all sectors of
the economy who should be the main carriers of new ideas and methods
into the workings of the economy. Such training wiD embrace the upgrading
of ,existing managerial and supervisory personnel no less than the training
of more management personnel. The centre will build up a storehouse of
information od the most modern developments in management and organization and make this readily, and constantly available to those who run the
'economy_ Among its most important facilities therefore will be a reference
library and information service on productivity matters.
The National Productivity Centre will also be able to offer detailed
consulting advice to individual enterprises and agencies in the fields of
industrial engineering, production' planning and control, work study and
simplification, marketing, accounting, distribution, personnel selection and
testing. quality control, maintenance of standards and product design.
The beginnings of such a consulting service to productive enterprises have
already peen made through the MinistIy of Industries and the Office of the
Planning Commission. These activities will be intensified' and concentrated
.In the National Productivity Centre. Where the centre is unable to advise
on productivity problems referred .to' it, it. should be in a position to obtain
such advice from the sources where it exists for tho- benefit of enterprises
and agencies in Ghana.

THB NON-OOVJ3lU';MBNT SECTOR. UNDBR. THE SBVBN-YBAR. PLAN.

For Government enterprises and for the ministries and departments a
regular 'system of compulsory .checks on productivity will be instituted and
me~ods will be. devised to ensure that suggested solutions towards the
improvement of efficiency and productivity are implemented. It is hoped
that private industry and ~: labour unions will not only contribute financially to the National Productivity Centre but will also make their own
arrangements for' using the services of the centre in a regular and systematic
way to improve P1'9ductivity .in the non-Government sector of the economy •

.

(vii) Industrtal &tates.-Government
has spent considerable sums already on
providing the industrial areas of various towns especially Accra, Tema,
Takoradi and Kumasi, with modem transport facilities and public utilities.
A very successful experiment in the provision of fully developed industrial
estates has been cQP,lpletedin Labadi in Accra and will be extended as need
arises. It'is expected that the construction of such industrial' estates might
become one of the major means by which the National Investment Bank and
the Ministry of Industries could render assistance or even supply a capital
participation to 'private and co-opera~ve investment.
(viii) Standards.-Government
believes that both consumers and producers
would benefi~ from the establishment of clear minimum standards to guide
manufacturers. A proposa:t to set up a Bureau 'of Standards is under
consideration and will.be implemented in the near future. This Bureau might
also .be able to arrange testing facilities for those manufacturers who cannot
set up their own.

m.-THB
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(i) General direction and magnitude

It is hoped that in the course of the next seven years private investors, ;both
Ghanaian and foreign, will be able to raise the average rate of their investments
above the £050 ~i1lion per annum recorded in recent years.
Government especially invites private investors to help in the central task of
expanding the real productive base of the economy by directing a maximum proportion of their efforts towards manufacturing and primary enterprises including
mining, agriculture, forestry and fishing.
Apart' from the measures already taken or proposed, as outlined above, to
assist private investors government stands ready to discuss with all the interested
p~es such other measures of policy as will further the attainment of a satisfaciory
rate of priVate investment.
.
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(U) Ghanaian Private Investment,
Private Ghanaian investors have an important role, to play in this effort,
particularly in the provision of housing, in the expansion of agriculture and in the
'development of small scale industries.
As will be explained In Chapter 4 on Agriculture, Government intends to
provide a high level of supporting services for the 'small Ghanaian farmer-agricul ..
tural extension, seed distribution, irrigation, marketing, fertilisers, tractor services
and agricultural credit. It is for the f~rmer to utilise these facilities to extend his
acreage and to increase the yield from his existing acreage. To do either of these
things most effectively, the farmer will need to save on a larger scale than hitherto
in order to invest in new farms and new farming equipment.
There is immense scope for small scale Ghanaian industrial establishments
-supplying many of the vital needs of the economy. Repair and maintenance, food
, processing and the productlon of numerous household necessltles=all these are
fields waiting for the enterprising Ghanaian businessman. Government will ~ntensify
its effortsin supplying all the assistance that it can command to any such businessman
who comes to it with sound schemes and the ability to implement them.
.
In ever/ economy housing is 'by far one of the largest clFants on available
capital resources. As is explained in a subsequent section, in recent years the supply
of housing in the urban areas of Ghana has been seriously outstripped by the increase
in population. Government intends to concentrate its own eifolts in the field' of
housing during this plan period on the urban housing problem In addition to con.
tlnuing its efforts generally to improve the standards of housing in Ghana.
. But the main task of providing housing during the coming seven years must
rest on private builders. Every encouragement will be 'givento them to build. Urban
families will be assisted to build or to acquire their own flats and houses. In addition
to any guarantees, 10&1$ and mortgage facilities which might be provided by government, this approach will demand that individual Ghanaians be ready to invest
sizeable sums of their own money in housing.
(iii) Foreign Private Investment

Foreign private investment has quite a special..place in this Seven-year Plan.
First, the balance of payments position is potentially one of the most rigid brakes on
the rate of economic growth that can be sustained in Ghana. Every penny of foreign
exchange has to be used to maximum advantage, and it will be for the importing
houses to venture out in whichever direction they-can from which to obtain the best
value for money. The traditional lines of commerce must be carefully re-examined
and every:effort made to obtain the .best·.ava.i4lble returns on the expenditure of
foreign exchange.
' .,.,
'..
4~,
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Second, the level of technical services is still' very low. The resulti'ng short life
of equipment is a great strain 'on·all' economy like Ghana's which is already short of
capital. Even for motor vehicles which ought to be showing the favourable eft'qcts
of the vast improvement in the standard of roads which has taken plac:ein' recent
years, the normal effective life in Ghana is still very short, mostly due to lnadequate maintenance, Government fully- intends to undertake an accelerated-programme for the training of technicians and hopes that private firms will continue
with, and expand considerably, their own training schemes.
Third, foreign private enterprise in Ghana should form a channel through which
those practices of labour and management which make for the high level of productivity in the advanced countries are imported. into Ghana. The proposed National
Productiv.ity Centre will provi4~4,focus for the movement towards.greater efficiency
in.the country. But it can only' effective to the extent that its precepts are carried
into the practice of business enterprises. The foreign private investor, with his
flexibility for experiment and innovation, should constitute the entrepreneurial
leadership whose practices of management will be followed. by the rest of the business
community. The scope for improvement in productive efficiency in Ghana is immense.
The most casual observation of a major vehicle repair yard or building site reveals a
generally low level of organisation and' control. The results of this show up in .the
very high prices which we pay in Ghana for repairs to vehicles and for buildings even
as compared to the most advanced countries where the labour is paid' many times
more than Ghanaian labour.:
The fourth main task of foreign private investment under this Plan lies in -the
field of manufacturing industry. As outlined in Chapter 2 Government hopes that
this country will become largely self-sufficient in the supply of staple manufactured
consumer goods before the end of this plan period. These goods--clothing, shoes,
housewares, packaged and processed foods-all belong to that category of manufacture which private investors from abroad will be best fitted to produce,
The mining industry in Ghana is largely in the hands of foreign private investors.
, As is shown in a' subsequent section mineral exports, with an increasing degree of
local processing before shipment, are expected to provide a sizeable part of the
foreign exchange earnings needed to finance this Seven-year .Plan.
Specifically, it is necessary that the following increases in output of the leading
minerals be attained during the plan period.
% Increase
1969
1962
16'4
1-100
'945
Gold (mJ,. fine ounces)
50'9
·464 0'700
Manganese (mi. tons)
39'9
0'400
·286
Bauxite (mL tons) ,.
50'3
S'OOO
3'327
Diamonds (mi. carats)

be
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With the completion of the Volta Project Ghana's massive·iron ore deposits at
Shieni will be brought within reach of cheap transportation. Other mineral deposits
sucJ.las limestone, clays, glass-sands, and rock salt await exploitation. Government
also invites foreign investors to join in ·theprospecting for petroleum of which the
geological Iudlcations in Ghana are favourable.
.
The local processing of the country's mineral products is a field to which Ghana
expects foreign private investment will bring sizeable resources of capital and
expertise during tho next seven years. The leading requirement in this field is for the
local production of alumina to feed the Tema and possibly other aluminium smelters...
After cheap power from the Volta.becomes available Ghana will embark on the
development of basic industry on an extensive scale.~~uch of the metals, chemicals
and synthetics which will fiow from these developments will have to be used by
private manufacturing enterprises in providing those sophisticated items of final and
industrial demand which the eoon.omy·wiil require on, an Increasing scale and for
which there are ready export markets. Government expects private investors to
prepare now for a sizeable development of the manufacture of pumps, motors,
electrical goods and machines of all sorts and some of the durable consumer goods
for which,before the end of this plan period, the markets of Ghana and neighbouring
African countries, as well as the technical conditions of production here in Ghana,
will offer scope for profitable undertakings .

.

With the very favourable financial and technical conditions now existing in
Ghana and with the increasing opportunities for industrial and technical. enterprises
that have opened up Government hopes that foreign private investment will maintain an average in excess of .£G17 million per ann1l.i.O
durlng the plan period.
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CHAPTER 4
AGRICULTURE
I.-AoRIC.ULTURE IN GHANA'S ECONOMY

It has long been a familiar judgement that Ghana is an agricultural country
and that Government policy must pay particular attention to agriculture. The
exact contribution of agriculture to economic activity in Ghana is however less
well known. In 1962 domestic food production alone accounted for £GIS, million
or al~ost exactly one..third of the Gross Domestic Product of Ghana. In addition,
agriculture, including forestry and fishing, supplied goods worth £G86 million for
export. The total contribution opagriculture to the £0535 million worth of resources'
available to <Ghana from all activities in 1962 was therefore about SO per cent-far
greater than the contribution of any other branch of economic activity.
As has been indicated in Chapter 1, agriculture accounts for 61 per cent of all
employment in Ghana: in other words, about two out of every three working people
in this country make their living out of farming, forestry and fishing.
International trade has been· a great stimulant to the growth of the Ghana
economy since the late 19th century. Most of the commodities for this trade have
been supplied by agriculture-rubber,
palm oil, and in the .last fifty years, cocoa
have successively dominated the country's export trade. It is out of these exports
that Ghana has financed those imports of capital and consumer goods which have
contributed to the maintenance of a rapid rate of economic growth and a general
standard of living accepted to be amongst the highest in Africa. In 1962, in spite of
the development of minerals and other export commodities, agrlcultural products
still supplied ~early 77 per cent of total domestic exports.
In the period since the last war agriculture has made a very special contribution
to Ghana's development over and above its role as the principal supplier of exports.
The money to finance all the revolutionary advances that have been made in the
modernisation of Ghana has come almost e~ciusively from agriculture. Within
agriculture the cocoa farmers have been the real haloes of this achievement. Of the
total income of £0700 million earned from the export of cocoa In the 'period 195I
to 1901 the cocoa farmers have received £0420 million while the remaining £0280
million has gone to maintain the public services, to finance development and to -,
build up the external reserves of Ghana.
:
In addition to providing funds for almost.all the developmental expenditures
and savings of Government agriculture has also supplied most of the mo'ney that
has gone into local and private investment in Ghana in rCCCJltyearS. The rapid
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growth of urban populations stems from the prosperity of the cocoa industry.
Agricultural money has financed much of the education of the youth and the development of-transport. Local initiatives in the improvement of water supplies and roads,
and in the construction of schools and clinics, have contributed .significantly to the
social and economic development achieved ·in recent years. The farmers of Ghana
who have financed all these will be required to' make an equally great contribution
towards the objectiv~s of economic growth and social mcdernisation envisaged under
the present plan.
'

It is a remarkable f~ct that with the .exception of the roads and ra.nways contributed by Government, and the .scientlflc advances in cocoa fanning introduced
in the last six years, the achievements of Ghana's agricultural industry have pad
practically no technical or financial assistance from anybody outside agriculture.
The small scale farmer with his hoe and cutlass ha~ virtually created Ghana as she.
is today.
,
That Ghana is an agricultural country and owes so much to her farmers does
not mean however that this country should forever remain an agricultural country
or that the farmer should continue to carry the wnole burden for development. As'
indicated in Chapter 1 the' further growth of Ghana's
achievement
. economy and. the
~
of stability demand that Ghana be transformed eventually into an industrial country.
New sources of support arising from new economic activities are needed to maintain
the drive towards the moderniSation of Ghana.
. ·
j.)

It is nonetheless obvious that however much progress is ma~e in the nonagricultural sectors or·the economy, the general level of prosperity in Ghana cannot
increase significantly unless agriculture which, employs nearly two-thirds of the
labour force also undergoes a revolutionary. change. During the next two decades
the .rate of growth in agriculture will condition the rate of growth of the whole
economy.

In the next seven years the population of Ghana will increase by about 1'4
million or 19·7 per cent. If economic growth takes place at the rates hoped for then
personal consumption should also rise by more than olie-fifth during the period,
To provide a rising standard of consumption for an increasing population, therefore,
agricultural production should increase by over a third to keep up with the demand
for food alone. Since the farming population will,. and should expand rather more
slowly than ·the 'population of the country as a whole this implies ·that agricultural
productivity must rise by upwards of 4 per cent a year in order to meet the require-ments of the economy for food and agricultural raw materials.

II.- THE

PREsBNT STATB OF

AORicruLTIJRB

Tbe development that has taken place in the agriculture sector has depended

upon:using increasing amounts of the CO,untry'slabour supply which was ab1B1dant
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and growing, and applying it to the land of whioh .also there is DO scarcity, to
produce ·the crops that were' markdtable. Yet this has been achieved with little
change -in fanning methods. The traditional farming methods however-bave a low
productivity. 'On the basts· su~h m.ethopa Ghana's agriculture bas been able to
provide onlta relatively low'levelof nutrition and has yielded the farming community
an average .level of inComes which is also quite low by world standards. Changes
in a~cu1tural productivity are needed which will both raise the nutritional level
of the population and Increase the average level of farmers' incomes.

of

Besides this, Ghana's agriculture has not been able to keep up with the growing
domestic demand for food in recent years apd local food prices have risen steadily
while a part of the demand for food has been met by increased imports. By' 1962
the burden of food imports had become a major factor in the worsening balance of
payments situation. Ghana Ii"a& to spend over £G26 million in 1961 on food
imports alone, which was ahnost exactly equal to the total deficit on visible trade
for the year. Ten years before the food import bill had amounted to £09'9 million, .
and It- is 'estimated that with the rate of economic growth anticipated under the
present development plan food imports, if unchecked, will have grown to some
£050 million by 1970. Table' 4.1 shows in detail the increases that have taken place
in imports of various·items. Of aU the major items in'the food bill only'wheat and
perhaps dairy products could not be produced as cheaply in Ghana as elseviher~
TABLB 4.1

------.,

DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED FOOD IMPORTS 1951:"1961

Imports in £0'000

Item

1951

. 1961

,

% change
In

10 years

-s-tncrease
-deaease
Meat
.,
Fish ,"'
..
DairY Products
Rice

••

Maize
Wheat

,.
.•

,.
..

••

••

••

••

.

Sugar
••••
Fruitsand Vegetable$

"

.

·.
•

••

•

••

••

·.

Total Selected Items

I

••
•

•

••

1,195

-tA22
633
313
207

1,539 .
1,139
171
6,618

1,935
" 4,814
1,901
2,514
35
3;14S
2,690

62
239.

._

200
706

\

-89

j

104
136

2,068.

1,109

19,102

198
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Foreign exchange i~ now, and will remain for a. eng time to.come, one or the
scarcest of the resources needed for Obana's economlc development. All the equip ..
ment required by agriculture, industry, government and, commerce {las to 'be imported.
Many·types of consumer goods will not be produced' In Ghana for years to come.
Untit now Ghana has been able to draw on large reserves of foreign savings which
were built up in the years of good cocoa prices until 1956. These reserves have now
reacheda level where they cannot give much support to the development, programme.
From now on imports will have to be .financed ..by current exports supplemented by
whatever foreign credits can be raised' by Ghana. The prospects for foreign exchange
earnings are clouded by the weakness in world cocoa prices which has persisted
since 1957. In any case export earnings could not increase at anywhere near the
rate at which food imports would rise if the recent trends were allowed to continue
unchecked.
.
The food deficit has been largely responsible for a general. upward pressure
on tbe cost-of-llv.ing. In the periods when the imbalance between' the supply and
demand for food has been most acute and food prices have risen most sharply-such
as 1947-48, 1950-51.and 1961-62-the threat to the standard of living of the people
has given .rise to a great deal of social tension. It is a part of th~ social policy, of
Government to keep ~he prlces of food-and hence the cost 9f llving-down.
'
The policy of cheap food is also necessary for the maintenance of :fiscal and
monetary stability which is required for the suCcessful implementation of this
Seven-year Plan. Hi8h food prices always iead to pressures for higher wages with
the threat of inflation. The more wages rise, the higher the costs of production
become, and the less competitive. .will be. Ohana's agriculture and ini:fustry.
In.-INDUSTRY AND AORlCULTURB

As explained in Chapter 1, Ghana needs an Agricultural Revolution as a
precondition for the Industrial Revolution at which policy is aiming eventually.
A .prosperous agriculture wilt provide the market for the consumer goods and
producer goods which the industrial sector will-want to sell. A country like this witb:
a Iarge proportion of the labour force engaged in-agriculture can continue 'to draw
capital for investment only from agriculture since there aretso few other sources of
wealth. The consumption level of Ghana's farmers is however rapidly catching
up with their earning capacity at the present levels of 'productivity. The only w~y
to be able to draw funds out of agriculture for general dev.elopment, as Ghana has
done in the past, is for average farm incomes to increase further so that a marlin
for savings may re-appear.
. Ghana is, in relation to the amount of land available, a relatively underpopulated
.
country. In the long run the process of he~ industrialization must involve a transfer
of labour from. agriculture although in the immediate period ahead surplus urban
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labour can meet all the' needs,of indq$tcy: This transfer of labour can only take place
with safety if the productivity of agri~ture has improv.ed to the ex~nt ,that labour
can be released whll6 at -the same tinie a greater volume of demand for food can be
met at reasonable prices.
Inaddition to providing the markets, the capital and the labour for industriallzation, O~a's agriculture must also aim at supplying to the fullest extent possible
the needs 9~ domestic industry for agri~tural raw materials. The need for cotton,
non-apparel fibres, su~r cane and ,pulp-making materials is already pressing, and a
beginning will be made during this plan period on their production here in Ghana,
I

P'

,.

IV.--PRODUCTIVITY IN GHANA'S AGRlCULTURB

The Ghanaian fanner has a~comparatively low produ~vity for a number of
reasons long recognised. He farms too small an acreage; in many parts of the country
scarcity Qfwater inhibits fanning; the stock of seeds and animals available to him is
of relatively,poor genetic quality; there has been little or no improvement in the
way of husbandry practices; agricultural credit has not .been readily available; in
some cases the lack of easy' access to markets still prevents the full utilisation of
output potential, His own low level of nutrition, and health affects his productivity.
,

"

(lj Acreage

· .

The 'greatest single limitation to the. acreage that our farmers can cultivate
lies in the fa9t that they can only call on the physical powers of their own and their
labourers' bodies. In the forest area especially, human power is faced with great
difficultiesin 'plearingand tilling the land. Although there ate wide variations between
farmers it haS,been estimated that the majority of cocoa farmers work '3 to 5 acres
and the averagefarnier in the northern savannal; areas farms about 3 acres, excluding
the land which is lying fallow on account of shifting cultivation.
.
'It is obvious that the application of mechanical power wherever it is possible

'and economleal to do so, holds great promise for the improvement of agricultural
,productivitY. Already it is apparent that the northern savannah areas are well..
suited for mechanlsed fagping and maximum advantage will be taken in extending
this during the plan peri~~
, .
"
.
The second important limitation on acreage comes from the system of shifting
cultivation. Where' a farmer cannot farm. the same piece of land for more than
two or three years it irIlplies that the investment he mai~esin clearing and preparing
a piece of land is quickly 'us,e? up Instead of making a permanent addition to his
productive capital. This system 'therefore uses up a great deal of the labour that
annually goes 'into agriculture, and puur' Ghanaian farmers at a considerable disadvantage as compared with farmers hi other countries who do not have to start
all over again on a fresh piece of land every two or three years.
57
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It is imperative to find ways of enabling the farmer to use the same piece of
land for much longer than he can now do without exhausting the fertility of the
soil, so ~hat eventually he will be able to fann a piece of land permanently, There'
is another reason for urgency in this search. Already the increase- in population
has made it impossible in certain areas to leave land fallow for the seven to ten years
which are normally required to restore soil fertility in the system of shifting cultivation. The resulting greater frequency in the use of land must mean that soils will
ultimately become sterile unless other means are found for restoripg
..- ,..,.~. their fertility. .
The two methods now canvassed for maintaining soil fertility are crop rotation
and the use of fertiliser. Crop rotation has the advantage that It uses up land which
is in ample supply in Ghana while making it possible to rest land by producing
some. types of crop on it instead of leaving it fallow. However the proper crop
rotations have not Ibeell conclusiveJy worked out for all the different ecological
areas of Ghana. Where they have been worked out, either the technique has not
been taught to the fanners or its advantages and efficacy have not been demonstrated
to the satisfaction of the farmer. Most of the crop rotations with the strongest
support in professional quarters involve the use of livestock to enrich the land.
This makes them unsuhable for large parts of the country where livestock do not
thrive.
In the past few years enough research work has been done to prove the e-fficiency
of fertilisers in improving plant yields in various parts of Ghana. Some evidence
has also been collected on the ability of fertilisers to sustain the fertility of Ghanaian
soils under conditions of permanent cropping. But there is as yet Insufficient knowledge on the matter. Also, especially since fertilisers are expensive and 'have to be
imported, the economics of their use for soil regeneration requires the most careful
investigation.
The search for ways of enabling greater use to be made of farm land and labour
than is possible under traditional methods should be considered one of the most
pressing tasks for agricultural research during this plan period. This and similar
problems, are of course, by no means confined to Ghana. They exist in most other
countries in Africa, with whom close contact should be kept as regards the work
being done to overcome them. After results have been obtained it will be the responsibility of the Extension and Development Service and of the managers of state
farms and other agricultural enterprises to ensure that they are widely adopted.
(111Water

In the savannah areas, especially. in the north of Ghana, the single rainfall
season from April till September deposits on the land a considerable amount of
water (up to 40 inches in most places) which mostly washes away and is succeeded
by a severe dry season during which crops 'will not grow and livestock deteriorate
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'.through hunger and thlrst. It has .becq dcmpnstrated that, with an adequate Supply
.' pf water, most ,of the s,v8JlIl~;lands/could support two crops or ~ood every year.
Both' human befngs and livestock would also Uuive much better if .the water were
.eouserved and used .evenly throughout the year.
'
'. During this plan period therefore it is· intended to embark on an ambitious
~.prOgram~e of water conservation and irrigation whi~h will bring at least pond
Water to every village in the Northern and Upper Regaons and some 80,000 .acres
of' land under local' Irrigation. Should studies on the utilisation of Volta water
prove that a large scale irrigation scheme is economical then these targets would
: be radically revised upwards.
,
,(iii)
Stock and seed
The- absence of support. from agricultural science for the efforts of the Ghanaian
fanner is most evident in the quality of the seed he uses and the animals he rears.
, Th~r:ehav.e·ipdeed been developed a number of improved varieties of crops such as
the' hybrid maize (GS. 1, os. 2 and GS. 3) and known types of rice (D.52-37.
Faya and" HR. 8) which yield far more than traditional varieties. These have yet
to be generally sold to the fanning' community. The most outstanding work has"been
done in the fleld of cocoa where improved varieties have already been wideiyaccepted
by farmers. Rubber which is being revived after f~rty years as a leading export
'aop has also benefited from the introduction of superior planting material.
But the vast majority ·of the crops grown by Ghanaian farmers have had no
.assistance whatsoever from agricultural science in the. production of higher yielding
varieties. When it is' considered how much of the success of farming in places like
North America and Europe depends upon the success of their scientists in the field
of genetics thentbe extent of the handicap under which the Ghanaian farmer
operates can be grasped.
'The animals reared by Ghana's livestock farmers are of equally. poor stock.
Among cattle the N'dama is favoured by the experts but is by no means the type
universaUy kept by farmers. With othel' livestock such as sheep, goats and pigs the
breeds generally 'kept by farmers' are unimproved local types mostly characterised
by.poor meat yields.
Generous provision for- agricultural research is made under this Seven-year
Plan to cover investigations into this and other problems of Ghanaian agriculture.
Although these problems' are not easy the general principles for their solution are
'well-known and reliable: it is hoped that results will be achieved which can be applied
.to improve the productivity of Ghanaian farming in the next few years,
(tv) Farming Practices

. As was mentioned above, there is.need to develop and propagate crop rotations
w~ch can.help to maintain gail. fertility .and,economise on capital investment "costs
in Ghanaian agrlculture, ~t has also been indicated that fertilisers seem to hold
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promise of increasing crop yields in Ghana. It has to be borne in mind that since .:
fertilisers have to be imported, applying them. to crop. production in Ghana is (.~
equivalent to importing a part of the food thus produced. :Preliminary results indicate' ~
that in spite of this the increase in yields might be.such as to justify the use of imported .
fertiliser for some food crops. Subject to the results of further research into the
matter it is intended to promote the use of fertilisers through the Extension Service .-"
by organising its distribution to fanners, by supporting its sales with short term .
credit, and possibly ~y subsidising it.
There are other aspects of farming practice where- technology needs much
improvement. Shade requirements, proper drainage, the control of pests and weeds,
the best times for planting and harvesting, and food storage-all these are matters
on which the solutions of traditional technology need to be supplemented' by modem
scientificresearch and effective agricultural propaganda.
In some cases the application of improved technology has to be organised from
a central source. For instance it is established that dressing seed against insect and
fungus attack can have a marked effect on crop yields. It is therefore proposed to
establish seed services to produce, dress and distribute seeds of improved varieties
to farmers in all parts of the country.
(v) Marketing
It is claimed that farmers in some parts of the country do not produce as much
as they could because they cannot market their produce at reasonable prices. Under
previous development plans much effort has been put into the ·construction of feeder
roads and other means of access to markets. This programme-Is to be further
extended under the present plan, along with further improvements to village markets
and other facilities..
.
However in order to effect really substantial increases in production something
more will be necessary to obtain the oonfidence of thcJ producer and to convince
him that he will be able to sell within reasonable distance from his farm, all he can
produce-and at fair prices. The organisations responsible for this marketing will"
need to decide, in consultation with the appropriate government authorities, which
•
crops to encourage and in what areas. It will be necessary to set up chains of buying
stores (or mobile ones) and purchase at prices fixed, guaranteed and' publicised
before-hand-even before planting if possible. In the case of a crop the increased:
production of which is especially desired, this may be achieved by adjusting accord-:
ingly its guaranteed prices in relation to those for other crops.
It may even be good policy to set up buying centres in areas where the actual
production would not normally warrant them but where the potential is great and
may well be realised if.evidence of adequate marketing facilities is obvious to producers. Otherwise a vicious circle results, i.e., no market because there is meagre:
production and no Increased production beca~ of no marketing ..facilities.
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The bUymg, hatldlinS and tl'aosport Q)Sts.of the nlarketing ol'ganisatioDI mll$t
be kept to a minjmum so that foOd. can bo·· delivered at reasonable prices to the
consumer whUo at the same time a iair price is paid to the producer. There must also
be adequate market itltel1i.seueei to ~Q$IPsm.~oth channelling ..of food supplies to
the consumer, With certain food crops of particUlar importance, rice for instance, a
sq>arate orpni$ation or division may 1)0. warranted to deal with their marketing.
There can be no doubt ..that adequate marketiQg faoilities,. combined with fixed
prices. guaranteeing a fail' retUrn to tbe p.-oducet, is as important as any other
single factor in promoting increased Droduction.
Losses in stored food.,. due to the d¢pl'edations of insects, fungi and excess
moisture, are greater than is SCn8!a1ly appreciated and a sound organisation undertaking the purchase and Q.istrib~on of foodStuffs should be in a position to reduce
these losses to a minimum.
opemtinl,,'proper systeID.s of pest control in its silos

~r

and stores, The burden of suChlosses should be lift~ off the farmer asfar as possible
by making.it possible for him to dispose of his crops as soon as they are harvested.
V.-TASKS

OF AGRlCWLTURE

UNDER.. THS SEVEN ..YEAR PLAN

Agricultural development under this t)lan will be directed towards three ends:
population must be improved and th.c
(i) The nutritional level of G~'s

present food dlBeit e1i'l1itla.ted;
(ii) Rural incomes, especially in the Northern and Upper Regions, must
be raised;
(iii) Production ·of agricultural raw materials should be stepped up both

for export and fot domestic industrial purposes.
(I) Nutrition
Itis the aim of Government that in the long run Ghana should produce enough
food to be.able to give every citi~en 2,700 caipries per day in his diet. This is approximately one-half more than his present avera.ge calorie intake estimated at
approximately 1,800 per day. The main deficiency in Ghana's nutritional level
however is in its protein conteDt .rather than its aggregate calorie value: as against
the present estimated consumption of about 42 grammes per day, professional
opinion is that people require around 7()grammes per day.
The food productiQD

tar8~ts have been set so that Ghanaian agriculture can

supply the deficiencyin present nutritiQ®11evels, to substitute as far as possible the
contribution now made by imported food with local production, and to. provide
for the food required to feed. the expeQted increase in population~Tbis triple task
will not be easy to .ful:fit in the QOmillg seven years, especially in view of the many
unsolved problems in agrieUltutal pro<!uct.ivity already mentioned. But it is not
61
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impossible to fu11i1and government intends, with the s~pport of the farmers and th~ )
various production agencies, to make' a-maxlmum effort towards its fuH'ilment.
,~

• Oi) Rural incomes

"
I

In order to meet the requirements of the long term J>4?Iicy
for the economic
development of Ghana an attempt must be made to achieve the production targets' i
in agriculture without any significant increases in the total farm labour force. This I~
would mean that each man now engaged in agriculture will have to be producing .:
by 1970one-third more on the average than he is doing today. It is only if this can .~
•
be done that the level,of rural prosperity can be expected to increase. The other 1
way, where increased output is obtained by a commensurate increase in the number
of farmers, will only mean multiplying the numbers of people living at the same .
standard as now prevails in the country-side.
.,
'J
Government is not satisfied with the present standard of living in the rural ~:
areas, and especially in the Northern and Upper Regions. Ghana cannot consider ~
herself really modem or progressive until standards in the villages have been raised "
far above what they are now. This cannot be done by pouring money into the villages
to construct social amenities; since the. rural population forms by far the bulk of
the total ·population and the other parts of the economy are as yet little developed,
the money for such village improvement can come from nowhere except the villages
themselves. The rural population however will only be' able to provlde-thls money
in proportion to the increase in its Income,
In the past the economic development of the-rural areas has been very uneven.
While the cocoa growing districts have progressed quite rapidly many other areas
have tended to stagnate. The increased demand for food and other agricultural '
produce from the prosperous agricultural districts and from the growing urban':
populations has. progressively been met through imports rather than by purchases .'
from the other rural districts of Ghana. This has not principally been because theseundeveloped districts were not physically capable of producing for their wealthier ,
neighbours but because agricultural policy has not paid enough attention to promoting this potential trade between different parts of Ghana. It is one of the unfortunate
features of colonial policy that most of the energies of successive administrations
have been directed towards facilitating the production of agricultural goods for
export and encouraging the importation of both food and manufactured goods .
from the metropolitan countries. The non-exporting sections of the countryside!
were thus largely neglected because they were of no importance to the metropolitan'
economies.
It is the intention of Government to assist the less.developed parts of Ghana
so that they can produce foodstuffs to meet the growing demand in the wealthier
areas, the benefits of which have so far accrued to farmers outside this country..
J~

j
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As is shown in Table 4.1 this demand consists largely of commodities wf:Uchcan be
produced competitively in Ghana: given the necessary help and facilities. This plan
therefore lays particular ,emphasis on the production of rice, maize, groundnuts,
sugar' cane, vegetables and fish which have featured so prominent1y in the growing
import food bUI and which: t~e savannah and coastal areas are so well suited
to supply. (See Table 4.2). Government sets special store by the plan to tum the
Bolgatanga area in the north eastern corner of Ghana into one of the largest grain
baskets of the nation.
As regards the forest areas; measures for the improvement of..productivity and
hence the increase of incomes have been in existence for some time. Cocoa producers
have been giv.en improved varieties and new methods of controlling capsid and
other pests have been Introduced. The use of fertiliser has been found economical
and is now beginn.ing to spread. In other areas farmers have been encouraged to
increase the acreages they hlve under bananas. rubber, oilpalro and citrus. At the
same time the introduction of higher yielding varieties and improved cultural
practices is'expected to result in further increases in productivity and incomes.
i
,

I

(iii') Commoditiesfor Domestic Industry and Export

Ghana intends to maintain her leading position in the world cocoa market.
If the current trends in demand are sustained then world consumption of cocoa
could be expected to be at least·35 per cent higher by 1969·thanit is now. Ghana there"
fore needs to produce at least 150,000tons more cocoa by the end of the plan period
in order to maintain her position. The required increase is to be achieved largely by
increasing ·yields per acre rather than by devoting more land to cocoa production.
This policy should also reduce production costs and thereby help to maintain
'Ghana's competitive position on a market in which priqes are unlikely to improve
very much in the next few years.
As indicated above the production of other tree crops for export has also been
encouraged in the forest zone. These should help to broaden the pasie of Ghana's
agricultural and export economy and, notwithstanding the diflerent market and
weather influences to which they are allsubject,·bring more stability into Ghana's
export earnlngs. Care has to be taken however to ensure that Government is not
spending a disproportionate amount of its own money and inducing farmers to
spend theirs on the production of commodities for which there are no markets.
An assessment will 'therefore be made to determine how much of the efforts of the
Extension Service and of the State Farms Corporation and how much in Government subsidies and·other help sho.uld be devoted to these crops•

-

.
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Among the local industries which will be developed during. this plan period
are some using cocoa, cotton, sugar cane, palm oil, citrus (ruits,.non-apparel fibres,
and timber. It is intended to produce cotton, sugar cane, urena lobata and sisal on
state farms and other large scale plantations 'or .farm settlements or in connection
with major irription schemes. The supply of fruits and vegetables for large canneries

.
TABIB

AGRICULTURAL

4.2

DEVELOPMENT

PROMOTION

Savannah Zone

Crops and Livestock
(i) Arable Crops

PLAN

Forilst.zone

(b)

Rice,
Maize, Millet,
Sorghum.
Groundnuts,
Bambarra

(c) Roots

Nuts, Cowpeas, Beans,
Peas, etc.
Cassava, Yams, .;Sweet Cocoyams.

(a) Cereals

..

Legumes and Oil
.Seeds.

-

.,

Potatoes.
(tI) Fruits
(e) Fibres

·..

Pawpaws, Pineapples ..
Cotton,

Urena

lobata,·

Sisal.
(f) Others
(il) Tree Crops
(g) ou Seeds
(h) Fruits
(i)

Others

"

Tobacco,
Sugarcane,
Grasses and Pastures.

••

·.

..

Shea Butter
Mangoes
Cashew, Timber

Coconut, Oil Palm.

Citrus, Avocado Pears.
Cocoa, Coffee, Rubber,
Timber.

(iii) livestock

(j) Large Animals
(k) Small Animals

Cattle
Sheep,

Goats,

Pigs,

Poultry
(iv) Vegetables

Tomatoes,

Shallots.
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.requires a type of large scale all-the-year-round farming which is so tar o~y fou?d
in the citrus growing "areas of Asuansi, Already the Nsawam cannery bas difficulties,
with its supplies ottruit: there areplans to set up new canneries and processing plants
in other places. Special attention will have to be paid to the producti0U~ fruit
and vegetables for them. A.soap fac~ory has "been set up at,Tema: pabji oil has
before now been the major agricultural export of the country and the ready demand
from this factory should provide the incentive for a revival of the palm:on industry in
Ghana.
,
There are possibilities for the production of paper either from t!mb~r or from
sugar cane.fibre (bagasse) or from rice, guinea grass and com "straw. Investigations
will be made to find wJ1ichis the most economical pulping material.' The timber
industry however is already a major 'source of exports and it is hoped to increase
substantially its contribution to..foreign exchange earnings. It is the policy of Government that the timber resources of Ghana should be, exploited to the maximum
degree consistent with the mamtenance of the forest as a permanent natural asset.
Many factories for the production of furniture and other products, veneers, plywood,
fibre and chipboard,
as. well as possibly wood-pulp, will be established in the course,
...
of the plan period.
,
I
At present only about 20 out of the 130potentially commercial speciesof Ghana
timber are exploited. This means that the use of the forests is highly uneconomic
since either many of the• trees felled during extraction are simply left to rot in the
bush or a number of useful trees are left in an exploited forest tq be subsequently
destroyed in order to make ''Mlyfor farming. A concentrated effort must therefore
be made to gain acceptance fdr at least a further 20 species of Ghanaian timber in
, the world markets in order to enable the required increases in timber exports to be
attained. The less exportable species must also be used more extensively'here in
Ghana for building, furniture, pulping, firewood and timber prod~cts.

I

.

VI.-PaODUCTION

TARGETS

The available information 'regarding present production of the major crops
is highly inadequate. This situation will change with the completion of an agricultural census now in preparation. In the meantime the best available estimates of
current production have been used in setting the agricultural production targets
for this Seven-year Plan. These targets will be reviewed in the.light of the results of
the agricultural census. The targets set for Increases ~nthe main categories of agricultural product are as shown in tables 4.3 and"4.4.
'
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TABLE

4,3

PRODUCTION TARGETS 1963-1969*
~963

Estimatftl

a/which

1969

Target

Total

Production ProduC",ion lnuetJSe

Prlvatt

Public

'000 Tons '000 Tons '000 Tons '000 Tons '000 Tons

Staple Foods

1. Cereals

•.

2. R.oots and Plantain
3. Legumes and OUs
•
4. Vegetables (onions, tomatoes)
S, Fruits

...•

.::... .,

1S3

67

228'S

76'S

111'75
34'S

55'25

39

10

S

S

37'S
,250

17'0
l80

8"28
95

600
3S

180
18

180
,l1'S

422

642

2,2SS
31

2,S6O
284
70

5,

117

220
'30S
167

4'5

Animal Pl'odads

1. Livestock
2. Fish

20'S
70

,.'

Exports and Raw Materials

I, Cocoa

2. Rubber ('000 acres)
3. Sugar cane

4.
S,
6.
7,
8.
. 9.

420 ..:

' ••

Tobacco ,.
Bananas
.,
..
Non-apparel fibres
Cotton
Pineapples
•.
Wood (mUUoncubic teet)

17

.
,

,

,

.

1.000

'. 1,000
:f. J

'68

3'4
1'0

0'1

0'1

7'0
0"1

6'S
0-1

22

30

8

S"S

S84

126

226

4S8

"

,

6'5
1,000

7

3'S
0'2 •

8S

1'12

1'S
3'S

1'2

B'n

5'8
0'1
2'S

The main features are an attempt to increase '~he~ou'tputof cereals by over 50
per cent, to more than double the production of legumes' and oils- and to increase
many times over the production of fish. Significant increases in the production of
other staple food crops as well as cocoa, lumber and other foreign trade items will
also be secured. The very large increase in fish production is a particularly important
feature of the plan. The intention is that a substantial part of the catch should be
processed and cured and that a fish meal industry shouldbe established in conjunction
with the processing plants in order to help meet the country's deficiency in animaJ
feeding s~uffs. .
(i) Food

The bulky foodstuffs produced in Ghana fall into two broad groups which come
from the two natural zones: the savannah where the cereal crops, yams and groundnuts are best grown and the forest areas where plantain and cocoyams are grown.
Nevertheless certain crops can be grown in both the savannah and .forest areas, e.g,
cassava.ryems and rice. In order to obtain the best returns it is intended to extend
support untier this Seven-year Plan to the production of each crop in the area best
.These: tar;~ts itO further dctaUcclln Table 4.4.
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suited to It.as shown in Table,i' andresearch will be conducted to ensure this. It has
been decided to put most effort into the promotion of cereals rather than plantain
a nd root crops. Among tAe reasons for this are that the cereals are preferable from
the point of view of nutritional value. they are more easily stored and transported,
they grow best in those areas of Ohana where it is most important to raise incomes
and standards of Uving and the demand for some of them, e.g. rice. will increase
fastest as incomes riS4 in the country. It can be confidently expected that as they are
more advanced the fahners of the forest zone will be able to respond quickly to any
increases in demand for the forest zone foodstuffs without the need for any great
effort on the"'paiC"or the Government. Since extensions of cocoa acreage are not
expected during the plan period. there is a possibility that the supply of plantain
could fall off. If consumers do not substitute grains and yams fast enough certain
pressures 89 the cost of livi~g in the forest areas could develop. A watch will be 1
kept Tar..any such' tC1;1q~Jlciesand the necessary corrective action taken. But it is not I
expected tliat a scarcity of »J.antains will in fact develop.

I

The seasonal shortage of water is the main obstacle to agricultural production
in the savannah area, while at the same time these are the parts of the country
offering the greatest scope .for extensions of acreage through mechanisation. A II
considerable proportion of theirrigated acreage .to be established under this plan
will be devoted to tho ?i'ins of rice and other cereals in the savannah zones.
,
j

r

Present yields on Ghana's cereal farms are quite low for the reasons partly !
explained above. Farmers get between 500 and 800 Ib., of maize an acre when:
growing traditional varieties. Available improved types already yield an average of .
1,200 lb. an acre;,:if the seeds were dressed and sown at the recommended densities
then further increases in yield could be readily obtained. Even so, American farmers
by comparison expect 3,000 lb. an acre, which shows how much more room there is
for improvements in crop yields through the application of agricultural science.
Similarly Ghanaian fanners ncrmally get around 800 lb. per acre under rice. With
improved varieties they could get 1,300 to 1,500 lb. an acre under hillside cultivation
while the D99 type has been known to yield over 3,000 lb. an acrl'when grown
under swamp conditions.
,

Therefore, although the targets for increases in cereal production are very
ambitious the present. level of productivity of farming in the savannah areas is so
low as to make it possible to expect that, with a determined application of available
technology and the implementation of an adequate water conservatfon programme,
these targets could be readily attained. Owing to the crucial importance for Ghana's
economic prospects of solving the food supply problem these targets are perhaps"
more imponant than any others in the plan.
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(a) Protein

The answer to Ghana's prote.ill deficienCies will be sought mainly through
increased production of fish, poultry and legumes. Ghana has unlimited amounts
of land suited. to the cultivation of groundnuts. Yields undor local conditions
average only 400 lb. per acre whereas all tho imprOVed varieties that have been
tried yield between two and three times as much. Even the local types of groundnuts, when planted closely yield 600 lb. an acre without. any other change in farming
p~ce.
The application of seed dressing and fertiliser produces yields some three
ti~s higher than is normally obtained by the average farmer .

./.t3ffortswill be made to popularise the growing of peas and beans as part of a
rotation system designed to restore soil fertility and permit longer use ..of farm land.
The most serious cause of loss in the cultivation of these crops stems from depredations of insects which mostly occur when crops are stored. Cheap methods of
control have been evolved and a marketing system will be instituted which will
take crops off the hands of farmers as soon as they are harvested and store them
under conditions which will prevent insect daJnage. At present beans and peas
are generally sold by volume. Owing to insect damage some of the volume that the
consumer pays for consists of empty space that has beed eaten inside the seed.
Thus the prevention of insect damage should also prove a boon to consumers.
Ghana has immense potential for fish production. This potential will be much
augmented by the creation of the Volta Lake which will provide many hundred
miles of shore line for fishing. Present production of sea fish amounts to less than
4OtOOO tons a year even though many people are employed in fishing. The traditional
system of canoe fishing does not permit of a higher level of productivity than this
because the operation of the canoes in the surf is very bard work and their fishing
area is limited to the few miles off shore whiell ate not the most popular haunts
of sea fish. The solution of using larger motorised boats and fitting outboard motors
to existing canoes has been tried with great success. The main emphasis on fishery
development under this plan will therefore consist of increasin.g the mechanisation
of the fishing industry. It is not expected that the sea itself will set any limit to the
amount of fish that can be caught off Ghana's shores. Therefore the extent to which
the target for increased production of fish is attained will depend upon the number»
of boats in operation.

Main r.ce

is placed on fish rathor than meat as a solution to the protein
problem because fishing is by far the quicker and. easier solution. Livestock. production in Ghana still faces many difficult ptoblClllS among which arc the poverty of
the stock used, the production of feed and the establishment of pastures, as well as
the"ll_~~ tUseascs, especially of cattle which, thQuah under control, have not
yet been eradicated. The solution of livestock problems will inevitably take years
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and in the meantime oruy a modest increase can be expected in the production of
will be given to farmers in th~ savannah
cattle and sheep. Every encourag~t
areas to include livestock in ~eir farming pattern since this is the ~eapest known
method of maintaining soil fertility. On state farms and other publicly controlled
units the practlee of mixed ra~g
wou~d be made obligatory wherever it is feasible.
Already a revolution in 'poultry farming is taking place. 'the importation of
eggs has virtually ended, and. the, supply. of fowl meat to the ~ajor urban centres
has developed to a degree where' some- reductions in price can be expected by about
poultry business: e.g., nutrition officers
1'964.Every effort will be made to keep up
will concentrate their efforts on backyard poultry raising. The rearing of pigs is the
other field where rapid results could be reasonably expected. It is hoped that the
farmers' co-operatives, iSPcciaUy in the southern savannah areas, will be 'successful
in raising the productlon of P9~k by" an appreciable margin in the course 'of the
seven years.
.t:
In preparation for what can be -done under subsequent development, plans,
research work now in hand on the problems of livestock production in phana
will be generously' supported by~Oovernment in this plan period. Especiany';-~since
the demand for milk is 'so high. already and is likely to grow rapidly, success in this
research work is necessary to ensure that Ghana'.s food deficit is not kept large
by the lack of a .domesfjc dairy industry nullifying the effect of developments in
other parts of agricu1~:

the

(b) Fruits and Vegetables
Large-scale citrus growing in Ghana is practically limited to the Asuansi area.
The indications however are thatmany other. areas would be suitable for the extensive
cultivation of citrus. This is an industry where farmers need the kind of help and
advice 'that the Asuansi farmers have had from Rose's and the tobacco growers
from the Pioneer Tobacco Company. It should be possible for the Nsawam Cannery
and other processing factories to develop their own supplies' through technical
assistance to the farme~ in their area.
Ghana-now: imports half a million pounds' worth each 'of tomato products and
canned vegetables and nearly £0200,000 of onions every year. It is planned to
eliminate these im~orts and also meet a greatly increased level of consumption from '
domestic production. In the Northern and Upper Regions especially, excellent
results Wive been obtained in the4'growing of these vegetables under irrigation. An
effective matketing system should be able to call forth the necessary vo'lu~ of
.
production from f~crs
in those areas and in the southern savanna r6gions~ "

.....
.

.

,

(ii) Agricultural Raw Materials and Export Crops
c. 'f
.
The second main Rurpose of 'the development of savanna area fa~&~an9.
irrigation; after it has satisfied the food req~iremeJ1ts of the country, will.h~lo~~i1p~lf·
tobacco, sugar cane; cotton and non-awarel fibres for which Pto~~Cfi~~

tat~~~:rar~J

.

'4

+

'.

t
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'suggested i~ fable 4.3-. Tobacco growing i~ now well ~tablishe.d, and ,'its"further
expansion depends upon the maintenance of a satisfactorj marketing,.arid technical
assistance servlee for 'the farmer. The cocoa bag factory in KUJll8$iWin take 4,500
tons of fibre a year. Adequate acreage and natural candlti~ris eAi~t.inthe'Ejura area
and it ~ould seem that only a determined effort by the'.:oo:.operatives'and tlje Exten~
sion Service is required to call forth the -necessary supply ~The cultivation 'o~Cotton in
Ghana has long been plagued by insect attacks. Depending.upon-tbe.solutien
of this
prob~~m.and the construction of al) adequate ini~tion. sysielll, pos~ipl~·b~$C~on the,
Volta, the eventual development of a cotton growing industry can be foreseen. Even
though the international cotton market is unlikely to be buoyant' or easy for new
producers to break into, there exists here in Ghana a liuge market fcr-eouon textiles, ..
As is explained below in Chapter 5 it is hoped to be able, to ~upply most of this
demand out of Ghana's own mills by 1970. A cotton gro~qg industry therefore
could develop on the basis of a home market.

•

Alre~dy nearly 5,600 acres of new rubbir plantation have been established in the
Western Region through the encouragement of Government. Although .further. ~
considerable plantings are proposed, there will need' to be, a limit to the' further
expansion that Government will !Ubsidise during this plan period in order to .avoid
over-production for a world market which is already' weighed down by a surplus. of
rubber from the traditional producing countries and faced~with tough ,competition
the $iZeable domestic
from synthetic rubber. Palm oil however has better prospects
deman4.that already exists both for cooking purposes and'for the manufacture of soap';
Research results previously accumulated by the West Mrtcanjnstitute for Oil Palm
Research suggests that high yieJdsand adequate incomes can be obtained from oil palm
firming in Ghana. It will be the responsibility of the Extension Service in the areas
suited to oil palm cultivation-the
Eastern, Central and Weste'rn Regions-to 'pro ..
moie.the,re~ival of this crop in the country.

in

"

..

.

It is intended that by 1975 Ghana should be satisfyingimost of her domestic

need for ·sugar,. which" it is estimated will have expanded to some 200l-000 tons a
year, from local sources. During ,this plan period it is intended to implement up tq
four sugar growing schemes. AU of these schemes should be in substantially full
produetionby !970 with a combined capacity 9.fabout 100;000 to~ ·perannum. The
sugar cane will begrewn under irrigation in 'the savanna areas and tlie trials carried .
out ~?-'t.far's,uB.?estthat yields win be comparable to those in other ~ugar cane
growing' countries.
.
. "As~xp]ained above world demand for cocoa hf!Sshown a steep upward trend in
recehv'years as over-production has driven prices down to the}..::lowest post war level.
,alian~a..i;'~"'m~~berof the Cocoa Producers' Alliance and, th: C9coa,Stu~y Group of
.,tli~,F~A:O.,bO.tllof which are trying to find means of ,stemming the decline In cocoa
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prices. Eventually, C!hana and other cocoa pro~ucing countri'7 w~l haye. to niat~h
their production more 'closely toworld ~emand In order to ll~amtam pnces at ~at1sfactory levels ..But world demand by:present indications seems likely to be. appreciably
higher by 1970 than it is now. The means for increasing Ghana's production to
maintain her share of the market without any great extension of cocoa acreage are
well known. The· farmers have accepted the improved varieties of cocoa and the
methods of disease control although vigilance with the latter. ha.s to be constantly
re-emphasized. Since cocoa is an export crop there would not be so .much economic
reason against applying to its cultivation imported fertilisers which could increase
"
..
yieids by a very '~de margin.
Bananas, are a relatively new ;~ort item popularised in the Western. Reglon '
during World ''War II. There ig some case for continuing to encourage production
altbough the problems of brulslng-durlng transport, ripening and shipping spaceall
suggest that it might be easier to"aim at exporting banana products rather than
fresh bananas. At present there is a high rate of rejection .for export which could be
av.oided if the banana were exported 'in' a ptocessed form.'
1".
",

>

VII.-POLICY

FOR AGRICULTURAL DBVELOPMBNT

The basic policy for agricultural development under this Seven..year Plan is
to concentrate on a limited number of commodities and apply to them all the
available technology and agricultural knowledge. These commodities are the ones
that will fill basic nutritional requirements. like cereals and fish, or that will contribute to the amelioration of the balance of payments position like
.. sugar or cocoa,
or•.better still do both, like rice. The production of many other commodities besides
these Will eventually be encouraged, but for the present, while the basic problems
of ',nptrition ana qalan~ of payments 'remain unsolved, the efforts ....of the countrY~,
"should be"conrentrated' on the mott strategic necessities Instead, or belng·~ditry.~~d.'
over Iil large JlQInber of possibilities.
~
r
' ~..... ~:.
4

.'Under

,.

,,"

this' development plan an attempt will be made to stimulate hi each: i
section of. Ghana tM~torm of economic a.ctivity best suited to it. It is also ~lle policy
of Government tbat in securing the.J>enefits of ecouomlc 'growth to all parts of the .
country special ~ttentioQ should be paid to those areas which are rehltivelY werse offl
The growing urbanisation and the rising standards of living of the p~p'.uJaii(m,,·~t
becoPl~ it.
Ghana present an opportunity for the hitherto neglected savanna areas
;major f~rming area compleme~tary. to the cocoa gr9wing forest zone and the; rapidly ,
e~pandlng. urban areas. Ther:fore the maximum effort in agricultural -development
WIll be devoted to the promotion of increased agricultural production in thesavanna
areas.
'
. ~

to'

.'
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Proposals for the organisation of a strong Extension Service in Ghana. are
\outlined below. It is hoped that if this service is installed and allowed time to
establish the necessary relations of confidence with the small farmer, then a wide
application of known technology for improving productivity could be expected
by the end of the seven-year period. Initially however agricultural production
can most readily be increased-by extensions of acreage and by the adoption of new
farming methods in the large-scale farms. Therefore between 1963 and about 1966
the State Farms, Workers' Brigade and Farmers' Co-operatives will be engaged
~n extensive bush clearing operations designed to bring a maximum amount of
~~freage under cultivation. The programme of water conservatiori' and irrigation
!Wt¥1 also be pushed vigorously.
.

't

In the. second half of the plan period it is hoped that new farming methods
will have been accepted by the small farmer and agricultural research will have
started to show further results. For those small~,farmerswho attempt to practise
a more settled type.of farming and for the large-scale-farming units, the problem of
maintaining soil fertility will also by then have become of greater importance.
Thus it is to be expected that most of the agricultural progress to be made during
that period will have to come out of increased yields obtained through the application of scientific advances on the farm.
In agriculture as in the economy as a whole Government wishes to promote
and preserve the system.of a mixed economy with the private farmer and the public
organisations each having a well defined part to play, the two roles being complementary to one another in the overall task of building up the economic strength
of Ghana. The private farmer, representing by far the bulk of the working population, must prosper before the country can be truly said to be making progress.
'He represents a store of farming experience, managerial talent and sheer physical
hard work 'which must be utilised to the full for economic development.
Pri~~te fanners "111 be actively encouraged to organise in co-operatives, In
this Y/aythey will, be able to ·obtain access to machinery and modem techniques
which nu'g}lt otherwise be beyond their resources and.tbus increase their productivity.

.

.

On the other hand there has grown up especially over tlle past two' deeadea

a cadre of 'new agricultural manpower trained- in the ways of modern farming ..
Hitherto this· skilled manpow.er has been- used -,rather\ineffectively.as a sort of
reporting bureeucracy sta.ndiiig over and outside agricultural prdductio~·:rather
than being itself a part of the productive labour force. This-corps of a~lcu1tural
technicians must now be redeployed and given a chance to take p~ m actual
farming work. These are' the men who are capable of organis~~ large ~oups. ~
farm workers to operate farms of 100 acres anq over, of h~dling the tech~
problems of mechanised and irriga~ fanning, ~d of pwlIIlllng the °ac=u,nting,
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marketing and other problems involved in large-scale farming, At the going rates
of pay private farmers are unab~e to hire the ~etvicesof such agricultural technicians
and they thomselves usually lack tlle Clipl,ta.lto set up independent large-scale farms.
Government is therefore ~tabIi$JililI state fat.QlS which will provide adequate
scope for the exercise of the fa._ing $kills l~t by our trained agricultural manpower. Because these farm, will be Slate coutrolled and will be managed by people
trained in modern agricultUtal techniques they are the easiest way of getting early
results in agtiC\Jltw:esuch as .e uef!ded now for nutritional and balance of payments reasons and for securiu, a rapid adoption in the field of new advances in
agricultural science.
As can be seen from. Table 4,3 the bulk of the increases in agricultural output
expected to be secured
the. course of the next seven-year period are proposed
to be derived from the small·scale private Janning sector. The individual Ghanaian
fisherman will be expected to produce .3, times as much fish, and the farmer over
twice as much groundnuts and about SO per cent more cereals and meat in 1969
as he does now. The large-scale farming enterprises-State Farms, Workers' Brigade
and Co-operatives farms-represent a new element in the farming system. Although
they will be> responsible for a minority share of the production of most crops their
contribution will be of strategic. importance. They will be. expected to implement
the large extension.s to acreag~ req;a:tr:ed under this plan and to make rapid additions
to the supply of the basic commodities in the earlier part of the plan period.

in

VIII.-lNVESTldBNT

PR()GRAMME FOR AORICt1IlfURE

It is proposed to invest 8,:. total of 1067'S million from government sources in
agricultural development under this Seven-year Plan of which £032·3 million Will
be spent'on central services and other activities on behalf of the private farmer,
..,£~·2 million will be allocated to the .statefarms, £04'5 million to the agricultural
WIng of the Workers' Brigade, £G2-9 !pillion to the United Ghana Farmers' C0operative, sen 1'75 mi,lUon to fisheries de1telopment and £02'6 million to forestry.
A reserve of £04·25 million is allowed for miscellaneous development. (See
Table 4.5).
(i) The Private Sector

As indicat7d in a previ~QS section.,tbe agriCllltur~' industry of Ghana, which
at present conatsts almost entirely of small-scale privaCs.~arming,is.an industry with
~,turn?ver of more. than £G250.mi~Q~ a year. ~~ GOvernment's expenditure on
Its agncultural .8emccs must be consl~~ed in a set)~~the overhead cost for the in..
dustry as ~ whole. From this'point of vj~w t_he~7·~i'",!lioDa year $j>ent by Government during the last ten Yeax'$ on the,'"pgnctdwrlll.,
can be ~DSidered quite
1
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reasonable. The purposes for which this money has been spent however have not
been sufficiently closely related to the actual operations on the farms. The main
change of emphasis in the agricultural services under this Seven..year Plan will be to
direct more of the Government's efforts into activities more closely related to agricul ...
rural production. Reporting and control will be much less important and research,
agricultural extension, statistical, and other farm services much more 'important
than hitherto.
A centrally controlled extension service, an organization for the production
and distribution of seed and live-stock and a vigorous research programme into
agricultural problems are the three basic services which will contribute most to the
increases in farm productivity sought under this plan. These services, 'in order to be
most effective, must be centrally controlled and generously financed.
11

(a) Extension and Development Services
As indicated previously a considerable body of' existing knowledge on how to
improve agricultural productivity in Ghana has up till now failed to find its way into
the field practice of the farmer. This gap between agricultural science and agricultural practice is due largely to the absence of an e.ffectiv~extension organisation.
As has been demonstrated in the case of the recent advances in the cocoa industry
the small farmer is very willing to adopt .advances in farming methods and practices
which are convincingly demonstrated as being capable of raising his productivity and
.income. The knowledge about new methods in cocoa production has been conveyed
to the farmer through extension work under Ghanaian conditions, and similar
extension work must now be used in the campaign to raise productivity in the other
sectors of.agriculture,
Government intends to create an Extension and Development Service which
will cover all parts of the country with a cadre of 50 Senior Officers of the professional and technical grades supported by about 300 middle level staff, trained
in agriculture up to the standard now offered at' Kwadaso, For each district
an Extension and Development Officer will have direct responsibility for the attainment of the district production target set at ,the beginning of each farming year.
He will be expected, through a process of joint planning between himself and t~e
farmers of his district, to work out these producti0!l targets and
thods for ~elr
implementation and subsequently to co-operate with the farmers In actually un-

m:

plementing them.
The success of an extension service largely depends. upon the degree to

.
WhICh

nfider
can be established between the extension ·officer and the farmer. In
co ~n~
equi es that the farmer and th.e extension. officer sha.11get to. know e~ch
gener
s r uire iod of time within the farmer'~ own cptiununity. An extension
other overa long pen h d th time to demonstrate to, selected leaders among tho
officer must also have n
e
'
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village commJlnity that the new methods he is advocating: actually work. This
means, first, .that the extension afficers in the p~op.osed Exten~loD and Dev~lopment
Service must be stationed at points actually Within the fanning community rather
. th~n at regional and district headquarters. The.re is also gr~t. merit ~n.keeping
extension officers at a given post for long periods. The traditional civil service
practice of frequent transfer and promotion away from one job to another is un, suitable' for an extension service. Means will have to be devised to ensure that. extension officers do not lose in pay, promotion and other privileges by being kept at a
single duty.station over extended periods. Secondly, efforts must be made jo recruit
extension officers, especially at the middle level, if possible from the- areas in which
they are expected to operate. The ability of an extension officer to communicate
freely and to iusplre trust and confidence is most important in areas like the Northern
and Upper Regions where the Government will be seeking to spark off what amounts
to a revolutionary change in the way of life of the people. Thirdly, the new farming
techniques which an extension officer is given to propagate among fanners must
have been sufficiently tested to ensure that they will actually work under existing
conditions of the village. Economically, they should also be within the capacity of
the farmer. to implement. It is intended to build up the Extension and Development
Service initially. to a strength of thirty agricultural officers and- two hundred
supporting staff, most of them to be stationed to begin with in the Northern and
Upper Regions and in the Southern Savannah areas. The service will then be extended progressively so that by the end of the seven-year period each of the 40
districts will have an extension and development officer with an adequate supporting
staff of agricultural technicians stationed at the villages and towns. If this service is
insta!led quick!y and given suitable facilities for its work (e.g. they should be fully
mobile), then It can be confidently expected that productivity on the average farm
will show the increases required in order to meet the agricultural production
targets set out in the previous section.
"
£02'8 million is allocated for the establishment of the Extension and Development Services under this Seven-year Plan.
.

(b) Seed, Stock and Machine Service'
~t requires. a speci~
pIa?t and ~nimal breeding service to produce improved
planting matenal.and livestock In suffiCIentquantities to cover all the individual and
large-scale f~s In the country. At the beginning of the.plan period it will.be neces..
s~ to cen~ra1isemuch of this breeding work so that all the farmers as well as the
~anous agrlcul~ral ag~ci~ who operate in any given district can have access to the
unpr~ved material, This will also avoid the duplication of facilities 'and waste of
hrucal ma?power of which there is a severe shortage in the field ot plant and
aruma! breeding. In subsequent years it will be possible for some organizations and

tet:
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even some largor farms to do their own nursery work entirely. These state farms
which have technically qualified managers might also be made responsible for stock
multiplication work in their areas. In addition to their service in the field of agricul ..
tural education, members of the Extension and Development Service will be responsible for directing and supervising the distribution of planting materh\l and
improved livestock among farmers in their districts and for the running of such
machine services and farm settlements as' Government will set up for the benefit of
the small farmer. The importance of scientifically prepared planting material in
raising agricultural productivity has been stressed in previous sections. Until improved varieties which are now known to work in Ghana have been put out on the
individual farm and until the majority of planting material used is adequately
protected against insect and fungus attacks yields per acre on Ghana farms are
bound to remain very low.
In some parts of the country the distribution of improved livestock, often
associated with credit schemes, has in the past proved quite a success. The increases
in the production of poultry, pigs, and larger animals hoped for under this Seven-year
Plan will depend in part 011 the resumption and extension of the livestock supplying
function performed by the Animal Production Division.
In many parts of the country it will be possible to increase productivity by

taking off the shoulders of the farmer some of the :work now involved in clearing and
preparing land for cultivation. The Government intends to try a number of settlement
schemes in which irrigated or dry farming units are mechanically prepared by
Government and then leased to individual farmers. In the Northern and Upper
Regions this system of Government ploughing will be integrated with the soil
conservation programmes now in force in the verious laud planning areas. For this
purpose a number of machine stations will be maintained in selected districts under
the control of the Extension and DevelopmeJlt Officer. A suitable system of rent
payments and amortisation 'will have to be worked out and implemented as soon as
'this scheme is firmly established. For this purpose £02'7 million is allocated for the
establishment of seed production and distribution units covering aU parts of Ghana,
£01'3 million for livestock improvement in the savannah areas and £03'5 million
for the setting up of machine stations and farm settlements.
(c) Marketing
The Food Marketing Board has assumed the responsibility for sponsoring the
establishment of a comprehensive system of marketing for, 10cal agricul~~,.produce.
In order to attain the objectives of this plan its efforts will.have to be lDltiaUy concentrated on providing a ready market for cereals, ground~\J~ and other le~es.
The Fish Marketing Authority is in the pr~~s~. ~f establishing ~ .corr:o~ ::.
marketing system with adequate cold storage faclliUeS to handle the outp 0 s.
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As bas already been said (see page 60) the introduction of an efficient and
accessible ,marketUlg system is one of the prime methods of ind~cing.an increase in
agricultural output by th~ farming and fishing ccmmunlty. These marketing operations can be financed from the internal resources of the Food Marketing Board and
the Fish Marketing Authority and no separate allocation is made for them,
(d) Credits and Subsidies
It is proposed that agricultural credit for farmers shall generally be managed by
the 'Bank of Ghana while the National Investment. Bank will deal with large agricultural investments. At the local level the Bank of' Ghana will use the facilities of the
commercial banking system to operate the agricultural credit scheme. Technical
advice as to the feasibility of farming proposals put up to the Bank, as well as
supervision
the use of agricultural credits, will be a function of the Extension and
Development Officers. An element of credit win be involved in the establishment of
farming acreage for lease to private farmers and in the seed and stock distribution
schemes. Other farm credits will be needed for individual purchases of farming
equipment and for the construction of farm buildings.
If it appears that in 'addition to the provision of credit, subsidies are required
for newly created acreage; for the adoption of recommended farming practices, and
for. the purchase of ~ecticlde and- fertilizer, consideration will be given to the part
which they ~n p~y in prom~ting the agricultural objectives, of the plan, and a
separat~, decision will be made In respect of each crop on the basis of.a-full economic
evaluation.
.
,
Cr~ts and subsidies will mostly be' channelled through co-operative societies
~ccpt m th~ ~ of very large agricultural investment schemes which will be dealt
an Indivtdual basis by the. Bank of Gh~a or by the N~tiozia1 Investment
.F~r agricultural credit and possible subsidies to the 'small scale farmer a total
allocation ,of £04·5 million is made.
. ,
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(ii) State Farms

,.

envifJ;:e farming plan for ~e State Farms Corpo~tion during the next seven years
th
s.e:r heavy co?ccntration on cereal and basic crops especially to meet demand in
e rapi y expanding urban areas and on the establishme t f
·
in· the savannah zones of Ghana M
.
n 0 new farmJIl8, acreages
should concern itself with the i " .o~e.specmcaDy, the State Farms Corporation
.establish I~If in uncultiva~
~ops and proven ~hoiques and
e1fective mean'S of popula • .
,
y armed, areas~ This, would be an
nzm.g new methods and ensuri
that 'ell
are put to productive' use, In' ad~tion tate f ..
. ng ,~ 1 e land resources
productio_D 0f.,sugar ..cane- CottOD.;
~rm8 will, play.'a leading part in the
scale organisation has .d~ided adv.antages' ~on-aPPd~ ..~I fibres and meat. where large
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(0) Organization

and Management

Large-scale farming is an entirely new form of economic actiVity in Ghana. It is
therefore most liable to run into difficulties through inadequate organization an'd
insufficiencyof management. As is recommended for other productive enterprises in
the state sector, the leading principle in the organization of state farms must be that
each farming unit will be under the full control of a manager who is completely
responsible for its economic success. While Government will provide the initial fixed
and working capital to set up all state farms, the financing of operating expenses win
be made out of the farms' own reserves and the normal credit facilities of the commer..
cial banks. Bach year every state farm will submit individually both a capital investment programme and an operating budget showing the acreages to be farmed. the
requirements for labour and other major inputs, and the expected production for the
year.
The State Farms Corporation will be responsible for making proposals for the
establishment of new state farms as well as for approving the capital and operating
budgets of existing fanns. It will determine general matters and policy such as the
crops to be grown in the different areas of the country and it will be responsible to
Government for the amortisation of Government's investment in state farms with an
adequate amount of profit. The Corporation will not be concerned with matters of the
day to day management of state farms which shall be the responsibility of the individual managers.
The success of management on the state farms will depend to a great extent on the
efficacyof the process by which this management is initially selected and on the care
with which it is trained for its job. In the field of agriculture there exists a pool of
potential management in the agricultural officersand technicians previously absorbed
by the General Agriculture and other divisions of the Ministry of Agriculture. It
should not be difficult to select such personnel and reorientate them from their
previous concentration on reporting and control to their new functions inthe management of actual agricultural production.
As a general rule most farms of SOO acres and over need and can afford a manager
f ank equivalent to that of the former agricultural officers. Farms of between 50
acres according to the crops grown on them, may be entrusted to the next
lower level agricultural technicianS. But in view of the amount of Gove~m:nt
•
ted' these state farms none of them should be entruste~ .to very jUnl.or
money mves m
d
ttainin in agriculture or the ability to organize
personnel who do not
and ~er prohlell1S of the farm. It ~uld be
a labo.ur foree and:tai ~ t aditional civn service system. of pay. pro~otion, and
undeslrable to ma
n e r
f State PatIOs While the Ievel, or earn1ngs should
other conditions for the ma~gers 0 . than wh~t they would earn as agricultural
on the .average colne to slightly more
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officers. the basis for determining what their earnings sh()wd acttJlllly be in any
given year must in some way.be r~lat.e4to ;their -petf9m:lap~;as -"'~~Jl&ef.Sof~S~ate
Farms. A suitable system. of botl®es aJ;1dother in~ptives, With a guaran~eed
minimum of earnings, should be devised.
The allocation of £09'2 mil1ionis made to cover the fartns that -the Sta:te Farms
Corporation will setup under the Seven-yearPlan and those that are being set tip for
it under various techhical assistance arrangements.
(iii) Agricultural wing of the Workers' Brigade

In order to put the agricultural activities of the Workers' Brigade on a sound
footing a re-organisation has been instituted to build up a separate wing which will
operate all Workers' Brigade farms on a commercial basis. The individual farm units
within the agricultural wing will be operated on the same organisational principles as
those under the State Farms Corporation. Each farm will be managed separately by
its commandant who will be a trained agriculturist. Government investment in the
farms willbe regarded as a medium-term loan withinterest and profit payable over an
agreed period. Government will make no more provision in the genera) recurrent
budget for the wagesand other operating expensesof these farms, but will be prepared
to consider other forms of financial assistance, e.g, guarantees, or loans for increased
working capital.
All current costs will be met out of the revenues of the farms themselves and
such commercial bank credit as they can raise. EaGh farm will prepare an annual
development and production programme. The function of the central office:of the
Agricultural Workers; Brigade will consist of -prpcessing these programmes, of
promoting the establishment of new farming camps, and of setting the overall
policy for the agricultural operations of the Worker's Brigade.
An allocation of £04'5 million is made for all the agricultural operations of
the Worker's Brigade.
(iv) United Ghana Farmers' Co-operatives

The fanners' co-operatives are essentially private voluntary organisations and
their contribution to the successof the Seven-yearPlan will depend upon the decisions
of the individual societies themselves. For its work in the internal marketing of cocoa
the organization of the United Ghana Farmers' Co-operatives at present receives
an annual subvention from the Cocoa Marketing Board",It is hoped that in the course
of this Seven-year Plan the individual eo-operative societies will develop·to a stage
where they are able to finance mostoftheiractivities<from the contributions of their
members. As a supplement to these efforts of ~. nt_bers. -the eo-opera.tive
societies will be able to call on the loan funds of £04·5 million and £05'2 million
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which have been allocated for utOditsto fanners' ed' ftshernien reSio"ecltM
administered by the Bank of Ghana. The central ot,a.wn
of the
have the responsibility,of 'guiding, the elfotts of the 'fanners in line ,with
outlined in this plan for the agricultural wweWptnent of the country. ",
has already made an allocation of over £02 million to the U.O.F.C. for the
of machinery and other equipment with which the co-operatives can
machine stations for supplying ploughing and other services to farmers. ",
allocations will be made under this plan to bring the total equipment loan
Government to the U.O.F.C. up to £02'9 million. The machine stationswill
stock seed, fertiliser, insecticide and other requisites for the farmer. The
amount of central government capital which will flow directly into the
farming sector during the plan period will therefore be around £012'5
This will be in addition to the central agricultural services-extension,
seed and subsidies-which will be provided by Government. Co-operatives
normally be expected to amortise their loans over a period of not more than'
years.

~,LLU"U-"

(v) Agricultural Research
The importance of agricultural research in promoting the objectives of the,
Seven-yearPlan. in the field of agriculture has been emphasized at different
'
The Academy of Sciencesand the Universities will be expected to organiseresearch;
into problems indicated by the Ministry of Agriculture as being of particular interest.
Much more work than has been done hltlierto will have to be put into the solution of
agricultural problems of the small farm. A network of research stations under the
Academy of Sciences and the Universities already exists, This will have to be
extended especially in the savannah areas so that investigations can be carried out
in specificecologicalzones. A suitable systemwill have to be devised for the financing
by the Ministry of Agriculture of research activities conducted on its behalf by the
Universities and the Academy of Sciences.An allocation of £04'4 million is made
to cover the capital costs of agricultural research during the plan period.
(vi) Agricultural Education
It is the intention, as has been said, that individual farmers and co-operatives
should be assisted in increasing their productivity by an enlarged Extension and
Development Service. The facilities for training the personnel for this service will
have to be expanded, and instruction will have to be given to the large number of
persons who will be employed in providmj other' services to. the modernised
agricultural industry, e.g. farm machinery maintenance, and production of seed and
seedlings. For this educational programme an amount of £02' million has been
earmarked,
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(vii) Irrigation

The development of farming under irrigation for the e\tensive growing of sugar..
Cane, rice and other suitable crops will be a relativeiy new departure in Ghana's
agricultute, But the' results of limited irrigation schemes tried so far in the savannah
areas suggest. that it isjustifiable to make major efforts in the field of irrigation during
this seven-year period; An Irrigation Division has been established within the
Ministry of Agriculture and a series of sites is being chosen especially in the Northern
and Upper Regions for the construction of dams and other irrigation works.
It is provisionally estimated that 80,000 acres of land will have been brought
under irrigation by the end of the plan period, of which some 30,000 acres will be
taken up by four sugar growing projects, expected to be producing a total of 100,000
tons of sugar by 1969. One of the projects, at Akuse, already surveyed and reported
on, includes some 12,000 acres for the growing, under irrigation, of other crops,
mainly rice, whilst the remainder of the production target for this crop will come
from the land to be Irrigated from the clams in the savannah .areas.
An allocation of £011'1 million is made for the irrigation schemes under this
plan.
(,iiI) Fisheries
As indicated in a previous section the development of :fish production is relied
upon to niake a major contribution to the solution of the problem of protein supply
during the coming seven years, The Fishing Corporation already has on order a
fleet of trawlers and other fishing vessels which, when delivered, will enable it to
achieve an initial level of production of around 30,000 tons per annum. An allocation
of £03'55 million is made for the further development of the work of the Corpora- ,
tion during the seven years. It is expected that this sum will be augmented by an
even greater contribution from the Corporation's own resources beginning from
the end of 1963, when it will have a fleet of fishing vessels in operation. It is also
planned to construct a number of cold storage and other distribution facilities to
get fish into all parts of the country.
The contribution of the private fisherman to fish production is expected to be
just as important as that of the Fishing Corporation. As explained in a previous
section the use of larger motorised boats by the fishermen bas proved highly effective
in increasing the productivity of the small fisherman and the main emphasis of the
fisheries programme should be to make it possible for many more small fishermen
to acquire and learn how to use such motorised vessels. At present the average
cost of fishing boats is rather high, presumably owing to the small numbers in
which they are produced. With a major publicly-supported programme for the
construction of more fishing vessels it is hoped .to be able to bring down the average
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cost of a 4O-foot boat to not much more than £04,000. If this can be achieved then
the fishermen will find great profit in the possession of such boats and will be able
to amortise rapidly the loans that are made to them for the purchase of fishing
boats. The fishermen will be encouraged to organis~ themselves in co-operatives
and smaIl companies,
An allocation of £G5'2 million is made for a revolving credit fund for the
purchase of fishing vessels. This fund is to be managed by the Central Bank in
association with the fund for agricultural credit. Importance will also be attached
to the development of fish processing and fish marketing as a function separate
from the actual catching of the fish. Smoke ovens and storage and other ancillary
facilities will be established, and a total allocation of £G3 million has been made
for fish· processing and marketing. The Central Bank will use the cold storage
and other marketing facilities of the Fisheries Corporation as 8: convenient point
for' the management of its loans to individual fishermen and fishing units.

(ix) Forestry
The volume of private capital available for the exploitation of Ghana's forest
resources is ample and is expected to remain so in the course' of the seven-year
period. The main contribution of the Forestry Division of the Minlstry of Agrictil.
ture will be to promote the most economical exploitation of the forest to ensure its
maintenance in the long run as a national asset, and to promote a further increase
in the contribution of lumber to Ghana's export earnings. It is hoped.to estabJish
a series of lumber depots where Government and private building organizations ,
can obtain ready supplies of those species of timber which are not now extensively
used but which are proved to be quite suitable for most domestic purposes and
whose use must be encouraged in order to release other species for export. An
alJocation of £02"6 million is made for the development of the activities of the
Forestry Division during the Seven-year Plan period.
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TABLB4,S
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS

IN AGRICULTURE

1. Central Services
(1) EstabUsbment of Extension and Develop.
ment Services ..
,,

:£GM

£OM

32'3

2'S

(2) Establishment of Seed Production and Dis-

tribution Units
(3) Live-stock
areas , .
(4) Setting up
Settlements
(5) Credits and
(6) Agricultural
(7) Agricultural
(8) Irrigation

2'7

Improvement in the Savannah
"

1'3

Machine Stations and Farm

Subsidies

3'5
4'S

Research
Education

4'4
2'0
U,(

2, State Farms Corporation

9'2

3. Workers Brigade

4'S

4, United Ghana FarTl1l!rl Co-operatives

.2'9

S. Fishery Development

11'75

..

(I) Ghana Fishing Corporation ..
(2) Credit Fund for Purchase of Fishing Vessels
(3) Fish Processing and Marketing
6. Forestry
7. Reserve lor Miscellaneous Developments

Total

3'SS
5'2

3'0
2'6
4'25
£G67'5
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CHAPTER S

1.>"

INDUSTRY AND MINING

In the sequence of Ghana's economic development, industry and mining
followthe deVelopmentof agriculture as the second major driving force in economic
growth in the first seven..year per.iod. Under the present Seven..year Plan, it is
expected that industrial developmentwill not only make a great contribution.to the
increases in employment and incomes, but will also improve the balance of'foreign,
trade, and lay the foundation for the future development of Ghana as a primarily
industrial COUDtry. As far as the mining industry is concerned, improvements will be
introduced in all departments: the extraction techniques will be modernized and the
State Mining Corporation will.enter into new ,fields where considerable potentialities exist. Government has set sizeabletargets for increases in the production of all
the main mineral products and basic induStrialmanufactures.

A. INDUSTRY
I.-THE

PRESENT STAOB OF INDUSTlUAL DBVBLOPMENT IN GHANA
• "P,

At present industry makes a relatively sniap contribution to the national
income of Ghana. Tbe industrial statistics survey of 19S9counted 433 industrial
establishments having six or more paid employees in the fields of mining and
quarrying,manufacturing, construction and electricity,gas and steam. Thegrossvalu~
of the sales of these establishments amounted to around £060 million and value
added'amounted to Just over £043 million. The total wagebill for the 99,000persons
employed in these enterprises and establishmentsamounted to nearly £G18 million,
which makes around £0180 perpaid employee annuaJly. These figures are based
on the data submitted by a number of the larger industrial units in the country.
:rhe exact extent of the contribution of the industrial sector to the national
income of Ghana will be established by the current statistical survey of all large
and small Industrial and distributive trade establishments in the country and the
development of fully integrated annual industrial statistics. Tbe provisional results
of the census show that in 1962there were around 100,000 large and small industrial
establlshments in the same four fields of economic activity all over the country.
Of these around 3,000 establishments or about 3 per cent could be considered
accoj'dingto international statistical standards as larger industrial ~nits (engaging
10 or more persons or having six or more paid employees).These larger establishmentsengagedabout 181,000 persons or 47 per cent of the total employment'recorded
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of whom about 157,000werepaid employees.The rest of the establishments recorded
belonged to the small-scalesector (engagingnine or less persons or employing five
or lesspaid employees).Many of these establishmentswere self-employed,handicraft
or household type units which produce for sale industrial comnibdities or services
on a small scale and often combine their industrial production activities with other
economicactivities, e.g, agriculture, transport or trade.
(i) Small-scale Industry

The greatest part of manufacturing activity in Ghana therefore still takes
place in small-scaleestablishments employingmostly family labour and using very
little capital or capital goods. At the time of the 1962industrial census these smallscaleindustrial enterprises employed S3 per cent of Ghana's industrial labour force.
This small-scalemanufacturing sector, co:inprisingbakers and "keokey" women,
small tailors and brewers, little repair shops and carpenters, has 'hitherto constituted
the characteristic type of industry in Ghana. The domesticdemand for manufactured
goods and for the products of other industrial activities generally remained smiill
becauseof the relatively low standards of living.Such establishments, amounting in
effectto no more than small serviceenterprises,were adequate to supply most of the
day to day needs of the population.
There have of course always been major items of demand that small scale
establishmentshave not been able to supply, whilesome items which they previously
supplied have also tended to be taken over increasingly by larger scale industry.
These items have generallybeen those for which the income elasticity of demand
tended to be highest. Thus as people have grown wealthier and bought more
clothing, modem housing, transportation and more highly processed food, domestic
industry has fallen progressivelybehind in its ability to supply domesticrequirements.
In order to correct this imbalance between domestic production and demand therefore the types of industry that will be promoted under this and subsequent development plans will in general be on a larger scale than the types that have hitherto
characterised industrial activity in Ghana and in fields of industry supplying the
newerlines of popular demand. This does not imply of course that in those sectors
of industrial production where small-scaleestablishmentshave particular advantages
these will not be promoted. Neither does it imply that Government will not consider
it a duty to help small-scale industrialists in a large number of ways. Large-scale
industry often grows out of the expansion of small-scaleindustrial eetablisbments,
and the .successfulsmall businessman with potential for growth will be sought out
and offered a wide range of assistance. It is the policy of Government that within
the mixed economy Ghanaian businessmenwho have grown from small beginnings
may be able to play the part that their counterparts in other economies have been
able to play in the economic growth of their countries.
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Industry

Of the es'tablisliments' Covered by the 1959 survey of industries, those in the
two sectors of mining and quan,ing'and construction contributed ~5 per cent each
out of the toW ;yel~e added in·all Industries. TlUs itself represented a considerable
change froIn the. prevleus year·when the 'share of mining and qua.q:ying, alone had
been estimated at 45 per cent. Manufacturing in all forms accounted for 28 per cent
of. the to.tal value- acht.ed.in all. indu~Uies in 19S9~The dominanqe of mining and
constructlon .in industrial production. reftectf;d the early stage of.CCQnomipdevelopment at which Ghana then was, .with c;ttractive industries entirely ori~ntafe9 towards
export markets ·anc;ta construction industry booming.at the initial stages of economic
development when the building of infrastructure and social facilities are typically
a large element In total ·economic activity.
Within manufacturing industry itself, large-scale establishments were only
really important in the field qf beverages and tobacco and wood pr~ducts. These
industries together accounted fer nearly tbree-quarters of total value added in aU
manufacturing industries. Gr~ milling, bakeries, fQOd manufacturing, textiles,
p'rinting and' publishing, l~ther and rubber and chemica.Is-all of which are much
more import{l,nt./items in terms of domestic demand and are likely to become more
so than beverages, tobacco and wood products as the economy ~pands accounted
in 1959 for shares of value added in manufacturing which in no case exceeded 4 per
cent, The manufactur:e of transport equipment, which contributed about 9 per cent
of gross value added in 1959 owing to the development of railway engin~rlng and
rp.ptQr as$~b!ipg, marked the. beginning of the transformatiQn of the ~~ucture of
production in the direction that should be seen more and more under this and subsequent development plans.
Until the eve of the first nationalist administration in 1951 industrial development in Ghana had been left entirely to private enterprise. Since the major.cxpansiQn
of infrastructure 'and manpower supply during the Guggisberg era had been followed
by the great depression private industry did not show any significant initiatives for
almost a generation. At the end, of the second world war industry in Gbana consisted
mostly of gold; ana manganese mining which had largely been established before the
first world war.
.
In 1947 therefore Government set up' the Industrial Development Corporation
to.promote the ..eXpansion of the ind~tiial sector .by offering inducements to :P,riv,4te
investors; i~cluding loans and capital participation where desirable, by oJl'~g
technical and management assistance to its .debtors, and by setting ·up its OWl). sUb·sidiary enterprises. By the time· the Industrial Development Corpo~ation was
succeeded by.thernew Ministry of .Industries in early 1962 it had investe~ just. uns!~r
£04 million in:22.dJrectly. managed"subsidiaries .and 9. associated co.mpanies managed
.'9l
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by its partners in which it held minority shares. The Industrial Development
Corporation also lent a total of about £0634,000 to 456 private businesses mostly
by helping to pay for new plant and equipment.
The enterprises sponsored by the Industrial' Development Corporation covered
among other fields furniture, lumber, wooden boats, prefabricated aluminium
houses, storage and mobile tanks, steel nails, lyre retreading, vegetable oils, alcoholic
beverages,cold storage, laundries and dry cleaning and hotels. Most of these were
small or inedium-sized establishments. As in so many developing countries the
Industrial Development Corporation experiment ran primarily into difficulties of
managemeIit-a problem of which Government is keenly aware as it embarks on a
new programme of industrialisation and to which it is determined to find and apply
a workable solution. At the time the Industrial Development Corporation was
wound up only six of its enterprises were working at a profit.
During these years private enterprise has also been expanding in the larger scale
industrial sector. Diamond mining and the timber industry have shown a most
spectacular rise to become major elements in the structure of Ghana's exports. This
development of private industrial investment in Ghana has been capped by the two
largest factories now under construction at Tema, An oil re1lnery costing £08.S
million and jointly sponsored by the Ghana Government and the Italian AGIP
Company started production in 1963 with an initial 'planned output of one million
tons of petroleum products a year. The new aluminium smelter which is associated
with the great Volta project is being built by Valco, an .AmeriCanconsortium, at a
total cost of £G58'6 million and with an initial production of 100,000 tons of metal
a year.
It is these developments and a host of other smaller but no less important
ventures of private investment in Ghanaian industry which make it possible to look
forward to a further rapid growth of the industrial sector in the economy. The growth
of private industry in the past has not been hindered by the growth of Government
industry. On the contrary, private investors have been assisted in various ways even
to the extent of capital participation and tariff protection. Government still holds
that the Ghanaian economy has room for the further growth of both Government
and private industry aod will shape its policies in order to promote both.
To make the greatest contribution to economic growth and to the solution of
cur-renteconomic problems the successivestages of industrial developmentin Ghana
\}'iiI consist first, of the establishment of industries to supply the bulk ot consumer
demand, and to manufacture articles out 'of Ghanaian raw materials .for export,
second, of industries to produce metals, building materials and other basic requirements of the economy, and eventually of industries supplying machines and other
-products of the heavier and technologically more advanced industries.
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Industrial development under this Seven-year Plan win aim. at five important
economic objectives:
(a) To the largest degree possible domestic substitutes should be produced
for those manufactured staples of consumer demand for whose supply
, Ghana is now entirely dependent upon foreign sources and expends
'
large sums iIi foreign exchange each year.
(b) The agricultur~ and mining commodities that are at present exported
mostly as unprocessed primary products should be progressively
processed and manufactured before export.
(c) The building 'materials industry should be expanded and modernised
to enable it to support the inevitable increased activity in construction
and a start should be made on the development of other basic industries
in the field of metals and chemicals.
(d) In the development of basic industries .particular attention should be
paid to preparing the economy for the further stages ofinaustrialisation
envisaged under subsequent plans. A beginning should therefore be
made in a small way in the field of machine industries, electrical equipment and electronics.
(e)' Industries will be-developed in such a way that they tit ill with development in o~er African Countries.
'

.

In pursuing these targets in industrial development Ghana has the advantage
that the natural resources and the ~cultural potential of the country are capable
of supporting a high degree of industrialisation.

(I) Manufactured consumer goods
This is the area of industrial development in which it is intended to lay the
main emphasis of industrialisation under this plan. Owing to the almost complete'
dependence upon 'fareign sources for the supply of these goods foreign trade data
proyide a substantially complete guide to Ghana's demand for these. manufactured
consumer goods. Of the total of SG70 million spent by Ghana in 1961 on imparts
that were destined for consumption a preponderant share was accounted for by
expenditure on a small number 'of staple items-textiles, clothing, footwear, soapall of them products which'are technologically simple and for which the manpower
and in some cases the raw materials .are readlly available in Ghana. The demand .
for- these consumer staples ,has increased rapidly in recent years as is shown in
T.able 5.1. Qwipg to the relatively low' levels of per capita income that still prevail
over large parts of Ghana it is to be expected that demand for these. goods will
increase no less rapidly in the coming few years especially if, as is the intention
0
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under this plaii;'a major effort is made to develop those parts of the country that
have hitherto made the least progress,
.
OWing to the' need to conserve foreign exchange, and to the present and
prospective importance of these consumer 'goods as users of foreign exchange, the'
attainment of the targets for the production of staple consumer goods will .be
given priority over all other aspects of the industrialisation programme, It will
be expected that whether the production of these cominodities is undertaken by
state or private enterprise a high degree of self-sufficiencyin these goods should
have 'been attained by 1969, It is therefore intended that before the end of 1966
there'will have been put in hand enough factory projects to meet substantially all
the production targets set in this field of industrialisation.
TABLE 5,1

GHANA: DEVELOPMENT OF IMPORTS OF CONsUMER

..

Oothing
Footwear
Soap, etc,
Textiles
Totals

..
,

.

STAPLES
£0 million

1938

1945

1950

1955, . '1960

1961

0'18
0'03
0'09
1'35

0'16
0'02
0'09
3'22

0'59
0'21
0'66
12'12

2'12
0'96
1'34
19'23

3'93
2'20
2'39
19'70

1'65

3'49

13'64

.23'65

28'22

4'81
2'72
2'14
21'52
31'79

As' food production increases and standards of .living rise;.there will be need
for numerous processing, canning and packing plants to handle 'food, These will
in general be small-scaleestablishmentshandlingthe produce of the different areas
in the hnmediate vicinity, They will help to avoid some of the costs of transport
and some of the damage at present incurred in transporting food. This is the class
of enterprise which the Central Government will hand over to co-operative societies
as soon as these are able to undertake management and financing, It is expected
that in most cases the factory and fanning enterprises will be planned as a unit
and implemented in a co-ordinated programmihg ·sequence'so that the farmers
can be assured of markets and the factories of supplies, It is hoped, through a wide
dispersion of food processing industries, to provide .alternative employments
~pecially tor the youths and womenin rural districts,thereby spreading the benefits
of industrialisation to all parts of the country.
. Ghana's ftimiture industry has undergone rapid progress in recent years' and
is now doing a certain amount of export business as well as supplying the'local
market ·with a wide range and greatly improved'quaUty of furniture. There seems
to a good market in the wealthier countriesfor knocked down fumlture compo-

'be
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'nents made of Ghana's hardwoods, and the level of technology and craftmanship
will have to be further improved to take advantage of these opportunities.
The assembliIig of components for the manufacture of durable- consumer
goods is regarded as'being economically feasible in a number of cases. Household
durables like tans, 'refrigerators and cookers are as yet only in limited demand in
Ghana, but the completion of.the Volta 'grid system and the expected incr~
in
the numbers Iof people with access to electricity will offer an incentive for the.promotion of the more widespread use of electric8.I consumer durables. Qu.estions
of consumer finance and of-price are all-important in this regard. Subject to their
solution, Gov.emment will be. ready to assist in the local assembling of' household durables and in building up a local' industry to supply standard electrical and'
mechanical components for these products.
It is readily apparent both that the variety of automobiles In use In Ghana is
excessively large and that many types are unsuited to local road 'conditions and
hence represent a poor use of scarce forei_gnexchange. Concentration on a more
limited number of car types selected for their superior technical performance would
not·only facilitate local' assenjbly and eventual manufacture but would also-improve
the standards of maintenance and reduce the costs of spare parts to the consumer.
The gains from this re-organisation of the automobile market will depend upon the
initial selection of models to suit Ghanaian conditions, the possibility of changing
such selection -to keep up with technological innovations, and the importation of
thevehicles in a form which Will enable a maximum of assembling to be done
locally, 'The imported components can then be gradually replaced with locally.
made substitutes. A similar strategy. can be worked out for commercial vehicles,
some of which 8.(C already bemg assembled in Ghana,
I~ planning ~s development regard will be had to the plans of other. African
Countries; the aim should be for each country to specialise in the production of those
goods which it is especially well suited to produce by reason of its natural resources,
climate, etc. In this waY, it will be Possible to achieve maximum production in Africa
with the most economic scale of operation.
(ii) Int~rmedlateGoods

In order to be able to' maintain an increasing livestock population out of wliich
a higher annual take-off may be produced to meet rising needs it will be 'necessary
to develop the livestock food indUstry on a scientific basis. Fish meal, oil cake. and
other by-products' of agricultural processing should be fully utilised. Again cooperatiws and fairly small 'private establishments can handle this branCh, -of ~dDter..
prise most suitably and the function of Gbvemment investment in the 1le1~would'
be to initiate these .enterprises for 'later, disposal to the co-operatives or to assist
with capital and technical advice in setting, them up. Whatever the d~sion .re-,
iardina ,the use of ,charcoal·.in an' iron. and', s'teel..iud)lStry~,tho ~olume of..~
~
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ilvaiIableas a by-product from the- expected gro~ r in 'saWinilling~andother tlmber '
hldustries, will present an opportunity, for a- censiderableexpeasio» in charcoal
, produqUon. The typical enterprise in this ,field wilt. also' be, small and suitable for
own~hip and management by co-operatives and' private'manufacturers.
1
~
In conjunction with the cocoa bag industry it is also 'inieh~ed to develop-the
local production of rope and other fibre products based on the eoconut, and possibly
a sisal industry. As the livestock population increases there wilf also be enough
taw materials for a leather industry, the primary 'object of. which· will be to feed
the' local slice 'and travel goods industry. The local market for tyl'C$ and allied
rubber. goods has now reached a size where Jocal.fabrication is Justified.•This is an
industry in which technological change1sfairly rapid and it will probably be necessary
for public investment in it to be 'regularly reviewed to ensure that the enterprise
does not suffer from rapid obsolescence. The same consideration holds true for
automobile starter batteries and other rubber-based accessories.
(iii) Export Commodities
'\
Ghana's export trade is also dominated by a small number of-agricultural- andmineral commodities--cocoa, timber, gold, diamonds, mapganesc, non-ferrous',
metals. The programme for industrialising exports; and hence raising their eapacities to earn foreign exchange, will therefore also be concentrated initially on the
prOcessingof -thissmall range of commodities.
In the case of cocoa .many of the major customers of Ghana in Western Europe
and North America have processing capacity and therefore have traditionally tended
to ·buy only raw cocoa" beans from Ghana and other cocoa producing countries.
In the evolvmg re-arrangement of the international division of labour however the
processfug of cocoa and other such commodities must be progressively transferred
to the producing countries as the best avenue for the' fndustriali~aaon and the
general economic development of those countries. It can therefore be reasonably
expected that chocolate manufacturers and other users of cocoa in the industrialised
countries of Europe and North America should inCreasinglybuy from Ghana and
other producing countries cocoa products instead of cocoa be!lDS.Therate at which
this transformation of the cocoa trade between the producing countries and the
industrialised countries can take place will be determined largely by the amount
of good-will shown by manufacturers and consumers towards this process of change.
With the· relationships that have traditionally per~
between Ghana and her
major customers in Europe and North America it is.the hope of Government tlt.a~
,the transitlon it.om our being ~ exporter ~r,raw cocoa beane ,to. becoming. an ex, porter manufaCtured cocoa prpd¥«B can be accomp'lished fairly rapidly.
The newer markets for cocoa lie b1 the Eastem.,Buropean ..countries, Rus$ia,'
,and Japan, aDd"u,economic development gains momentum, in- Some Of the other
iouth.Asian sta1$. In these potent1a1 new markets consumption is mostly inhibited
I
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by the higq. levels of external t~tion on cocoa and cocoa products and by an
absence of cocoa processing capacity. A start bas been made, for instance fn Japan
and some East European countries, ·towardsdismantUng some of the fiscal obstacles
to the increased consum~tion 'of cocoa and chocolate. In association with other
cocoa producing countries Ghana intends to continue to work. for the further
lowering of these barriers to consumption and eventually for their enUreelimination.
The cocoa prbdllcing countries will also look for a similar process in the wealthier
industrialised countries of Western Europe and North America which can now, without much cost to themselves and with much gain to the cocoa producing countries,
afford to relax the discouragement which a number of them have hitherto
put in the way'of the consumption of cocoa and chocolate. For the-newer markets
it is expected that the installation in Ghana of cocoa processing capacity will enable
them to increase their consuinption of cocoa and chocolate products without their
having to -divert any sizeable amount of investment capital themselves into the
construction of processing capacity.
As a rough target therefore it is proposed that by, the·end of this Seven-year
Plan perhaps one-third of the total exports of cocoa from Ghana shall:be' in the
form of cocoa products rather than cocOa·beans.
Ghana'e timber trade which in 1961accounted for around 13 per cent of total
export earnings'has also not progressed far enough beyond the stage of a primary commodity trade. Of the £01 S'3 million earned from the export of timber in 1961 60 per
cent was earned on the export ofloga a~d 40 per cent on the export of timber that had
not been processed beyond the stage of simp!e sawm~ling. S9 far there exist"inGhana
only three factories for the manufaciure of veneer and ply-wood and' we ~e actually
still importing these articles, It is established that Ghana's timbers sell wellon international markets in these forms as well as in' the torms of chiP-board panelling,
flooring and furniture. It is proposed that by the end of this plan period.the eXport
of unprocessed lumber will have been' reduced to fairly minor proportions and the
import of veneer- and ,ply-wood eliminated and thai Ghana's timbers will then be
entering the world markets' at least as sawn timber, but ihcreasingly also as wood
products manufactured far beyond that state.
'
The processing of Ghana's mineral products presents more difficult problems
of capital and technol98Y than those likely to be encountered in the p~~i~g
of agricultural raw' materials. However there is now under constr:uctio.n'the l!ema
l~ prdqess~g
•aluminium ~~!~ .w~ich·will pro~~e the first opportunity ,for
of Ghana's considerable Qauxiteresources. As-a miJlunum ~get it is proposed that
by the end-of this·plan period the.production of alumina from local bauxite should
be approaching' a level at· which it can. ,supply all. the req~em~nts. of the ~e~
~elter.
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At present much of Ghana's 'gold enters world markets as- gold processed to'
finenesses ranging from 38 per cent to 93 per cent. It is intended that, subject to the
soluii6n"ofthe relative technical problems, gold'producedin Ghana will be processed
doxnestically to full bullion standard of 98 per. cent before export.
Ghana ranks about fifth in the world as a producer of .manganese. With the
'availabiliiy of cheap electrical power from the Volta it is intended ~o,~t up a ferromanganese, arid later a silico-manganese, smelter in order to -up-grade the foreigil
exchange value of Ghana's manganese exports.
Government will bold itself ready to implement the project for the production
of. ferro-manganese. Consideration will also be given to public investment in the
aluminium industry either by way of Government participa~on in the Tema smelter
or Qy the promotion of other smelters to process the vast resources Qf bauxite which
yet remain to be exploited. This would place Ghana in a favourable positio~ to
follow the modem trend in using aluminium. for the fabrication of all those numerous
products for which this metal bas proved a substitute for the more traditional
metals and for which export markets are also readily available:

(iv) Building Materials
The".general standards of housing in Ghana could be very much improved if
~e s~h of which the majority of houses are now built could be strengthened
with the addition of some cheap lime or cement. Urban hO,using, which is now built
predominantly of cement and steel, is a large and in~~g
drain on Ohana's
forei~ exchange resources since at present all these materials as well as much of the
materials required for the roofing, the windows and the doors of urban housing,
are imported.
At Drupe in the Northern Region, Asuboni in Kwahu and Nauli in-the Western
Region, Ghana possesses limestone deposits which can supply a certain amount of
cement; and quicklime for an indefinite period. The Duipe and Asuboni reserves, .
whose exact extent .is yet to be determined b:Qtwhich are provisionally estimated
to be capable of yielding at least 15 million tons of usable UIDestQn,e,will be exploited
for the production of limestone to be used as mortar for ordinary houseconstruetlcn,
as a stabilizer for road surfaces and increasingly as a fertilizer in agriculture. The
burning 'o{thls limestone will require considerable quantities ·of charcoal or brown
coal. ~Itis intended that initially timber removed from tJie·areas''to!·l)e flooded ·by
the Volta Lake" will provide the basis for ,a ~liarCoat,;b~mg.inCiusti-Y· which
later have to depend primarily on.the waste froni sawniilling ot·otliir·w00d-working
enterprises and on charcoal plantatio~~ to" be.:estalm*ed .fit\\diiafj~e 'areas.· TWe
. pro4uction of this local limestone will 'improve standards·:Of" lioUsing 'arid I'oad
builcllng but-will'not'In itself save foreign exclianae. At NaUli'lfhas oeed'esfabUshCd
that the limeStQne deposits are suitable for the manufacture· of po~d
,cc:in"ehf
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which will substit'\lte for some of the 500,000tons of cement that is presently-imported
every year.·hito Ghana at a cost of £G4 million."The exploitation of these ·reserves
faces problems of transport iDd 'of'the supply of clays, gypsum and fuel. Subject to
the successful solution of these problems it is intended to exploit all the Naull
deposits 'for the production of'up to 250;000 tons of cement a year.
In the m~time it is already possible to save a considerable:amount of foreign
exchange. by the local processing of imported clinker. A special pier has been
constructed at Takoradi for the handling of clinker and it is proposed that a clinker
milling factory be set up at Takoradi to process imported clinker while the problems
connected with the exploitation
. , of the Nauli depcsits are tackled:
.
In addition to producing for the home market, the building materials Industry
of Ghana also has considerable;potential to earn foreign exchange 1brougb exports
of aluminous .cement. There ale" extensive deposits of low grade bauxite suitable
for the production of aluminous cement.and it is proposed to exploit these in association with the limestone deposits for the production of aluminous cement for export.
Up till the beginning of the second world war a majority of the private houses
in Accra, Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi was built of locally-made bricks. The
brick and tile industry however has not been able to share in the construction boom
of the post-war period and in fact has tended to dJsappear in some parts of the
couQ.try.It is probable that the increasing distances over which bricks and tiles
have had to be ·transported as the urban· areas have grown, and the competition of
household uses for the available fire-wood, have tended to make the industry
increasingly uneconomic. Recent endeavours to revive it have not been successful,
partly owing ·to the incomplete solution of these problems and partly owing to
preference that seems to have become entrenched for cement and sand as building
materials in the urban areas. It is also probable that there is now a' proportiona~ly
smaller number of skilled bllilding craftsmen capable of handling bric~ than the~e
was before the war and that any DU\Jor·revivalof the use of bricb. as a 'builaing
material must be contingent upon the possibility of retraining considerable numbers
of masons iIi the use of bricks. It is however gencra1ly agreed that it should be
possible to make far greater use of bricks in buUding than is now done, especially
in the medium-sized 19WDSwhere labour is still relatively cheap and where, the
demand for housing is likely to grow most rapidly iJ? the next few years.
It is proposed therefore that Government should extend a considerable amount
of financial and technical help towards researCh into the various problems ofindustry
so that bripk and·tIle ~nterpriscs wUl'be. ~$tablishedin all parts of the QOuatry",here
suitable clay·reserves·are' av..nabl~.. . .
.
,
It is expected that the factorYnoWbeing projected to manufacture prefabricated
building ·parts~wil.l·:beforeiongbe·able to usc'local:matcrials oil at large acaIe..
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Owing to..an unnecessary lack of 'standardization .In the windows, doors.and
other elements used in building construction in Ghana it has not-so far.been possible
to develop the production of these components on an industrial basis. Partly as a
result of this many building.undertakings have relied'upon foreign sources for their
supplies of such components, usually made of aluminium or, iron. and steel With
Ghana's wealth in wood and with the large proportion of construction that is
controlled by Government itself there is no-reason why this situation should continue..
The consumer should be able to have a wider range of materials when Government
establishes factories for similar kinds of goods. As a first step it is proposed to erect
factories in Kwnas.i and other suitable centres for the mass production of
standardized members out of suitably seasoned wood and to make the use of such
members obligatory in the' construction of most public buildings. Where necessary
the local fabrication .ofsimilar items in aluminium, iron or steel will.also be promoted',
It is intended to begin a glass industry in Ghana with the manufacture of bottles
and containers. This industry could rapidly expand to the manufacture of sheet
glass and other building glass, for which there are suitable deposits of sand around
Tarkwa in the Western Region. Raw materials for the production .of china and other
porcelain ware seem to be available in the Central RegioQin considerable quantities
. and the expected building developments could justify the establishment of an industry
based on them. The demand for pipes, sheeting and other products of asbestos is
also quite high already and likely to grow rapidly. There are 'no known depoaits of
asbestos but the local manufacture of asbestos cement.products, which are parti ..
cularly difficult to. transport over long distan~s as all Ghana's supplies now have to
be, seems to offer good prospects for profitable inv.estment.
•
Plastics have clearly demonstrated their versatility and their ability to provide
a cheap substitute for metal, rubber and leather in the fabrication of a wide range of
consumer and industrial products and in building construction. The establishment
of a large oil refinery in Tema provides the opportunity for the development 'of a
plastics industry based on petroleum by-products, As with other chemical industries
this' will require considerable sums of capital to develop and will present technical
problems of some complexity. It is however proposed to start studies to resolve the
economic and technical problems in the way of a plastics industry in Ghana. Mean..
while the existing manufacturers of plastic goods will be expected to make sizeable
increases in their rates of production.
(v) ITO,. and S,!eel ,
There is now under construction at Tema a\ small steel plant for ·theproductlen
of steel from scrap metal. By 1964 it is expected ·that this factory will be prodUcing
at t,he·rate of 30,000 tons per annum, which·,vm supply enousQ stee~':for-the .fabricatlon in.:Gb4,na of most of the sip:1.pt~·~teelpr94uct~·t!lat.ar~.no.w·i!n.POrtedinto·t~e
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country. But in the long;runthe de:velopment of an iron and steel industry in'Ghana
must await the exploitation of domestic iron ores, of which there: are reserves·in the
. Smene area along the eastern borders estimated provisionally at- more than 100
million tons. The new Volta Lake will extend to within S5 miles of these. depesits
and thereby provi~e cheap means of evacuating iron ore from the region or bringing
into it coke, nm.cstoq.e ~4 other inputs if it is decided to establish smelting fac;ilities
in that regi9n·. FQ1l:l' technical problem$' have to be resolved before the exploitation
of these ores can begin. First, it Is.necessary to establlsh the exact extent and location
of usable Q~ and to carry out .all other prospecting activities needed to bring the
ores to the actual point of exploitation. Secondly, it is already known'tbat in. its
.original spite the average iron content of Shiene ore is .not as l;ligh as Is 'required
either for smelting in electric furnaces or for selling on world markets. Preliminary
work on the beneficiation of these ores however indicates that they could be brought
up to S6 per cent, which may prove suitable for these purposes. These results have
now to be tested out on a large scale to determine whether they will be eConOmical.
Thirdly, shoula it be decided to use blast furnace methods for the production of pig
iron from Shiene ore then low-grade ores could be used, but on the other hand
large quantiti~ of coke and limestone would have to be transported for mixing with
the iron ore. Fourthly, Shiene ores have a phosphorus content ranging from '13 to .
1'32 per cent. The ores with higher phosphorus content will be unsuitable for steel
manufacture, and an iron and steel industry based on local ores would have to be
.
planned with tbJs in view.
There is a po$SibiIity that" as is done in other forested countries s'uch as
Brazil, iron smelting in Ghana could be based on the use of charcoal. This however,
will require the organisation of a charcoal industry on a scale very much larger than
anything so far envisaged. It is almost certain that limestone from Buipe will be
suitable for use in local blast furnaces.

It is intended to put. in hand immediately studies and planning tpwar~. the
solution of these problems-so that if it is proved to be feasible a start can bemade on
laying the foundation~ for. the development of an iron and steel induSUy. before the
end of this plan period. In this plannlng careful attention will be paid to-the peed for
inter-African co-ordination in the development of such heavy industry,; which
depends for its success on the availability of large markets. Government also intends
to investigate carefully the possibilities of developini Ii trade in iron' ores, .pig iron or
, steel between ·Ghana and.Japan and the importing countries in Europe. Such a trade
could .help ·.to diversify. and stabilise Ghana's foreign trade. At the same tiJ:Jienegotiations will be commenced Tegarding the financing of trus project which'~should it
materialisc;.would be even biggei' tJian the aluminium industry now unqer construe1
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With these.developments projected for the manufacture of cetnent,.limcstonet
sundinS- components and steel it·is expected that·\Gluuia,s}iould become largely self
sufiicient in' 'her requirements for building- materials by 1970 and almost completely
,
so by' 1975~

(vJ) Other Basic and eopltal Goods Int:ilutry
For the duration of this and the next seven-year plans it is ~ted
·that Ghana
will have to continue to depend upon her exports as a means of pro.curing the capital
goods and other basic products needed for current production and for economic
devel,opment. In the long run however the econo~y ~ .need to 'develop capital
goods and other basic industries in order jo be able to s~pply its own requirements ..
which Willinevitably grow rapidly. The best contnDution that can be made towards
this long-run objective under the present plan will be to, lay the basis for ~ chemical
and a machine goods industry. '
,
At present Ghana's advantages for entering the Chemical industry field consist
in the fact that she possesses substantial resources of salt and that with the commissioning of a petroleum refinery at Tema there will also be available the raw materials
for a petro-chcmical industry. A possible source of sulphur exists in the recovery
of sulphur dioxide from the burning of pyrites in the gold-mining industry, The
general development of the economy is also now approaching the posif:ion where
caustic soda, the basic acids, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen for ind~§tria1 purposes
will be required in such quantities as IlUly make their local manufacture economic.
Subject to the availabiJity of viable projects in one or other of these fields it is intended
to allocate a certain amount of investment funds to start the development of a
chemical industry during this plan period.
In the field of mechanical industry the present state' of the market makes it
possible to envisage the possibility of entering into the production of simple pumps,
motors, mechanical and electrical appliances for domestic use 'and the manufacture
of machine parts, The Ghana Railway and Harbours Administration and the mining
industry have accumulated considerable experience in tpe fabrication of machine
parts, and a number of industrial establishments in the engineering industry already
exist in Accra and other centres. Consideratton will be given to-the expansion of
these activities as a means. of laying the foundation for the eventual development
of a machine industry.

.
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It is intended that before] 970domes,tic' production;p£ the basic list .of industrial .
items shown in Table S,2'win. have rcached:.the rates indi~ted 'iii: that table. A
large number of other industrial items 'which it is .heped,'~will·..a1so dev.clop in the
course of the seven-year period are emitted from that, table; But', the':aHocation of ,
investment funds for the development or public industries assumes that rapid
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progress will-be made in the deve1bpinent of some of these oCherindustries and, as
indicated in:.tbe··pre.vioussection;.prlvate investors win·also be cncouragtd,to develop
lines of indusm~lkproducti0n'.Iover.·and :above those.specified. The production targets listed· ip Table S.2,must ·thete"forebe considered merely as the basicminimum
targets which·;for;r.easons of balance"of payments and.eccnomic strategy, it is mandatory to attain ·before 1970.
TABLB

S,2

LEADING INDUSTRIAL TARGETS FOR 7-YEAR PLAN
. InclWll' O/rQnQJQn Im(H1r1efi

Tar"t -l~69
------

INDUSTRY

(lu4nllty

. JIm,. of Valu, of In '1(11.

Rmv
~
Potliltial.
output .- Output %utput MaterkJJl'.Mat,rlallbportl

Unit "1963

1969

1963/69

1969

1969

19~

(£Om)

(£Om)

(£Om)

(£Gm)

(£Om)

22m sq. yd.

2'75

2'75

1'10

6Om, sq. yd.

7'50
2'50

4'50
0'50
2'63
0'36

3'30
2'80

~'-'t£Om)

i.

SPJDniDs

·CottOll

weaving 'and fIDi.:

shlna..
20 Cotton
only

, • ..

Finishing
••

,. Shoes (Leather)
4. Soap
S. Tobacco

S'8m lb.

6. Sah
:7. ·Sul41'
8. Fish
9. GnJo
10. Paper

.•

11. Lime
12. Qrnent

1'00

3'SO

3'00
'22

5'32
1'00
4'50
6'60

7'50
2'50
2'50
2'32
0'78
4'50
6'60

100,000 tODS
100,000 ,CODS
60,000 toDS
140,000 to.us
25,000 . tOOl

7'70

1'70

1'88

J'88
1'60
'4'02
10'63

1'60

100,000 toOl
"

13. Gold RoIJDias ' ,
J!4. AluminIum
•,
-1,5\,Alumina ,.
,•
.!~ Non-apparel fibre
17, Cocoa ProdUCts '.,
18, 'Plywood and· Vee
ncen ",
.....
19•. Sawn Timber
Total

pairs.
35,000 toDS
2m

600,000

CODS

4'02

850,000 1.0,
100,000 toDS'

10'63
18'60

18'60

1'92
17'10

1'20
12'54

12,000 tODI
90,000 CODS
5:5m cu. n.
18m
eu, ft.

,.
W.-PUBLIC

o'n

4~56

8'51 -. 8'()()
12'42
2'42

0'51
10'()()
20'01

118'05

98'04

AND' PRIVATE PARnCPAnON

•

1'25

;

•
•

•

0'13
,"0'40
., j'75
0'04
0'50

2'67

9'35
'15'60

O'OS

10'63
16'74

0'48

15'66

17'10

1'83
6'00 .
42'19

0'20
0'20

7'43
9'66
32'66

61'76

IN INDU,rRY

Since,industIjal aetivity now accounts for such 'a small proportion of the national
demand in Ghana for' rOa.itufac~
'product and' supplies a miD1,lt~,fractionof
goods there. is .r~om for almost unlimlted ·participati.on by both public and private
~n~rises JJ\:tlle d~veIopmen!;ofjpd\lStry. ,In JJl8.DYQ( the sectors ·that·itis proposed

the

t. • :p,imary production' of raw matorUls'is lnc1u<led as pan of tho industrial proccsi. '
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to develop· most urgently, such as textiles, clothing, building' materials and food
processing, the existing demand can support a considerable-number of-eStablishments
of economic size. It is to be expected that a number of .public and' private .establishments in these-fields will each be able to find the particular l'lro(fu~ sPecialisation
which it can best supply, and the various enterprises 'will 'be CODlplementary to
each other in meeting the available demand •.
Where current demand can support only one establishment of eccncmlc size,
Government intends, wherever the product is one considered to be of sufficient
economic importance, to ensure that either through Government investment or
through private investment the industry is developed by the time it is required for
reasons of economic policy. In such cases where a one-factory industry is of strategic
importance it will be expected that a private investor who intends to go into the
field will be able to obtain some of the concessions available under the Capital
Investments Act. It win generally be the practice to seek scme measure of
Government participation or adopt other methods of safeguarding the interests of
the community whenever an enterprise operates under monopoly conditions.
As has been made clear in numerous Government announcements, in all cases

where public and private establishments operate within the same industrial field
competition between them will be equal and fair and public enterprises will not be
allowed to obtain any facilities or favours that are Dot available to private investment
in a comparable situation. This principle is an essential one for the smooth running
of a mixed economy and the Government is determined that it should be scrupulously
observed.
It is expected that private investment will play an important part especially
in those industries concerned with the supply of final eensumer goods where product
differentiation and detailed matters of quality are of the greatest importance. In
these sectors the most fruitful role for state investment will be In the supply of
standardized components and primary materials that g0 into the. fabrication of
the ..final consumer goods. Private investment will also be invited 'to participate in
tliff production of some basic consumer items and in some of the larger-scale projects
in the field of producer goods manufacture.
As regards the industrialisation of Ghana's export commodities, in those
'cases where factors of marketing and technology can present diffiqulties to new
entrants into the field it will be expected that private investment will be willing to
undertake ,~t least a part of the investment and management functions required to
reach the minimum targets of production.
A part of the public investment capital provided under this plan willbe 'available
for the promotion of joint ventures and other forms of. public::pnvate co-operation
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In the development of industrial. activities. The Capital Investments Board wlll·be
empowered' to receive proposals 'for-suChjoint v~tures.
.

.

V.-PouCY FOR. TIm DBVBLOPMBNTOF GoVBRNMBNT lNDuSTlUES
,
Government will follow certain' distinct steps in its industrial development
programme' in order to ensure that all capital investedis utilised to the best advantage.
The strategy for the industrial plan will thus be in order of priority:
First, the attainment of the maximum utilization of existing plant capacity;
SecondJy~ an expansion wherever possible of the productive capacity of
existing enterprises in preference to the setting up of entirely new factories for the
production of the same commodity;
Thirdly, completion of projects in the process of construction; and
FInally, the erection .of new buildings and installation of new machinery
to commence entirely new industries.
The items become progressively more expensive in the order in which they have
been listed and since industrial production in Ghana, as in other less developed
countries, ~poses severe s,trains not only on capital but also on managerial and
teChnical resources, it is es~ential that the more expensive stages are not tackled
before the less-expensive, The fact that the cheapest in terms of unit 'costof additional
output are alSo the quickest to accomplish lends further weight to the importance
of going through the stages systematically.
(I) Maximum utilisation 01 exISting plant capacity

The most cursory inspeption·of the prooedures followed today in many government factories yields the impression that the adoption of some simple techniques
could lead to substantial improvements in productivity. There are many factories..
for instance, that could almost double their output by the introCluctionof a second
shift. AJ a measUre of increasing 'employment and output and achieving a quicker'
amortisation- of borrowed capital, this course has no equal. A third shift appears
a rather less u.rgent proposition for most factories in the present rudimentary state
of engineering and plant maintenance services.;but some self-~)iant and enterprising
establishments are recording distinct successes in this regard, and as many as can
adopt the third shift with equally happy results will be encouraged to do so.
Other factories at. present operate well below capacity owing to ~e lack of
.some balancing equipment. For. ~ple.t it was estimated at the end of 1962 that
th~match.factory.at Kade could.increase output by about 7S per cent by the-·installa·tion of an e1flcient steam boller and box fllling machines. The important point
about such cases is tha:tthe:installation 'of·the missing pieces would repay".theircost
.
ll)anY'times over in a short period.
lOS'
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SOIile'companies have been handicapped. by·.·a shortage of 'Working.capital
either real or caused by inefficiency·in the .marketing:.qfiinishcd·.products. Wrong
planning of raw material procurement, and unsatisfactory plant maintenance
services (reflected sometimes in the failure to keep adequate"stocks 'of the simplest
items of spares), have been known to bring a~out stoppages in production for
several weeks. The answer is the streamlining of procedures and practices, which
may well begin with the training of management, char.ge-bands, foremen and
technicians. This subject is ~cussed further in the sections dealing with Education,
Manpower and Employment and with Plan Implementation. A start has been
related subjects;
made with the assistance of experts on time and motion' studies
and the early successes achieved indicate how great the opportunities are.

and

(it) Expansion of existing enterprises .

After achieving satisfactory levels of operating efficiency in all its. existing
industries, the Qovernment will wherever practicable encourage expansion in·such
enterprises when increased production of the Same or similar goods is needed,
This course of action always involves much less capital expenditUre per unit' or
output ilian entirely new ventures. In this process, plant 'outlay will be stUdied
to see if the same building can accommodate more macmnery units. ODlywhen this
is not possible will it be wise to carry out extensions or additions 'toexisting buildings.
(iii) Completion of unjinlshedprojects

At the end of 19~2 there were about' twenty projects in the public sector in
the course of construction; the private sector had maIlY tlmes more. Sin~ 'such
projects have already imposed certain well-defined financial .obllgations that can
seldom be postponed, the country ~iU in most cases have to 'press on with their
development, so that their gestation period may not be prolonged bey.ond the
scheduled dates. This is essential, owing to the further reason that all such unfinished
projects impose a strain on the economy by generating incomes without suPPlying
corresponding goods and services.
(iv) Commencing newpro~cts
,
The construction of new projects is in the nature of things the part of a develop'ment plan.that makes the greatest demands on resources. For thiS reason, it should
not be' embarked on lightly, and all the ncccssacy preparations' will have tP be
carriedout with increasing thoroughness. It.is therefore'prdposed to.use indepeadent
consultant servicestfght from the stait,:aild throughout the various'stages of preparation•.It is ,expected that tlie volume of. biSiness generated by. tlie.plan will induce
many of the firms of consulting engineers now operating.in 'Ghana to strengthen
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their establishments so that they may be able to execute a greater proportion of
the tasks involved within the country, and thus offer quicker services. On the
basis of the censultants' reports, tenders·will be invited from machinery suppliers,
and as has been the practice, the specifications will include, in addition to ·the usual
particulars, 'training. of Ghanaians, and provisions for erecting thQ plant, starting
it up and, managihg it fer a minimum period whilst Ghanaians are being prepared
to take over.
..
.
One problem that will always pose dijliculties is that of location of industries.
Where the pull of the raw material is greatest, it may be necessary to embark on
a considerable amount of development 'York before the factory can be sited. Roads
and bridges, housing and social amenities, water, power, telephone connections,
may all call for expenditure! that in the small and medium-size factories, may even
equal or exceed the direct investment cost of the factory and thereby detract from
the profitability of-the project. Where the advantages of siting near the raw materials
are overriding; but the required facilities are inadequate or non· existent, the best
course would be to postpone development, and to subject the claim by the project
concerned for a high place on the list of priorities to the most vigorous examination.
In general industrial projects will be sited so as to make the maximum use of the
iIifrastructure facilities that Ghana has already built up at such great cost instead
of being sited where this will necessitate more of such non-productive investment.
The timing of projects is just as important. Thus, electro-chemical industries
should not be established until well after Volta River power has become available;
factories expensive in terms of-foreign exchange should not as a rule be commenced
uDless the industrial raw materials could be developed quicldy in the country; and
those that demand high levels of engineering skills should not long precede the
availability of at least a good proportion of the technicians required; and so on.
This point win be further developed in the section dealing with plan administration
and management.
VI.-BASIC lNDuSTlUAL tAP-OBTS
Commi~ents have already been entered into for the setting up of Government
factories to produce appreciable- quantitieS of some of the basic industriaJ products
shown in 'Fable S.2.
Private enterprise projects are already under construction to produce enough
soap and reaned petroleum for the domestic market and 100,000 tons of alumfnium
for export, Fa~ries' for the production of lumber products, textiles, tebacco, salt,
household utensils; clo~&
shoes and plastic goods, have been in operation for
some time and, subject to quality, pri~ and public policy, many of th~ could be
readily expanded to meet the basic ind\utrial production targets under this plan.
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In'order to implement the remainder of the targ~tsfor basic industrial production
additional projects to make up the quantities indicated in the.table will have to be
completed during the plan period, many of them before 1967.The information so
far available indicates that private investors propose further extensions-in the field
of textiles, soap, tobacco, houseware, wood products, and mining: As the industrial
priorities of the plan become known, private investors will no doubt plan further
projects in those fields to which Government attaches the greatest importance. Every
encouragement will be given to them under the Capital Investment Act and other
measures of policy to implement these plans at an early date within the Plan
period.

As previously explained, the state win. hold itself ready to invest whatever sums'
are necessaryto bring the aggregate of domestic production ofthese basic items up
to the target levels set under this plan. The investment programme for meeting the
basic industrial targets constitutes the topmost priority in the industrialisation plan
for the next seven years.

N at present estimated total investments of around to 120 million wiD be
required to implement the production targets in these priority, sectors of industry.
In addition, a start will have to be made on the construction of bauxite mining and
alumina processing facilitiesand on the implementation of some of those projects in

chemicals, machinery and other more advanced industrial sectors which should
feature more prominently in the structure of industrial production in the years after
1970. The high priority industries to be developed during this plan period will add
substantially to Ghana's exports by 1970 if the schedule of their construction is
adhered to. The largest potential contributions are to be expected from the industries
whichwillprocess cocoa and timber. Until Ghanaian bauxite.is.usedin the aluminium
smelter the contribution of this industry to foreign exchange earnings will remain,
in relation to its total output, relativelysmall. Equally important will be the contribution of those industries making goods for domestic consumption. They are the
industries that the economy will rely on to prevent that explosive growth in the
import of manufactured consumer goods which would otherwise accompany tlie
growth in the national economy that is envisaged under this plan. For the present,
however, many of these industries, both export promoting and imporl substituting,
will rely to a considerable degree on imported raw materials. The textile industry,
the aluminium industry and the cement industry will all equire substantial imports
of raw material The full balance of payments improvement that could result from
the establishment of these leading industries will the~fore no't be realited until the
development of Ghanaian agriculture and Q~er sources of raw material has reached
an adequate stage.

lOS
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. VII.-Pt:muc lNvEsnIBNT PaoOlWGfB IN INDUSDY
(I} Exlst!ng en~erprlsesand commitments

The most immediate task of the industrial programme in the public sector
during the first twelve months of this development plan will be to complete projects
already started (aee Table 5.S) and to take steps to bring up to a state of ·economic
viability-the considerable numbers of manufacturing enterprises in the public sector
which are ·not·now commercially successful This up-grading process, costing a total
of £Gl·6·million wm be completed by 1966. (see Table S.3).
TABLB5.3
BfCPANSION PLANS', FOR 'THE NEXT SEVEN YEARS CONCERNING
MANUFAcruRlNG .. AND SERVICE INDUSTRIES

.

Name and Address olFirm
Ghana Boatyards-Sekondi ..
State Furniture and Joinery CorporationKumasi.
State Furniture .and Joinery CorporationAccra.
Ghana Tyre Services Limited
Ghana Distilleries Limited ..
Brick and Tile Corporation ..
Ghana Paint Corporation
Nzima Oit Mills Corporation
Ghana Boatyards Corporation-Tema
Fibre Bag Manufacturing Corporation
Ghana Laundries Corporation
National Timber Corporation

..

Additional
Fixed
[meatment

A.dditional

wor~

Captt ,

!rotal

£G
38,700
11,100

£Q
10,000
20,000

£G
48,700
31,100

7,300

30,000

37,300

38,100.
203,500
59,600
68,200
79,500
11,400
630,000
156,000
100,000 '

10,,000
10,000
10,000
35,000
10,000
5,000
50;000

48,100
213,500
69,600
103.200
89,500
16,400
680,000
156,000
110,000

£Gl,403,4OO

10,000

200,000 1,603,400

The enterprises in respect of which financial and other commitments have been
entered into, as shown in Table. 5.5,.faD in many instances within the categories of
the basic industrial targets. Government factories should come into prod~on in
the earlier part ,af' the plan period to add substantially to productive capacity in
sugar, grain milling, tex.ti~es,shoes, co.coaprocessing, and fibre goods. The compte1($
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win.

tion of these existing projects
as has. been Indicated .earlier., form the second
main ta$k in the public industrial programme.
(if) New enterprises
As the plan period opens, because of the general reflation of the economy,
the improvement of the investment climate especially by reason of the Capital
Investments Act and the consequent increase in the amoun; of private capital
coming forward to seek investment oppcrtunities the scope ahd p1JIP.9seof Govern ..
ment investment in industry can be reviewed. As indicated in a later section of this
document the prospects for Government surpluses which
be invested are much
clouded over by uncertainties regarding cocoa prices and by the difficulties that can
be foreseen with the attempt to keep down the rate of increase in Government's
recurrent expenditure. In the circumstances, the full public investment of, £0480
million can only be implemented. if the circumstances alter radically. Unless they do,
the Government's development programme will have to be slowed down and this
can most easily be done by reducing the level of Government Industria! investment
envisaged and allocating to private investment a larger role in the implementation of
the targets for industrial production. In that case .the national stake in industrial
activity will have to be sought through other means than full initial public ownership.
It will be possible for the' Government's equity in some new industries to be a small
part of the total with agreements previously made for Government to acquire an
increasing share in the ownership as time passes. Some agreements for private
investors to utilise Ghana's natural resources can be made in such a way that the
business reverts to the nation as a going concern after the elapse of. a certain amount
of time or after the private investor has gained a certain return on his capital. All
these devices, which are now very well established in the field of contemporary
.economic development will be examined by the Ministry of Industries, the National
Investment Bank and the financial and planning authorities with a view to using
them wherever possible to relieve the immediate burden on the Government's own
financial resources in the difficult period of reconstruction ahead •.

can

There will however be a number of lines of basic industry whose development
depends upon long range national planning strategy .and whose control must be
kept In public hands. These industries, in basic mining and metallurgy, fuel and
power, Industrial chemicals and building materials, also require very expensive
and protracted pre-investment studies and activities which the state is ideally suited
to undertake and which in fact private investment will generally not undertake: The
public industrial development agencies will therefore concentrate their energies
and resources on these basic industries, leaving the consumer goods sector in which
on the whole private capital, technical expertise and management capability will
be available in adequate quantities.
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On the ,basis of this ·strategy the Ooverrunent's Investment programme in the
field of industcy and mining could be held down to a total ot £070 million, ot which
£040 milIion would be devoted to projects falliog within the priority fields previously
discussed, £010 million to mining' a~d geology, £013 million to rural small scale
an.d other ~on~prioIjty. 'industri,es,' most of which are already com,mittcd, and S07
million to inter-African and other major projects related to the long-run. pattern of
development previously outlined,
Vlll.-MANAGEMBNT
More than capital or sIdlle~' labour" the availability ot adequate management
is potentially the most serious impediment to a successful implementation of this
programme of' industrialisation. The measures to cope with the problems raised
by the short supply of managerial Rer80nnel are discussed further in Chapter 7.
B, MINING
The mineral wealth of Ohana has always been known to be considerable and
has been one of the great~t attractions for foreign capital in the country, During
the last fifty years a mining industry has been created which now occupies an
important place in the economy as an employer of labour, as an earner ()f foreign
exchange and as a contributor to the revenues of Government, In 1962, mineral
exports from Ghana amounted to £024'82 million, equivalent to 21',6 per cent of
total exports. Wages were almost of the same order 8S in 1961, when ~e total
recorded wage bill in mining and quarrying amounted to £06'2 million or 8 per cent
of aU recorded 'Wag~.
In the last ten years, however, the miniQg industry, unlike the other sectors
of the economy, has been relatively stagnant. Its total exports in 1962 were only
7'2 per cent higher than its exports ten years earlier, While exports of gold were
21"8 per cent higher and diamonds 37'4 per cent higher, manganese exports ",ere
nearly 34'0 per cent lower than they had been in 1952.
As the figures in Table SA indicate, during 1962 only gold and bauxite ·reached
new recorded levels of export value. Diamonds and manganese were both running
at values well below those of recent peak years. Manganese exports reached their
; blghest level in i957, and the value of diamond exports in 1962 showed a reduction
of 24'6 per cent from the 1960.level in spite· of an actual increase in its volume by
carat, There is evidence to suggest that this declining performance of the mineral
iIiilustries is' net the result of any:lack of potential workable mineral.~ources but
of:the inadeguate exploration and exploitation of available mineral resources,
The first aim of mineral' development policy in the next seven years must
therefore be to promote an improved .p~ormance.·in the industry in..terms .of
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produQtion, exports and employment. As indicated in Chapter 3, Government has
set sizeable targets for increases in the production of aU the main mineral products
of Ghana for the coming seven years.
PriVate investors who already hold inirihig concessions and who have going
mineraI' enterprises in Ghana will be encouraged and assisted by Government,. to
make their fullest contribution to the attainment of these production targets. The
forms that this assistance will take will be discussed with investors in the Ught of
existing legislation and Government policy regarding investments in the IJlining
industry. At the same time Govenunent will take steps to ensure that such concessions
are in a form which· is just to all the parties to the agreement and to the nation.
It is intended to enact legislation to ensure that all mining operations are
carried out in the manner most appropriate to the economic needs of the country,
and the Mines Department will be strengthened to enable it to give effect to this
legislation.
'
In· 1961, Government acquired a group of five mines, now organized into the
State Mining Corporation, some of which were at that time in danger of having to
close down. These mines had previously been responsible for 52'9 per cent of the
total gold output. The second task of Government's efforts in the field of mineral
development under this plan must therefore be to secure an improved performance
in the public sector of the mining industry.
TABLB

5.4

EXPORTS OF MINERALS FROM GHANA
Value In £G Million
1952 1953 1954 1955 1'56 1957 1951 1959 1960 1961 1962
Gold ,.
Mansaneso
Diamonds
Bawdte

..
..
.,

"
..

.,

9'Z4 9'45 9'82 9'04
S'32 8'72 S'U ,5'19
,5'40 3'92 4~21 5'53
0'13 0'2.0 0'31. 0'20

7'48

9'79 10'59 1'1'19 11'07

1'04 8'98 8'64 6'18 6'38
1'92 8'97 8'66 8'66 9'84
0'33 0'45 0'S3 ,0'31 0'56

10'75
6'02
7'1,5
0'46

11'25
5'42

1'41
0'67

" 13'09 22'29 19'51 19'96 22'17 18'19 18'42 27'00 27'8S Z4'38 24'76

Total

Quanll~/tI in-OOO UnltJ

1m
704

Golc1 (021,) , "

Mansanese

(ToIlS)

,.

Diamonds .(Carats) "
Bauxite (Tons)
,,

112

794
2,136
74

.

1'53 1954 19s! 1956 1957 1958.1959 1960 1961 19~
733 788 723 S9!) 788 852 902 893 969 945
145 447 540 636 641 513 511 547 385 404
2,160 2.1Z4 2,280 2,52.()' 2,928 3.216 3~120'3,276 2,8S6.3.317
115 116 116 138 186 107. 147 224 195 186
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I.-MINERAL

BxPLolTAnON

(I) Gold
Since ~ mines in the Obuasi area now account for 42 per cent of the total
output of gold in Ghana they must be looked to for the largest single contribution
towards the projected increase in gold production. There is every indication that the
ore lCSerVesto supply this increase are available and that with their thorough. exploi.
tatlon this goldfield can supplY.the required contribution to the increase in output.
The Ashanti Goldfields Corporation has accordingly embarked on an expansion
programme which will increase its rate of mining by 2S per cent between 1963 and
1966. Further developments beyond that date are also already under discussion.
The lacreased exploitation of the reserves currently known will necessitate an
enhanced .rate of surveying ana exploration in order to preserve the life of the mines
and avoid their premature closure.
The reduction in the output of the mines now comprising the State Mining
Corporation was caused by persistent decreases in their proven reserves which
threatened their exhaustion if the previous rates of output were maintained. Exploration work on these propertiC$ since they were acquired by Government in 1961
indicates' that although, as in the case of all other mines, the countIy will sooner or
later ha~ to face the prospect of their exhaustion, the life of a number of them can be
extended in the immediate future by further investigations. It is estimated that it
some £0750,000 were spent in the search for further ore reserves at these mines
enough reserves could probably be established to enable their rate of output to be
stepped up considerably. Intensified prospecting is also ry~
to establish once
and for all which of these mines are really worked out and have to be closed down.
An early decision on this subject would allow the Government and the State·Mining
Corporation to plan their phased closure in an orderly way so as to avoid the undesirable dislocation that would result from their unforeseen exhaustion. It would
also help towards the planned reduc,tion of the losses now being sustained by the
Corporation.
An increase in the current rate of output of the state-owned mines is necessary
in order to put their current operations on a profitable basis. At Amalgamated
Banket Areas it is estiinated'that the present losses on production, which are running
around £0-300,000 per year,.could be eliminated if production were stepped up from
38,000 tons to 55,000 tons per month. If this were also done for the other mines
'&.jtbin the State Mining Corporation which are capable of supporting higher rates
of .production then the money which now goes into supporting their ~nuallosses
on production could be saved for further prospecting and the mines might them..
selves be able to contribute towards the capital required for their further exploration and development.
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In addition to putting its existing properties on a commercially more viable
basis the Corporation will have to develop by 1964advance plans to proVidefor the
re-<ieploymentof labour which has become surplus to requirements at the mines
which have run out of exploitable ores, The preliminarYindications are favourable
for the development of new gold mines at a number of other places in the country,
Among primary gold deposits it is proposed that investigation be' carried out in the
following areas: Kayiankor, Obuom Siwum, Tokosua, Nangodi and Dokurupe.
This preliminary work is estimated to cost £0300,000. It can be expected that, say,
two of these prospects might prove workable, in which case a further £00'7 million
would have to be spent on exploration and development of two mines. In addition
to these outlays the development of new gold mines will entail the erection of very
expensive surface installations to handle and process the ore. Estimates of these
however cannot be presented until it is known how many sites could be economically
worked and what rate of production is to be aimed at by each mine.
A number of thin reefs seem to deserve further investigation for possible
exploitation with small mobile plants operating on opencast methods, These mobile
plants will each have cyanidation equipment capable of recovering gold from the
ores at an efficientrate.
Alluvial gold winning was the source of the wealth with which Ohanaians
financed their trade with the rest of the world in pre-colonial times. Although gold
dredging financed by foreign investors was always carried on in ,the colonial period
it never became a major element in the industry, and many of the river beds which
have been known for a long time to merit detailed study have not yet been adequately
prospected.
(ii) Diamonds

. The production of diamonds by African diggers seems to be declining steadily.
~sumed that the most easily workable ores have now been used up in the
estab.li~hedareas and that the diggers' inability to undertake more advanced forms
of muung accounts for the decline in their production of diamonds. However, it is
feasible to develop simple equipment which is economical to operate in order to
ena~le small scale African diggers to regain their position in the market,

It
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The more ·widespreaduse of such equipment would also Jiave the advantage of
enabling:the dlggers :to explGittheir ores moreeftiCiently. It is generally considered
that using their present .methods·ofoperation these diggers are leaving a considerable
proportion of the'diamonds in.the soll. son which has been thus inefficientlyworked
contains ap..pre~ble· quantities .of diamonds but not enough to justify another
operator reprocessing·the.same soil torecover what remains. The only way to obtain
the full value in terms of diamond output from any piece of ground is to ·have-it
efficiently processed when it is first mined. Because of the inefficient methOds of
mining employed by most diggers a permanent loss of diamonds has been taking
place. An allocation of £0200,000 will be made for the development of simple
mining equipment and for the demonstration of its use to the diggers.
However, the main concentration in the development cif the diamond industry
in the coming seven years must be' on dredging in the Birim River, which over a
distance of some 38 milesfrom its conffuencewith the Pra River to near Kade seems
to present indications' of valuable opportunities for diamond dredging. Concessions
in this area are held. partly by a private mining company and partly by the State
Mining Corporation.
Research is required to determine the types and capacities of dredges and
. diamond recovery jigs required for mining this ore, the methods of recoveiing gold
and ilmenite from the by-products, and other technical problems.connected with the
deposi~. The total cost of the initial prospectirig and research is estimated at
£0250,600. .
Should the indications from these investigations prove favourable for the development of diamond digging, the Government's share of the cost of bringing the
dredging project into operation is estimated eventually to come to over £03 million,
of which approximately £01'6 million is allocated for the present plan period. For.
the most economic wor.ldngof the ores in both parts of the concessions and also to
take advantage of-the preliminary research and development work already doae by the
private mining company on these deposits, consideration will be given to ~ formation of'a joint 'enterprise between the State Mining Corporation and the private
company for the development of the dredging scheme. .
(iit) Manganese
or the known deposits or' manganese in Ghana only two have hitherto been
worked, and only the Nsuta mine remains in production, although the manganese
mines of Glit.anaproduce generally high grade ore, a. significant proportion of it
suitable for chemical uses. Recent production of manganese in Ohap.a.has tended
to fall, appar~J?tlyo)Vingto ~he,reduction in ~e most easily a~'bl~
~erves of
manganese at both NS1;Ita.and Yakan. :rtospecting work at the latter ~lte 1Salready
inhano, and it is expected that more prospecting at Nsuta will also be commissioned
early in the plan period.
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. It is important that the Government sh6ul4 know the. approximate size of the
country's reservesof manganese, imd early steps will be taken to obtain the.necessary
informatlcn. Should exploration establish the existence of sufficient QIJantitiesof
maaganese, it is intended to examine Ule relative merits of making a .substantial
increase in the volume of manganese exported annuaUy..fr9m Ghana, and of keeping
the resewes to support a ferro-manganese industry. As indicated in. the previous
section, the aim is to construct a ferro-manganese plant of at least 100,000 tons
capacity in the course of this plan period if the present favourable indications are
borne out .byfurther studies.
(iv) Bauxite

Although the known deposits of bauxite in Ghana are vc.T!y extensive and
accessible to rail transport, and the reserves of commercial grade ores at Awaso,
Nkawkaw, Yenahin and Kibi have been the subject of consideration for along time,
the current level of bauxite mining in Ghana is very low. Much 9fthe bauxite occurs
in formations that would permit of mining by open-cast methods and therefore.
should be comparatively inexpensiveto exploit. It would therefore seem that a large
extension of bauxite mining in Ghana represents the easiest means of increasing
mineral production and exports in the immediate future.
The lower-grade bauxite ores should also be suitable for processing' with
other ingredients to produce aluminous cement, for which there is vigorous demand
.'in the world market. It is therefore proposed to concentrate on bauxite in the development of mining during the plan period. The target increase in bauxite output
will also enable Ghana to supply from domestic sources the bauxite required to feed
the Tema smelter, which it is hoped will rapidly tum from imported to local alumina.
'. It will be necessary to construct at whichever of the bauxite· deposits it is
'proposed to exploit first an alumina plant. The construction of a plant of 250,000
tons capacity in the first instance is included in the ~st of first·priority·industrial
targets, always subject to such a project proving feasible.
For the development of bauxite mining and the alumina plant it is proposed to
allocate £G4'75 million of public capital during this plan period. Private mining and
metallurgical concerns will be encouraged to participate in the deveiopment of both
.the mining of bauxite and the production of alumina,
It will also be necessary in the course of the plan period to prepare for the
construction of a second smelter. Government proposes to devote some resources
to the study of this project between 1963 and 1966. Should a second smelterbe found'
feasible and should capital for its construction be readily fQrtb.comingit will be
necessaryto.p~omo~ the development of Ghana's electrical resollices in such a way
as to accommodate' a second aluminium 'smelter.
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(v) Iron Ore
As inm~ted If':l the pre~us ~on
the exisie~ce of sizeable 'deposits. of ~on
ore provides' a good 'basis for the de.velopment of an iron and steel industry subject
to the solution of the Rro.blemsenumera:tecithere. It is not expected that the mining
of local orC's can attain a hish rate before the end of this. plan period. However,
it is intended to make a,stiut' on 'llie exploitation of local iron ore 'for the local
manufacture of iron and steel or for export.
, '
n.--GEoLOGICAL

AND CHOOCAL INvEsTIOATIONS

an

It is apparent from
that has been' said above that the essential precondition
for further developmcut of the .mining industry is the intensification of geological
and other investigations ·to establish morc exactly the extent and the qualitY of
ores both ·in existing and in,the :as yet undeveloped areas of mining activity and to
prepare for their exploltaticn, This is only one aspect of the general paucity 'of
inforD!ation regarding the natural resources of Ghana which it.will be necessary
to correct in the very neal' future if economic development is to be based on a
sounder footing than.hitherto. As indicated in Chapter 14, it is proposed-to develop
within the Office of the Planning eoinmission a system for the ccn4'al collection of
information regarding the natural resources of Ghana as a basis for ,the more
effective planning of Ghana's'industrial and agricultural development.
Intensffied geological work has already been put in hand covering the Northern
and Upper Regions. In the more southerly areas of the country,. where previous
geological work was most advanced, what is required ~ det(liled investigation of
known deposits· .preparatory to their mining. Work alreaCiyin band on- the Yakau
manganese deposits 'is expected to be completed in 1964. The Kibi bauxite d~osits
which are nearest the Tema smelter will have to be made ready for exploitation
soon after the smelter goes intO operation. The largest bauxite deposit,. however,
which is at Yenahln, is in ·the long run the most iixtportant basis for th~aluminium
industry in Ohana. Intensified exploratory work will therefore have to be done on
this deposit.
.
,

I

For all these purposes it will be necessary to extend rapidly the operations of
the Geological Survey Department \'!.hich since 1961 have tended to run down owing
to staffing difficulties. While tRe pioJ1'&D11lle
for training Ghanaian geologists goes
through its process of ·gesta~on 'ii., wi1J. be necessary for the Geological ~urvey
Department to recruit consi~ia~le numbers of non ..Ohanajans in order 10carry
out the required volume of sUrvey work. Ocological surveys always .have to be
followed by complex laboratory work to determine ·the pecuJiar characteristics of
any given deposit and to devise methods' for its most econouiical exploitation at the
industrial level It is therefore proposed that at least £01'7~on
out of the funds
I
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allocated under this plan for the development of the mining industry should be used
for the immediate expansion of the staff and operations of the Geological Survey
Department.

111.-TIm

STATE MINING CoRPORATION

The opening up of the thin reefs and alluvial gold deposits as well as of the
diamond, manganese and bauxite resources described in the previous sections
provides ample scope for the reo-deployment of that element of the labour force
which is now engaged on unprofitable operations within the gold mining industry
and especially within the State Mining Corporation. This re-deployment will be
necessary in order to put the whole industry, and especially the Corporation, on
a sound commercial footing. It will entail difficult programmes of labour relocation
involving the provision of housing and other social and commercial facilities in
new areas. However, if the new mining activities selected for development are carefully
chosen for their commercial viability they should be able to support the new facilities
required. Government's chief responsibility will be to ensure that the expansion
of the new areas is carried out smoothly and that enough other economic activity
is brought into the older areas to prevent their complete economic decline.
In an industry as speculatlve as gold mining diversification of activities is sound
policy for the enterprises engaged in it. This is the strategy selected for the develop"
ment of the State Mining Corporation during this plan period. Inaddition to working
new goldfields and increasing the rate of production at its existing mines to make
them more profitable the Corporation will have to undertake other mining activities
in bauxite, diamonds, manganese, iron are and other minerals. Bauxite especially,
for which the world market has continued bouyailt for longer periods than the
markets for most other minerals, presents the greatest opportunity- for the development of new profitable mining enterprises within the state sector.
A total of £010'25 million has been allocated for the development of the
mining industry. A considerable part of this will be required for exploration work

in the gold mines and for general development work in the industry. The balance
will be spent in the manner most calculated to diversify the operations of the State
Mining Corporation in the shortest possible time.
S.S
STATUS OF GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL PROJECI'S
AT MID-I963
TABLB

Completed
Oil Mills

Rice Mills
Fibre Bag Factory-Kumasi.
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Work Begun
Textile Printing Mllls- Tema
Meat ProcessingFactory-Bolgatanga
~ugar Factory-Alcuse
Sugar Factory-Komenda
Steelworks- Tema
Aluminium Cutlery- Tema
Shoe Factory-Kumasi
Cocoa Processing Plant-Tema
Cocoa Processing Plant- Takoradi
Glass Factory- Tarkwa

.

Committed or under Consideration
,

.Food
Tomato and Mango ProcessingPlant-Wenchi
Pineapple Processing Plant-Nsawam
Tomato ProcessingPlant-Pwalugu
Tomato Factory (unpIaoed)
Food Complex-Tema
Tobacco Factory='Ieme
Sugar Factories (2)
Refined Solar Salt Factory
Slaughter Houses
Meat ProcessingFactory

..
. ...

BuDding Materials

Clinker Grinding Plant
Asbestos Factory
Wood Cement Board and Wood Cement Tiles Factory
Lime and Hydrolised Lime Factory
Cement Factory
ClotbiDg and Textiles

Tannery-Aveyime
Integrated Textile Mill-Terna
Cotton Textile Mills (2)
SleepingMats Factory
Towel and Blanket Factory
Hard Fibre Plant
Clothes Factory
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I ~

Raw Materials Preparation
Rubber Factory-Bonsaso
Gold· Refinery- Tarkwa
Pulp and Paper Mills (2)
Caustic Soda and Chlorine Plant
'Charcoal and Activated Coal Plant
Nitrogen Fertiliser Plant
Saw Mills
Plywood and Veneer Factory
Mbdng
Plant for Gold Mines
Manganese Mines
Iron Ore Mines
Diamond Dredging and Polishing
Ferro Manganese Plant

'Mlscellaneous
Pharmaceutical Factory
Incandescent Lamp Factory
Electronics Products
Pencil Factory
Cutlass and Hoes Factory
Fitting Shops
Vehicle Assembly Plant
Cars Assembly Plant
Television Assembly Plant
Metallurgical Plant
Wire Drawing and Manufacturing Plant
Workshop Tools Plant
Agricultural Implements Factory
Ceramics Factory
School and Office Equipment Factory
Porcelain Wares Factory
Mechanical Joineries Factory
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CHAPTBR 6
lNFRASTltUCfURE

The importance and role of a good infrastructure in the promotion of. rapid
economic development has long been realised by the Government. In the first and
second development plans, therefore, the bulk of investment was made in the ~lds
of economic:infrastructW'C and social services. Out of a total development expenditure
of £0136 million under the first and second development plans, £G60 million,
representing.44~O per cent of the total, was devoted to the provision of an infrastructure that is more than adequate for the present level of economic development.
In this Sev~n-y'ear Development Plan, therefore, high priority need not be given to
the further development of infrastructure, although a fair amount of expenditure
will still be necessary in this field.
The government attaches great importance to the development of agriculture
and the efficient distribution of agriCUltural products. In the seven-year period it
therefore ~J,DS at, connecting all farming and rural industrial areas with trunk roads
by means or'an adequate feeder road system to ensure free access to and ~rom these
areas. Lecal Authorities will be expected to encourage voluntary communal work
in order to derive maximum benefit from the funds to be made available by the
Central Government. Voluntary labour played an important part in the construction
of feeder and town roads during the previous development plans and it"is the policy
of the Government to encourage this in the Seven-year Plan also.
The total amount being made available for infrastructure other than th~ Volta
p'roject in the pericd is £089'21 million. This is about 18 per cent of total development
"expenditure, and' represents a decrease of about 26 per cent in the share ofinfrastructure as compared with the previous development plans. Out of the total allocation
.for infrastructure, £048'17 million .iias been provided for transport and communi cati?ns .~d ~G~4'4Smillion for water supply, both urban and rural, "andsewerage. For
el~C1ty .1t' IS expected that, until Volta power becomes available, the existing
services will '~e expanded to provide power for the growing industrial- 'sectoJ as
well as for do~est!c'consumers in the urb~ an.d rural areas. It will also be necessary
to-prepare a distribution network to reeerve Volta power and £011'06 inillion has
therefor~·~npro:vi.ded for this:purpose. £G5'53 miliion will be made available.for
the prOVISionof. fishing harbQuts and extensions to Tema port.
10
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The main objective of the investment which is be~g made in infrastructure
during the seven-year period is the elimination. of bottlenecks and the promotlon
of the maximum utilisation of existiag facilities. It is also the policy of the Government to foster close co-ordination among proJects, particularly in transport and
communication, in order to avoid uneconomic competition and duplication; for
example, road and rail and water.trapsport should be complementary to each other.
In order to co-ordinate the activities.·of all transport agencies the establishment of
a Transport Commission is being considered .

...

The Government. proposes both· fot organisational and economic reasons to
establish a National Water and Sewerage Authority. This authority will systematize
all water services, and, while not being motivated by profit alone, will be required
to operate in su~ a way that it will meet its operating and overhead' costs, as well
as interest on capital and repayment of loan funds, fro~ 'revenues accruing to the
Authority. The Authority should be iIi' a position to raise funds to enable it to meet
development expenditure in areas where it is not practicable to charge an economic
price. A similar statutory body is envisaged for electricity generation and distribution,
and it is expected that the Electricity Corporation will be able to operate without
any annual budgetary allocation from the Central Government.
Government intends to review the ,pricing policy of all' public utility services
such as water, telephones and electricity with a view to placing the operation of these
services on a more economic basis. This review will be carried out during the firs~
year of the plan periop to enable maximum benefit to be derived for the general
impiementation of the Plan.
Although it has been pointed out that the existing infrastructure is more than
adequate for the present level of economic development ii is the intention of the
Government to continue to invest in infrastructure so that the implementation of
the agricultural and industrial projects outlined in this Plan is not handicapPed
during the Plan period. In order to ensure that this policy does not exert too much
pressure on government financial resources to the detriment of the agricultural and
lndustrial projects, the provision of funds for water, telephone and telegraph facilities
and electricity has been limited to. the minimum. In addition to the funds
earmarked for these services, it has been agreed that any .pro.fi~ aqcruing to the
agencies during the Plan period over and above the exjst~g .levels, and as a result
of the changes in tariff. will be given to the respective agencies to-supplement capital
investment in the. various fields. It is expected that this policy will' also act as ail
incentive for improving the revenue earning· capacity· of these serviees.
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(i) Ro~; Brldge3 and Ferries
The emphasis laid by the Gov~rnment on economic infrastructutC in seneral
and on roadsin particular, is underlined by the proportion of funds made available
for constrUctioil of new roads 'and improvement of existing ones during the first and
second development plans. In the second development plan the provision made for
roads of all kinds amounted to £G25'2 tnillion. Although the amount allocated for
this purpose in the Seven-year Plan is nearly £G26'5 million, the share of toads
expenditure as a single item under transport and communica~on remains at around
S6 per cent.
The principal objective of the Government in road development is to continue

with the network of trunk roads for the country and to extend and: improve the
feeder road system. Trunk roads .and bridges are also being planned, and devel~ped
in such a way as to provide access to neighbouring countries. At present there are
altogether in the country some 20,000 miles of roads of which 2,053 miles arc
bitumen-surfaced (first class) and 3,277 miles are gravel-surfaced trunk roads
maintained by the Ghana National Construction Corporation. It is expected that
by the end of the seven-year period over 460 miles of new first class alignment, ,
including somp 17 miles o~ city and town roads, will have been completed. This will
bring up the total mileage of bitumen-surfaced (first class) trunk roads to over 2,500
by 1970. .,
.
The projects to be-undertaken under this Plan extend to all regions.ofthe country.
Decisions regarding the standard to which a particular trunk road is to be built and
the time at which it will be constructed during the period of the Plan have been based
largely on economic factors. Priority is being given to those roads which are vital
for industrial and agricultural projects included in the Plan. The extension of the
trunk road system to the south-western frontier will result in a first class trunk road
along the entire length of the coast line.
In addition to the provision for a sound tiunk road network in the country, it
is the, objective of the Government that the feeder road system be improved in 'order
to conneCt all farmhig and rural industrial areas with trunk roads. AB a basis for
~s development the Central Government will provide £61'5 million as supplementary assistance to local schemes fOFthe construction of feec;lerroads. The bulk of the
fund for feeder road construction, which it is estimated willinvolve £G7 million during
the plan period will be supplied by local authorities out of their own resources
including the mobilisation of voluntary communal effort.
The most urgent task in the development of the trunk road system is to adjust
it to the fact that by 1965 the Volta Lake will be formed, partly flooding eJdsting
trunk ro~~ and also neceB4i~ting a new network of roads and railways to feed
goods into the lake transport :sy~~ which will provide by far the cheapest form of
transport ~etw~en the nortb and th~south of Ghana.
.
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It is intended to open up' the eastern part ;of Ghana' which has hitherto been
relatively neglected, by completing the gap in .the eastern trunk road. This will start
from Kadjebi, and pass through Nkwanta to. the Otj River and Bimbila. The road will
be constructed initially as a gravel-swfaced trunkroad; Dowever, if better'p'roductivity
can be realised in. costs of road construction, sufficient fqnds have been·allQcated for
alI-,trunk roads to allow for-bitumen surfacing of part of the _tern ·trunk road-.
When' completed, this road will not only provide a fast eonnection. between Accra·
and Tema and the north, but will also serve the north ..eastern. comer which it is
intended to develop into one of Ghana's major food producing areas, In this way
Ghana and the neighbouring African countries such as Upper Volta will be able
to make the fullest use of the port of Tema.
It is' planned to instal a new fast ferry service at Yeji so that the~Kumasi-Yeji.
Tamale road will continue as a main trunk route after 1964. However, the essential
sections oC a 'new and shorter road between Kumasi and 'Tamale will be constructed
to relieve the growing burden on the Kumasi ..Yeji·Tamwe road. It is also planned to
improve road. communications between Ashanti and both Takoradi and the Accra-

Tema area.

..

The construction of new roads will also involve the building of bridges, and
funds have been earmarked for this purpose. The existing ferry at Yejl will be made
obsolete by the flooding of the Volta lake in 1964. A new type oCferey, a slipway and
overhauling facilities will be provided by 1964. A new ferry willialso be provided to
replace the crossing at Mankrong which will be flooded. Also a ferry will be installed
on the Oti River at Dumbai to connect with the Volta River Authority ser.vice roads
linking Kete Krachi with the south.
The internal organisation of road transport will be based on the itidividual bus
and truck operator as well as the larger-scale trucking businesses i.ncluding the
Government Transport Department.
The small operator is ideally fitted to carry small loads and scattered passengers
over short distanceS: This constitutes the bulk of road traffic in Ghana and
requires a fleXible transport system. Individual owners and operators'.oC trucks and
buses are being, increasingly organised into co-operatlvee which should .improve the
quality of,the·service they render to the public and at the same time ensure that their.
charges are kept at reasonable levels. As indicated in a previous chapter the owners
of vehicle maintenance and spare parts businesses are expected to raise the efficiency
of their services so that the life of vehicles on Ghana's roads can be lc~gthened and
their safety while they are r~nning be enhanced.
The movement of bulk loads over 10n~r distances -has become' anr-increasing
clement in road transport as the economy has expanded. Petroleunrproduets, cement:
and other building supplies, machinery and heavy equipment liave been moved by
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road in eyer growing quantities. With the rapid expansion of domestic preduction

in agriculture and ..md·ustey ~hich is envisaged under the present plan such bulk
transport is bound to increase. It is expected that existing trucking businesses will
expand their capacity to co.pe with tltis increase in traffic and thereby avoid bottlen~cks and delays in transport which can constitute a serious drag 011 economic
efficienCy. The increasiI\g share of Government in economic activity will also
necessitate an increase in. the capacity and an improvement in .the operational
efBc!ency of. the Government 'fransport Department. Already the acquisition of
new equipment and the modernization of its maintenance facilities is well advanced.
This progress will be consolidated during the plan period.
. .
.

...

(ll) Railways
Durmg. the second ,pl~ period investment in railways was directed toward
.general improvement of services and increased operational efficiencY.The AehimotaTema line was brought into full use by the time Tema Harbour came into opcratiop
in 1961 and the Takoradl-Manso line was doubled. At present there are 589 miles
of railway network linking Ashanti with the coastal cities and harbours and carrying
annually S4 million
passengers and 2·5 million tons of goods.
. , ,
,
,. In the 'Seven-year Plan it is intended to continue with the improvement of
existing services and to prepare for the eventual extension of the railway system to
the north-when economic-development and the consequent growth of traffic will
have made this necessary. The economics of a railway line from Awaso t9 Sunyani
-are being~stud.ied, and funds have been earmarked for part of the cost.of this line
.and for the construction of the Shai Hills-Akosombo line. .
With ~bundant power supply at Akosombo, consideration wlll be given to
the possibility of electrifying the Accra- Tema-Akosombo line and other ·b\L$y
'sections of'the rail network. This would ensure an additional effective demand for
'power and save .foreign exchange now spent on the importation of fossil fuels.

.

(iiI) Volta Lake transport
Water -transpert Isstill the cheapest means of moving men and gootls. An
'important side benefit of the. Volta Project is that it will open up a large ,part of
Ghana to water transport. It intended to take full advantage of this by installing
.jl.lake traD§POrt .~y'stem to handler all the bulk and slow traffic 'which -now moves
~~ road ~nd rail but.could move vcr-ymuch more cheaply by water. A fast"passenger
..and express scmcc' on the .lake is also being planned:
Eventually the exploitation of the Shiene iron ore deposits, the ';Iimeston~~'Of
fBUipe,
~WUtC· ;and· Other' mineral .deposits-·in
the vicinity of the lake will,make·' the
~
.
tV-Glta one '(1ftlib largest artedtS'for liUlk tramc in Ghana. In the meantimera:system
of lake ports and conn~g
roads and niillines' must be.installed.

is
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The development of Volta Lake transport will be closely co-ordinated with
that of the trunk road system with which it must share. the nor.th-south traffic on
a rational basis.

, ·

(Iv) Air transport
The~ has been a rapid expansion of civil air transport both internally and
externally, particularly since Independence and with th~ establishment of Ghaita
Airways in 1958. To meet the increasing volume of traffic and to anticipate 'the
introduction of jet aircraft, it was nC<:eSsaryin the second plan to expand and
modernize, J\.ccra International Airport. Intetnal
cater for local flights.

air strips

were also developed to
-

In the Seven-year Plan the aim of the Government is to consolidate and
modernise air transport services, It is recognized that some subsidy win-be necessary
during .most of the plan period but ·the Government will require Ghana Airways
to ~
this within reasonable limits by a careful scrutiny' of operational costs. alia
to. show d~l1niteprogress towards self-sufficiency by 1970.
(1')" Shipping
The Black Star Line has become a wholly Ghanaian enterprise 'with the purchase
of the external shareholding in .it. By the end of 1962 its lIeet consisted of twelve
vessels of a total of 107,000 tons dead-weight. 'Ibis tonnage is expected to increase
to 164,000 tons with the delivery of s~ new ships on order, thus increasing the
national merchant fleet to eighteen.
At the end of 1962 the Black Star Line was making about 42 voyages per
annum using its own ships and chartered' ships and carrying about 620,000 tons
of fre~t. The line was responsible for about 8'3 per cent of the total freight earnings
in Ghana. The proportion is expected to rise sublmntially with the delivery of
the neW ships .and also with the plan to increase the L~e's share of traffic on the
high .seas generally. To facilitate the expansion of the company's activities, an
amount of £G2 million will be provided out of Cenlral Government resources in the
plan period .. But the company will finance a major part of the expansion of its
activities out of its own resources. The' aim is that the'Line should be carrying the
equiv~ent of 40 per cent of the ocean traffic between Ghana and the rest of the
world by 1970.
Until 1958 there was nothing on
.credit side of the balance of payment;s
.on current account for freight and ~utance. The situation has cha~sl with the
establishment of the national shipping line and earnii1gs OD thiS 'item increased by
32 per cent from £0568,000 in 1959 to £0750;000 in 196.]'.With the ·steady growth
of the external trade of Ghana in recent y~, it is hopedtthat theinercasm.gactiviti~
of the .national shipping line will contribute much to the abatement of the straiD
on the balance of payments.

the
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()II) Posts and Telecommunications

,
, Considerable progress was made in the expansion of the postal and telecommunication services dutillg the second plan. The objective of the Seven-year Plan
is to improve, these facilities throughout t~ 001i~try and to close the lag In suppl?
that has. 8rrisen as a result of increased- demand, particularly from the industrl81
~or: It"is also' proposed to provide a good telccommunica~on system between
Ghana 'and the outside world. 'The total amount earmarked in the pian for post~
and teleco.mm\lllication~ is £9'5 zp.illion.
The ~gest project, .for,which £06 niillion has been provided, is t1!e building
of new telephone exchanges at Accra North, Ho, Koforidua, 'Swedru, Sunyani and
Tamal~,including the prevision of television and microwave links. '
Additional exchanges and truJik iines,' including telex excha.Qges at KUinasi,
Takoradi, an"d T.ema, will b~ provided at a cost of £02'3 million, and V.H.p.links
with Tamale, Lagos and Abidjan will be installed at a cost of £0 1'2,million.
Postal, business is estimated to increase by about 70 per cent dnring the sevenyear period 'and provision has been made for additional buildings and vans to .
accommodate this.
'

.

"

'\

e
Ill.-ELBqT1UClTY
"
. The purpose of the ,electrification programme of the Government llt to provide
adequate PQwer to meet the requirements for our industrial expansion and eventually
to supply eleptricity to all homes in: Ghana. The greatest single souft:e of power for
tbe electri11-cationof Ghana will soon be the"Volta River Project which is planned
to be co~ple~d towards the middle 9f 1967. In the meantime, generatior; will be
~ed
out wholly by diesel engine-driven alternators, l'involving an additional
expenditure 0(£0600,000 o~ generation plants.
Regarding rural ,electrificatidnJ it is felt that it will not be realistic; to ihltiate
a number or new independent diesel generating centrel'in view of the future plans
for a national grid system. It is therefore proposed to feed the' needy rur81 areas
as far u possible from existing supply centres, whose capacities will'bC increased
until the national .grid 'system is ready. After that some oft the existing thennal'
capacity will" be ttansfer_red to centres outside the natiop.al :grid area whiie the rest
is used for stabllisation and other atrCiUary purposes in the grid area. To keep ,the
supply of power in line ~tll th~incre~sihg demand including the electrification of
some tweli~-oDe rural towns and villages as well as the improvements to the; existing
system of distributIon, the SUQ1 of ..~G10million has been provided for the sevenyear period.
.
It: Sh9u!d 'be 'noted that with the completion of the first phase of
Volta
,Power ge:velopment in 19.6~~612 MW of electricity, or nearly seven ~es the pres~t
output from Government stations, wiU be produced for both industrial and dqmestic
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uses. The total power generated wiD be gradually increased as the need arises .to
around 747'MW in 1976.
It is' estimated that the maximum delll8lld on the power station 'by 1970 will
be 363.MW. This is expected to rise to about'600 ~W in 1976. The biggest single
consumer will be the -alumlaium 'smelter at Tema w.hich will be ~poDSible 'for
more than SO per cent of the total demand, The industrial and .agricu1iuralprojects
planned for implementation during' the 'seven-year peri9d will adtl. to .the demail(l
~orelectri~ pow~r but it ~ certain that for ~y years to come the electrica1aeneratIPS capacIty of Ghana WIll stay ahead of deJDaUdand the· power ·bottleneck will
have'been'broken.
.
IV.-PORTS AND FlsHINo HAllBouRS
The development of Tema harbour was virtually completed'fn luJy., 1961 when
the port was opened for shipping. A total of 381 vessels were cleared during that
year. Total tonnage handled at the port constituted QnJyabout 4 per cent or total
eargo tonnage .handled by all ports in the country in 1961. It is expected, however,
that Tema harbour's share of shipping tonnage for imports will incr~ substantiallywith the virtual closing down of Accra harbour and also when it.is used for the
importation of plant and equipment for such heavy projects as the Volta Dam and
other major industrial projects. The development of the country's resources will
also result in increased exports through Tema and Takoradl,
With approximately 6,000 feet of quayage in ~ at Tema. it is estimated that a
monthly tonnage of between 150,000 and 200,000 tons should be accommodated.
To ~acilitate this and to increase the Tema fishing harbour's capacity so as to allow
for further development of the fishing industry, extensions to tl\e 'fishing harbour
and certain other works in the main harbour are to be undertaken durinS this
period. An amount of £05·4 million bas been provided' for this purpose.
Harbour development projects are to be carried out in other coastal areas of
the countcyin order to provide.more fa.eilitles for fishlng. This includes the dredgiilg
of the Benya Lagoon at Elmina, the .provision of better fish.landing· facilities at
Sekondi-Takoradi
and the construction'of a jetty at Mieniia•
..
The Volta estuary at Ada will also be developed to provide all-the-year-round
facilities.for ijshing boats.

.

V.-WATBR. SUPPLY AND'SE\vEaAGB

At' present only one-sixth of the ,populad~n of Ghana eriJoys:.lood drlnJfj~g
water, which is made availatile through 74 public 'supply systems.':~e: 'rest ~r:the
population relies mainly on natural sources whicllare often P911uted::~d.~sare·fbt
i:JrinIdngpurposes. The Gov~rnment at~ches·sreat;jmportanoe .to :water~s~pplyand
sewerage: This fact was recognised dU;ringthe IC'conijplan and·.water..supply .w.a
aeeorded a rclauvely 'high priority.
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The,nlt1mate.aim of:·the.domestic water supply service in Ghana is to provide
good.aDdfab'pn~nt water to:ul1.parts Qfthe count?' and to .achieve a.hous.o:w:hou~
dcli~t'" tlJereby elimJnatjpg the publtc stand~plpc system of supply, since f:his
detracts so mucb·fr.om the value of the water service by the element of pollution
which 'it introduces.
I'

Sinoe .-the bulk.of ,Ghana's population Jives in rural communities new schemes
and extensions of existirig water supplies to rural areas are envisaged in the Sevenyear ~~. This will take the form' of providing certain areas with bore holes .and
weUs•.:wber.e-this.system.is .not feasible,.as in certain rural parts of Northern Ghana,
and other d.ry;parts· of 'llie country such as Brons-Aharo and the lower Volta, the
basis' of water ~eveloptD:ent will be the provision of reservoirs and artificial ponds.
For these rural pt~jects an amount of £02 million is being made available. The
selection of rural areas ·to be provided with water will be based, where population
density:and other demand factors such as health, etc., are similar, en the location of
industrial-ana other economic and social projects. It is' therefore proposed that
close co-operation should 'be maintalned between the Water Authority and the
promoters' of-industries. In 'order'to relieve acute seasonal shortages in certain
areas, especj~y in the north, it is proposed.to mobilise large water tankers to serve
needy areas, Provision will 3lso, be-made for research into methods of jmproving
water storage in the rural areiis."1n many parts of the country the villagers would be
capable of constructing through communal labour simple weirs or storage tanks
which·could provide' them. wlth.elean drinking water.
To' 'meet the "requirem'ents for rapid urbanisation and ind~$triaUsation' it is:
necessaey., to, Imprcve and extend existing supplies and distributioD in clties and
urban,ceJitresiwith populationslexceeding 10,000. This includes the Kpong extension
and Akosombo development .which will increase .the water supply in Accra and
Tema, and-will result, ~, the first phase, in the supply of 22 million gallons per day,
bringins the total available capacity for the Accra- Tema metropolitan area to
40 m.g.d., the amount judged to be needed in this area for all purposes including
sewerage, The supply at Kpong and Akosombo will eventually 'be adequat_e for
supply to the Akwapim Ridge 'and neighbouring districts as well. Extensions for'
Kumasi·and.sekondi- Tak9radlare also to be undertaken in this plan period, The total
allocation for 'the 'water development of city/industrial areas i& £011'9 million,
An additional amount of £04'75 million is provided for the development of modem
sewerage~'syste~s in Accra-Tenia and Kumasi. The estimated total .eost 'for ~the'full
implemeh~ti(i)n of the Accra sewerages scheme is of the order of £0"10 million., There
areaI~ro~~sfrOr
extensions to the Tema sewerage system. It.is·cXpected that the
sewerage· 'systems :in ,Accra ..TGla and Kwnasi as now planned will be .constructed
in staP-f.teftv.een· '1'963 and 1~75.The .present allocation will be spent on the con
struction-Qt·tlipse-major.elcments whose cost tends to increase the longer their eon.J~~ct:i9li·il
J"bst,PoneCl.
'
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For the improvement and further development of water supply in urban areas
and towns with less than 100,000 persons the total allocation under this Scv.enyear Plan is £05'8 million, This will be used for the construction of rural district
schemes such as EIrumfi District, Kwahu District and Akwapim Ridge and to
supply piped water to some 44 towns spread aUover the country.
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 1963-1970

INFRASTRUcrURE-SEVEN-YEAR

SUMMARY TABLE

Table 6.1

£GmillioD
lst

1.

Tnmsport IJId CommunJratlollS
1,1

Roatb and Brldge8
(~
Trunk Roads
b TownRoads
e Feeder Roads
Bridles
"

!

,) FerrIes

.,

21111 3rd

4th

5th

6th

7,,,

Y,ar 'y,tIT Y,ar Year Year Y,ar THr Total
..
"
"
"
"

2'53
0'45
0'20'
1'13
0'27

113 1'32
eNS O'$S
0'56 0'57
1'18 0'74
0'1.9

1'85
0'61
0'$7
0'10

2'16
0'61
0'20
0'4'

2'73
0'66
0'20
0'36

2'70 15'02
0'70 4'03
0'30 2'60
0'35 4'31
0'46

Total Roads, Ferriesand Bridges 4'58 4'11 3'18 3'13 3'42, 3"95 4'OS 26'42

1:2 RaUwaYIand Inland Waterways
(a) Track and Bridge Structure "
(b) Volta Lake Transport
"
Total
1,3 Air Tralllpor'

O'SO 1'20 1'70 O'7S 0'75 1'10 l'J8
0'25 0'75 0'50

,,

0'75

1'95 2'20 0'75 0'75 1'10 '1'IS

8'68

,,

0'25

0'10 0'25 0'20 0"20 0'25 0'25

1'50

J ,4 SI'/ppilll

,,

2, Portl .. FIsbfng Harbours
2,1 Tema Port extensIons
U Fisbina:Harbours
Total
..

3. ElectrlcJty

1'60

2'33 2'30 1'23 J'06 0'58 0'47

6'06

2'S1
1'00
9'57

1'04 1'05 1'06 1'03 0'98 0'23
0'02 0'04 0'05 0'02 0'01

5'39
0'14

1'06 1'09 I'll

5'53

1'05 0"99 0'23

2'28 2'39 1'76 1'49 1'18 0"96 1'00 11'06

4, Water and Sewerage
4,1 Rural Water
,,
.,
,,
. , 0'25 0'25 0'2.5 0'25
4,2 (Other Water: Extensions andDistributioo)
(a) CiUea/lndustries , ,
,,
, , 0'60 1'40 1'50 1'50
(b) Urbail/Industrles "
,.
" 0"90 0'70 0'70 0'70
0'20 0'40 0'"
4,3 Sewerage "
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1'50

0'40 0'40 0'50 0'70
2'00
---------:-------

1,5 Posts and T,lecommunkalwns
a) Philips Project
,,
,,
, , 0'87 1'2" 1'33 1'OS o'd 0'41 0'32
d) Other Development Projects , , 0'73 0'68 0'37 0'18 0'23 0'17 0'1'
~c) Acc:ra V,H,F, Link with Lagos
aDdAblcljan
,,
,,
,,
0'40 0'60
Total P.&T,

7'18

"

2'SS

0'30 0'35 0'35

2'00

2'00 2~30 2'60

11'90

0'90' 0'90, 1:00
0'90 1.'1' 1'75

"SO

"'75

Total

,,

1'"

2'S5 3'10 "'10- 4'70 -"40 24'45

Total Infrastructure

..

12'2714"2 13'6511'3' 12'1~ 12:;1 13'05 89'21

~
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TR.UNK, ROADS, 'BRIDGES AND FER.RlES
£0 million

Table '6.2
,

DlJC1lptton

3Td

41h

lit

.W

YIIZI'

Yetlr

Yw

Yem

0'40
.0'25

0'40
0'40

O'tiO
0"32

O'ti5

Slh
Yw

6/11

TIGf

7111
Y,ar

TOItll

TJt.UNE RoADS

I&cm1. AboCour-Tecblman·
Jema SaD I p a t e
Tamale
,.
2. XacUebl-Nk waD t a
N k wan t a-Oti.
River-BimhDa
3; TarJtwa.:Dunkwa "
4. Kade-Pruokuma
Oboau-1uaso
s~Acc:ra ..N saw a mAdcJao.AaamankcseKade
6. Accra-T e m a-Frcc·
way ....

1'88

0'40
0'40

0'40 ' 0'39
0'55
0'58

1'19
1'93

0'40

0'40

9'50

1'30

0'18

0'32

0'57

1'07

0'28

0'56

0'56

2'81
1'40

0'93
'--

0"40

0'40

0'50

0'40

0'60

2'30

I'SS

2'16

2'73

2'70

1"02

Total TrunJc Roads

2'$3

1'73

1'32

BlIDol!3
Item I, Tefto "
2. Memo and Yapcf "

0'73
0'40

0'13
0'40

0'74

..

0'40

I'

7.' KumasI~Biblani
8. AxiD;I-Ha1f Assfnl·
Saman,.NkroCo

3. Pruokuma "
4, Xumi
S, Ankobra Mouth
6. ou
7. Tono

2'05
0'97

2'20

0'10

0'80
0'25

0'15

.-

0'06

0"06

0'30

0'3'

0'30
'0'65
0'05

0'36

0'35

4'31

:0'30

,,
0'05

Total BricSacs

0'74

0'10

O'4S

1'13

1'18

0'12

0"13
0'06

0"25
0'06
0'15

0'27

0'19

0'46

0'20

0'36
0'20

0"37.
0'20

0'37·
0'20

0'20

0'20

0'30

1'10
1'50

Total·Feeder Roads

0'20

0'56

0'57

0'57

0'20

0'20

·0'30

2'tiO

TotIl AU R.oads,
PerrI" and Brldps

4'13

3'66

2'63

2'52

2'81

3'29

3'3'

PBlUWIS

Item I, Yeji ,.
2. New Adawso
3, Dumbai

0'15

Total Parries
.PDDE& R.OADs
Item 1. Volta Lake Ports
2, Uaspcciftc:d"

"

22'39
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TABLB

6.3
£G?QOO

TOWN ROADS
lSI

Y-

D,salptlon

or

1. Improvement

Indepen-

dence Avenue
2. ·IUngRoad

..

303

Y..,

r.r

6th

Year

YI4I'

y.,

7tlr
y.,.

TDtal

300

SOO

350

350

340

300

2,443

2nd

3rd

4th

150

150

3. Central Area By-pasl (Libe-

ria Rd.).
Road extensJon to
Kwamo Nkrumah CJ.n;Je

4. Boundary

50

50

200

100

100

200

600

54

60

70

200

484

100

100

s, Labadi By-pass
6. Wonters Circle, Sekondi
TOtal

134

5th

4$3

45O

''0

604

100

150

610

·660

250
700

4.027

TABLB6.4

POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
·1.~
2." ~ ~ii)Rural Area~
.
N 1iuDks
ew
' .,
~ ~T"ruii6

....

TotalTnmb

.

'3. V.H.F.
'~~Aci:ra-l.agoS-Abid~

.

~'Ghana·

.

Total V.H.F.

4.

••

Local Jg Cables ••
Monitoring StatIons
Telecommunications

..
••
•.
Y.H.F···

..

••

•

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

....

and Equjpmeota

5. .PsILJl'S PROJECT
Sub-'J'i

etc.
.

••
..
Sets

u.odtqrouDd Cables

...

~

\A

6.000
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~5OO
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S2.®o

90.000

••
••
..
••
••
••
••
••
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•

2OO.®O
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•.
MotorT~

Do
~~
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5joo

511, Year

6'/1 Year 7tJiy~

-
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..,

~SOo
. _.

~
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46.000

~
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~·~.sOo

~

~
'.

5SOO

s;soo
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. '000
..;

no"
•

."1-
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600.000
~

1,000.000'
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(jQ(),OOO
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.
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••
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~5OO

EQmPMENT
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Tdcpaphic: Automatic Switching·
••
••
su~t
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t1Ire
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,"

0ntiR. PRoJEcIS
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l.rt YftII'

£G
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Table 6.7 (0)

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
lsI Y.,. 2nd Year 3rd Y.,.
1963
1964
1965

Oms

000,000

UIQWl

(above 10,000 populatioll)

TOWNS

(5,000 to 10.000 population)
Rmw.
(tIQder 5,000 populatiOn)
SEWI!RAoII
Acaatrcma
Kumasi

,

••

Tabl~ 6.7 (b)

6th YIG!" 71h Year
1969
Tf1Iai
1968
1,400,000 1,500,000 I,SOO,OOO 2,000.000 2,300,000 2,600~000 11,.900,000

••

SBitONDIJTAXOJW)l
New HeadWOrb-SekondJrrakoradi

Table 6.; Cc)

-

w

~

Tarkwa District
Cape Coast District
Swedru District
Xoforidua District
HoDistrict
8)myani District
Tamale Di$trict
BoJsataDp District

1967

600,000

~OOO

800,000

900,000 ',100,000

100.000

100,000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100,000

100,000

2SO.000

250.000

2SO.000

2SO.000

300,000

3.50,000

3so.000 '2,000,000

200,000

400,000

500.000

600.000

700,000
450,000

850,000

700,000

1,750,000 2,550.000 2.850,000

3,2S0,OOO
600,000 1_n),OOO
lso.~ 300.000
3,100,000 4,100,000 4,700,000 S.4()(),OOO 24,~S(),OOO

CITIESjINDUSTRIAL

£G

2nd Yea'

1964

-

3nI Y«u
1965

200,000
1.50.000
10,000

200,000
280,000
40,000

290,000

90,000

700,000

470,000

KUMASl

New Headworks Kwnasi Distribution

1966

600,000

ACCRA/Tf,MA
~Tcma
Distriet Distn"bution
Akosombo Headworks
Akosombo/Aa:raJTcma Trunk Main

411, Yea, 5th Yea,

600.000

lsI Yea,
1963
Wa"ja-.Kpong .&tcnsioos

£0

800;000

••

,
"

300.000
70,000
70.000

41h Yt'Qr

1966

51h YC'QI' 6th Yeor
1967
1968

~=

7th Year

1969

280,000
290.000

160,000
360,000
320,000
600,000

250,000
240,®O
280,000
390.000
440,000
455,000
600,000 1,105,000

390,000

460,000

500,000

;
"

,:

.~:
....Z

i .

~

:,

:.

TtllDl

1.620.000
2.0.50.000
J,s3S,OOO
2,535,000

400,000 3,010,000

i

1.50,000 180.000
180,000 100.000
300.000
120,000 120,000 1,150,000
-600,000 1.400,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 2.000,000 2,300,000 2,600,000 ll,.900,OOO

URBAN/INDUSTRIAL

£0

lsi y.". WYII!'Q' 3nI TtlQl' 41h )".". Slh Year fIIh Year 7th Year
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
TDtal
1969
80,000
100,000
100,000
20,000
300.000
.50.000 100,000
300,000
150.000
230,000
165,000
70,000
100,000 112,000
200,000
1,142.000
53,000
.50,000
60,000
163,000
60,000
308.000
300,000
498.000 1.1~000
20,000
4S.000
20.000
327,000
100,000
120.000
140,000
100,000
100,000
l'J:1,CXXJ
140,000
120,000 200,000
173,000
97,000
90.000 . 110,000
930.000
800,000
600,000
600,000
800,000
900,000 5,100.000
600,000
800,000

-

2OS.ooo

l.of¥~

"
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CHAPTER 7
EDUCATION, ;MANPOWERAND EMPLO~

A. EDUCATION AND MANPOWER

•

I.-BouCA110N

As has been said, we must look to ind~stry and agriculture to provide an
increased standard of living, but these two sectors of the economy are depenaent on
an adequate supply of suitably educated and trained manpower. In a sense education
takes precedence over the other two as the mainspring of economic progress. Economic growth does not consist merely in the expansion of aggregate production, it
consists in the expansion of output per head and therefore it necessarily entails an
increase in productivity per head. Without such an increase in productivity.the population may grow and with it the national income, but the level of prosperity cannot
increase. Rising productivity derives from two sources. On the one hand it is influenced by the kinds of capital goods-equipment, machinery, land-with which
'the population is supplied. On the other hand it depends upon the skill with which
labour and management use these capital assets. Contemporary experiencesuggests
that the latter is every bit as important as the former in determining the level of
economic development in a country.
In the context of economic development education may be viewed.in two
aspects. First, in order that the productivity of the people may improve they ought

to be made generally receptive to new ideas. Secondly, education should have the
function of teaching' ~ltepopulation the specific skills that are required to produce
the goods and ~ces needed by the economy.
I

1I.-THE PRESBNfLEVEL OF BoUCA110NAL DevELOPMENT
Education In Ghana has witnessedprofound changes in the last ten years in the
field of making people, especially children, more receptive to new ideas and more
aware of the world and their surroundings. Fee-freeprimary education was instituted
iIi 1952. From that date educational facilities rapidly expanded to all parts of the
cquntry, so that by 1961 they were sufficientto make it possible for Government to
iJitroducecompulsory primary education.
These measures have laiel the foundations for the greatest revolution in Ghana's
history. It is possible now to envisage the date when every child without any regard
as to whether his parents are.riChor poor will be able to develop his talents to the
fullest .degree. BYentually this revolution will make it possible for every child,
I'
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provided he has the ability, to get, an education from the primary to university level
without any hindrance arising from his financial circumstances. Already univCl'Sity
education and teacher training are virtually free. It is intended that by the end of the
Seven-year Development Plan Secondary education will also have become free.
Hitherto accidents of birth, place of residence and financial circumstances
have played a large part in determining which of the children in Ghana were able to
go to elementary school and to continue their education beyond that level. It is
proposed to replace this haphazard and frequently inequitable selection mechanism
with one more closely related to the intenectual abilities of children. Methods of
selection based on scientific principles are being worked out and tested. When the
validity of these tests as a way of determining intrinsic capabilities has been firmly
established it is proposed to apply them uniformly throughout the country in selecting
young people for the various forms of further education-continuing and SecOndary.
schools, technical schools and institutes, commercial and clerical institutes and
so on-that will be established under this and subsequent development plans.
In the past ten years Ghana has also made outstanding progress in the field of
changing the receptivity of the adults to new ideas and technology. The mass education and community development system of Ghana has been deservedly acclaimed
for its success in broadening the mental horizons or the adult population in remote
villages.
In.-THE TASK'
EDUCATION
THB SEVBN~YBAR PlAN
..The stage
has now been reached where educational policy must increasingly
OF

UNDBR

concern itself with the second great purpose of educatian, the teaching of skills
and other attainments that arc needed for the running of a modern economy.
The educational programme outlined in this plan seeks to do this in two ways.
First, when the mass of children leave primary 'school, facilities must be provided
for them to learn the skiDs and attainments that will fit them for-life as members of
a modern labour force. Secondly, the educational system must be .geared to meet the
needs of tbe expansion of industry and agriculture and other sectors of the economy
that are foreseen under this plan.
The children coming out of the primary schools at present arc mostly fitted out
by their education with basic skills of literacy. (t is proposed to supplement the
six-year course of basic primary education by 'a two-year COUllC at a continuing
school in which the children will be introduced to elementary skills ot a more
specifically economic narure.
For the other training in skills required by industry, agriculture and tbe other
, sectors of the economy it is generally necessary [b~t the trainees should have had
basic education up to the secondary school leveL These people, who constitute
the middle and potential high level manpower of the economy, are those of whom
142
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there: is the .greatest scarcity in Ghana. The programme of educational development
under this plan therefore lays especially heavy emphasis on the expansion of secondary education; both full-time and part-time, and of the subsequent facilities for
training in technological and managerial s.kllls.
These facilitjes for further training in the technical institutes and universities
will be expanded to cope both with an incr~ing volume and a rising technological
level of work. At the same time their extra-mural impact must be widened. Opportunities Will be provided for· 'an increasing number of working people to continue
thetr education and training through part-time attendance, evening courses,
short intensive courses and correspondence courses.

IV:-"LABOUR PO-ReB
It is estimated that in the period 1963-70 the population of Ghana will·grow

from 7'2 to 8'6 million. During that period 1'3 million young people will enter the
labour force, of whom, allowing for those who are temporarily removed from the
employment market by marriage, further education or physical disabilities, approximately 1'1 million will be available for employment. Of these approximately
600,000 will be required to replace the wastage in the existing labour force, leaving
about 500,000 for whom new employment opportunities must be created. Government is firmly committcp to a policy of run employment and this Seven-year Plan
. has been framed 'on the assumption that new jobs must be created at a rate sufficient
to absorb all the fresh manpower that will become available during the period.
This entails' expandfug the labour force by approximately 3 pIer'cent a year in order
to create the 500,000 new jobs required to absorb the expected increase in Ghana's
labour force.
Since the plan also calls for the absorption of most of these new workers into
industry and modernised agriculture it is necessary that a maximum number of
them should be fitted out by the educational system to fill jobs that require skill and
training. An increase in the numbers of workers :fitted by their basic education to
acquire the hi3her skills is particularly urgent since it is estimated that the requirements of economic growth under. this plan will not be satisfied unless employment
in both high level and middle level occupations increases by more than 60 per cent
ih the course of the next seven years.
In order to ensure that the required numbers of high and middle level ~mployees
will be available a planned programme of intensive training for up-grading must be
introduced without delay. A system will be devised which will provide an incentive
to employers to organise and operate in-service training programmes· for their
employees,
1~3
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A.t the time of the 1960 census 4 per cent of the labour .force in Ghana was
employed in the higher level occupations and about 16 per cent in middle level
ocCupations;As compared. with this, in the more advanced economies of the world
the proportion of the labour force in those two levels of employment approaches
SO per cent. The profile of employment in 1960shows a particularly small proportion
-of employment in managerial, technical, craftsman and supervisory grades. These
are precisely the elements in the total labour force on whom the economy depends
most for
, its productive efficiencyand its ability to grow.
'!be approximate pattern of employment which the education programme
under ·the present plan is designed to make possible by the end of the seven",year
period is shown in Table 7.1. If the targets under this plan can be met then the
proportion of the labour force engaged in higher and middle level operations can
be increased from 20 per cent to about 26 per cent, involving the training of over
half a million workers to. fill jobs in these categories, The provision of new and
extended facilities for this traimng, and especiallyfor the production of the numbers
of new teachers required to train this manp,ower, will make very heavy demands
on the community's resources in the coming years, A total capital aJlocation of
£064 million is made for the development of the educational services.
It is hoped through the expenditure of this sum, and of correspondingly heavy
amounts on the recurrent costs of running the educational system, to produce over
750,000 new workers with at least eight years of formal schooling and 110,000
others with formal education beyond the elementary level. The targets for the
. production of trained manpower are set out in Table 1.2. For the earlier years of the
plan period the output of the educational system win depend· upon the numbers
of pupils that have already been taken into schools before the inauguration of this
plan. The fuU impact of the new developments in education under the plan will
not be seen in the output of the elementary schools until after the end of the plan
and in the output of the secondary schools until the second half of the plan period.
Of the 1'1 million new workers who wiUjoin the labour force by 1970, about
0'8 million will be educated to some given level. The large pool-of yOUDgworkers
with middle and continuing school education will, after some pre-service trf1iDing
and further training on the job, fill places in the middle-level manpower categories
and in the agricultural sector where some .20,000 .farm equipment maintenance
mechanics will be required. The 110,060 other school products who will be educated
beyond the elementary level will mainly fill jobs in the high-level manpower categories. The remainder numbering about 0'3 million illiterate workers will work
in the unskilled categories and in the agricultural sector as famn labourers.
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Table 7.1

GHANA MANPOWKR. PROJEC110N$-U63-1970
0

N" PIat:u

Employmat

i96i

.,.

Administratiw-Maoascrial ••

'Protessa:.I .•.
••
••
Sub-PrOCessiooa aud Technical
PtimIU)'/MiddIe Tcac::ben .:
$ccoadaJ)' and ~
Teachera

'13:000
o

,.

SkiUed Crafts

'

36,C!OP
32,000

2.000

.,'

Pereajt
Middle-IANI .
...
Clerical and CoDUllCJdal

•

'109.000

4%

••

43.000

Trade (&elUsive orP!=tty Traders)
Mlniog
••
..,.'.
•
,.
TlaDSportatioD/Commuoicatioos
Scmi-8ki1led Craft &. Operati'tICS

Service
SubwTotal
Percmt ••
UlISkilled
petty Traders
Tailors, etc.

JJakcrs, etc.
Labou.rers

....

46,000

33;000

63.000

156.000
54.000
395.000
·16%

..:.

-...

.

"

1 0

AIrkultItn :
SeJf-~~F~
: . 0thCi Farm Eoiplo~t

.. . ..

Sub-Total

.p.,cat

(hAND TCT(AL .

"MALa

F!tow.E

..

...
.,

•

16;000 .

3.000

23

26

3,900

,970

6.900

lltItkJof

1""1.
1963 &Ijt. .
. ..,.",

•

I

.'

53%

'6%
200%

~
19.000

.5,000'
12.000

69;000
6,000

37,000

186.000
7%

77,000

:70
•

32.000

109.000

~"

~OOO

51
SO

15,900
16.000

37.900
39,000

27
67
51

88%
84~

25,300
58.BOP

139,800

16,000

52,000

4_.0Q0

65.000
69.000
42.000
IOS~
237,000
80.000 '
S98~

9%

.

23.000
9.000

42,SOO

81,000
26.000

203~
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44

~
IQ.800.

200

9.000
600

US

48

IS..000

24,soo

10,7QO
14,000
26;800
4&,000

4.600

749-

~ l4J!iY.
100"

107"

SO,500

93X

~

72'"

899-

51

lSS,soo

359,000

90%

100.000

130.000
33,soo

44°·

.

:.

43%

10
10

. 26.000

45.000
80,000

51

30,000

144,500

23.000
64,SOO

80

44,000

500.000

625,000

12.5,000

2S

200,,000

325,009

6S"

~7.SOO

28

200,000

237,soo

182J
31~

20%
43"-

20%

53,000

108;S0C)

1,soo.1>OO.

1,337.soo
250,000

.: SO,OOO

l-sOO.000

1,587.soo

87.soo

5

212,500

62.500
306.000

2.504,000

2.1YJ?OOO

493,000

19

600.000

J.093.000

60%

1,504.000

1,000.000

~

.:2:

67.800

7,soo

200.000

lB'
c:

.!
J

24.000

30,000

20%

'er~nl '

I.

mttIII orer

ToIai

brkIk8
NmIt!d6y

330.000

300.000

• 75.000

Sub-Total

..- ..
t;

19,000
7,000

..
..
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,

BIquInd
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m,A-t.-,.1

.

o

..

~~~ ~
.Rlsi III
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TabJe 7.2
EMPLOYABLB OUTPur OF EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM: 1964-1970

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

,0

00

•
•.
.,
••
•.

0

Apprentice
tmdTecltMiddle
meal
School and Secondary
COnll1llll", School Un{ve"itlu TraiN",
1,130
'),900
400
35,500
1,285
900
2,400
46,500
1,485
1,150
2,800
48,500
2,200
1,450
12,000
49,500
2,675
l,6SO
7,SOO
117.500
2,850
1,750
9,000
212,500
2,925
1,750
242,500 11,000
7S2,5oo

46,600

9.050

14,5S0

Clnlcal
and
Teacher
Training ColftlMrcilll 7'otal
41,430
2,000
56,085
2,000
2,000
60,938
2,000
5,000
72,150
2,000
5,000
2,000 J36,825
5,000
2,000 234,600
6,000
266,675
6,000
2,000
31,000

12,000

865,700

(i) High-Level employment

As ,compared with the real needs of the economy relatively slow rates of growth
have occurred in the training of professional and managerial personnel. There were
two reasonsfor these slow rates. First, the education, training and experience required
to qualifyfor these occupations are lengthy and demanding. Second, the rate at which
personnel in high-level occupations can be absorbed into the economy is limited by
the fact that each employee at this levelrequires at least fivesupporting technicians to
make his employment worth-while. and the training of such personnel has also been
at too slow a rate in the past.
The growth rate among the highly skilled craftsmen during the plan period may
not be as rapid as the increases in the semi-skilled craftsmen and operatives. It is
expected that a greater degree of mechanisation will increase the number of semi~kined operators the middle-level group) and will diminish to some extent the
recent accelerateddemand Cor skilled craftsmen. It is also planned that the individual
output of those now employed as skilled craftsmen should be Increased substantially
through improved in..service training schemes and further mechanisation. This
should decrease the demand for craftsmen still further. Because of these expected
phanges in demand for certain types of craftsmen it is proposed to re-examine
the entire structure of the present apprenticeship programme so as to bring it
loto better alignment with the future employment demands. It·isalso proposed. in thJs
regard. that tlie contract terms Cor each new enterprise willinclude a clause requiring
that the new industry will provide pre-employment training for the operative person'nel which will be employed.

em

!
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Arrlncrease of 12,000is projected for the sub-professional and technician groups.
With major increases in the industrial sector, large numbers of qualified technicians
will be needed. In addition, a serious shortage of qualified technicians haS existed for
several years. These are key occupations in the expansion plans of the economy and
every effort must be made to provide the numbers required. To ensure that the
technical·institutes enrol a sufficient number of students it is proposed to make all
education in technical institutes tuition free.
The recruitment and retention of teachers of all types has become increasingly
difficult,largely because of unattractive salaries and conditions of service in the teachiog profession relative to other occupations. It is proposed to adjust the salary scalesfor
, teachers to make them at least comparable with those in other occupations for which
·similar qualifications are required. The discrepancy at the top salary levels is
particularly discouraging because' it provides no incentive for making a career of
teaching. Some of the largest relative increases in any type of employment are planned
in this field-liS per cent for the primary-middle group and 200per cent for the secondary and higher education group. The provision of these teachers, as was stated
earlier, is fundamental to the success of the entire Seven-year Plan.
(Ii) Middle-level occupations

The la,rgest numerical growth in employment can be expected to occur jn the
middle-level category. These increases can be accomplished more readily than in tlie
high-level category because. the training and education requirements here are lower.
It will also be possible to obtain large numbers of middle-level personnel from the
ranks of those now employed in unskilled occupations. This up-grading process will
require the introduction of intensive in-service training programmes and improvements in employee selection methods. Hitherto, ~ith a few notable exceptions,
employers of labour in Ghana' have paid insuflicie-ntattention to the training of their
workers. It needs to be more widely appreciated that the formal educational system
cannot provide aU the training required in a modern economy, Employers, ·both
public and private, will be expected to make far greater contributions tolabour training through individual factory and farm schools, industry-wide training schemes, day
release, payment for attendance at short courses and evening classes, etc. As indicated
above, the facilities of the formal education system will be made accessible to working
people on an in~reasing scale. 1t will be for the employers to make it posslble for their
employees to take advantage of these opportunities.
Two-thitds of the growth in middle-levelemployment will occur in the transportation-communication field and.in the semi-skilled craft occupations. It is expected that
employment in these,two categories together will increase by 56 per cent by 1970.
Increases will result esp~cia1ly from the expansion, of tho radio,' telephone and
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electricalnetworks and facilities and from-the introductjoh of television. Among the
semi-skilled occupations, rapid growth will b~ required to 'provide employees fot
the new industries which must be estabUshcd:during the seven-year period.
~
.
.
,
.
As the economy develops, normal growth can be expected. in ~~. clerical, trad:
and service occupations. This growth will ocetir at 'an accelerated rate and. muStJ
therefore be taken into account. Employeesin thC$eoccupatjpns form' the suppOrting
cadre for all those' in tse more specialised categories and, in' addition, they ensure
that essential basic services are available, More than 22,000 additional office-clerical
employees will be required by 1970. Since only a small number of students are
being trained in these skills at the present time~planshave been made to expand thi~
type of traini.ng. These plans are described in a subsequent section·of (his report,

.

I

•

••

The sizeable target set for the exploitation of ail the main mineral resources-of
Ghana is bound to lead to an increase in mining employment. It is expected that
employment in the mining industry will increase by about 23,000.

,

In-service Training

Ghana·s educational 'institutions can be expected to provide nearly 900,000
new employees during the plan periop. It should be. emphasised, however, that
while these additions. to the labour force WI'll be educated up to given levels, none
will be trained for" or experienced in, the occupations in whichthey willbe employed.
The introduction of a majority of these workers into-the wage ~g
sector of the
labour force within a 'Bhort period of tiine can have serious negative ·effectson the
efficiencyof the total Idbour force.
~,
,
The"problem 'is further complicated by the necessity for up-grading a large
n~ber of those now employed into positions -of higher skill and responsibility.
~y
now employed as artisans must become. foremen; foremen must become
supervisors; supervisors must become managers, and so on. Unski)led workers
must 'be raised to' the semi-skilled; semi-skilled must become skilled; middle-level
empl!)yeesmust; ~e converted into high-level employees-if the req~Tements of the
plan are to be met.
.

H't~Csetransitions are to be accompllshed..~th minimum. losses arrangements'
must be made promptly to expand and improve eXi~tingIn..sernce training facilities
and programmes. While excellent in-service tlainlng schemes iire in 'operation In
many institutions. both publicand privatC(e.g.G.N.C.C., Pcstsand Telecommnnlcations, Y.A.C., U.T.C.) the combined output. of uainees' from ·all cjf tli~ facilities is
jnsi~cant when compared to the needs of-the to.tat;economy• .only.a few hundred
employees are undergoing in-service trailJiDg on a.,.planned· ~,is while "several
~ous~ds will require this type
of training. ...•
.
.......
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.'

Tho 'operation- of a scheme of this magnitude Will require the triining·.o'fhuti~
of training, diiectors 'and ·staff·trainers in-all types of enterprises. 'While the ,.Producti;.
vity Centre Can be ex~ted ,to assist. in this effort the combine(bforces ,of,:every
agency in this, .type. of work will be -required=-teehnieal institutes, colleges, universities, spCcfalise4 instituti9D.s, etc.' In addition, incentives must be provided to
employers who! undertake' ,approyed training schemes in the form of taX benefits or'
import priorities. Employees must also be offered wage incentives for undertaking,
and successfully completing programmes of in-service traioirig. For the years
immediately.'aliead Ghana's most valuable manpower supply will be those already
employed. Their skills and abilities must be bullt upon and Improved.
Pre-service Training
. The industrialisation programme under tho Plan will require the establishment
of numerous' industries employing hundreds of semi-skilled operatives whose
training and slPll should not take the form of the existing five-year apprentice
training programme. Though such workers will benefit from schemes of on-tho-job
training, it is desirable that some form of traihlng, lasting for three to nine months,
be organised for them before they enter the factories. It is' proposed therefore to set
up, in collaboration with. the main industrial establishments; a number of specialised
vocational training centres-where the would-be factory hands will, get-some months
of pre-service training berore entering the factories.
'
(iii) Unskilled Employees
Outside agriCulture the lowest relative rate of growth in any of the manpower
levels is e~ted
to take place in the unskilled categories. Although, .apart from
farming, this segment has the larg~st number of employees of any sector, recruitment
activity will be largely (ot the purpose of replacing those who move up to higher
levels or who .leave the employment ·~ket.
If, as is to be expected" 'the process of marketing continues. to change from the
t,raditional petty trader pattern to a more bighly organised sYStem, th~increase in
the number
petty traders will be very small.
'There will however be 8.3ubstantial increase in the number of unskilled labourers
required for the expansion of the services and Industrial sector of the economy.

of

(Iv) Agriculture
Although,ino appreciable net ·increase is planned in agricultural empl~ent,
it"must be remembered that replacement -requirements resulting ftom wastagel~ill
.1s.~igb
~orb tllOusands'of.people. The-average age of those employed in.f~g
and the work is -strenuous. It is to be expected 1hat the wastage rate will therefore
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run high during the plan period. The Government plans to introduce mechanised
farming methods and new techniques and crops and to increase productivity throughout this sector. These changes will require the services of approximately 20,000 farm
equipment maintenance mechanics and thousands of other agricultural workers.
Most of these employees must have specialised cducati~n. and training, the provision
of which will be the main purpose of continuing and technical schools in the rural
areas. Thcrefore, while the total agricultural labour force will rise by ,only 6 per cent
the composition of this labour force will change considerably. These changes can be
effected within thc group of 300,000 new employees who must be recruited and trained
during the next seven years.
V.-TaB

PATI'BRN OF EDUCATION

(i) Elementary Education
It is proposed to shorten the overall length of time required for the completion
of elementary education from ten years as it is at present to eight years. Of these
the first six years will be devoted to the acquisition of those basic skills of literacy
that are now taught in the six years of primary and the first two years of middle
school.
This compression of the length of the primary school period requires corresponding changes in the curriculum and text-books. Bfforts now being made to produce
a wider variety and higher quality of school text-books more attuned to the pupils'
background and their future will be greatly intensified. Starting from 1963
school text-books wiD be supplied free of charge, which should remove what
is now a financial brake on the progress of pupils from the lower income families.
The new system wiD be designed to enable children who .have taken the six-year
primary school training from the age of six to twelve years to be able to enter either
the secondary, technical or continuing schools. In order to help achieve a satisfactory level of basic education within the six years it is intended also to exploit
more fully the potentialities of audlo-vlsual and other aids to education.
Unless this shortening of the overall length of elementary education is carried
out, with 'approximately 250,000 children entering schools every year under the
compulsory education 'law nearly two million additional pupils will be enrolled
in the elementary schools of Ghana during the period of the Seven-year Plan without
any of them becoming available to the labour force before 1970. It is obvious that
such an increase in the overall size of the school population at the elementary
level could hardly be supported by the economy at thc same time that it attempts
to implement a rapid programme of economic development. It is also generally
asreed- 'that it should not be necessary to take as long as is. now taken over the
I

iso
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teaching of elementary skills of literacy and comprehension. Under the present
school system the youth in Ghana enter the labour force at an age far above that
at which the youth with comparable education in other countries enter the labour
market. In order to be able to implement this shortening of the length of the primary
school period it will of course be necessary to up-grade significantly the quality
of teaching in the primary schools. This plan therefore contains proposals for
an accelerated training of primary school teachers, both to up-grade the quality
of staff by replacing some of the large proportion of pupil teachers and other
unqualifiedstaffand also to add to the total number of teachersavailable.
(il) Continuing school

I.

After children have e:cquika the basic literacy skills in the first six years of
elementary education those who do not enter secondary and other institutions of
further education will be required to undertake two years of continuing education
which will be designed specificallyto fit them to enter the labour force. The nature
of this post-basic schooling in the elementary school system has to undergo radical
changes. Formerly, when only a small fraction of the children in Ghana went to
school, the elementary schools' products were trained in such a way that they could
be fitted .into mainly white-collarjobs in which the ability to read and write was
required. Other jobs, especiallyall those operative jobs requiring training in maulpulative and technical skills, werefilled with people who had not had:.anyschooling.
The coming of universal elementary education has changed all that; we must now
envisagea situation where all the entrants into the labour force,whateverthe occupa.
lion they are going into, will have had some schooling. Therefore the purpose of
elementaryeducation will, no longer be to fit youths to enter white-collaroccupations
but to fit them for aUthe jobs that need to be done in the economy.The curriculum,
the content and the whole orientation of the elementary schools have to be changed
in the light of the new circumstances.
Also, in order to accommodate the education of the- coming generation of
Ghanaians to the technologicalrequirementsof the modem world it has been decided
to introduce the teaching of baSic scientificconcepts and facts into the elementary'
school programme and to improve the teaching of mathematics. The facilities of
the present middle schools will be converted for the use of the continuing schools.
To supplement the programme in the fields of vocational and science training it is
proposed to expand the system of Vocational Training Centres which has recently
been introduced with such success to cover the entire country. Each Vocational
Training Centre can serve a nU¢ber of schools and thereby reduce the need for
specialised equipment and teachers.
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For boys it is envisaged that the continuing school curriculum will include
various trades related to the industria1·and construction sec0rs of the·economy;
modern agricultural techniques; typing and shorthand together' with simple
office routine; elementary book-keeping and atcOuntancy.· For girls it is intended
that, in addition to learning some of the commercial and manipulative skills taught
to the boys, there will also be training in such sp~
fields as domestic
science and handicrafts. Already large numbers of yaung girls are employed in
industrial and commercial establishments in Ohana and have proved to be very apt
at learning manipulative and service techniques. It is intended that, ·like other
progressive countries, Ghana should make full use of the potential female labour
force especiallynow that, with universal education, these girls will be educated by the
time they are ready to enter the labour market.

Table 7.3
PROJECI'ED ENROLMENT IN PRIMARY, MIDDLE AND CONTINUING
SCHOOLS AND TEACHER RBQUlREMENTS, 1964-70
School

49.000

1,498,000

60,000

240,000· 1,678,000

42,125

4,500

1,678.000

64,000

~,OOO

I,J50,000

46,625

4,300

1,850,000

65,500

244.900 2,028,SOO 50,925

:4,460

.0

2,028,500

125,000

253,000 2,156.SOO I 55,38"

00

2,156,SOO 220,000

262,000 ·2,198,500

58,58$

1,050

00

2,198,500

211,000 2,2l9,500

59,63$
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.0

"1967
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1969
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1~3.000
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a_II?
T«IChm
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4,875
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250,000
833,500
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-
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.

13,619,000
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22,910

Nor. (1) 'Enrol:menlr in 1964 and 1965 exceed the cenS\lS fiaum of·cbiJdren reachJo8 tho lIP or six
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aae 6. Thereafter

the enrolment fiaurcs are Donnal.
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Table 7.4t

: .

PRlMARY:MIDDLH-CONTINUINO SCHOOLS, 1964-70'
I.

" -,

...•

'

"

Year

:

.. NIt

.

;t'ddttlons

Pass Outs

Total

.

...

to Labour

Middle

ContlnuJni ForCe

86,000* . 49,000

35,500

' Enrl1lme'nt Primary

1.964

1,498,000

1965

1,678,000 124,~

60,000

·46,500

'1,850;000 220,000·

64,000

'48,500

2,0~8,500 250,000·

65,500

49~500

'1968

2,156,500 244,000*

125,000

117,500

1969

2,198;500 240,000·

220,000

212,500

•

1966

~9.67
"

... ,

'

1970
Total

2,219,500 236,000·
583,500

250,000

242,500

250,000

'].52,500

~ot added to ~bour Foree.

. tthis Table pro~~, fiaures tor the three type. oC elemental')' cduc:atioo-primary. middle and continaillJ
,chook. Since aU thoie who ftDfshtheir primlry education continue a. pupillin aecondaly' or continuing

~ooJ. there iJ.1lO'addltion to the labour fOn:Giatthis point.
I
. Labour COl"af a~d.itions from the continu.~8_schooJ. cannot, in theory, beam Cor elght yean iihcc that
'.,the length or ttle to~ Plcle. ft is entirely pOSSible, however, to convert the present middle school program.
inc to die vocatiorWly oriented continuins_lIChoolpattern by 196' or 1966. It thls 11dono tho "pass'oatS"
{~m continuflls ~hoQl could bcain in 1967 or 1968.
'
, .

In the curriculum of the contig.uing schools special attention will be paid to the
teaching of English to all pupils sin~ ease of communication is an increasingly
important necessity for the smooth functioning of the economy: At present an
imperfect knowledge of Eilglishis'a handicap not only to the youths who are employed
~ 'offices and c9Inmerci81 establishments but also to those in agriculture and Industrial enterpRscs where it is necessary for them to master new and rapidly
changing techniques,
'In order to make the training in the continuing schools sufficiently practical to
fit'the youths psychologically and technically to take their place in the labour market
it is proposed ·to institute Intensive systems of practical work in induStry, agriculture,
commerce and government as a part of the curriculum. The teaching staff for the
co~tinuing s<;hoois must have sP~ciaIised qualifications and training: Since the first
pupils w1l1enter these schools In 1966 plans for this specialised teacher training
should be formulatCd immediately. More tlian 12,000 teachers will 'be required.
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(iii) Secondary and secondary technifa/ school

At present less than 2.per cent of the output of G~na's educational system goes
through secondary schools. In order to sati~ the requirements of a modern economy
it is estimated tbat this proportion should rapJdly be built up to' about 2S per cent.
This is a goal which Ghana has set for.itself (ollowing the Addis Ababa Conference
on Education in 1961. Although the full target cannot be reached in the course of one
seven-yearplan it is intended to make significant progress toward its implementation
before 1970. Unless this can be done the secondary and technical schools, which
constitute the training grounds for all the high ·Ieveland much of the middle level manpower required for the economy, will continue to act as an impediment to the rate at
which economic and social development can be accomplished in Ghana.
The rapid expansion of educational facilities in the past decade, especially at the
primary school level,and the introduction of free and compulsory primary education
have created an imbalance in terms of numbers at the expense of hi8&ereducation.
Becausethe number of children reaching the age ot six is so large and will grow larger,
this Imbalance is likely to persist for a while.
Under previous plans for the expansion of secondary education it was proposed
to increase the enrolment in secondary schools at the rate of SOO additional pupils
per year. In view of the increasing needs of the economy it is now proposed to
increase secondary school enrolment at the rate of 2,000 additional pupils per year.
This would increase the prospective output of the secondary school system from
33,000to 62,000 in the course of the seven years. At present one out of five middle
school leavers proceeds to secondary school; by 1970 despite the large expansion
in secondary school facilities, only one out of ten middle schoolleavers will be able
to find a place in a secondary school. This as mentioned is due to the rapid growth
in primary school population resulting from the large numbers of children reaching
the age of six each year.
Table 7.5
PROJECTED ENROLMENT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND

TEACHERREQUIMME~TS (J964-7.)
Old

1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

·.
·.

·.
·.
·.
·.

·.

Pupils
28,50()

25,000
43,000

52,SOO
54,000
62,000
70,000

Number oJ
Pupils

3,500
4,000
4JOO
14,500
10,000
12,000
14,000

25,000
31,000

62,500
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Net

Passing
Out

38,500
38,000
44,000
50,000
56,000

New

Total
Pupils Enrolmml
10,000
12,000
14,000

16,000
18,000
20,000
22,000

112,000

35,000
45,000
52,500
S4,000
62,000
70,000
78,000

Total Additional
TeQch~1"$ Teachers
Required Required
1,S7S
1,975
2,430
3;000
3,400

325

400
475
SSO

4,300

400
500
400

4,300

3,050

3,900
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Under this revised secondarY school plan enrolment is expected to .increase.from

tbe present -level of 24,000 puplls to nearly 80,000 pupils by 1970, and ~e yearly
output from· 3,000 to 14,000. or the total output of the secondary schools during the
plan period it is estimated that about 16,000 will be required for further education
beyond secondary level and' the rest will be immediately available to join the labour
torce.
To accompUsn'these increases in enrolment and outp:ut in the secon&ry schools
the number of secondary school teachers will have to be increased from the present
level of 1,000 to about 4,300 ·by 1970. Since secondary school teachers must have 'a
university degree or equivalent qualification and the proposed expansion in the
secondary schools is itself required to take place before the Universities can begin to
produce enough graduates, it is expected that in the course of the seven years t~
will be a large de1icit of graduate teachers which will have to be made good by the
. recruitment of expatriate staff. After about 1965 when a higher output is expected
{rom the Universities this deficit of graduate teachers should be gradually eliminated.
Before then however it is estimated that about 200 additional teachers a year will need
to be recruited from outside Ghana for about three or- four years.
At present, the number of science students from the secondary schools who
qualify to begin degree work in the Universities is much too small to meet the needs of
the country. Of all the students who apply each year for entry to the Universities, less
. than 30 per cent apply to read science. This figure will need to be raised to not less
, than 50 per cent if the requirements for science personnel under the plan are to be
met. Science personnel will be' required in ever-increasing numbers in industry and
agriculture as well as for teaching in the secondary schools, where 2,000 additional
science teachers will be required. To help students to lcnow what opportunities wst
for careers in science, a guidance and counselling service will soon be set up to
popularise job opportunities for science students.
The reasons for the low ou~..tum of science students from the secondary schools
are not far to seek. Many secondary schools lack science laboratory equipment and
qualified science teachers, with the result ~hat many would ..be science students are
denied a good basic science course in their secondary schools. Pethaps equally important has been the inadequate exposure io science, both in the home and in the primary
school. Effective steps will be taken to correct these conditions scthat manysnrdents
will be encouraged to select science as a career. Science will be introduced into the
primary school curriculum as much as possible and all existing and new secondary
schools wiJ1beadequately equipped and staffed to teach science as a major subject.
The estimated large increase in enrolment in secondary schools will require the
construction of many more schools. To reduce such capital outlay to its lowest
possible levels, every eftort will be made to expand existing schools in preference to
building new ones and to construct as many day-secondary schools as is possible.
ISS
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(/1') Teacher Training
The need for teacher training as a prior condition for any ~asion

in the

educational system was recognised in the intensivo teacher trainiIll program*,s
that were instituted at the beginning of the introduction of universal education in
19S1. Since the introduction of compulsory prima" education however it bas
become necessary to dilute the quality of the tcaching. force again and at present
approximately 40 per cent of the 32,000 teachers employed in the primary school
System are untrained. The total enrolment in the elementary schools i$ expected to be
about one million higher by 1910 than it is at P"scijt. 'IbiS will requite an additional
37,000 teachers. Under the existing teacher training prQgramme fewer than 20,000
ncw teachers could be trained in the coming seven years and the increase in .the
demand for teachers would therefore result in a further dilution of the quality of ~
teacl1ing staff.
'
It is therefore proposed under this Seven-year Plan to increase the enrolment

in teacher training colleges from the present level of approximately 5,000 to around
21,000 by 1910. This should enable the annual output of teachers to be stepped up
from 2,000 a year to about 6,000 a year by 1970. Over the COUI'$C of the seveIryear
period this should result in tbe production' of about 31,000 additional teachers.
which would allow the net increase in the demand for teachers for the elementary
schools to be met with trained teachers and a start to be 'made with the replacement of some of the pupil teachers. Prospective teachers in the continuing schools
will receive specialist training in the various technical subjects which they will be
required to teach.
As in the case of the secondary scbools there is also a prospective short.fan
in the supply of teachers for teacher training colleges. Until about 1965 this shortfall will also have to be made good by the jmpQrtatio~of about forty graduate

teachers per year.
Ttchnical Education
While Ghana has always had a reasonable supply of the technically s~
manpower required to run an economy at a fairly low level of development, the
new developments in agriculture and industry proposed under thD and subsequent
seven-year plans require an entirely new approach to technical education.
(l')

A most important group among the technical manpower of aJlY economy is the

goup of Senior technicians who stand between the engineers and managers oD.the
one hand and the skilled labour on the other hand.
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Table 7.6
TEACHER. TRAINING COLLEQES: BNR.OLMENT
(1964-70)

1964
1965

·.
·.

1966
1967
1968

·.
·.
·.

1969
1970

Old
New
Total
Students Students Enrolment
6,000
5,000
11,000
9,000
5,000
14,000
12,000
6,000
18;000
13,000
6,000
19,000
14,000
6,000
20,000
15,000 6,000
21,000
15,000
6,000
21,000

40,000

Number
Passing

out

AND TEACHERS

Number oJ Additional
CoOege

2,000
2,000
5,000

Staff
755
955
1,155

5,000
5,000

1,225
1,291

6,000
6,000

1,357
1,357

31,000

8,095

s;:!'til

Re

.

200
200

200
66
66
66
0

798

Table 7.7

OUTPUT FROM APPRENTICE TRAINING AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION:

1964-1970

Products/rom Technical
Trainingbutltutes
Products

Advanced

from
Craft
Apprentice Training
Trainlng (Senior

Junior

Craftsmen Technicians) Technicians
19M
1965

20S

90

835

300

ISO

835

700

300

1,200

SOO

1,350

sao

[966
1967

1968

900

1969
1970

1,000

1,000
Total

..

4,605

150

sao

SOO
2,190

835
1,275
1,425

Total
(Coh.
3-4)

925
985
985
1,500
1,775
1,850
1,925

7,755
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These are the men who fill supervisory.positions and.take responsibility for the
unplementation by groups of operatives of projects that h~ve ~Jl planned ~n pa~r.
It had originally been hoped that the Kwame Nkrumah UWVersItyof Science and
Technology would be responsible for the training of seni?r. technicians in ~ana.
That University however is now engaged mostly on tralDmg at the professional
ongineer level and there is need for a new complex of institutions to 1i11 the gap 'in
the educational system.
, At present the technical institutes run by the Government are largely devoted
to the training of craftsmen and fitters at the same level of competence as those
produced through the apprenticeship programme; technician training constitutes a
relatively small part of their activities. Under the existing training programmes
approximately 4,000 additional apprentices will have been trained by 1970and 9,000
craftsmen will have had their training through the technical institutes. But out of
these the existing programme enables only ISOstudellts to be enrolled per y.ear in
the senior technical institutes. It is proposed gradually,to increase this number to
500 students per year. If this can be done then about 1,200more senior technicians
will become available for employment in the course of the seven years than would
be available under the existing arrangements. In the process of establishing new industries, modem agriculture and other forms of advanced economic activity, this
increased number of senior technicians would be required in any case, and if they are
not trained locally they would have to be trained~abroad at considerably greater
expense or else.be recruited from overseas at even greater cost. A recent survey has
established that some of the existing technical institutes possess the technical facilities for the training" of senior technicians. It is proposed to establish additional
senior technical institutes to allow the enrolment of 500 entrants per year. The
training facilities now available in Kumasi for the training of technical teachers can
be expandedto supply ail the additional requirementsfor staffingthese senior technical
institutes. The institutes will be sited in the most suitable areas having regard to the
devel,opingindustrial structure and the facilitles thereby availabJe for the practical
training of technicians in going industrial and agricultural enterprises.
(vi) Clerical and CommercialEducation
In Table 7.1 the estimates show that 22,000additional employees will be required
in the clericaland commercial occupationeby 1970.At the present time few facilities
are available for training people in these imPOI1aDtsldlls. Small programmes for
the t~aining of clerical employees e,qst in a few of the technical institutes and, in
adc1ition, the Government provides specialised training for some of its clerical
employees, A large share of the responsibility for the overall efticiencyof every establishment in the country rests with the Clerical staff.'It is therefore proposed to
institute an expanded programme for the training of clerical and commercial
personnel.
'
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By far the largest element in· this programme should consist of the in-service
and part-time training of. employees sponsored and financed by their .employers
along the lines previously described. An imaginative programme vigorously pursued
should result in a considerable up-grading of the present levels of clerical efficiency
which are quite low in both public and private employments.
On the formal side this clerical and commercial education programme will be
established on two levels. The first and larger will be drawn from the pupils
completing the two-year continuing school programme. By 1965, 1,500 pupils
should be enrolled each year for a special one-year programme of training at the
continuing schools. Upon the completion of this course, the average pupil will
. be fifteen:years of age and ready to enter employment in the clerical field with a
reasonable degree of competence •.By 1970, 9,000 pupils will have. completed this
training and will be available for employment. From that point on, the output of the
programme will be expected to rise steadily above the level of 1,500 new clerical
employees each year.
The second or higher level clerical and commercial training programme will
be designed for a smaller number of students drawn from secondary schcol leavers.
This programme will require one year beyond secondary 'education and will be
set up for 500 pupils each y~. These pupils will be tralned in office administration, book-keeping, accounting and other higher clerical skills and, upon the
completion of their education, will be ready for employment as skilled clerical
employees. The output from this programme will be 3,000 by 1970..
Taken together, these two formal programmes in clerical and commercial
education could be expected to produce 12,000 additional employees by 1970. 75
additional teachers will be required to produce these employees for the lower
level programme and 2S teachers for the higher level programme. In addition the
up-grading programme for older employees will require at least an equal' number of
teachers. Candidates fot these teaching positions are available but specialised
teacher-tralnlngwill have to be provided. .
.
Along with these expanded facilities for training clerical and commercial
personnel a new system of standards will be set up clearly differentiating the various
levels of skill and. pushing up the minimum standards. for employment which are
at present quite low. In the public· sector a revision of pay structure will be instituted
to ensure that those with requisite competence in their fields are suitably rewarded.
(lIii) Unirersit), Education

Ghana has already made considerable progress in the development of its
university programme in a brief period. The number of graduates has reached the
1~9
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rate of 300 each year and, by 1970, the number of graduates. will approach 1,800
each year, The quality of the education provided has continued to improve and
thus ~dds to the impressiveness of the growth record of the Universities.
Table 7.8
CLERICAL-COMMBRCIAL

BDUCATION

(1964-70)

CLEIUCAL CERTIFICATB TlwNING

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
,1970

(POST"Pmwty)

New
Students Outflow
1,500
1,500 1,500

I,SOO
1,500

1,500
1,500
1,500

1,500

1,500
1,500
1,500

Teachers
Required
(1 :20)
75
75
75
75
75

7S

1,500

75

9,000

75

CoMMBRaAL DIPLOMA. (PosT-8EcoNDARY)

J964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Teachers
New
ReqUired
Students Outflow (1:20)
SOO
25
SOO
SOO
2S
500
500
25
500
500
25
500
500
2S
500
500
2S
500
500
2S
3,000

25

It is expected that by 1970 approximately 5,000 students wUl be enrolled as
regular students in the three Universities thils utilisi'ng university facilities to the fuU.
It is abo' planned that this regular residential enrolment will be augmented by
additional numbers of day students. For' planning purposes, tbe' Universities can
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be expected to graduate 9,000 students between 1962 and tl970. This is '8 large
enough tOtal to fill· all of the professional and' secondary teaching posts which
will be created during the plan period, but will not provide for the losses in the
high-level occupatjons which will result from wastage, The increases in unSversity
staff requited during the period will not be large but, because of the high qualifications requited, they will present a.difficult recruitment problem. The Universities
are expected to playa vital role during the Plan period. Not only. will they provide
some 9,000 additional high-level personnel, they will also continue to make valuable
contributions in research as,well. To encourage undergraduates to undertake studies
in fields in which the country's needs are most urgent, incentives will be 'provided,
and towards the same end a guidance and counselling service will be set up to ensure
an optimum distribution of students to the various fields of study.
(Viii) Adult Education

The' Government is fully aware of the important contribution
education can make towards economic development and towards
every citizen' has the opportunity to enjoy as full a life as js possible.
that the Institute of Public Education should be responsible for the
of most of the activities in the field of adult education.

which adult
ensuring that
It is intended

co-ordination

At the present, the Institute of"Public Education has a total student enrolpursuing
courses in arts and science subjects leading to the ordinary
ment of 10,000
,
.
and advanced levels in the West African school certUicate examination. The institute has dtablished Workers' Colleges in Accra, Kumasi, Tamale and Sekondifl'akoradi and !.nms a residential college in Tsito where short refresher courses of two
or three months' duration are run.
"

I

The Institute will operate at both the secondary and university· level, In secondary education it will provide tuition in evening classes at both the ordinary
and advanced levels for those in employm.ent who were either unable to enter a
secondary school or were unable for some reason: to complete the course there.
In this way it will be possible to mitigate the shortage of middle-level manpower to
which reference has been .made, During the course of the plan period the Institute
will also organise corresponde~c;e ~~ses to enable. those who . live outside the
maln
of population' to 'study
fol' th~ General Certificate of Bdueatlon exami.
. centres
...,
.
. nation.
At the university level, it is intended that 'the Institute should organise part-time
courses to enable those who have ·been' una blc to 'enter the univ.ersitie.·in ·the·normal
take external degrees •. The Institute will also organise residential- courses
way

to

to1
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for, farmers and members of co-operative societies and will be in charge of adult

residential colleges. It is i-ntended that additional colleges should ,be developed
as facilities are made available.
Outside the purely academic programme of the Institute of Public Education,
the programmes in agricultural education and in welfare services presently run
by tbe Ministries of Agriculture and Social Welfare respectively win be intensified.
Undoubtedly agricultural edueation and extension have contributed substantially
to the bigh standards of cultivation and harvesting attained in the cocoa industry.
It is hoped that in the period ahead this programme will be extended to the food
sector of agriculture. The community development and adUlt nteracy programme
of the Ministry of Social Welfare has during the past decade contributed greatly
to the receptivity of our population to those new ideas whicli have helped. to make'
rural Ghana one of the most progressive rural areas in Africa. Such' programmes
will be extended during this plan period and in subsequent ones so that the
population can easily adjust to the social changes that attend such industrial and
economic transformations.

Educational Research
As a corollary to the implementation of a new el:iucation plan. investigations
will be made into some facets of our educational system to dcte'rm!ne the areas
where improvements are vital. Research studies will be conducted into the following
fields:
(a) attainment level studies in selected schools before. and after the Im-

plementation of the new educational plan;
(b) methods of popularising science and mathematics in schools;
(c) effective selection techniques for choosing pupils for various courses
of study and training;
(d) child development studies with special reference to primary school
pupils.
Existing agencies in the Universities will be asked to undertake much of·the research
needed in education.
. .
,;

i.

VI.-FINANCING OP EDUCATIONALDBVELOPMaNr
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'

Under this plan educational development
scheduled to t8k~
18t a rapid
pace at both the elementary and the higher levels.·Even with t1ie~ioP;;f reducQQu
in the length of the elementary school peri,od it is estimated ·that·lschoo enrolment
~ 'near-ly.double in the co~se of the comJng seven years owing"to' ~e:f,rogressive
enforcement of the law on co.Q1pulsoryfree elementary edpcatioli aiid the increase
in population.
I

'.

......

Table 7.9
INVSSTMBNTIN EDuCAnoN 1963-69 (a)

'~'OOVBRNMBNT

£G million
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 ·1969 Total

Elementary ,.
Secondary , .
Teacher Training
Technical

0'3
2'2

, I

.

5'4

S'l

0'4

.

"

Total

1'9

0'6

,

Universities .,

0'4
3'1
2'1
0'5
2'0

0'4

0'2
3'9'

0'1
3'4
2'2

0'8

O'S

0'9

1'0,

l'S
~'6 29'1
2'1 17'1
0'9 4'6'
0'9
S'7

9'5 10'9 12'3

7'S

7'6

4'S
2'8
0'6
1'2

0'3
S'S
3'4
0'6
O'S

6'S

0'1

61'3

(a) In order to meet tho anticipated rcqujremeots ot the secondary ,cbools, trainiDI coUeps and
Univen~tJCItor the academic year startlq October, 1963 it was pecessary to put in band 8uPDIomen.
tar)' doYelQpment,works totl1Uil, £01'4, £Cij)'l and £01" miWon respectively for tbc:se branches
beCorethe first flaancial year ot the Plan perIod.
,

I

At the same' ,time as indicated above a rapid increase in the numbers enrolled in
secondary, .technical, teacher ·trainingand higher institutions is neCessaryin order to
implement both the economic and social programmes of development proposed
under this plan. , '
.
The co~ 9f maintaining thh simultaneous expansion at all levelsof education as
well as in)p~6Vingthe qwillty of education, especially at the elementary level,will
naturally .represent aIi increasing burden on the countrYs financial resources. It is
estimated that Using 1962prices the running cost of the educational system as a whole
will have increased from its present level of around £OIS million a year to nearly
£G33 million by 1970.' Given the proposal to up-grade the quality of the teaching
staffs by having a high~r PfPportion of trained teachers, it can be estimated that the
bilJ for the ntnniJJg expenses of the educational system by 1970 will' be nearer
£040 miiJion.
I

.

.

At t~~same tim~ it· is proposed that the Central ~overnment should make
investinehtsfili,edpcationaJfaCiIitiestotalling some £064 millic;;nin the course of the
pIi~ peridd.:This ~ Will'be almost e~tirely taken ® in eXpanding the. number
ot1place$' ~d ~g
imPro~cmcnts to the cducatio~ facilities at the' secondary
~~11~p,
the, wiiversitiC$fAfi~·
m7 technical Institutes;
schoolS,'Jh~:
The pr6vi4J~n.o~ a~uatc lIb9fa.tOCY
space and sci~Wlc '1tiulpm~ntto support the
iIicreasc<ic)lphasiS dUltit fs: ho~ to 'placeon sciendlic education will make'parti~
~Jar1'y ~\j' '4mb.Q.J1d$ QIl ~pita1 funds. The decision to hitroduce science teaching

t~~f.~.:
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into elementary education and to re-orient- post-primary education towards the
teaching of useful arts in agriculture, industry, and technical services will necessitate
the construction of a large number of new continuing schools and the re-equipment
of existing middle schools with facilities for technical education along the lines of
modem schools in other countries, This equipment is not cheap and the only hope of
procuring it in sufficient quantity lies in the assumption of the responsibility for a
substantial part of the education investment required during the plan period by
agencies outside the Central Government.
This plan therefore envisages a division of responsibility in the financing of
education which will call forth maximum contributions QY lccal communities
towards the development of elementary education while the Central Government
concentrates its efforts on the development of the other elements in the education
programme. The recent re-organisation of the local government system provides the
orgariisatiorial basis for tlie mobilisation of local effort both in the construction
of elementary school facilities and in providing these schools with teachers, supplies,
equipment and other necessities.
The conversion of the present middle school to the proposed new continuing
school with its greater emphasis on basic scientific and technical training will pose a
particular challenge to local authorities in the development of what will be an
entirely new departure in the educational system of Olmna. It is proposed that th-e
Central Government's grants to the local authorities specially earmarked for the
development of educational facilities, in addition to the £03'8 million provided for
under Chap.ter 11 below, will total £G l'S million and will be concentrated primarily
on those areas of the country which are initially unable to raise finance for the
construction of elementary school facilities. It is hopes! t~at with the strengthening of
the local government system these grants will taper off gradually in the course of
the plan period. The remainder of the Central Government's disbursements for the
development of the educational services will be distributed as shown in Table.7,.9.
Education has become an increasingly more attractive field for foreign assistance
by way of both grants and loans. The bilateral programmes of the Governments of the
more advanced countries as well as the operations of international agencies have
come to an increasing awareness of the necessity to back up other forms of financial
assistance .w!th. a greater amount of .assistance to educational development, whose
absence in a number of cases has frustrated the effective use of both -foreign capit:al
assistance.and domestic resources for development. Already educarionin Ghana 1WJ
attracted international assistance by way of the provi,sion of teachers and books and,
to a lesser 4egree,.of equipment. An implementation programme for the developments
summarised in Table 7.9 has been drawn upin the Ministry of Education showing.the
exact d;et~l~:of, the educational institutions to be constructed or expanded and 'the
'..
.,
,.
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facilities that will be required, It is hoped that this programme will be widelY'disseminated and will attract external financial assistance on a generous seale; .
B. EMPLQYMENT AND WAOES

The programme for educational expansion outlined in the previous section
should ensure that by 1970 the yearly gross supply of trained manpower will be
substantially inbalance with demand for most grades of skilled labour. What willbe
lacking.will be the ability'of this labour force to fill the availablejobs in the waytbat a
more experienced labour force would..But this is something for which the whole
economy will have to wait until the trained manpower has had time to gain its
experience-in the actual process of production. The supply and demand position in
regard to individual categories of .manpower will nevertheless need to be reviewed
from time to time and employment market conditions studied on a continuing basis,
so that whereimbalances developsuitable action may be taken in good time Between
1963and 1970howev~ the demand for trained manpower Will continue to outstrip the
supply; in some cases by a considerable margin. A situation of imbalance in the
labour market holds PQtenti8I risks for the stability of tht: economy and for its
ability to grow unless a suitable incomes policy is worked out and consistently
applied. Bven inthe long run, since the Government has committed i!Selfto ensuring
the 0pP9rtunity of employment to every Ghanaian who is willing and able to work, a
natioaal incomes policy is needed in order to deal with some of the monetary and
social problems which a full employment policy can bring to an. economy..
,
e .

Under the Seven-yearPlan Ghana's 'incomespolicymust be designed to promote:
(a) economic growth'
.
'
, (b) rising prod:uctivityof the labour force.
I.~CONOMIC

GROWTH

Only 20 per cent of the worlcing population of Ghana works for wages,and
salaries. The rest of the worlcing force is self-employed,'mostly in farming and,
trading. Economic growth in Ghana will not only entail the transfer of labour from

agricultural .to non-agricultural employment as described in a previous chapter
but will also increase the proportion of the total working-force that works for wages
and salaries. In the most advanced countries about 80 per cent of the total labour
force works for salaries and wages'and receives'about 7S per cent of the national
income. Only abour 20 'Per Cent·of the working 'force. in ·those:countries .is"self·
employed, which is the exact reverse of the employment situation that currently
exists in Ghana. It is to be expected that the ratio of wage earners to self-employed
in Ghana willchange in the direction of that existing in the more advanced countries
as the economy develOps.'But.-the speed at which this transformation takes place
depends,upon .the wages policy that is .in force.
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It is iniportant to recognise that the '20 per cent of the Ghanaian labour force

who work for wages and salaries earn far more on the average than the 80 per cent
who do not work for wages and salaries. In the rural areas of Ghana during March
1961earnings per worker ranged from £035 in the Northern and Upper Regions to
about £0106 in the Brong-Ahafc Region, Since wage earners have a guaranteed
minimum wage of £0101 per annum it is evident that the exclusion of wage earners
from these figures would show that the non-wage earning section of the working
force earns on the average not more than one-half'of the minimum wage earned by
the more 'unskilled labourers in Ghana. This fact must profoundly inft,uenocwages
policy for many years to come.
The differential'between wage rates for employeesand the average earnings of .
the self-employeddetermines the rate of redistribution of the labour force between
wage and non-wage employment in two ways. First,' the wider the gap between
average earnings in wage employment .and non-wage employment tJ:legreater the
inducement for the non-wage earning labour force to attempt to move into the
wage-earningclass. The rate of urbanisation on the one hand and the rate of rural
depopulation on the other are both affected by this differential and its influence on
labour mobility. The economy must regulate the re1ationsbip between wage rates
.and earnings in the non-wage sector in such a way that the opportunities for wage
employmentthat are being created through the process of investment and economic
growth are adequate to meet the inftow of potential wage labour. When these two
developments.getout of'balance then we'have the phenomenon of urban unemployment which it is the policy of Government to avoid at all times.
Second, the average wage of labour determines how far any given volume of
aggregate investment is able to provide employment opportunities. Th~ higher the
average wage rate is set the smaller the abiJiiy of the wage-employingsector to offer
employmentopportunities. An excessivelybigh wage rate therefore may benefit the
labourers who are employed at anyone time but it works against the interests of
those who are trying to enter the wage labour force. On the other hand an excessively
low average wage rate leads to inefficientuse of labour, which Ghana cannot afford,
because in the final analysis this country is relatively under-populated and must
husband her labour supply very carefully.
II.-PRODlTCTMTY

The expansion of the economy must come as much from increasing:productivity
as .froman ina-ease is the total working force if real economic progress is to be made.
The wage structure is a powerful tool for regulating the use of available manpower
and for promoting increased productivity. It is of course obvious that the general
level of education and the ,availability of training facilities -setan absolute iimit on
the potential level of productivity of the labour force. But an inadequate wage
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system can prevent the utilisation of the potential for productivity that exists in the
labour force at any given time. The wage structure should encourage peopl~ to
improve their skills, by suitably rewarding such skills. It is generally tJiought that in
Ghana the wage structure as it exists now has as much differential for skills as is
needed to encourage the acquisitioJ,l of skills.
It is considered that over the economy as a whole the rewards for similar skills

in wage employment are substantially unifonn, owing partly to the operation of the
present collective bargaining system and partly to the widespread tendency for the
general level and structure of wages to follow the pattern set by Government as the
largest single employer of labour in the country. The major exception to this unifOrmity, and for which corrective action is proposed in the sections of this plan
dealing with agriculture and industry, is the wage structure in public enterprises and
other quasi-governmental agencies. The lack of uniformity in the wage structure in
these semi..government sectors will be corrected in the course of the first year of this
plan.
However, the existing wage structure, though uniformly applied over the
economy and showing a sufficiently wide spread in general levels, considerably
under-pays technical skills. It is therefore proposed that the wage 'relationships
between jobs requiring technical skills and white-collar jobs should be reviewed with
the aim of encouraging the acquisition of such. technical skills.
The greatest problem in using the wage system for promoting productivity is
ensuring that actual earnings bear some relation to actual performance. 'Owing to
the dominance of Government, practice in the wage system of Ghana. the tendency
has been for the wage structure to be well adjusted to the skills required for initial
entry into employment but for earnings to follow automatically on the initial skilt
grading without any regard for performance on the job.
The best-known method for relating earnings to performance and thereby
raising labour productivity, is the system of payment by results; At present payment
by results is restricted to a small numb~ of industrial sectors-building and construction, furniture making, clothing, retailing and gold mining. It is the intention
of Government to encourage a more widespread use of the system (jf payment by
results in both public II;Ddprivate enterprises.'
.
Certain necessary conditions however have to be met before the system of payment by results can work successfully."
(t) It is essential that the individual worker should be able to increase
his earnings by increasing his own performance. Where the individual's
performance is limited by the technical consideratlons-ofthe job ·or
by the performance of his mates, his management or natural forces,
then the system of payment by results cannot work successfully.
167,
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(ti) The job to be performed must be capable of exact definition and the
performance subject to exact measurement; The worker must have

clear responsibility for a given operation or set of operations. The
possible earnings for performance must be tied to reasonable norms
established as a resuJt of careful work study and other investigations.
(iii) The management of an enterprise in which the system of payment by
results is in force must be able to measure the exact performance of

the individual worker as a basis for determining a fair reward for his
work. This means for instance that the management should have
accurate records of the quantity and qualitY of work performed by
each individual worker. A system of payment by results therefore
. involvesfor an enterprise a large ina-easein clerical and book-keeping
operations based on scientificmeasurement.
li') In order to control quality and to avoid excessivewaste of raw materials
and the improper use of equipment, management in an enterprise
where the system of payment by results is in force needs to be of a
higher quality and of a more intensivecharacter than management in
an enterprise where the workers have less incentive for improving
quality,for conservingraw materials,etc.Bspecia1lyinsuch-a systemthe
quantity and efficiencyof supervisory and shop-fioor management
needsto be very high. Theseare of coursepreciselythe types of management of which Ghana is most deficientat present.
It is however considered that if the system of payment by results is introduced
after sufficientlydetailed work study and explanationto the workers and with a carefully designed system of management control its operation should be feasible in
a very large number of enterprises. Besides,there are standardized operations in
production and construction which are susceptibleto the application of a system
of payment by results even where the other parts of the work of the enterprise
cannot be coveredby that system. It will be one of the aims of the proposed National
Productivity Centre to help in the establishment of norms of labour performance
both for these standardized operations and for all those operations in individual
enterpriseswhich are capable of exact measurementand hence are suitable for the
applicationof the system of payment by results.
In order to make payment by results fair to the workers it is necessary that in
all casesthe management of enterprises should be' adequate to ensure that·it does
not itself constitute an obstacle in the way of the performance and the earnings
of the worker. A situation in which, through failure of the flow of materials or
through inadequate machinemaintenance,the individualworker would be penalised
for the Inadequacies of management.willbe avoidedin the application of the system
1~8
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of payment ,by results. Also, in all ~ses,it will be necessarY to secure the full consent'
and co-operation of labom before the iAtroduction of the system in any given
enterprise.
The other method of indu~g higher labour productivity through the wage
system is to relate earnings not 'to the measurable performance of each worker but
to the overall. results, usually, the profits, of the enterprise. Such systems of bonus
payments, profit sharing, ete., are less efficient as an' incentive to labour productivity
than a detailed system of payment by results, and are not as fair to the individual
worker. The trading results of the enterprise, may be due to factors 'of management,
of markets, of price controls or even of weather, which are quite outside the control
of the individual worker. It may be however that in enterprises where the performance
of the individual worker is not usually easy to measure the system of payments
based on the general results of an enterprise may .be. the only method of securing the
identification of the worker with the success of the enterprise. In all such cases
however:
(a) A minimum level of ear-nings must be defined which allows the worker
to earn a tolerable wage based on his work. '
(b) The worker 'must be associated with the management of the enterprise
in such a way as to be able to influence those decisions .which·in turn
determine his earnings. On state farms and' in co-operative and state
'industries representatives of the workers must therefore be associated
with management in such a way that they can take some of the respons- .
. . ibility for the overall results of enterprise. In the. private sector
the terms and conditions for the application of bonus .systems will
be determined by collective bargaining agreements under the. labour
00 de.
. III.-WAGES PoUCy

Along with the "income of tarmers and otb.er self-employed persons and the
level of profits as modified by taxation the earnings of wage 'labour in any given
year are a very important influence affecting the general balance of tlie economy.
A wages and income policy must therefore be devised in order to relate wage and
other Incomes to general economic policy.
Decisions will be taken about wage levels and wage structure from tlme to time.
These decisions will always seek to protect th~Jnterests of the workers and the farmers
in the distribution of-the national income. But .the share of the nation's wealth
which accrues to the people is not measured only by the wages and other incomes
they receive. It is also influenced by the amount of public services that is available to
them arici I)y.;theprices that they pay for the goods which they buy. Itis an essential
part of the ~ociaIist philosophy of the Oovernment that the need for an adequate
level of public serviCes should not be 'sacrificed to the demands of individual interest.
169'
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A share of the national income must be secured'tc: the'state sufficient to allow it to
provide for the population as a whole wluit is considered to be an adequate level
of public services in the light of the given economic circumstances of the country
and the ultimate objectives of Government in the modernisation of Ghana.
Under this development plan Govcnunent intends particularly to assure an
increase in the standard of living of the workers and,farmers Dot merely by paying
higher money Incomes, which may be nu1lified by movements in prices and, by
shortagesin the supplies of necessities,but also by keepingdown the··pricesof essential
consumer goods. It is one of the cardinal aims in .the development of state
farms and in the propagation of modern methods of agriCUltureamong the nation's
farmers, to provide an adequate supply of basic food at prices that will enable the
averageperson to increase the level of his nutrition without any significant increase
in his outlay for the purchase of food. In encouraging individual Ghanaians to make
a major contribution towards the supply of adequate housing Government natwally,
recognisestbe claims of owners of houses to an adequate return on their investment.
On the other hand it is the policy of Government that the working man who has
to live in rented accommodation shali not be the victim of exploitation. A number
of measures will be taken to maintain a reasonable level bf rents especially in the
urban areas. Government will itself build enough houses to relieve the pressure on •
the available housing supply where it is most severe. This will prevent any tendency
towards excessiverent charges by private builders. Wherever necessary Government
will also institute direct regulations setting legal limits to the rents that may be
, clialged for particular types of housing in particular areas and these .measures will
be strictly enforced. .
..' The .Government expects that the manwactured goods produced in Ghanaian
enterprises will be sold at reasonable prices. This will be achieved by 'ensuring that
the efficiencyand productiyity of manufacturing enterprises in Ghana is high enough
to enable these enterprises to make a reasonable profit without charging excessive
prices for their products. The consuming public also needs protection as regards
the quality of the products that it buys. Proposals for the control of product standards
are outlined in other parts of this'document.
It is hoped through these measures to maintain a socially jUst distribution of
the national income by a wages policy that at the same time avoids inftation and
protects the nation's balance of payments position•• " ." ... , .....
\

IV.-MACHINERY FOll, WAGB DB'l1!lUIINAnON

... The management of a scientific wages polley to achieve iJ1e objectives outlined
above requires' that wage determination be qased on a system which is not subject
to the erratic and hap~.
influences that govern wase movements in so many
othei economies. Governmeiii proposes to establish a National Wages Commission
170
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composed of 'three independent members who will determme the' key elenientS

in wages structure and wagespolicy iJ;1. the light of general econ.omicconsidera~o~
and particularly the requirements of economicgrowth. in particular, the Commission will deal with questions affecting the national minimum wage, the. ~ge
structure as -itaffects the inter-relationshipsof a limited number of selectedgrades
in the semi-skilled; skilled, technical, executive, administrative and professional
levels, and the .determination o~ mmimum and avenge payments standards under.
a system of payment by results. ~."
.
It is necessary that this &nUnJ,ssionbe serviced by a competent staff capable
of bringing to b'ear on its work.objectiveand correct analyses of the economic and
social factors relevant to the work of the €ommission. It is therefore proposed
that the Division of Employment and Manpower in the Office of the Planning
Commissionwill assist the Commission in its work.
1;mployment Service
There already exists in the country a network of Public Employment Centres
concerned'with the registrationand placemento,funskilledand middle levelworkers.
With the increase in.the number of trained'and skilled personael resulting-from the
expansion of the educational and training programmes under the Plan, it will, be
. necessary to streqgthen the Emp'loyment Service suitably so that it may extend
its placement services to cover ail skilled and highly trained workers entering the
employment market. In particular, it is proposed that' a' Central Employment
Office for high level technical and professional personnel be established in the
Labour Department, to function in co-operation.with the Scholarships,Secretariat,
to cater for those seeking administrative,supervisory,scientific,technicaland professionaljobs.
"

The Employment Service, will also be responsible' for the collection of
information regarding employm~htmarket conditions "and changes in the employment and.manpower situation from time to time. A beginning has already been
made in thls connection and the programme will be extended to cover the whole
country. Side by side with this, the Labour Department -with.. the assistance of the
Central Bureau of StatisticswillundSllake the collectionand .ahalysisof occupational
information so that manpower traimng can, as far as is l1ossible,be geared to manpower requirements. The scheme for voCationalguidance and youth employment
will be extended and a personnel selection-programme will be put into operation
as soon as possible in both the vocational and 'the educational field to help select
candidates for places and courses for which they have.most aptitude..
V.-TIm Roa OP 1HB TRADES UNION CONGRESS' .
Ghana has always ascribed a leading role to the workers' organisations as an
instrument' for securing social justice. By adhering to modem norms of labo'ur
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legislation and international conventions pro'te~ng tbe rights of la~our. Ghana
has securedfor the working man his proper place 1nthe management and enjoyment
of the national economy.
In a. developing country however the trade union movement must carry a
heavier responsibility than unions in maturer economies for promoting increased .
productivityand hence economicgrowth. The Trades Union Cong~ss has been ~~~.
joint founder, along with Government and employers,of the National ProductiVIty
Centre. Union representativeswillbe expectedto point out the problems that stand
in the way of higher productivity, to take part in the searchfor solutions to these
problems,and to propagate and win acceptance for these solutions at ,,:o~ksites, in
the factories a.nd on the farms: In carrying the message of productlvlty to the
individualworker the Congress will be teaching him at the same time that increased
~ppiness and prosperity for the individual Ghanaian is dependent on increased
productivity.
The Congress will also have a crucial role to play in the implementation of a
national incomes policy designed to promote rapid economic growth. In a socialist
Ghana the distribution of the national income can no longer be the chance outcome
of a chaotic struggle between antagonistic social classes. Rather it should be based
on scientificdecisions regarding the utilisation of increases in·the nation's wealth
in such a way as to advance the welfareof the worker and the growth of the economy
and to maintain an adequate level of employment within a framework of economic
stability.This can only be achievedif the nation's incomespolicy based on the work
of the National Wages Commission is wholeheartedly accepted and implemented.
The Trades Union Congress will have the responsibility of mobilizing the support
of labour behind the incomes policy.
.
The third contribution expected from the trade union movement towards the
realization of the goals of the Seven-yearPlan will be through its role in the refurbishing of the wage .structure and payments systems in order to promote higher
productivity.As already indicated some wage relationships will have to be changed
in order to encourage the acquisition of skills,new norms of performance will have
to be devisedin order to improve standards of work, payment by results and other
incentivesystemswill have to be introduced, and technical training will have.to be
re-organisedand intensified.In all thesethe Congresswillbe expected to playa leading
role fn .furtheringthe national objectives.
'
The assumption of these responsibilities cannot of course detract from the
traditional responsibilitiesof the Trades Union Congress. It- willstill be charged with
responsibilityfor the negotiation and implementationof collectivebargaining agreements and for the protection of the welfare) the security and the safety of the
working man Iri all sectors of the economy.
1~2
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HEALTH
I.-RECENT

PROORESSIN HBALTB SBkVlCIW

Prom its small beginnings as a colonial medical service 10o~ng after a few
civil servants and their dependants, the Ghana medical service bas now grown into
a truly national health service. Until ten years ago progress was slow and spasmodic.
Since the early fifties the health service has undergone a truly extensive transforma",
tion. Extensions to old hospitals such as Korle Bu and Sekondi and the provision
of a new SOC-bedKumas] hospitalliighlight the physical expansion. Rural health ,
centres have been constructed to bring health care to some densely populated rural
areas.
There has been a large increase in the recruitment and training of aD cad~es of
medical personnel. In the period immediately after the war only five new doctors were
registered in Gh8.I)aeach year and most of these were non..Ghanaians. Unti11960
scholarships for medica1 training amounted to no more than ten a year. The number
is now SO.In 1961/§2 114 new doctors were registered in Ghana, of whom 17 were
Ghanaians.
There was no top-level nursing school till 1945,and the single one had·achieved
an annual output of only eight by 1950. In ·1961/62six schools of nursing turned out
265 new nurses and midwives. The increase in output of.other paramedical personnel
was also substantial;but even so did not fully meet requirements.
In spite of the increases in hospitals, health centres, doctors, nurses and other
medical workers the health services have been unable to cope with the demands made
on them. Out-patient attendances at Korle Du and Kumasi alone have doubled in
three years. This load is also reflected in the in-patient departments. and hospitals
have been compelled to provide accommodation for twice the number of beds for
which they were designed. This demand for health care is a good sign that the
population wUl accept the health services and there need be.no (ear of providing
facilities which will not be used to their full capacity. This could only happen if
medical facilities were for some reason provided in the wrong place.
.
The most outstanding contribution to public health has come from the Medical
Field Unit. This unit was formed to seek out and control trypanosomiasis and has
been able to contain the disease: It· has also helped in a massive vaccination programme and played a leading role in the control of epidemics of cerebro-spinal
meningitis arid the control of yaws. Now it is actively engaged in combating onchocerciasis. The leprosy and tuberculosis units ·havebeen operating for only compare-
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tively short periods and it is still too early to assess their results. It is clear, however,
that up till the present time the more glamorous but economically less fruitful curative
services have received much more attention than the preventive and public health
services.
• 11.- TIm PROORAMMB FOR 1963-1970
In the,period covered by the plan Government intends to accord the health of
'the people a high order of priority. Quite apart from humanitarian reasons, capital
devoted to the improvement of the health services is an econcmic investment, for a
healthy population is much more productive than an unhealthy one. It is the ultimate
intention to aim at the highest standards of healthservice and health care obtaining
anywhere in the world. Immediately, however, the maximum possible allocation of
£031 million bas been made for the extension of the medical services under this
Seven-year Plan. Government will ensure that under the best available technical
leadership wastage will be curtailed and that by the exercise of the greatest care in
planning and construction of health facilities the Ministry of Health and its eonstltuent departments wiD provide the people with the most useful and extensive service
that can be procured for the money.
A programme of basic health improvement such as is outlined in this plan
requires continuity in its administration in order to succeed. Experienced and authoritative professional guidance will be available to implement the Seven-year Plan.
In the administration of the health services as in other spheres the greatest possible
economy will be exercised to..avoid wastage of manpower. It is not the intention of
Government that the expansion' of the health services should: be determined solely
by reference to economic considerations, but those in authority will be required to
ensure that the generous and humanitarian plans of the state are executed to the
benefit of as wide a section of the population as possible.
In this plan period the emphasis will be on:
(1) .Training and
. (2) Rural health •.
(I) Training
The shortage of personnel at all levels has been a restricting influence on the.
expansion of health work in this country. If rapid progress is to be made then the
workers must be trained. It is the intention to produce by 1970 enough personnel of
all grades to make the service effective~
(ii) Rur.a/ !lealth'
Not only was the emphasis in ,previous, y~ars on curative medicine but the
medical service was almost entirely concentrated in towns and large villages. The
rural population was left to a very large extent without adequate medical car~.
During the next seven y~ an extensive netwprk of mobile and static healtl?
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facilities will be made available to the rural population. It is intended that aUmedical
workers trained in this period will have an orientation which will make it possible
for them to make an effectivecontribution to rural health work. Ifsuccessis achieved
in the training programme and in the establishment of a sound rural health service,
then this plan period will have gone. a long way towards providing the basis for a
first class health service in Ghana.
UI.-PREVENTIVE MeoICINB
The major causes of morbidity and mortality among Ghanaians today are
diseases which are communicable-and preventable. Some of these are spread by contact, some .by insects and others by carriers and still others through food and water.
People are still suffering, from malaria, tuberculosis, onchocerciasis and o/Phoid.
These endemic diseases are am~n.~bleto control and can eventually be eradicated
altogether. It is the intention of Government during the plan period to launch an
all-out effort aimed at controlling them. Such control will produce a marked improvement in the energy and stamina of the people.
With the assistance of 'the World Health' Organisation the pllotprojects for
the control of malaria will be continued and extended. These are based on vector
control of the-mosquitoes with residual insecticides and control of the transmission
of malaria with medicated salt. Other projects in which the participation of the
W.H.O. is assured are bilharzia and tuberculosis control, Assistance from the
.United Nations Children's Fund for the control of leprosy has been on a substantial
scale, and very good results have already been achieved by the yaws campaign-a
joint Ghana Government/W.H.O.fUNICEF project. Allq.eations in this plan have
been made to enable Ghana to, make the maximum possible use of W.H.O. and
UNICEF assistance in the control of these endemic diseases.
,
There is little doubt that -the returns in terms of decrC4Sedmorbidity and
mortality and consequent increase in productivity that will accrue from investment
in these programmes will be more substantial than could be achieved by any compara-bleexpenditure on the curative services.
.
.
-.
t
It must be stressed that preventive medicine is not solely or even mainly the
domain of health workers. There'must be a co-ordinated effort in which Central
Government and 'local" authoritles, eniineers, agriculturists, teachers and w~lfare
officers all play a part. Guinea worm for instance is spread through contaminated
water. The protection of the population Uesin the provision of good water. Enteric
disorders are spread through bad environmental conpjtions. Many agencies have to.
work together to achieve the desired improvem~nt. At all levels co--ordinating
committees will be formed to ensure that there is a proper appreciation of the task
involved.
-

I
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Endemic diseases are mutually reinforcing. A body undermined ~y one disease
is more Ukelythan a healthy one to become a prey to another disease, Vulnerable
groups such as children and pregnant and nursing mothers are the greatest sufferers.
The mortality rate for children below the age of six is still too high. (This subject is
discussed further in the section dealing 'with maternal and child health).
A total of £04 million is being allocated for the control of endemic diseases.
theso malaria is to be given first priority.

or

IV.-REGIONAL HBALnI SeRVICES

A comprehensive service such as is planned requires competent leadership.

, , It is proposed to strengthen the regional health officesand delegate to them a large
measure of authority The Principal Medical Officers, who·will be trained in public
health, will be the heads of each regional service. Regular meetings of these Principal
Medical Officers will be held and other steps taken by the Ministry headquarters to
co-ordinate the work in the regions so as to ensure that they fit into the overall
pattern.
The Regional Principal Medical Officer, who will be in charge of both curative
and preventive health work, will have as his deputy a trained public health physician
who will have direct responsibility for the rural health work. As many R gional
Principal Medical Officers as possible will be trained in epidemiology and health.
statistics.
The rural health services are to be based on the health centres, of which there
are 47 at present. During the plan period it is proposed to build more. (See Table 8.1.)
These ate not meant to become little hospitals. The doctors in charge ~m have a
public health orientation and will operate as public health officers for the areas
served by the health centres. They will concentrate on the prevention and control of '
endemic and epidemic diseases in the area, and the provision of a more adequate
maternal and child care system. They will also assist both local authorities and
Central Government officers in efforts to improve environmental sanitation. Health
education of the public is discussed in a later section. The health centres will also
provide a limited amount of curative serviCe.
, At present the control of some of the major endemic diseases-leprosy, tubereulosis,. malaria-is entrusted to separate organizations, while the Medical Field
Unit has extended its activities from trypanosomiasis to include, inter alta, yaws and
onchocerciasis. Although a substantial measure of success has been achieved, this
approach has outlived its usefulness. It is the aim to amalgamate all these serviceswith
health centres, JPB.tcrnity clinics, dispensarles and the projected health posts to form
one ruralhealth service. This service will have two arms! viz., the-mobile units and
the static centres.
I
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The mobile wits will conduct spcclal campaips organized along the lines of
the Field Unit teams. They will ~akc the initial attacks on endemic diseases. Once
the diseases have been brought under control surveillance and further eoatrol will
devolve upon the staf:ieunits.
The major activity of static units Will be to keep the incidence and prevalence
of tnaJor endemic diseases at the prescribed low levels at which they cease to be a
major health hazard. They wt11 have staff comprising health insPectors, V4CCiJlators,
public health and community health nurses, midwives and health education officers.
This staff will provide consultant services for environmental sanitation.
TABLE

8.1

REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
t'

Allocation 1963-1970

•

In £0'000

Health Post
..
..
Health Centres ..
.•
..
..
Improvements: Dressing Stations and Maternity Clinics
Maternity Clinics
..

1,650
620
..

200
500

2,970
Urban Sanitation
..
..
..
. Central Public Health Labor.,atory and Disease Intelligence
Bu~u
•

1,500

..

School of Hygiene, Accra
Rural Public Health Schools ..
Tamale School of Hygiene
•.
..
..
Tamale CommunitY.Health Nursing School ..
Regional Headquarters and Accommodation

200

350
400

..

80
60

890
175
5,735

(i) Health Education

The ~eallh.edupati~n unit of the ministry is to be strengthened and re-organised.
Each region will, have a regional health education officer and each health district
will have its own district health e4ucation officer. The task of the health educator
will be to explain, to the population aU the activities.that will be undertake~ by the
ministry; to teach the pOpWatioq its.role, and to oJJ~aiDits. participation, in the wo..;k.
"

..
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The educator will work closely with the field personnel of the Ministries of Agricul ..
ture, Educatlon, Social Welfare and Local Authorities, and advise them on the
medical aspects of their work.
..
(II) Maternal tpUl Child Welfar~

Although there are no reliable statistics, it is known that at least 100 children
out of every 1,000 die before they are one year old and that at least 250 out of 1,000
do not live to enjoy adult life. It is also known that this great wastage occurs in the
years before a child goes to school and that endemlcdlseases and malnutrition are
the principal causes. The maternal mortality rate is estimated at 17 per thousand
live births. There is heavy mortality from anaemia and complications which could
be prevented with proper ante-natal care. When losses from still-births are taken
into consideration it becomes immediately clear that this is an area in which remedial
action is urgently required. and in which spectacular results can be expected.
Each health centre and health post will have a maternity clinic. Many more
such clinics will be established. Local authority clinics will be .reconditioned and
helped to improve their range and usefulness. Community health nurses will receive
a course in elementary midwifery so that they can undertake some ante-natal work.
Home visiting of the pregnant and newly delivered mother will be undertaken by
staff of the health centres and health posts. Special prominence will be given to this
aspect in the Northern and Upper Regions. Health and nutrition education officers
will playa key role. W.H.O. and UNICEF have been 'assisting with maternal and
child welfare work, and this assistance will continue,
The implementation of universal primary education provides a convenient
focus for the organisation of child health systems. It is intended that the full range
of medical services will be made available to the schools from the health centres and
other establishments of the rural health service. The new polyclinics (urban health
centres) and mobile consulting rooms will be used, for a school health service in the
large towns. The provision of an organized school health service also establishes a
basis for informed health education of school children in a more practical way.
(iii)

Urban Health

So far health services in the b~ towne have been ~~y under the cont~ol of
urban medical officers of health and partly under the Centra). Government. ThIS has
not always proved satisfactory and urban health care has' tended t<?,suffer from
lack of funds, shortage of personnel and .inadequate control. It is 'intended that
urban Medical Officers of Health shall become le~lly part of the Central Gove~.
ment medical, service. In this way it will be possible to· integrate the urban health
services with those of the rest of'the cou'Dtry and to 'aehieve:'more eff~tive control.
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(tv) Curative' Functions of Static Health Unit'
Inevitably health 'centres, health posts, dressing stations and other ~tic units
will be called upon to provide curative faclUties on a substantial ~e, since the
o~t of
hospital services will still be inadequate in size ~d will phYSi~y re~
reach of many for some time to come. Such euranve service as lS proVlded Will be
deliberately limitc;d so as to leave the health staff free to undertake their primary
task of disease prevention and control. An efficient reference procedure togethe.r
with a well organised ambulance system will ensure the rapid transmission of cases
from health units to hospitals.
.
Centres within the rural health services will 'be able to offer:
(i) Simple first. aid; ,
(u) treatment of a speclfic number of infections where health ~ personnel
can be trained ,to make a diagnosis and administer specific treatment
according to fixed schedules, e.g, malaria;
(ill) treatment of simple conditions like boils and ulcers.
Centres with resident medical officers will be able to offer a wider range of
services, and, as already stated, it will be made much easier to refer the more serioU$
r
cases to hospitals with greater facilities.
Apart from the health centres mentioned abOve 150health posts will beestabUshed,
and dressing stations, more efficient than the majority of those in existence, will also
be built and staffed.

.

(v) Oilier Function,
There is much work to be done in discovering the sick. During their campaJgns
against endemic and epidemic diseases the health units will report on any other sick
people they find. These can be referred for treatment at an appropriate centre,
Planning of health services is made very difficult by lack of information. There
are no accurate statistics on morbidity or mortality in Ghana. ~e extensive rural
service will be able to assist in collecting data on diseases and causes
,. of death.
These figures will be collated and analysed in a central public-health intelligence
-bureau, which will also be the principal agency for the registration of vital statistics. '
Teachers. 10~ authority personnel and the officers of the rural health service will
be used for ,CQllectingthese figures.
For th~development of all these services in the rural health system the amount
of £GS'7 million will be made available during the plan period.
V.-TIm HOSPITAL SERVICES
It is proposed tp continue the programme of ~ding
hospital facilities and
modernising old hospJtals. (See Table 8.2.) Twenty-seven district hospitals which
need basic facilities such as kitchens, laundries, X-rays and theatres will have these
constructed during the pIan period.
.
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New regional hospita1s will be built at Tamale, Koforidua, Ho and Sunyani.
All the normal specialist facilities will be available at these hospitals. A total of
I,SOObeds will be added to existing hospital beds. By 1970 there will be one bed for
every 1,000 of the population.
District hospitals will be more intimately connected with their regional hospitals.
The system of reference to specialists and the arrangement of consultations with
them will be improved. The director of each regional hospital will be a deputy of
the regional Principal Medical Officer,and this will materially assist the development
of an integrated health service. Six new district hospitals will be built and four
more urban polyclinics (urban health centres) will be constructed. These polyclinics
will help to decentralise out-patient work. Patients in urban areas will normally
attend one of these clinics first and only the more serious cases will be referred to
the hospitals; in this way the latter should become much less congested.
TABLE 8.2

FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS
£0000
2,080
2,950
2,670
1.050
2,950
1,000

HOSPITAU

Korle Bu
...
Regional Hospitals
..
Regional Mental Hospitals
District Hospitals
..
..
..
Hospital Extensions and Modernisation
Equipment and Vehicles
..

••

12,000

TRAINING EsTABLmHMENTS

X-ray and Laboratory Technicians . .
..
Nursing Assistant Training Schools and Hostels . .
..
S.R.N. and Midwifery: Training Schools and Hostels
..
Midwifery and Nursing Assistant: Training Schools and
Hostels
.•
Extensions: Nursing Schools ..
Mental Nurses
..
,.
Mental Nursing Assistant

105
240
305
80
95
8S

120
1,030

OTHER. FACILITIES

150
200
3,~OO

Offices and Stores
Urban Health Centres ..
Staff Accommodation ..

3,850

.

Mm>ICAL ScHOOL

Medical School .

I

..

• I

3,500
20,380
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VI.-MENTAL HBALm SERVICES
, The country's only mental hospital in Accra is old-fashioned and grossly
overcrowded. It is due for demolition. Five new mental hospitals will be built to
provide 1,200 beds. III addition psychiatric units will be provided in the central
hospitals. If is planned to provide adequate out ..patient and follow-up treatment
for as many mental patients as possible. The cadre of psychiatric social workers
will be increased to ensure that those' who have been afIlicted with mental disorders
are quickly reabsorbed into. society. The training of mental nurses will be improved.
and when the new mental hospitals have been established the facilities for training
will be further increased.
VlI.-DENTAL HEALTH 'SERVICES
A school dental service is the principal innovation envisaged during the next
seven years. The recruitment of dental surgeons and the training of dental hygienists
will be accelerated. A new school is to be established for dental hygienists. As soon
as staff becomes available a series of school dental clinics will be. opened. In the
rural areas reliance wil1 be placed mainly on mobile dental units. This service will
be part of the overall school 'health ,services.
..
.
The preventive aspects of dental care will be emphasised. Each hospital will
ultimately have its own dental department.
Vlll.- TRAINING
All the training programmes of the Ministry are to be extended(i) Nursing

wil)

A new grade of nursing assistant is to be established. These assistants
be
recruited from midc:U~or continuing school leavers and given two years' training
in practical nursing.
(Ii) Phprmacists
i

•

The School of Pharmacy already has the capacity to produce all the pharmacists we require, and steps will be taken to see that the school receives an adequate
number of students. The newly established grade of dispensing assistant has proved
a success and the numbers will be Increased,
,
. (iii) Laborator~ technicians and technologists

will

For the immediate future candidates with elementary education
be trained
as laboratory assistants, leaving those with the school certificate to train as technologists.
'
(Iv) Public health and community health nurses
. These programmes will continue to expand and special efforts will be made to
encourage candidates to enter these grades.
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(1') Doctors
With the increase in medical scholarships to SOa year the placing of students
in world-renowned universities became a problem. Cocoa Marketing Board and
private scholars have been trained in West Germany and other countries in Europe •
. In the last couple of years an increasing number. of students have gone to Eastern
European countries. Differences in orientation,' approach, and even standards
are bound to .be reflected In the quality of medical care when all these students
.
graduate and retum home.
, Ghana' has therefore decided to establish her own medical school. The school
Will be designed initially to tum out SO graduates a year. In October, 1962, ·51
premedical students were enrolled at the University of Ghana, It is planned to
provide facilities for them to start their mediail course in October, 1964.
When the school is functioning fully it will be empowered to provide a screening
system for all doctors not trained in Ohana who wish to practise here before they
can be 'registered.
The sum of £G3·5 million has been allocated for the medical school project.
IX.- T.uom
The aim of medical development under thls Seven-year Plan is to achieve the
following ratios by 1970 :1 physician per 10,000 population
1nurse per 5,000 population (this includes public health centres)
1technician (laboratory, x-ray technicians) per 5,000 population.
1sanitarian (health inspector) per 15,000 population.
1 health auxiliary (community health. nurses, vaccinators, dressing
station attendants) per 1,000 population.
X.-NATIONAL

HEALTH SERVICB

It is the declared policy of the. Government eventually to provide free health
facilities for the entire population of Ghana. To provide an efficient national health
service certain basic pre-requisites are essential, namely the provision of adequate
physical medical facilities and manpower. At present these still fall far short of
requirements. It will not therefore be possible to achieve a free medical service
during the present plan period, but it is intended to provide those essential requirements which will lay the foundation for such a service.
It is the aim during the period to inaugurate a partial national health service
which will provide free treatment for paupers, for all communicable diseases and
accidents, and for the most vulnerable elements of the population (mothers and
children up to school leaving age), It is also proposed that' all diagnostic services
should be free.

ia4
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XI.-SUMMARY

OP FINANCIAL ALLoCATIONS'

.

'

The composition of the expenditure on the medical servlces env~aged in the
next seven years is as follows:
£0
Disease Control and Eradication
.. 4.000.000
Regional Health Servjces
.. 5.735.000
Hospital Services ..
..
.. 1~,880,OOO
.. 3,500,000
Medical School . .
Dental Health Services ..
S05,000
Miscellaneous
l~J,OOO
£031,060,000

Appendix A

HOSPITAL SERVICES

S.A

1. KorleBu
Ear, Throat and Eyes Hospital
Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Centre

Radiotherapy Centre ••
Medical Stores Extensions ..
Library and Auditorium
..
Laboratory and Blood Bank
Resident Doctors' Flats

·.
·. · .
·. · .
·.
·.

·.

Total

·.

·.

Kumasi/Nsuta/Mampong
Tamale ..
, Ho'
Ankaful Extensions-300'beds

..

·.

·.
·. ·.

Total

·.

·.

·'.

"

5S0,000
1,050,000
125,000,
40,000
95,000
160,000
30,000

£02,08'0,000

2. ;RegionalMental Hospitals
Accra-3oo beds

£G

·.

·. ·.
·.
·.
·.

£Q

630,000
580,000
660,000
550,000
2S0,OOO

£02;670,000
I&S
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3. Reaioual Hospltals
Tamale-300 beds and Regional·Laboratory
Koforidua-200 beds
Ho-200 beds and Regional Laboratory
Sunyani-200 beds

·.

- ...

·. .

..

Total

..

£0
850,000'
300,000
600,000 '
500,000

£02.250,000

4. District Hospitals

..

Denu
Wiaso ••
Halt Assini
Bekwai' ••

Nsawam
Odumase

·.

••

••

·'.

·.

·.
Total

••
••

·.
·.
·.

·.

·.
·.

..
·.

·.

£G
IS0,000
IS0,000
150,000
2)0,000
2)0,000
200,000

£01.050,000
•

5. Hospital Ext_lOBS and ModendsatioD
Tema, up to 300 beds
Mampong Ashanti, up to 120 beds ..
Tettch Quashie Memorial Hospital
Kumasi for another 200 beds, etc.
Cape Coast
·,
.
Korle Bu
••
·
Ridge Hospltal, Accra

·

Bawku ..

·

Jirapa .
Ketc Krachi
Kibi
••
Hohoe ..
AkimOda
Winneba
,Saltpond
Sekondi

Takoradi
Axim

·.
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·.

·.

.

·,

·.

·.

·.

·.

·.

·.
..·

·..
'.'

·.

·.

£0
425,000
14S,Soo
IS3,000
637,500
95,4~0
42S,000
63,7S0
17,450
19,5SO
50,100
4,250
40,800
2S,925
41,650

·.
·.

·..
·.

33,IS0
331,150
5,950
22,100
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Bolgatanga Observation Ward and Laboratory ...
Tarkwa
..
..
.•
..
Dunkwa
Salaga ..

·.

.. ·,
.

,

.

..

.

,

·~

Wa

Lawra ..
Yendi ..
Navrongo
Bole Health Centre, Miscellaneous
. Total ,.

6. Training Schools and Hostels
X-Ray and Laboratory Trainipg School and Hostel, Accra
X-Ray and Laboratory Training School and Hostel, Kumasi
X-Ray and Laboratory Training School and Hostel, Tamale

..
••
Nurses Training School and Hostel for Nursing Assistants, Yendi
Nurses Training School and Hostel for Nursing Assistants, 000
Nurses Training School and Hostel for Nursing Assistants,
Sunyani
..
..
..
..
" , '. •
•.
..
Nurses Training School and Hostel for Nursing Assistants,
Nsawam
..
•.
,.
..
..
•.
Nurses Training School and Hostel for Nursing Assistants, Half
' •
A ssmi

..

..

.•

..

.•

..

..

£0
59,500
58,620
30,600
28,900
26,350
80,750
51,850
32,450
42,500
£02,966,075

••

Nurses Training School and Hostel for Nursing Assistants,
Odumase . .
.,
•.
..
Nurses Training School and Hostel for S.R.N. and Midwifery,
Tamale
..
..
•.
..
..
~.
..
..
Nurses Training School and Hostel for S.R.N. and Midwifery,

£0
35,000
35,000
35,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
175,000

Sekondi
..
;.
..
••
• .,
..
.,
•.
130,000
Nurses Training School and Hostel for Midwifery and Nursing
Assistants, Tema ..
•.
_.
•.
..
..
80,000
Extensions to existing Training School, Cape Coast
50,000
Extensions to existing Training School, KlJIIWi ..
..
_,_
45,000
Extensions to existing Training School-Mental Nurses, Accra
60,000
Extensions to existingTraining School-Mental Nurses, Ankaful
25,000
Extensions to existing Training School-Nursing Assistants
40,000
(Mental), Ho·
..
...
..
..
..
..
Extensions to existing Training School-Nursing Assistants
40,000
(Mental), Nsuta
..
..
Extensions to existing Training School-Nursing Assistants
40,000
(Mental), Tamale ..
£01.030,000
Total ..
187,
14
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'CHAPTER 9

. HOUSING..
I.-HOUSING

IN THE NAnONAL ECONOMY

. In many 'oountries.in the world housing constitutes the grea~est single national
asset. The demand of housing on available investment resources is correspondingly
great, The 'large amounts that are everywhere invested in the provision of housing
make the 'construction industry which produces this housing and.other buildings one
of the largest industries both from the point of view of·its output and from the point
of view of the numbers of working people it employs. But the cost of a housing
programme cannot be financed from within the building industry itself; investment
for housing must come from the savings which' the community makes out of its
incomes generated in the productive sectors of the economy. Therefore, whilehousing
could add greatly to employment and incomes a national housing policy must be
closely related to the level of development of the productive sectors of the economy
and observe a ratioga) balance in. the, allocation of investment between housing and
the more directly productive 'investments.
II.-URBANISATION

AND

HoustNG

IN GHANA

The rate of urbanisation in Ghana, as Indeed in many other d.evelopfngcountries,
has been v~ry.rapid in the post..war period. The improvement of sanitation and other
health facilities'has been most rapid in the urban areas. Hence mortality rates have
fallen farthest bi the towns, with a consequent increase'in the natural rate of growth
of the urban populations, There h~ also been a massive drift of populatlon into the
towns b6~ f!om villages within Ghana and from neighbouring countries. This
urbanisation has put great-pressure on available housing in urban areas. Between
1948and 1960the average occupancy per house in the larger cities increased by about
30 per cent to 19'3 persons per house. In A'ccraone-third of the people were living at
more than 20 persons per house and more than 2'S persons per room. In the mediumsized towns of 10,000 to 50,000 population, which are expected to show an even
more r~pi.drate of population 'increasethan the largest cities in the coming years, the
present housing occupancy is around 13 persons per house.
Urbanis~ti~n Increases'the ..costof housing aDYgiven number of people. Apart
from the hIgher standards required in-the 'house.structures themselves in the urban
areas as compared to rural areas, the cost of ancillary servicesand other facillties also
tends to be very much higher. Thus it is estimated tliat where it costs £0110 per
capita to provid~ a: house for each city dweller it costs £070 to house every person
in 'a mcdiwi-sized town and £050 to house an average person ina.rural area. lhus

.•
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with the urban populatjon of Ghana expected to increase by about 600,000 persona

during the course of the Seven-year Plan a national housing programme to provide
adequately for hous~g needs is going to be quite expensive. The Government's
social policy also requires that a start be made during this plan pedod on stemming
the growth of slums in urban areas, especially in the major cities.
The growth of population, traffic and general economic activity in -the urban
areas has pointed up the importance of effective town planning. Already the central
areas of the larger cities are in need of redevelopment and the arrangements made for
the movement of men and goods have proved inadequate. New trafIiq arteries have to
be developed and more forward-looking conceptions are being worked out for the
use of land in these cities. Modem concepts of regional planning are being applied to
the Accra-Tema 'area which will continue to require special attention both as the
seat of Government and as a major centre of industry.
At the same time action must be taken now to forestall the growth in the mediumsized towns of similar situations oC imbalance. The Town Planning Division is
already preparing schemes for many of those towns. Their implementation, and
especially the reservation at an early date of adequate land for public purposesroads, markets. schools, drainage-should enable these towns to avoid the worst
aspects of the difficulties of the large cities.

m.-THE

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPORTANCEOF HOUSING

In embarking on a major programme of development in Industry, in agriculture
and other sectors of the economy Ghana must rely on being able to secure a high
level of productivity from the working force. The provision of adequate housing both
as to the physical properties of the housing and as to its location in relation to the
place of work is an important element in the productivity of labour. Thus Government's housing policy under this Seven-year Plan aims at ensuring that in those
locations where new economic activities are expected to develop and bring together
lar-genumbers of working people, adequate housing will be available to meet the
requirements of the working force. The housing programme outlined below therefore
places i~smain emphasis on the provision of housing in those urban areas where the
srowth in employed labour force is expected to be greatest in th~ next seven years.
The greatest threat posed by an insufficiency of hou,sing in urban areas is to
the' stability of family life which in turn could undermine the whole social fabric.
It is Government's intention to encourage a. rate of housing construction that will
preserve the cohesion of family life in the urban areas. In tllis regard Government
. recogniZesthe importance of preserving the community pattern in the development
of urban areas.as has been demonstrated in the development of Tema; a city divided
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Up.into fairly self-contained communities can develop a. community ute i.n.which .
the individual family, especially if it is an Immigrant fanuly, can find a satisfactory
social position:
.

I:V .-P.REVlOUS HOUSING DnvELOPMENT IN GHANA
Government's housing pOllCYin the past has been mostly implemented through
the Ghana Housing Corporation, the First Ghana Building Society, the Roof
Loans Scheme of the Ministry of Communications and Works, and the direct
provision of Government housing to public officers. Up till the middle of 1962
the Ghana Housing Corporation had constructed over 2,000 units of housing in
urban areas in all the regions of Ghana and also taken over the administration of
D~ly 14,000 houses previously built by Government. The total value of the
buildings under its control was £010·5 million and its monthly rental income of
over £040,000 should enable the 'Corporation henceforth to finance a sizeable
volume of house-building from its own resources. The First Ghana Building Society
within six years of its formation has granted housing loans up to a total value of
fGl milllonto ~O beneficiaries. These loans have been financed not only by the
investment of. £0500,000 that Government has made in the Building Society but
also by the savings that individual Ghanaians have contributed to the society and
which at the end of the 1961-62 financial year amount to nearly another £G500,000.
The Government's Roof Loans Scheme has up to the end of 1961-62 extended
loans amounting to almost £Ol'5 million in the rural areas which have called forth
matching investments by individual villagers of many times that figure and thereby
helped to build over 11,000 houses of improved quality iIi the villages. Although
in recent years the supply of Government housing for members of the public service
has tended to fall rather far behind the demand for such housing owing to a slowing
down of the rate of construction, and even more to the rapid increase in the number
of public servants to be provided for, it still remains a creditable fact that most
of the housing for middle and upper income groups in Ghana has been provided by
Government.
1963-70
Eventually the economy of Ghana must be able to assure adequate housing for
each family.in the country as a matter of right. Along with the right of children to
education and the right of adults to a chance for gainful employment, the Govern ..
ment recognizes access to adequate housing as one of the fundamental privileges
of .the people of Ghana. Until The economy is able to assure the implementation
of this right,~however, a more limited housing polley should.be ~signcd aiIned at
relieving the housiQg.problem at the points where it is most acute. Under this Sevenyear Plan housing in the urban areas for the expected increase in the population of
those areas is recognized as tiie most pressing need.
•

V.-HOUSlNG PoUCy
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'~e'popwation
of the smaller towns and of the villages of Ghana.is expected
to increase by nearly 1'2 million in the coming seven years. At the existing rates
of housing occupancy this requires the construction of about 170,000 more housing
units in the rural areas. However. these areas have been traditionally able to provide
adequate living space for themselves through local savings and through construction
by owner-occupiers. The assistance of the Centr;d Government to rural housing
during the pian period will therefore consist mostly of the further extension of 'the
Roof Loans Scheme and of the development of a buildhig materIals industry which
should be able to assure the rural communities access to building materials at reason. able prices. Work is already in hand to producer workable techniques in the design
of houses, in methods of construction and in the use of local buDding materials.
The Ministry will propagate those techniques which are found to be most successful
through an extensive advisory service. If these objectives can be achieved the standard
of rural housing can be improved by an appreciable margin during the next few
years through the local effort of the rural communities in the provision of their
own housing. Government intends to make an early start with the exploitation .of
limestone deposits in order to provide cheap building materiels .for rural housebuilders, and also to provide lumber at prices considerably lower than what they
now have to pay.

.

It. is estimated that in order to provide for the expected increase in' urban
population during this plan period a total of 25,00.0 new dwelling units should be
constructed in the city areas of Accra ..Tema, Kumasi and Sekondi- Takoradi and
another 35,000 new units in the other tow~~ and municipalities. This housing pro·gramme is expected to cost a minimum of £G44'5 million' of which £031'2 million
will be required for strictly commercial housing-and £013·3 mlllion-IorIcw income
housing, I~'will be the function of Government housing policy during the plan
period to ensure that. both from its own resources and from the 'rescurees of the
lndlvldua! bouse-builder, an adequate flow of finance is available to construct the
requisite number of houses.
The rapid in1low ot" rural people into urban areas since the end of the second .
world war has resulted in the creation Qf a number of satellite towns and villages
around the larger cities and also to the increased over-crowding of slum areas
within those cities. Hitherto municipal policy has not adopted a realistic approach
to the reception of these immigrant workers who constitute a very important element
in the total labour supply on. the b~is of wliich the eConomies of the cities haVe
expanded. The resultls that on the one hand these immigrants .have provided them ..
selves with what houSing they could In the middle of the cities in'defiance of building
and other tegulations of the municipal authorities, and 9n tbe other hand, the satellite
towns and villages which they have created have grown up witliout adequate plan ..
ning or sanitation. It is proposed that under tHiS plaii a de1iIiite policy will be evolved
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c:e~~

for the 4ev~10pmeD.tof ~ub.urba.n~ownsand villages as initial reception
for
Immigrant labour in' t~~ larger ,cities. ¥lnimum sta~dard&.of hous~?a W1~ be ~rescribed based on realistic' economic considerations. But an or~er to remove the
: threat tQ'publlc healtb that eXistsin many ~f~ese communities at pres~~t the,m.o:st
important'requiiements are adequatesanitation, contr~~ed layo~~~n~ wat~rsu~~lles.
It is ther~fore intended' that, 'partly using the constructional facjl1tiesof the Workers
Brigade, a number of pl~nned sub~~bari -communitles will be prepared
roads,
drainage and water supplies-provided by Government. When such facilities are
constructed it can be expected tha~ the iriunlgrant worker will be able to build for
himself housing to suit his needs. At the same time the provision of facilities by
Government will enable Government to exercise some control over the standard
and disposition of houses in these comn.;lu_nities.
As has been done under the Roof
Loans Scheme, standardized bpi)ding plans and construction methods will be
evolved by the housing authorities and given or ,taught to the immigrant, workers
for construction of their own houses,
The most ambitious project in house building so far undertaken by the Government has been in ,the construction of Tema Township. In the last sevenyears £05'0
million have been spent on the provision of housing and related facilities,for Tema,
With the further development of Tema into a major industrial and transportation
centre it is estimated that in the coming seven years twenty thousand new housing
units will be required in Tema alone. If these needs,are to be met then it will be
necessary for the Government's efforts in providing housing in Tema to be supplemented by private efforts and by the efforts of the industrial establishments that WIll
grow up 'in Tema. The development of Tema on the basis of a number of selfcontained complunity units Will, be .continued, More new communities will be
developed in which the,Government's investment will consist of providing the 'basic
facilities of roads, drainage, water and electrical connections plus the' communal
facilities, while private individuals or, corporate. bodies construct the actual housing
under the normal building regulations of the municipal authority. It is intended to
initiate the 6.rst experiments in this polley in 1963 and, based on the results, this
co-operative effort of Government and private capital in the provision of 'housing
at. Tcma will be extended in the course of the plan period. Suitable arrangements
will be made regarding rents for the lease of government-built houses and for the
recovery of Government's investments in essential facilities from private house
builders in Tema on the same basis as is done in other municipal 'areas.

M.t?

VI.-FINANCING

OF THE HOUSING PROGRAMMB

It is inteaded that private savings should make the maximum possible contribution to the imp~ementation of the housing policy. Government intends to facilitate
th~ private p~cipation by making a number of financial arrangements conducive
to mcreased pnvate·savings and investment in housing.
'
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Hitherto the private house owner in Ghana has generally had.to save the whole
amount required for his investment first and then bwld afterwards. The main
objectiveof the financial arrangements to be instituted in the coming years will be
to make it possible for the individual's savings.to be .supplemented so ·that he can
beg\n to build as soon as he has accumulated a reasonable proportion Qf.the cost.of
the house. He can then save the rest of the cost.of the building ,~fterwardsby making
payments towards these savings while enjoying the use of the asset. This would
bring the small Ghanaian builder to a position more nearly equivalent to the position
of the private home owner in most other countries.
The institution of mortgage and loan facilities on a large' scale pre..supposes
the existence of savings within the community which can be channelled through
these mortgage or loan organizations to the private home owner. In most countries
the banking system, insurance and pensions funds, savings and loans associations
and such other bodies are by far the greatest sources of the savings which are channelled into house building. In Ghana hitherto the contribution of such sources of
funds to the ,provision of housing has been quite negligible. The first target of the
Government's efforts in arranging to make more' funds available for housing will
therefore be to stimulate the flow of loanable funds from such institutions into the
house building market. First of all an assessment will be made during 1963 of the
total resources likely to be available from all such sources for the financing of house
building.
The most effectivemeans available to any Government in drawing out loanable
funds from such institutions is the method of guaranteeing loans by such bodies
either directly or through a financial intermediary. There already exist three major
house building agencies which should be put in the position of being able to borrow
from holders of guarantees. The Accra Tema Development Corporation, Ghana
Housing Corporation and the First Ghana BuildingSocietywill all be developed to a
status where banks, insurance companies and pension funds are able to lend to them.
The experience of most countries suggests that Government guarantees to such
bodies are the cheapest means of stimulating house building since in general most
people who borrow from such agencies will ,pay back their loans if the agencies
themselvesare well organised to make and collect such loans. It is this latter aspect,
the effectivenessof these bodies in granting loans and in collectingloan and mortgage
payments, that is the greatest weakness of the system at present. When this has been
corrected it will be expected that loanable funds will fiow into these bodies in the
large amounts needed for the housing programme.

.

To judge by the numbers of serious enquiries that have already been examined
by the Ministry of Works, the Ministry pf Finance and the Office of the Planning
CommiSSiODforeign sources of capital can be usedfor financinghousing construction
J
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in Ghana on -a sizeable scale. It is intended to follow up these enquiries with the
vlew of arranging eitherfo~ ...the.potential foreign lenders to lend directly to individual
builders In Ghana with the support of the Government of Ghana, or to. lend through
the various home building agencies. Since the financing of real estate cannot yield
quick returns and the in.vestment is "less transferable than most other sorts, of
investment, some additional protection may be demanded by these potential foreign
lenders. Government will explore
possibility of getting the Governments of the
countries from which the capital is derived to add their guarantees to those of the
Government of Ghana in order to facilitate the flow of such loan funds.Into .home
construction in Ghana.
Under the Roof Loans Scheme and other systems of selective help to rural
housing construction a great deal of private investment in home building has
been stimulated by relatively small outlays of Government money. The existing
scheme will be expanded and variations of it suitable for building in the urban areas
will be considered.
Government has already invested £G5'O million in housing under the Tema
Corporation, £02'8 million under the Housing Corporation, and £02'2 million
under the First Ghana Building Soci~ty and-the Roof Loans Scheme. On the basis of
repaymen] oveE periods of 15 to 20 years including' a reasonable element oriaterest,
Government ought to be recovering 8-10 per cent of these investments every year
by way of amortisation. This would imply that £0900,000 per annum could be derived
from the turnover of existing investment by Government in housing. Steps Will be
taken to ensure that this return is secured in order that more housing can be provided
for those members of the community who have not hitherto enjoyed thehelp of the
state in obtaining their housing. The existing situation where there is the tendency
for some of the people enjoying these facilities not to make the payments expected
of them amounts to a position where a small section of the community enjoys the
benefits of the use of mopey provided by the whole community without accepting
the responsibility of enabling other members of the community to enjoy the same
privilege. Both on the grounds of social justice and for the purpose of making these
agencies commercially credit-worthy therefore their administrations to some extent
has been strengthened but more has to be done in order to enable them to finance a
sizeable proportion of the total investment in housing required in the coming years
out of their own internal resources and out of the loans which they can independently
command.
In many countries industrial and agricultural enterprises play a major part in
the provision of housing for their workers. Especially where, as is proposed in
Ghana. systems of bonuses and other incentive payments are an Important feature
of the wage structure, the use ~f'.pro1its and other resources of productive enterprises
in the proviSion of liousihg contributes a major share to the total !rivestment in

the

,

.
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housing. In the case of Tema for instance, large lndustrlal enterprises arc being set
up employing thousands of working men who up tillnow have been housed entirely
by 'Government. It is proposed to obtain from the users of such labour a sizeable
contribution towards the provision of their housing. This may be done by two
methods. In some cases the enterprises may be able themselves to finance the construction of housing for their workers. In other cases' these enterprises can place
their access to loan capital at the disposal of the working people 'by helping them or
some intermediary organisations to borrow for the purpose of house building.
Especially now that most businesses in Ghana no longer need to construct their own
roads. water or electricity supplies, there should be room within the financial structure
of many productive enterprises for the provision of housing and other facilities for
the benefit of their workers.
The existence of a network of financial institutions is necessary to stimulate the
private savings which will go into building and more directly productive investments.
Proposals for assisting the development of an adequate financial structure for Ghana
are outlined in Chapter J 3 below, Building Societies, savings co-operatives and other
such organisations for individual savings should be developed' energetically. Some
local authorities are also capable of making a significant contribution to the
financing of house building in Ohana. These will be encouraged' through financial
and technical assistance by the central Government to implement their own local
building programmes.
In adc:Utionto the financing that will be available from the returns on its existing
investment in housing Government intends to provide each year during the plan
period in average £0600,000 for the construction of housing under the direct control
of Government; £0 J 'S million for the housing programmes of .the Accra Tema
Development Corporation and the Ghana Housing Corporation and £0500,000
for the Loans Scheme. This will amount to a total of £G20"3 million over the
seven-yearperiod. With the addition of the loans that building agencies can raise and
of privateinvestment in housing by individual Ghanaians and by business organisations
the total housing supply needed to accommodate the expected increase. in the urban
population should be amply provided for. It is expected and it would be of some
advantage that the build-up of the volume of housing construction both in the
Government and the private sector should be gradual in the earlier years of the plan
period. As the period opens the ftow of savings into the housing sector is not well
organized. The import content of housing is' very high and will remain so until a
domestic building materials industry has been developed. Methods of construction
are still relatively backward especially from the point of view of the planning of
construction work and the usc of prefabrication, standardlsation and other modern
methods of reducing costs or construction. t\1thouSh the construction industry has
enjoyed a great boom in the second halC of the 19508, die production of skilled
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workmen, csp.ec1ally in,the·overseer class, has Jagged behind and has contnouted to
the inflation in ~e costs of building in Ghana. A too rapid revival of the industry
will produce similar results until there has been time to step up the rate of output
of skilled workers from tlie educatioJial system as proposed in a previops section.
In a number of areas also the supply of infrastructure especially drainage" water and
electricity has not been able to keep up' with the development of housing. 'Par all
these reasons the volume of building that can be economically undertaken in the
earlier years of the plan period will remain relatively smail. In the later years however,
it should be hoped that many of these obstacles will have been removed. Especially
the opportunity should be taken by planning and research in the earlier part of the
plan period to bring down the cost 'of workers' houses to the level of around £0350
per unit which is commonly realised in other parts of Africa where the rationalisation
. of building and the development of a domestic building materials industry have
been carried to an adequate degree.

VII.-QTHBR

CoNTRIBUTIONS OF GoVERNMENT

(I) Publlc.Facllltiea
The quality ·of housing depends as much upon the availability of facilities such
as water, drainage, streets, electrical connections and community facilities as on the
physical characteristics of the structure itself. The Government's programme in the
construction of such facilities is outlined in Chapters 6 and 8. Hitherto home builders
in urban areas-have not always 'been able to count on the availability df the most
basic services like water, streets and electricity. With the programme of construction
of infrastructure' facilities enYisased in this plan it is hoped-at least to be able to
catch up with exi,sting demand and to assure to house builders the availability of
.
these essential services in all' urban areas.
On the other hand methods must be found for obtainin, from the owners and
occupiers of urban housing a contribution to the constructron of roads, dnunage
and public llghtlng. Some municipal areas have been able to make a major local
contribution towards the provision of these facilities. Others however are very far
from being able to make the contributicn that could reasonably be expected of
them. The administration of municipal finances requires thorough overhaul in
order to enable the urban areas to assist the Central Government in the task of
providing essential services.

a

A particularly important element in municipal service is public transport. It
cannot now be said that the system of public transport in any of the urban areas of
Ghana is adeql1!1te for the rapid and comfortable movement of working people.
The municipal transport authority will be re-organised and supplied with the means

to assure provision of adequate municipal transport services.
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It is alao the intention of the Government to ensure'that an adequate supply of
land with a firm title is available to house builders at reasonable cost.
(Ii) Engineering

anP Archftecture

In relation to the average levels of production and ~con;te in Ghana the cost
of housing is ~ very high. Where in the most advanced countries a man's house
costs the equivalent of three or four times his -yearlyincome, in Ghana-housing costs
amount to between six and eight times the incomes of most occupiers. Thus financially
housing is put out of the reach of the majority of the working population who in
other Countries would be expected to own ~ir housing. Even so the actual physjcal
standard of housing .in Ghana cannot be considered to be very high. A great deal
of work in engineering and architecture therefore requires to be done to bring. the - cost of housing within the means of the average working man while at the same time
improving the physical standards of housing.
'The cost of housing is made up of the cost of materiais used in building and
the cost of the actual process of construction. Studies are already under way into
methods of reducing the cost of building materials and especially the proportion of
these costs that leak out of Ghana in the form of payments for imported building
materials. But the building industry must first evolve practical methods of utilising
local building materials and of economising on the use of all building materials
through improvements in the architectural and engineering design of houses. It is
proposed to examine as a matter of high priority how the construction industry
can be made more efficient, with special reference to the buildi-ngof houses.
Unless this research in~o cheaper building through improved designing and
more efficient methods of construction and into the greater use of local building
materials succeeds the cost of an adequate building programme to meet the social
objectivesof the Government will stay beyond 'the means of the country's economy.
The Ministry of Communications and Works will therefore treat this assignment as
one of the highest priority.
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CHAPTER 10
THE' VOLTA RIVER PROJECT
GENERAL MAOmnJDS

OF INITIAL

lNvmMENT

The Volta River development is the biggest single step that has been taken in
the economic and industrial development of Ghana. It involves an investment of
£70 mlllion m the Hydro PrQject. £58'6 million in the Aluminium Smelter Project
and a projected £7 million Inancillary development. Although these cover not only
infrastructure development but also industrial enterprises in other sectors
of the economy they have been taken together because they represent the most
significant group of investments which will take place in Ghana during the present
plan period.
.
About £12 million of the total expenditure will have been incurred before the
start of the plan period, leaving a total investment of £100 million to be incurred
during the plan period. The first arid foremost among the developments which have
already started is the harnessing of the river and its tributaries and the construction
of the dam and the power station. Work on other aspects of the project has also
been started. Among these are studies OD river navigation, measures for the resettle..
.. ment of 70,000 people whose homes will be flooded by the Volta Lake. creation of
new settlements, provision of alternative areas for agriculture and of other means of
livelihood for them, the development of fisheries, and a certain amount of road
transportation for linking the communities.
iim

HYDRo-ELeCTRIC PROJECT

The Volta Project ranks with the largest undertakings of this type
so far developed in Africa. The'rockfi11 dam rising about 244 feet above river level
.(370 feet above the fQun~tiop.s) will- have a crest length of2,100 feet. The reservoir,
wholly within Ghana, will be 250 miles in length and have a surface area of 3,275
square miles. Of the total reservoir volume of 120 million acre feet, 50 million~acre
feet will be useful storage, The power station is designed for an ultimate capacity
of883MW (Six 147'2MW units). Four of the six units, equivalent to ~89 M'W, will
be instaDed iriitially. Other major features will be a spillway having a capacity for
a flood discharge of 1'2 million cubic feet per second, and an auxiliary rockfill
saddle dam 1,100 feet long and 120 feet high.
The transmission system of 165 KV, will consist of two double circuit lines
running 44 miles from Akosombo to the smelter at Tema and one double circuit
203
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THE VOLTA RlVER PROJECf

ring 400 niiles long serving the whole of the Southern part of Ghana. The latter
line win supply Kumasi, Takoradi, the mining areas and other major centres of
economic activity. Studies are already far advanced for the possible extension of
the transmission system to the Northern and Upper Regions and the South Eastern
corner of Ghana. Possibilities also exist for the export of power to neighbourins
countries.
The estimated initial cost of the hydro project covering the installation of
four generator units and including interest during construction on borrowed capital,
contingencies and an initial working capital allocation, will be distributed as
follows:EsTIMATED COST OF THE PROJECT

£0 million

Local
Foreign
Currency Exchange
Reservoir clearance, resettlement site preparation,
camp and access roads
••
.•
.,
.•
Civil works (main and saddle dams, intake structure,
,.
power station bulldlng and steel penstocks)
Power plant, equipment and installation (4 units)
Transmission lines and sub-stations
Bngiaeering (design.and supervision)
Contingencies ••
Working capital
,,
,.
.
Interest during construction , .

10'2

.

Totals

.,

•.

Total
10'2

8"7

13'1

2]'8

1'2
3'2
1'4

6'6

7'8

8'S

11'7

2'0

3'4

2~4

.4~3
S'9

6'7
0'5
S'9

40'4

70'0

O'S

,,

27'6 .

The foreign exchange component will thus comprise 60 per cent
cost of the project. .

ot the

total

The Government is to invest up to £35 million in the project and to obtain an
additional £35 million in loans from the following sources:•
~ .
Lending Agency
IBRD, 51°%, 2S years . .
••
.,
,
United States Agency for International Development, 3j %, 25 years
Bxport-Import Bank, 5! %, 25 years .•
.•
.•
,•
•.
United ~Kingdom Exports Credits Guarantee Department, 6 %,
25 years
,.
.
...
.

.. . .

Total

204

.•

..

..

..

. ..

.

••

£0'000
16,785

9,643
3,572

..

5,000

••

35,000
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The distribution of expenditures from 1961 to 1967 between Oovernment
and foreign sources was oriainaUy pbulned as CoIlows:£0 millIon

Year
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

..

••

··. ·. ·, . ·.
.
· ·.
·.
..
•
· ·•
.
••
•
. ·.
Adjustments and Unallocated
•.
••
"
,.
•.
••

,

•

6'000

•

2'674
l'OS2

••

7'389
35'000

4'403
1'895
0'J76
,
8"767
35'000

,

•

,

Total

••

••

••
POWEll

2'326

5'767

,

"

Sources

7'408

••

"

Foreign

3'773
1'660

""
,

"

Ghana
Go'Vernment
4'422
6'288

Total

6'748
10'061
15'068
11'':167
7'077
2'947
0'176
16'156
70'000

MAIWrr

The market to be served by the project will result from:-(a) the demand of the £058'6 million aluminium smelter to be established
by Volta Aluminium Company, a private enterprise corporation sponsored by Kaiser Aluminium Company and Reynolds Metals and operating mainly on capital borrowed from the United States Oovernment;
(b) the general consumer demand in the southern area of Ohana which
includes Accra, Tema, TakoradJ) Kumasi and other towns and villages
to be served by the transmission network; and
(c) the demand of
mines.
The Ghana Government has negotiated an agreement with the Volta Aluminiun1
Company (VALCO) which guarantees that VALCO will buy a steady supply of a
large portion of the initial power as soon as it is completed.
The general consumer demand for commercial, industrial, domestic and
mlscellaneous purposes throughout Ghana will constitute the next largest market
. for Volta Power. It has been estimated that in the period 1965-67 the rate of load
growth in the general consumer market, excluding the mines, wiJI be around 15 per
cent and thereafter 11 per cent per annum up to 1977. The load of the towns and
villages of southern Ghana is expected to be about 85 megawatts (including transmission losses) in 1966 when the project is scheduled to come. into operation and then
grow to 266 megawatts in 1976, These are fairly high rates of growth. On the other
hand general economic indicators would tend to support these estimates. Among
these are the relatively high per capita income-currently about £076 per yearand the growth of power-using industrial enterprises in southern Ohana.

the
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It is also expeoted that the'mining load, which at present is privatelY. produced,
would be transferred from private generation to the public system. It is estimated

that supplies to the mines would be about 11 megawatts in 1966 increasing to 32
megawatts in 1975.
The combined demand on the project, taking into account transmission losses,
is expected to increase from 265 megawatts in 1967 to 349 megawatts in 1969.
Should VALCO exercise the option of buying the entire capacity reserved for the
smelter by 1969 rather than in 1972, the combined demand should increase from
265 megawatts in 1967 to 460 megawatts in 1969.
Tlie following Tables give ,the power station capacities and estimated maximum
demand for the years 19,66-76inclusive. Table 10.1 (a) shows the power distribution if the smelter demand is increased in April, 1972, and Table '10.1(b) shows
the power distribution if VALCO exercises its option to increase the smelter demand
by April, 1969.
TABLE

VOLTA RIVER

10.1

PROJECT: CAPACITY

AND POWER

SUPPLIES. 1966-76

10.1 (a)-With uneltet In/wI production In 1972
Total
Installed Power Smelter Ghana Reserve Spare
Capacit, Generated Demand IJJad' Power Capacity

Year

(Megawatts including Transmission Losses)

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

589
589
589
589
589

232
412
481
496
510

1.66
223
,223
223

S89

526

223

1972

736
736
736

656
676 ,

334

1973
1974
1975
1976
206

..

736
••

883

698'
721.
747

f

85
99
126

147
147
147
147

140

147

'156
175
195

147
147
141
147

111

334
334
334

217
240

147

334

266

147

357
177
108
93
19
63
80

60
38
IS
136

.
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10,1 (b}-Wlth,sme/ter

Year
1966

1967
1968
1969
19:70
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

..
.,

"

.

InjuUproduction tn'1969

Total
Installed
Power Smelter Ghana Reser"e Spare
Capadty Gemtraled Demand Load Power Capacity
(Megawatts including Transmission Losses)
8S
147
232
357
589
412
166
147
177
99
S89
223 . III
147
108
481
S89
147
129
126
607
334
736
.
;,140
147
115
621
334
736
99
156
147
,
637
334
736
147
80
175
334
.736 .
656
"
147
195
60
334
676
736
38
147
217
334
736
698
147
240
15
334
721
796
136
147
334
266
747
883

.

.

The power rate to be charged to the smelter has been established at' 2'625 mills
per kWh for 30 years renewab,le for another 20 years. On the basis of the commitments so far taken by VALCO, revenues from sales to the smelter will grow from
£0542,000 in 'the ·firstyear after delivery of power to £02,464.000 in the seventh year.
Power rates for general consumer demand and Corthe mines will be established
later. But on the assumption that the ave~ge revenue from sales to the~general
consumer would amount' to about 15 mills (l'29d.) and that to the mines about 10
mills (0'86d,), non-smelter revenues would be greater in all years than smelter
revenues. The growth of the non-smelter demand is therefore very important for the
success of the project.
Table 10.2 gives the forecast summary income statements from 1966-76
from which it is shown that income from power sales is expected to increase steadily
as the smelter and non ..smelter revenues develop.

By the nature of the project Ghana cannot expect to earna quick return on its
investment in the Volta project. But ~entuany this will be a profitable investment,
the return on Ghana's equity being estimated to amount to about 3·5 per cent by
1971 and to increase to around 10 per cent by 1975.
'
The Volta project has been designed in such, a way as to be in itself a commercially profitable undertaking which is expected eventually to be able .not only to
repay the £070 million invested in it but also to provide financing for the othee power
developments already planned-both on the Volta river itself and at other potential
hydro sites in Ghana. Its indirect benefits of course will be even greater, The smelter
project which is directly associated with it will, by $e end of this pian period, be
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already exporting some 90.000 tons of aluminium a yeat worth more than £016
million as ingots at 1962 prices. Since it is hoped at an early date to go into the
fabrication of aluminium products the gross prospective earnings of foreign exchange
wiU be even greater. As outlined in a previous section of this document it is also
Intended' to develop alumina production based on Ghanaian bauxite to feed
into the smelter. The capital investment and employment opportunities entailed
in the construction and operation of the whole Volta complex of industries will be
very large indeed.
But in addition the Volta project will create a situation of energy surplus which
should prove a great attraction to industry and help to speed up the rate at which
economic modernisation relieves the working man in Ghana of some of the less
necessary forms of drudgery. Oovernment is especially hopeful that the availability
of cheap electrical power over large areas of the country will encourage the adoption
of more modem equipment and techniques in the small-scale businesses in Ghana.
The coming of electricity should also help to transfonn social life in many small
towns and villages, while transport, agriculture. and fishery should all benefit from
the project.
nm VOLTA PROJECT
The .present scope of the Volta project has been limited to the power and
aluminium development which provided an economically viable package of
convenient size from a financiaf point of view. But it was always intended that the
project should evolve into a full multi..purpose undertaking in which the whole
area of economic impact of the dam should be considered and developed as a unit.
It is intended to Initiate this process of evolution in the present plan period.
FORmER DEVELOPMENTS OF
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TABLB10.2
FORECAST SUMMARY INCOME STATEMENTS 1966-76
1966

~

Reveoucs: Smelter ••
Other

"

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

£0
1974

1975

1~6

1.164
2,fm

1.,575

1,643

2,396

2,464

3,313

4,166

4,65'7

2,464
5.192:·

2,464

2,944

2,OSS
3;716

2,396

1,96$

407
2,299

5,775

6,lQ.

1,965

2,706

3.771

4,519

4.9'6

',359

6,221

1.on

1.656

8,23'

8,826

1.143

273

1,338

2,086

20m

2,926

3,601

4.409

5.000

S,m

6,021

(594)

(1,532)

(414)

389

918

1,470

2,lW

2,97S

4.385

4,823

~
~
~

>-

~
Total
Opcratios Surplus

Net Eatnlnp or (Deficit)

..

,.

3.

.~
~
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(I) Resettlement

The need to resettle some 70,OQOpeople who will be displaced by the Volta
Lake provides the first point of departure. In view of the speed with which the
actual movement of population has to be done the initial resettlement effort will
necessarily have to concentrate on the 'limited objective of getting the people into a
new area and safeguarding their basic livelihood while doing so. But the resettlement is being treated as an exercise in positive economic development on a regional
basis designed to transform the areas and the lives of the people involved. This
means that new forms of farming, fishing and industry will be introduced into those
areas, both for the people who are moved and the people already resident in the
area of resettlement. The organisation of settlements, the types and standards of
housing, and access to public services will all be modernised in the long range
resettlement scheme. Provision has been made in the agricultural programme under
the resettlement plan to finance the farming aspect of these proposals. Transport,
industry and other :aspects will be dealt with under the appropriate programmes. But
it is intended that the development of the resettlement area should continue to be
looked at as . a whole and treated as a special undertaking within the overall
national development plan.
(il) Land and Water Use

In order to obtain the maximum advantages from the existence of the largest
man..made lake traversing most of the country from south-east to north-west it
js necessary to develop a comprehensive conception for the use of the land,
water and other resources contained within the Volta area broadly defined. There
is need to allocate each natural sub-division of the Volta Lake area to the uses for
which it is. best fltted--arable and livestock farming, forestry, game and nature
reserves, industrial and urban areas and communications.
So far the distribution of the total supply of water likely to be available within
the Volta basin each year has not been exactly planned. The dam will need to hold
a certain head of water for driving the turbines and it is expected that the flow of the
Volta below Akosombo win not be subject to as wide fluctuation as it used to be.
But there are large tracts of rich farming land in the lake area whose productivity
could be considerebly increased by irrigation either from the lake itself or from some
of the tributaries of the Volta. The Accra-Tema metropolitan' area needs to' draw
water from the Volta on a scale which will increase steadily, while the new urban
and village centres in the resettlement area will also liave to be provided with water
supplies. ~ now planned the Volta Lake win lip,vea maximum variation in level ~f
28 feet. The use of Volta basin water for any of~the above-mentioned purposes will
change these calculations. But the utilisation of all water above the dam will have to fit
into a unified system. Such a system will allowtas much surplus water as possible to be
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used in the drier parts of the country and for urban supplies, will secure a more even
flowof water at the dam itself by controlling. .the flow in the headwaters, will minimise
the waste of V-olta.water through the QYCf$pillat the dam thereby also regulating
the level of the river below the dam and improving navigation, and finally could
narrow the range of possible variation in·lake level. All these point to the possibility
of greatly increasing the benefits which the nation can derive Cromthe Volta project
and at the same time improviDgthe scheme as now planned.

.

(iii) Industry and Transport

Apart from the industria1 developments associated with the resettlement'
scheme the erection of the Volta Lake wilJ present certain new opportunities for
Industrial development in Ghana. The relatively neglected middle part of the country
will be opened up for exploration and development. The limestone deposits of
Buipe and the iron ores of Shieni will become accessible to cheap water transport.
The agriculture and fishing which should be spurred by the 1ake will provide the
basis for food processing and packing industries, leather, sugar and perhap~ textiles,
The magnitude of the Volta power supply itself makes it necessary to decide what
other heavy power consuming industries-chemicals, metallurgy, etc.-should be
promoted in Ghana, .
The creation of the lake will initially disrupt existing lines of road communication notably at Yeji and Kete-Kraehl which will have to be replaced as indicated
in Chapter 6" above. But apart from opening up new areas of the country and giving
easier access to certain natural resources the lake itself will provide a major new
artery of communication which it is proposed to incorporate in a rationalised
transport system for the country as a whole. Studies are already under waytlooking
towards the building ora number of lake ports and the installation ofa lake transport
system which should eventually handle as much of the north-south traffic as can
economically be n,iovedby water.
(") Propo$ed Volta Survey
In order to guide the further expansion of the scope of the Volta project along
some of the lines indicated above government invited a team of internationally
known experts, under the auspices of the United Nations, to make a preliminary
, survey in which the new multi..purpose conception of the Volta would be fOrD:luiated
and the necessary programme of research and planning laid down.
Following on their work it is now proposed to mobilise rapidly the manpower
needed for these studies with a view to preparing an adequate number of projects for
implementation as soon as the present phase of the Volta Project is completed in 1967
or, in the case of the Volta Lake transport and some other urgent schemes, even
earlier than that.
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11

-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
1.-THB CBNTRAL GoVEltNMEm'
It Is proposed to continue with the development of the central ministerial area
in Accra' an~ other offices requited for the services of the Central Government.
!here arealso 8 number of outstanding civic buildings which it is hoped 'to construct
In the course, af the plan period including a new Parliament bunding, a national
conference hall and other comrnutiity facilities. An allocation of £02'6 million ismade
for the construction of Government offices and other buildings, £G 1'2 million for
the constructlon of a new- Parliament building and £02'5 million for the national
conference ball and allied facilities.
II.-REoIONAL

AND LoCAL OoVBRNMBNT

For the development of the Regional Administrations, ·including· grants to
regional authorities for the construction of facilities for the use of whole regions,
an allocation of £G2·4 million is made. Buildings for the regional headquarters
of the various departments and for the housing of the public servants at regional
centres will be provided for out of this allocation •
.
Under the previous development plans local government authorities have been
responsible for a great deal of the progress that has been made in Ghana, especially
in the field of road construction, school building and primary medical facilities.
It is proposed to continue the sy~tem whereby local authorities have matched the
grants and other coatributlons received from the Central Government with local
contributions in the form of either money or communal labour, A separate allocation
is being made under the lnfrastructure programme 'for the construction of feeder
roads. In addition, an al1ocation of SG3~8mflllon will ·be made for assisting local
government authorities in the construction of other communal facilities.

m.-TIm MUNICIPAL

AUTHOlUTlBS

The municipal authorities need to be strengthened in order to be able to provide
the rising level of municipal services that are demanded as the urban areas increase
in size and become more 'industrialised. The public transportation facilities in
municipal areas are not ~t present entirely adequate for the smooth functioning of the
economies of, those areas. In addition' roads, drainage, sanitation and other local
services for 'which municipal a.uthorities. are responsible are not now maintained
at a level ·commensurate. with the status of the cities of Ghana. It is intended to
strengthen the treasurers' departments of the municipal councils in order that they
may be able, to make the collection of taxes more efficient and capable of support~g
the required scale of municipal services. It is proposed that the Central Government will contribute £G 1'3 million to supplement the efforts of the municipal
215
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authorities. It is hoped that a major move for civic improvements will develop
in the course of the coming seven years.
IV.-MISCBLLANBOUS
OoVBRNMENT SBRVICBS
(I) The Foreign, Service
The Foreign Service of Ghana is entering a period of consolldation after the
rapid expansion of recent years. It is proposed gradually to make more permanent
arrangements both at the various centres where Ohana is represented and at headquarters in Accra for the more effective conduct of Ohana's foreign. policy, An
allocation of £02'5 million is made for this purpose. • J
(it) The Ministry of Finance'
In addition to improving its facilities for the keeping of the public accounts and
for the collection of income, customs and excise taxes, the Ministry Of'Finance will
have the important function under this development -plan of promoting the inflow
into Ghana of foreign.private capital and giving other 'assistance to private investors
both Ghanaian and foreign. For all these services an allocation of-£G 1'75 million is
made.
(iii) Bconomic and Statistical Services
It will be necessary to extend the statistical services considerably in order to
collect more of the information needed for effective planning and policy making.
Information about the resources of Ghana and about the general industrial and
agricultural potential of the country also remains relatively inadequate or scattered.
It is proposed to develop a National Resources and Physical Planning Centre. An
allocation of £0580,000 i~made for the development of the statistical services and
one of £0660,000 for the development of the field work required to service the
National Resources and Physical Planning Centre.
(Iv) Other Central Government Services
An allocation of £0650,000 has been made for the Government Printing .Service

and one of £G850,000 for libraries, archives and museums.

(v) Police and Prisons
The Police Service has undergone rapid expansion under the previous development plans. This has enabled police stations and police housing especially to be
modernised over many parts of the country. A further expansion of,the;Sepvicein order
~omake police protection available to an even greater number of people.is envisaged
In the coming seven years and an allocation of £03·2 million is made for <its development. Develo~ent and modernisation of the prisons and Prison Service has not
been as fast as m the case of the Police Service. It is proposed to''take this in hand
under the present development plan and to modernise a number of central prisons
and provide improved facilities for the staff of the Priso..n 'Service. An allocatl
f
~02'6 million has accordingly been ma~e for this purpose.
on 0
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FOREIGN TRADE AND PAYMENTS
The foreign transactions of Ghana constitute an important sector which 18
crucial for the success of the development plan, since exports generally account
for about one-fifth, while imports supplement not less than one-fourth of our gross
domestic produce. In th-r past, it was the export income, especially from cocoa,
timber and minerals which provided the primary stimulus
economic activity.
One of the major objectives ,of the Plan is to broaden the base of the economy,
This attempt at diversification, however, should be so phased as not to involve
excessive strain on the payments situation. In fact, the successful implementation
of the Plan is possible only with a generally healthy payments situation. This is
because, on the basis of the present productive pattern, the import elasticity of
marginal increases in the income of Ghana is fairly high: thus, for instance, between
19S4 and 1961 the volume of imports rose by 88 per cent or by over 8! per cent
per annum as against the average growth rate of the economy at s-st per cent per
annum. Besides, the investment envisaged during-the period of the Plan would entail,
in the first instance, a large increase in the value of imports of capital goods and
intermediates (plant, machinery, spares, etc.), which form the essential foundation
for the development of major sectors of the economy such as industry, transpor ..
ration, communications, power and agriculture. OVer and above this, the investment
during the Plan period, would lead, apart from the rise in national income. to
changes in the distribution of income which in turn would give rise to an upsurge
in the demand for imports of food and other consumer goods. On the other hand,
the present reliance of Ghana on a few items for a large proportion of her export
receipts makes her highly susceptible to fluctuations in their market prices abroad.
Inview of these considerations, it is essential that there should be a careful harnessing
of all foreign exchange resources available to the country. In the Plan frame, the
highest priority is' therefore accorded to those sectors and projects which either
earn or save foreign exchange. Unless this guiding principle is f-qUyreflected in the
choice of the major projects and 'permeates the general programming of the Plan,
the Plan is likely to face strains in the payments situation even in the early stages.

to

The reason for this is that the payments position of Ghana on the eve of the
Plan is far from comfortable, The external transactions of a country are not to
be treated as pertaining to one sector of the economy but reflecting essentially. the
state o£hea1th of the ecenemy as a whole. Ifforeign payments exceed foreign receipts,
it represents an excess of total expenditure over what is currently produced within the
country and, if this trend persists over a period of time, signifies a fundamental
219
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imbalance between aggregate demand. and domestic output. So long as the external
defictt is met through a reduction in the foreign exchange reserves of the country
and money supply is tied to foreign reserves, this provides a self-correcting mechanism. The tender of local currency for foreign exchange for meeting the deficit itself
results in a corresponding reduction in the country's money supply, and thereby in
the level of aggregate demand. But if, while there is a payments deficit, the money
s\lpply in the country also continues to expand either as. a result , of persistent
budgetary deficits or the extension of private credit by the banking system then the
situation IS not subject to automatic correction and requires the initiation of appropriate measures by Government to offset it. The payments position of Ghana in the
last three years was characterised by such features and would have continued tv
deteriorate if it had not been effectivelyhandled by the Government through appropriate measures.
I.-GHANA'S

BALANCE OF PAYMENTSPOSITION
.'

The structure of Ghana's balance of payments has been generally unfavourable
since 1956. Until then the trade surplus, stemming mainly from the relatively high
cocoa prices, was more than adequate to meet the normal adverse balance in services
transactions and thus helped to build up the country's reserves. Since then, partly
because of the rise in Imports, some of it caused by increased Government invest..
meat, and partly because of the steep fall in cocoa prices, not only did a deficit
emerge in external payments but, except in 1958-1959,. it grew from year to year
leading to a sizeable reduction in the country's foreign exchange reserves, The draft
on reserves, which had amounted to £G9 million in 1959, increased to. £016 million
in 1960 and further to £062 million In 1961. (See table 12'1). In 1962, however,
the deficit on current account was reduced considerably in size as a result of measures.
taken in mid-1961 and late 1962 including the imposition of iplport restrictions,
the raising of duties on most goods and the levy of purchase tax' on certain durable
consumer goods.. Partly because of short-term borrowings from the International
Monetary Fund and from banks abroad the foreign exchange reserves of the country
did not have to be drawn down again.and on December 31.1962, stood at fG75 million which represents the value of over 7 months' imports (c.i.f.).
A number of factors govern the adequacy of a: 'country's reserves, such as the
pattern of its exports and imports and the possible range of fluctuations in both
of these, the maturity distribution of its debt obligations abroad, and its capacity
to borrow abroad" both on short and long term, As fluctuations in foreign exchange
earnings are recurrent in Ghana because of the reliance on a few export items,
it is essential that the reserves should be maintained during the'plan period at a level
which contains a cushion to meet unforeseen and sudden deficits in the balance of:
payments. During the plan period, it should be a matter of policy not to draw the
reserves significantly below the end of 19631evel.
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FOREIGN :TRA'DB AND' PAnfBNTS

n.-TIm BX1'ERNAL PAYMBNTS CRrrmu.\o IN GHANA'S PLANNING
.
:

Against this background of the general payments position, certain guiding
principles governing the external financial situation seem to require stres~ during the
plan period. At the outset, it is essential that expenditure on imports should not be
allowed to exceed the anticipated income from exports and loans and grants available
from international financial organisations and friendly foreign governments. Secondly
the plan should accord the utmost priority to such projects in the plan as have the
maximum impact on strengthening the pp,ym.entsposition. ,
In broad terms, such projects may be either in the domain of promoting exports
and eamings ~f invisible;income, or saving payments for imports- and other services.
Of projects coming under these two categories, those which have the largest net
advantages either in earning or saving foreign exclwige should be "accorded the
highest prlo~ity. On a balance of considerations it is better to have a judicious combination of both types' of projects in the Plan than to concentrate largely on either of
them, especially on import substituting industries. A developing economy cannot but
give rise to a ris~ng volume of imports; import substitution, while elim~ting some
items, may not deter the rise in the volume of others in response to rising national
income or the addition of new raw materials for the growing industrial and other
sectors in the economy. What would happen is a sp.ift in the composition of imports,
the total of which would continue to rise, rather than a curtailment in its.volume. To
provide for the requisite rise in the imports of items essential for the development
process, additional foreign exchange should be earned if the payments position is not
to deteriorate. This can be achieved only if simultaneously exchange-earning projects
are also included in the plan. In Ghana ~e immediate scope for this generally lies in
the' processing of raw materials which constitute the staple exports of the country:
hence the industrial programme outlined in a previous section lays great emphasis
on the transformation of the structure of Ghana's. exports. Further, unless the
country is endowed with adequate natural resources and producer-goods industries
the establishment of import substitute industries often yields only negligible savings
in foreign exchange outlays. It is therefore expedient to concentrate in the earlier
stages of the country's development on those indUstries which have a relatively low
import content in their ouiput if the payments position is to benefit from the growth
of local industry. On the other hand, Investment to produce goods mainly for the
domestic markets is less susceptibJe to price lIuctiaations than those primarily
designed to be sold abroad.
"
IIl.-FORmGN TRADB PROSPBCTS'1963-1970
During'the past ten years, Ghana's foreign trade has shown a slgnlflcant increase,
particularly in imports. Total imports (c.il!') rose from UJ66·6 million in 1952 to
£0142-8 million in 1961..an increase of nearly 115 per cent in ten years. The total
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~ue of exports rose for the same period from. £G86'4 to £GI,IS'1 million, an
Increase of. less than 3.4.p.~r;~nt. In fact, in the last four years, Ghana's exports
expanded by only 10 per cent, .while the increase in Imports amounted to,6~ per cent.
This.~s.ace:o~ted fo: by t4~fact that ~e·rp.nge of Ghana's exports is veCY'narrow
co~Slsting almost entirely of raw materials the demand for which is ~nerally inelastic,
~hil~ the supply cannot be Increased appreciably wIthout the risk ot a sharp decline
In pnces. On the other-hand, Ghana's imports cover a wide range pf goods consisting
ot food ana other consumer goods, mineral oils, -machinery, plant and, equipment,
the demand for all of which is' generally elastic. In these circumstances, the ..best
. method of improving Ghana's balance of payments position is partly',by increasing
the local output! of food. a,nd,o$er consumer goods to replace at least-a part 'of-the
'imports, to't,lie .extent that this. is feasible within the available resources of-men-and
materials and. subject to the ecopomies of,production, and partly by increasing and
diversUY.ing·Ghana's exports. ~.'
(I) Imports

It is estimated that if imports of non-durable consumer goods were allowed to
increase ,with rising Incomes.In the way that they did between 1959 andJ961 the bill
for such imports during the planperiod would total about £GS50 million. Domestic
. production must-be expanded to cater for as·much' of this demand' as is feasible, 'and
. the programme for -doing this has been outlined in Chapters 4 and 5 above,
,

It is possible to expand rapidly domestic production of food grains, fish, meat,
sugar and' similar items for which there are natural' facilities inthe.country, Even so,
taking into account the period of .gestation for setting up the factories for manufacturing these 'products and also the time involved in the preparation' of relevant
blueprints, it is not likely that the entire rise in demand could be met during the plan
period. It is assumed therefore that.only about £G75 million of the potential rise will
be saved in imports of food and other consumer goods due to the extension of
production facilities within the country, The balance of the increase in.demand will
have to be p~y suppressed and partly met through imports. For,t~, the~~Qre, we
need an expansion in commodities, in which Ghana has possl&illties o~ increasing
'exports such as cocoa, timber, gold; manganese and bauxite, so that there will be no
undue difficultie.sin meeting the enhanced import bill. Part of the pressure on f~d
prices as weJ,tas on certain raw materials can be eased through the cf'P.CIU~Oll
,of
agreements. for the import of surplus commodities under bilateral @-l~,P.f;~gx;amml~'
In 1961 the import

ot consumer goods-manufactures, perishables and durable

consumer goods-amounte4· to nearly £G10 million. It is. necessary, to study rr,:~
, the point of vlew 'of expanWna domestic production which of these are e,ss:ntliu
and which a.re"non.essenti~I.and ~he$er or ,not they can be produced ..~I;lonucally
. within the-country. The development of manufacture of these items sh~u1d be b~e~

.~
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on certain criteria. First, the anticipated demand for the product 'must be so large
as to lend itself to economical operations by a viaole unit of the industry. Secondly,
but equally important, the industry should be capable of using largely local raw
materials. Thirdly its technology must be relatively s)tnple to faci1ita~e the greater
absorption of local manpower.
(it) Exports

Recent developments in Ghana's export markets, particularly the European
Common Market; have imparted some uncertainty to the future of commodity
trade. The Common Market constitutes an organised system of trade discrimination
against countries like Ghana which reject attachment ·to Europe •.The European
Economic .Community is at present the world's largest importer of cocoa, cotton,
timber and grains and though, for the time being, the United'Kingdom is.experiencing
difficulty in entering the Common Market, in the long run, she ,might become a
memb,erof the Community, in which case the share of the enJarged Community in
the total world market for these and other commodities will be increased considerably. Thus, with"a large percentage 9f the total exports of primary commodities
going to the Community, Ghana and other primary producing countries 'will have
to depend on the maintenance of high economic .activity in the area or else look for
other markets-though in the short run the latter is not a very promising solution.
This may be partly mitigated through measures for setting up industries which consume some of the raw materials.
Ghana's second major export problem is its dependence on one major export
crop, cocoa, The sharp drop in the world price .of cocoa especially since 1959
affected Ghana considerably as roughly 60 per cent of her export income is derived
from the sale of cocoa and its products. The average price of cocoa fell from £G285
per ton in 1959 to £0225 per ton in 1960 and to £0177 per ton in 1961..There w~
some recovery in the price in 1962. But the future of cocoa prices remains uncertain,
although they are not IDcely-at their present level~ fO record any further falls.
Cocoa production in Ghana has recorded a phenomenal rise 'since 1956-57:
from.264,OOOtons in 1956-57 it rose to 'about 450,000 tons in 196~-62. Ghana's
share of world output increased during the same period from 29'6 per cent to over
38 per cent. Nonetheless, export earnings' from cocoa have remained ~ost stagnant
in price~. In the plan
around £070 miilion since 1959, because of the steady
period, :priority attention should be 'given to maxbni!iins cocoa production ~ough
an in'Grea~ein the yiel~ of cocoa within the present acreage an~,al~o ~er
~proviog the qJlality of cocoa, so that it should be possi(;le to bring.dovro· the costs of
.productian and ensure a highly competitive posi~on ·for-,Gbana,in ];letcocoa exports.

an

EstUnates of world. crop for 1962-63 indicate a to~l'

of~m~. S?~~.?'(ons
higher .
·thau'tha't 'of i'l inilliOli tons for 1961-62. Altliougfr'fn the llI1mediate future world
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production and' aQ$.orptiOl1of cocoa may well nearly balance, there remains some
uncertainty in the long-term prospects. It is desirable thererore that Ghana with i
high stake in tile output and price ,of cocoa, should devote adequate atte~tion to
initiating and finalising, in consultation with other producers and the consuming
countries, an international agreement on cocoa. A possible world shortage of cocoa
'for a short perii?d' might tend to weaken the producers' desire for price regulation
andthrow the world markets open again; this should be avoided in the interest of
longer-run stabilitY in cocoa prices. '
In addition, there is scope for increasing consumption of cocoa in the following
ways:(1) A well-planned campaign should be launched to increase consumption in
traditional markets as- well as in Africa, Asia and other developing
countries. This campaign should be sponsored by the Cocoa Producers'
Alliance, the carriers of cocoa and manufacturers of cocoa.
(2) The Socialist countries of Eastern Europe and U.S.S.R. should be
encouraged to buy more cocoa from Ohana under the trade agreements
'
already concluded with them.
(3) Approaches should be made to certain Governments, especially members of the Buropean Economic Community, for a reduction of the
heavy taxes and tariffs imposed 011 cocoa and cocoa products, as a
means of assisting less developed countries.
The timber industry in Ghana has shown a rapid development since 1954 when
total exports at 16'5 million c.ft. were valued. at about ,£06'6 ~ion.~ports
~f
timber have increased steadily since then reaching a peak 10 1960when exports of 45 3
million c.ft, earned £015'9 million. In 1961, howeyer, ~xport~ droppe?- to 36'2
million c.lt. owing to certain administrative and selling .d.~cultic:s expe?en~d by
th ~ rmer Gliana Timber MarKeting Board. The possibilities of mcreasmg timber
e 10
.
1
at f t .
,
exports in future depend on internal as we 1as extern ac ors.(a) It is important that the exploitation of the forests should be. c,a:~fuHY
managed, if necessary by legislation and that the Fore~~ry DI~s10n be
strengthened to develop and protect ~e f~ture of the timber Industry.
A fee may be charged to the concessronarres 'O~leach tree cut ~ut by.
them to finance the forest service concerned with the regeneration of
forests. Having taken steps to ensure the availabi?ty of t~es :: n;:~
step would be to accelerate ~the ~te of pr~uction ,d~
It
be
.period,:in.order to incr.e~se:.pr~cJ~~tio~i':?
enough
n~ces~fY tq conserve ~1?e~o~r :e tre!~ which a.X'O cut. This means
long~ter1l1s~e. contracts
9hi h'
ot be ',.
sold or used .locally,
.th~reby
be cu.t W c cann.
. - .(.
,
tll.at ~o'~!~~~'
ca.n .' . ' t . utting of trees w4.ich are not .;l~ 4~P.~·
.eliminatIng llldi~rlro~ ~ c,.
"
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(b) At the same time, ~s has been previously explained, methods must be
fou~d,for encouraging demand both locally and in export markets for

~ WIder.range of species of GhanaJan timbers. This requires a vigorous
promotlon campaign.
(c) The quickest way to increase. Ghana's earnings from the export

of logs is to fabricate them Into veneers, plywood and other products
before export. If there' were more local manufacturing capacity then
some of the logs that are now put through sawmills because they are not
of 'absolutely prime, grade could also be utilised itt highet-value manufactures.
I
(d) It is

important that Ghana should itself make use of timber locally in
order to save foreign exchange and to help sustain the timber industry.
Henceforth, timber should be used for windows and doors frames,
furniture, cabinets, and other such itemsexceptin the case of special construction works where for technical reasons steel frames and other
metal members are to be used,

(e) The establishment of a paper industry will also increase local consump-

tion'of timber and save foreign exchange since large quantities of paper
are at present imported for local usc. Meanwhile, it is essential that
whenever possible wooden boxes should be used as packages instead of
imported "paper cartons.
Gold production from the group of gold mines f9rming the Ghana State Mining
Corporatlon may continue to fall as' their ore reserves.are estimated at low levels
unless new discoveries are made. On the other hand, it is safe to assume that gold
production from the other gold mines will be higher in the near future as some of them
are at present doing 20 penny weights of gold for each ton of stone crushed as against
an average of 4 penny weights done by the group of companies torming the State
Mining Corporation. There is need to explore a system of fiscal and other incentives
to encourage these mines to increase their output and to exploit their concessions. .:
more in tune with.the nation's balance ofpayments"requiremen:ts. The establishment
,of a gold refinery in order to facilitate an increase In the export income on gold is.
planned for the near future.
'
The future possibilities of increasing the export of diamonds depend mainly on
, how far output will increase in the yea:rsahead. As far as the'diamo,ad 'Companiesare
concerned, output has been increasing' steadUy~andtheir share of '~' total trade is
involves a
now ·a'little over 60 per cent. Diamond prosp~tirig·in· Ghana, 'howev~,\~,
large number of small licensed diamond wiutters ~hos.e·pro'ductlonis ~U~j~tto ~harp
.tlu9tuaijOD&o
As a matter of fact, there has b~lla 's~ady decline in·die pr~duction or
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:~amon~~. by ~~can ~onq
diggers: because of steady aepletion of known
dl~o~a .d~poSltsrn the 'couqtry and· unless new diamond deposits. are found this
decli~g ,tr~n'dl in ~roduction ·win continue, Hence, in. addltlon to finding J new
~eposlts, :It IS eS~eIitial.that ~o,,:n deposits should be more efficiently worked by
encoura~g ~ncan dlamon~ wmners to form co-operatives and to use siniple
modern mtplements and- techniques. If the target of increased production and more
efficient utilisation of existing capacity is. implemented then Ghana can increase her
export earnings from diamonds by establishing a factory for industrial. diamond
pollshing, The marketing of diamonds has $inceJanuary I, 1963;been handled by the
Diamond Marketing Board. The Board will have to ensure that long-term contracts
are ob~e(l for tIie s~~ ~!
diarnQilQs in order to avoid stock piling which leads to
the locking. up of capital in unsold
stocks. .
. __
.,
"

,.'

~ 'M

The mar-keting prospects of minganese ore and those of ferro-manganese-depend
mainly. ,the level Qf ecOnomic activity in those industrialised countrles'whlch use
them. Ghana's exports of manganese since 1954 have had. a downward trend, and
Ghana which was once the leading producer of'manganese.ln the world now occupies
. ;the fo114 place on the li~t ,of exporters, le4 by India, South- Africa:·and Brazil. Since
1957, exports have dropped from 641,343 tons, worth £G9:miUion, to 385,073 tons,
worth £G6 million in' 1961. It is possible that the superior grades of manganese which
could previously be extracted by ~sy open ..cast methods 'may not last much longer.
Although ]arge new deposits are said to be in existence, these may be of inferior
grades. It is also suggested that the chemical processes required to make it possible to'
utilise these ores may reduce considerably their net foreign exchange earnmgs ?er
unit, Thi$ problem needs careful study and analysls by the ~epartmen~ of Geological
Survey and the Department of M!nes. The system under w~lch Ghan8l~n ~ganese
'is sold is' at present-pnsati~f@tory,. Instead of the ore-being graded Into the us~
number of grades' according to pur.iCY,they ~~~knP~ to be sold in three grades on
In rd to maximise foreign exchange earrungs from the sale of manganese. a, ~e
~s~me~f grading' should be.adopted, Furthermore, it is necessary that th~va!ua~on
NJ
.'
•
b
'ct1 b ed on open market quotations
of Ghanaian' manganese 'ore should e strt y as..
.
hich the
instead of the present practice of ~egisterlng merely the invoiced pnces at. W.
local mines sell to their associate.d overseas buyers.

on

y;

I..

1
d new export 4~m.niOdities .shoul~ ~e
It IS 1n1portant ·~t dur.m$·tb.e P 311peno
- .~'ble'in order' to increase
'" •.
..,;...:.:. .0nes -expanded wherever pOSSl '
introduced·; ahd· eXJsting;~ot·
'tb
h balance of,payments, It.is necesthe·export.e8;fhings·of,<G:~~ ~d to·~tren~ en t~~~e'minor' and new~coilUllodities
. .saiy to ensurel ~at the e~por.t·ea~~~
7~m nnum at the end. of.1he.Se.,:.n-~ear
'Will'st~y ·~e:;,to !a~~u~"~OlO-£S.~IQiUio~:.r antribution Jtowards. exporf'earmngs
:P1an. llid.tistAe&\a1sG"can ~ak~a'rS~bstan. u:nium smelter. Ghana can.eXport to
of 9ba~ \Vttb tll~~stab1isbm.Clltof the a1
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its n:ighbouring countries large quantities of allJmin.i~ l'OOfing sheets; cookingautensils and other aluminium ware. Batly ac~ion'is also necessary to revise the Trade
Agreements between Ghana, .Mali and' Upper Volta. to include a' regular -supply of
petroleum products to these countries ffom the-Tema oil refineey. Already Ghana
has-made a beginning in supplying Mali with petreleum-products and this will be
a useful precedent .to be followed in the future. Furthermore, ,Ghanar's·rich kente
clot~, wo~en carvings and other handicraft products are already verY'popular with
foreign VIsitors to the country and there is eveey reason, to believe that tb,is'could be
developed further as another source oj export earnings.
Tourism is in many countries a very important source of foreign exchange
earnings and this should be encouraged as a .means of improving our inVisible trade
with the rich countries of the world. It is also important to emphasize the invisible
aspects of ~han.a's trade with other countries, .8:8 for example s~:pping and insurance
charges which form a substantial part of our payments, to other countries. The
development of the Black Star Line in carrying an increasing share of the country's
exports and imports. will be given high priority so that by the end of ithe Sevenyear Plan, Ghana's payments ill respect of overseas freight will have been considerablyreduced. Itis also equallyimportant to develop insurance facilities in thecountry
especially when it is 'considered that a large proportion of Ghana's' exports are
shipped on an f.o.b. basis.
There is need to pursue the objective, of economic .integration Qf ~e Africi.n
countries so that an' African Common.Market may be realised .soon. F01~many
years to come, Africa will continue to ~Port machines .aad eq~pmen~ from the
more industrialised countries; there is, however, considerable scope for the development of trade between African countries in respect. of ~ufac~
.goods. The
suecess-of'theMrican Common Market will depend much 'on whether or not African.
countries. produce .such commodities as their neighbours reRyice but do not produce
themselves. This fact pre-supposes a co-ordination of the, d~veloPJA9nt plans 9f
Afrlcan.countnes especially in the setting up .of the more .modern an.d"Ja,::ger-$CaJe
industries most ofwhjcb cannot successfully function if their market is n~t extended
from the very beglnning to a number of African states, Early action will have to be
taken to ensure that African states do not competitively over-produce tropical and
other primary commodities for the world 'JIlar~ets~ this UievjtA:bly.lea~ ..to a ~Ilapse
of prices. Inthis ccnnecdon, Ghana wilUake.neces~,§~p$ in·e~g~C9.~rdin~ted
action .in the economic development of moQ~rn ana complex 'ID4.\1Str~~S
Ito serve a
number' of West African states, ·Ghanp. is ·co..pperating.:hl these ~d s,bQJJld.be able
to inc~ease'i,hereXport trade through tPe¢.. Work. has..;al$Q s~e.d·.9.n lU'epar~tions
for the A.fdc.an_G:ommon Market and this,·.wh~n -.it- -I1l1~tures,.should :.p"IoVlde .1\
powedul stimulus to Ghana's trade.
'..
.: . . ,
....
"
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IV~-lMPo!tT AND ExPORT

CoNTROLS

There is a paramount need that during the period of the plan theframework
of ex~ort and Import controls already initiated in 1961 is extended and operated
e.trectiv~ly...In the fiel~ Qf e~ports th~ main emphasis will be on promotion in order
to. mru;uruse Ghana s foreign eamings. Control over exports will be exerclsed
pnmanly to ensure' that Ghana is·receiving the full foreign exchange value for her
sales abroad. The control machinery will have to be such as to achieve this· aim
without hampering the smooth and rapid movement of trade. It win also involve
the ope~tio~ of a sc~edule of duties on exports to the extent desirable, witb. scope
for making changes in the schedule from time to time to ensure the maximization
o~ their yield. :&port'du~ies must be neither too high nor too low, for in the former
case they will inhibit the grewth'of export earnings at the expense of Ghana, while
in the latter case they will:yield undue windfall profits to exporters.
Similarly, control over Imports has to be exercised throughout the plan period,
eo as to make the most effective use of available foreign exchange resources; this is
unavoidable until such time as domestic production catches up 'with demand and
must be supplemented by measures of fiscal policy to keep imports within tolerable
limits. The control will be operated to ensure imports of only such goods as are
considered essential for the life of the community. In this category of goods are to
be included food, clothing, and such other items as are necessary for maintaining
minimum. living standards of the public. The next important category will comprise
plant and eqUipment required for development projects, as well as the spare parts,
fuel and lubricants, and' raw materials to maintain' or augment the capital goods in
the economy andto support production. The rest of the items (which are not essential
for the life of the community, or for development projects, or for the running and
maintenance needs of the economy) will be deemed as relatively inessential and
their imports will be' restricted or, in a few instances, banned. The ban or the restriction of the import of certain items can itself stimulate their domestic manufacture.
To the extent that domestic production of 'food and other consumer goods 'expands
ill the country, the import of such goods will be subjected to ceiling limi~.dependi~g
on the size of the' domestic-cutput. 'Care will, however, be taken to' retain a certain
minimum of imports ot .such goods' as are also domestically produced so that, ~t
the margin; some competition prevails between the imported goods and the d~mesJIc
products. 'Otherwise, the restricdon of imports to a level wh~re, fogeth~r ~1~
domestic output, they can just satisfy the anticipated d~mand may .In·~ost •cas~
lead either to an undue rise in pqces charged to the public or a deterioration ~. ,tlle
quality of goodS produced in the country. Import control .should ~us be. fl~bte
strictly
necessary
top' ennit sollie mtU:gJn' .Inlmported goods over what is considered
,.
,
"
to meet the demand.
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.. Im~~ controls, can .operate either through a ·system of quotas or the fixing of
ceding ~ts on vanous Items or through a sch~ul~ of import duties. The quotas
and d~~es ~y }lave to b~ varied from ~e to time in accordance with the changing
economic situation, especially based onthe movement of prices of the 'relevant items.
~n the framing of the schedule of import duties, it is pertinent to -examine their
unpaer en the cost of living. In order to avoid the situation where .import controls
lead to a burden on the consumers in the form of a rise in!prices-or the protection.of
inefficient units in' industry, it may be necessary to ·set up an official bO,dy to examine
and report on the 'working of such controls. Whe.re s,pecificprotection for a limited
period needs to be given to new infant industries, this should be examlned and
reported on by an independent body of assessors to be' appointed fer the purpose.
The import control machinery should be flexible an4 operate in such a manner
that, whenever a scarcity of essential goods develops, it is adequately m.et through
prompt arrangements for increased import of the it~m$ concerned. An essential
requisite of import control is the periodical forecast' of payments estimates for
the country and the allocation of foreign exchange to the major import and service
items so that licensing of imports can operate within the ceilings prescribed for the
major import categories.
V.-TIm MANAGEMEN1' OF FO~GN EXCHANGB
.In order to ensure a comfortable rate of foreign exchange earnings and expenditures, the Foreign Exchange Control Act passed in 1961 is .being implemented by the
Bank of Ghana so that the export proceeds of the country are .reallsed fully in the
shortest possible time and that paymentsfor 'imports and.other services are made only
for. approved purposes and for right amounts. A scrutiny. of the external transactions
is also essential to prevent the flight of capital. Amendmente to this Aqt ..may also be
called for to strengthen the Bank of Ghana's.eiforlf in its main task of conserving the
foreign exchange.resources of the- country in ·theUght of theeexperience or its worklng~
The Bank of Ghana will also have to exercise its influence in a positiv~ direction by
provIding facilities of credit to promote exports and also ensure ~t reasonable rates
are charged by the Commercial Batiks in the negotiation of'export bills, both demand
and usance. The Bank may have to review also its. po~.cy regarding, the scale of
remittances permitted rOJ;" some of the' service transactions such as immigrants'
remittances, tourist travel, capital allowances for emigrants .golng .out C?f 9:hana, etc.
The Research Department of the Bank: or Ghana Ylj11have to make specift.lstudies of
the unit values of the .country's exports and Unp.Qr.tsin ~Iapon to·~te~D:ati~nal prices
and ensure that invoices for exports and imperts are dra~Jlinaccor<iancc wlthmar~~t
prices abroad, apart from adjustments for commi~ion ••I! will ?ave to or~amse
similar reviews of the payments agreements entered Into With vanous countries to
assess their relative benefits and costs and su.ggest mo.tions,
,if necessary, in the
working and terms of the agreements.
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VI~--CAP1TAL'TRANsACTIONS
Th~ to~ ~y~~eDt ~~~$;t~e I?l.anperiod is prescribed at a fairly high level
re.latloD to demestlc say'!~~~.A Jarge part of the gap between dOmestio savings
and investment 'is expected ~9be met through negotiation of grants and loans with
foreign. govep~~e~ts ~nd ~t:rnati9nal 6.riancial agencies, There is also considerable
scope for enlisting the services of private foreign capital in such sectors of the
economy as can harness it to the.most productive use.
..

in

,

.'

The problems of gaining acceSs to, and making optimum use of, the-requlsite
amounts offoreign capital arefurther discussed below. From the balance ofpaYnients
point of view tlie most' important aspects that deserve the close attention of
Government would seem to be' tli~following:
(i) The totalliabill~ for aebt servioing charges in the Government sector
'alone is already approachiogievels for certain years of this Pla~periodespecially from 1964-6S to 1967-68-which, in relation to expectable
export earnings for those years, are relatively high. Borrowing policy,
should therefore be adjusted accordingly from the very first year of the
Plan period.
(ii) Since. proj~ by, project and contractor finance tend to b~.expensive,
,short~rm and not to cover the full foreisn exchange costs to. the nation

'of develp.pment projects" general financial support to the development
plan hasto be mobilised on a lar.ge scale. By enabling Ghana to buy
from the, cheapest sources through open 'competitive tender this should
help to effect major savings in the cost of capital goods Impcrts.
(iii) Many l1rojects"'which are supposed to save op imports actually cause

'in

a r~
iiriporls, 'usually because large foreign payments have to be
made· beforc"the project ,starts producing to replace the fo~m~ in:tp~rts
and 'sometiines ttie import cOntent of the ultimate domestic article
remains, hiih. The f6rm of Government's contracts for proj~ i,n
Industry' and agriculture basto b~ revie~ed and a more ~e~u1.analYSls
made of their foreign exchange implications ~ order to mimmise these
adverse _etreqts. of apparently desirable projects on the. balance of
payments.
.
(iv) Foreign private i~vesiors nanirally expect to receive dividends on. their
.' investm.ents: at· the, same time these can set up a ~ge and ~rpetua1
drain on, foreign· exChange. ~ interests of the natl~n and the Investor
must :1iereconciled. It is for this purpose that a Capital Investm~nt ~
. be
- edt It is necessaiy for the due observance' of 'prl0nttes
the Plan- that -the screening ·procedure adopted by ..the

= d:~~
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Capital Inve~tment Board is such as,to ensure that foreign investments
are allowed In such fields as are co~dere_d ~ppropriate by 'the Govern ..
ment a~d. on ~erms w~ch ar! mutually bene1icla1. Organisationally,
. the adminIstration of this Act will be closely aSfPciated with the management of Government's own foreign borrowing so that-the contribution of
external capital to Ghana's economic development can be: seen as a
whole and directed to maximum advantage.
VIl.-PROJECTIONS OF IMPORTSAND ExPoRTs

It is possible- to estimate approximately the likely development of imports
during the plan period under major categories. One '9f the assumptions of these
estimates is that part of the rise in non-durable CODS~er goods is to be.met throug];1
increased domestic production. But it is also necessary that this rise should not be
average of 19 sq. yards
too great., At present for instance Ghanaians consume
of cloth per head per year, which must be among the lUghest in the developing
countries, Obviously this, rate of consumption is not really necessary to maintain a
reasonable standard of living and its recent rapid Increase can no longer be
supported. Policy decisions mUst be taken in the field of taxation and supported by
massive public educa~on in order to keep the pressure of demand within tolerable
limits. It is also assumed that imports or durable consumer goods will' be subjected
to strict licensing or the levy of high rates of duty·so that their'value does not increase
appreciably during the plan period. Estimates of plant and machinecy required for
the development projects of the plan have been worked out in order to provide
for the rapid rise that will inevitably accompany-the process of increased investment
and the greater emphasis on modem indusUy and agriculture envisaged in this Plan ..
These estimates of the amount of capital equipment.n~ded for the Plan period
require to be refined in the light of ~crutiny of major projects. Buf it is clear tha~
a great national eff~rt is required to make room in our foreign trade budgets ~or
these imports of capital goods by holding down the imports of non-essential
consumer goods. This is one of the most essential cornerstones of development
policy,in the~comingseven years and our success will depend upon how completely
.the whole nation acoep~ tb:ispolicy,

an

STRUcrURE

OF ·IMPORTS 1963/64-1969/7Q

-,
Total
.Imports
1960-62

•.

••

Estimate tor the plan
232

4SS
1,318

Consumer
goods
193

. 494

Capital

gooda

-76
288

Producer :
goods

Servl'ces

r
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S~ilar estimates have; .been made for the exp'ec~4 export' proceeds of Ghana
under unportant, items in the'4igllt ·~f..Pte review made in the earlier section Certain
important policy measures are' 'envisaged without which' the expected Increase in
e~orts will hot take place. ~he first ·attempt In the" field .of exp~rts' should be to
expand the. exports of the traditional items to 'the extent consistent ~th maximising
their export proceeds. An InceeaseIn the output' of cocoa and a reduction in costs
of production are no doubt the ~rst p,re,requisites.The policy of selling cocoa to new
markets through the conclusion of!special trade and payments agreements should be
pursued, provided they are in the'tong ..run interest of Ghana. Perlodlcal reviews of
these agreements will be made to see how they are being implemented and what
benefits they confer on Ghana
[n the'light of such .study, modifications if found
necessary, will be made from time,£o~time in such agreements. O~e of the minimum
requirements from the' point, of view of Ghana is. that it should be possible to discharge repayincn~ obligations of Ghana under credits sanctioned by trade agreement
countries through the clearing accounts under these agreements.
,
. ...
v·,..··
..'
, It is earnestly hoped that an,effective i*'tel'national cocoa agreement
soon be
concluded, and that this will be able to hold up cocoa prices!somewhere near their'
post-war average of £0240 per ton during the plan period.' The estimates (or thi~
plan howev.erhave been based on the more conservative assumptlon that co~<?aprices
are unlikely to 'fall
to an .average much below £0200 per. ton, If'Ghatia: maintaiJJ.s'ner
. ...
t ..,
share of the cocoa market on which demand is likely to rise by a9,0ijt 4 per cent per
annum then average exports during the piin· period will run. t~ about 490,000 tons
per annwn. An average yearly export income' of £098 million is th~refore estimated
for all cocoa products. Since a miaimum o~:lOO,OOO
tons .per annum apd probably
more of the total cocoa exported will be in the form of cocoa products '!h:ose average
net foreign exchange value should exceed that of beans by at least ~Ol00 pci' ten
it is possible to foresee a higher level of earnlngs from coco~,;But, in addi~on to any
rise in bean prices above £G200.,per ton .that miglit occur, thiSJ ~as ~
held bac~
from the estimates as a prudent reserve. The marketing of Ghanaum tlDlber needs to
be considerably strengthe!led; the possibility of concluding long-term a~eement~ f~r
sale of timber with!'im.portingcountri~s sh~uld be e~p'lored. A uniqu~ opportunIty ,is
available for raising signifi.cantly.!~xports.Qf,manganese ~re an~ baUXIteore' through
suitable contracts with potentia1"~uy~rs oyerseas and a h,lgher degree of local pr~ssing before export. A maxim~ ofatt~i1tion shO~~ also ~ dev?ted to the pro~UCtion
'l·'tems and the expanslon.of eXIsting nunor oues such as ba1}anas,
of new export
.
.
la' 1 rtil
coconut~,rubber and oil seeds, some of whic.h
can
bt;
produced
WIth re tiVey" I e
.
investment. .

and;

'

will
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ESTIMATED EXPORTS 1.963/64-19,69/70
Yearly
average
1960-1962
Cocoa and Cocoa Products
70
Timber and· Wood Products
15
Gold ..
11
."'"
Manganese ..
.
5
Diamond,
8
,
Aluminium ..
Re·exp6rts ..
2'S
Services and Other. Items ..
10
Item

..

122

Total,
1963164-

Projected Exports
1966/67
19~9/70
86
100
21
29
13
14

"

,

''(£G'miUionj

1969/70

60S

153
89

S

7

38

10

1]

67

14

25
30

4

12

S
12

151

195

84

1,090

VIII.-PRomcnoNs OF THB BALANCE Of PAYMBNTS
In the light of the movements in the foreign trade of Ghana as indicated in the
foregoing paragraphs the following represents a very rough picture of what the
payments position would be like during the plan period.
.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS DURING THE PLAN PBlUOD
1963/~J969/70

(£G'million)

.

, Exports
Visjble
Invisible ..

1,006
84

New Loans and Grants from
Abroad •.
Oftlcial

Private

••

242
85

Imports
VISible ..
Invisible ..
Amortisation
of
Foreign Debt

.. 1,149
168
Existi~g
100

-

1,417..

"

. . ;e.. -,
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The above estimates cannot claim anY finality or exact precision. But they do
show how difficult it would be for Ghana to implement this Seven-year Plan fully
without a firm import policy, an appreciable increase in export earnings and a
considerable inflow of foreign capital, both officialand private. While improvements
in the terms of trade and productivity of labour and capital might ease somewhat
the magnitude of the contribution from export and foreign aid, they can in no way
minimise the central role of these two factors in the successfuJexecution of the plan.
Besides, it seems clear that unless the amortisation of the loans received during this
plan period is mostly postponed to later plan periods the projected levels of eon.
sumption and investment and the imports to support these cannot be attained.
Against the background of possible stresses and strains which may arise dwing
the plan period in the balance of payments position of Ghana, it is salutary that a
high-powered Foreign Exchange C!>lpDlitteehas been set up and charged with the
task of watching over the acquisition and the optimum utilization of foreign ex..
change. Within the Iramework of Plan estimates, the Conunittee has an important
role to play in reviewing the changing situation of the balance of payments and
taking appropriate measures from time to time in the 1.isht of its ?~ assessme~t.of
the position. Its efficient working is one of the basic prerequtsites for avoiding
balance of payments crises which could cripple the entire development plan.
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FlNANClNC· OF THE PLAN
TARGETS Of BCONOMIC OROWTH
In settiJlI the target for nad~ ~'()nUc growth under .~ ...Soven.year PIan
at a rate of S'S per cent per annum. aotlrnment has been guided. by the following
primary considerations.. Firstly, the ~bjeotive of planning and e®llomiQ policy in
the less developed countries sUch as"Shaaa should be to try and ca.wh Qp with the
Standards of living and the level of ptotblctivity attained by the more dtveloped
countries. This closing of the gap~tweon the wealthier and the poorer countries .
is only possible if the net rate orecono~ growth in the latter coUtOes is greater
than that in. theJormer countries, The greater the margin by wbicb the cieveloping
countries' rate of development excee(is tilat of the wealthior. eo\Ultrlos the more
rapidly they can hope to narrow the pp.benveen their standard of living aDd that of
the wealthier countries.
..
The net rate of growth of a country depends not only upon the aggregate rate
of economic development but also upon the rate at which tho country's population
is growing, In Ghana where our population is growing at an annual rate of
approximately 2'6 per cent per annu:m.we require a gross rate o.f economic srowth
of 5·6 per cent pet" annum in order to<acbievciagrowth rate of 3 per cont per head
per annum in real wealth. In a cou~~ such as the United K.ittadoIn whetCo'the
population is growing at a rate of less titan 0·5 per cent per annum they require
an aggregate growth rate of only 3'S per COJl~per annum in Otder that real national
wealth per citizen might grow at 3 per·ceat per annum. Thus tho high tate ot pepulatlon increase which is characteristic of Ghana and other developing countries
imposes an ~
requirements for econondc growth if these countries are to have
any hope of ever approaching the standar4S of living of the wealthier countries.
In the conte.mporary world rates of economic growth of "around 4 per cent
have become geq.erally accepted as the target of economic performance even In the
least dynamic of the (JeveJoped countries. To keep in step the developinS countries
.nerally require to lWaainWritargets of economic growth in excess of 5 per cent
per annum;'1n :Ghana GOYOrnmentis determined that our rate ot economic progress
shaD not only keep in st~p with that in the mere advanced countries but that some
of the gap be~
our,statldard of fivigsan4 that otthe more <levelopedcountries
should be bri481d witb1D tle period of ... 4ovclopmeJlt plan.
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The target rate of growth has therefore been set at 5·S per cent per annum in
order to allow for a significant degree of modernisatio~ in the next seven years.
But these targets have also been set with an eye to the real economic potential of
the country. On the one hand the natural resources of Ghana are very generous.
The mineral resources of the country have not yet been comprehensively, established
and, even so, what is known is as yet very partially exploited. Over most parts of the
country the natural supply of water is adequate to produce-two harvests a year and in
other parts the rivers are strategically situated to support water conservation and
irrigation. The soils of. Ghana are generally 'adequate and there is fortunately no
pressure of population OD the available land. The development of manpower in the
last fifteen years has been so rapid as to ensure that an ambitious programme of
economic development wilt not run into insuperable pr-oblemsof manpower shortage,
On the other hand the present level of utilisatlon of these natural advantages is
quite modest, as has been described in previous sections. The development of
. domestic industry even, to supply the known home demand has been relatively
backward. The application of science and technology. to the improvement of agricultural. productivity has so far been limited to a s~aU sector of the agricultural
economy. The complement of Infrastructure facilities produced during, the last ten
years of most rapid economic development is as yet not fully utilised. All these
factors 'have given the Ghana economy a great potential for rapid ecenomlc growth
in the immediate period ahead. For the longer run planning in this country we should
aim.at rates of economic growth in excess of 7 per cent per annum under subsequent
development plans.
A. TIlB MOBILISATION OF RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT
The rate of economic growth that the country can sustain will depend largely
upon the rate of savings in the economy and the way in which these savings arc;
utilised. The heart of the problem of economic development in the next seven years
is therefore how to stimulate an adequate rate of savings and to mobilise these
savings for the right purposes. The Government must develop and hold to appropriate policies in the following three·1ields:h. Consumption expenditures in the economy, bC?thpublic and private,
· mustbe regulated in such a way that an adequate margin of savings.le
·· . left each year out of the national ,income for purpos& ~.
of Investment,.
. 2•. Institutions must be created or strengthened and financial policies.
, .. adopted
which encourage a maximum of savings 'and make them
avail:
,~,
'
, able to the right. fields for mvestment.
".
• .•3"
sttucture ·ofinvestment sl).ouldbe $0 .~~.
as to beconducive to.
,. inaxim.~. rates or. ~1;lC?Jl?ic gro\!th, give~ allY' aJl!q~~. 9f $aviP9~.

'.
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1.-CoNSUMPTlON POLICY

In recent years a high lev~l of economic activity has been maintained in Ghana.
In the recorded sector private consumptien rose at an annual rate of over 7 per cent
between 1955 and 1961. the rate of increase liaving quickened considerably in the
period 1959-01. Government consumption, that is government', recurrent expenditures including defence. also rose at an average rate of 7'S per cent per ann~ during
that period. Since the real productive base of Ghana's economy-durlng-those year~
was probably rising at a rate of no more than 4'S per cent per annum the economy can
, be said to have been living beyond,:its means in the last seven y~flrs. It has been able
to do this by utilising its pasJ savings which had been accumulated during the period
of favourable trends in the nation's international trade. These savings have now been
drawn down to a level below which it is not prudent .to go. Government pon~ since
the middle of 1961 has therefore concentrated on bringing the rate of consumption
properly into line With the current productive capacity of the economy. A large
measure of success towards this objectIve has been achieved in the sphere of private
consumption. But Government consumption has not been as successfully restrained.
As we enter the period of the Seven-year Plan the country still remail)s in deficit and
the first 'objective of financial policy must -be to continue the quest for economic
equilibrium by pushing consumption further back into line with production,
In order to increase the rate of economic growth to the 5'S per cent per annum
whicb has been set a s the target of the Seven-year Plan the annual rate of growth in
total consumption must be kept well below the annual rate of growth of tb:e'economy
as a whole. The proportion or the national Income that is devoted to coasumptlon
each year must fall from the present level of around 86 per cent to at most 80 per cent
over the course of the Seven-year Plan. If this is successfully dooneand the. target
rate of economic growth is achieved then it will be found that in fact aggregate
consumption will increase. The smarter share out of a very much higher national
income will be in actual cash terms greater than the present high share out of a low
national Income,
.
The allowable rate of aggregate consUDlption must be distributed .between
Government consumption and privat~ consumption in accordance with public
policy. The, proposals presented in various sections of this plan for increases in the
essential public services' such as' education and public health wiD themselves entail
a. rate of increase in Oover~nt consumption' of no; less than 4 per ~~t p~r ann~.
If ~ggregate"Consumpt~on is tq be .kept within the limits ~quite4. for economic
growth then Increases in the tota! of other'9-,o~rnme'nt consUmp~ionexpenqiturt~,
inclUdingdefence, cannot be very slgni1iCattt in the course of the s'ven-Year perio·d.
.. ~ven so, in otaer to keep total Consumption at a level tWit "wfit allow 'of an
increase in savings and hence in economic growth, private consumption 'will'have ,to
=b~restr'ained-to ·an even iJ:Cater·extcilfthan Government consUJl?ption.it eStihutted

is
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that in the course of the seven·year period financia1 equilibrium cannot 'be maintained net. adequate resources realised for economic development if the rate of
increase in private Consumption exceeds 4'5 per cent per annum.
(I) Incomes Policy

The corollary of an appropriate consumption policy is an app~opriate incomes
polley. As far as concerns the element of wages in total disposable income policy
recommendations have been presented in Chapter 7 above. Each 'year Government
Will ensure that the aggregate amount paid out in wages, both to-tne existing workers
and to the new workers to be taken into the labour force, shall be kept within a limit
which, takenIn relation .to the actual increase in productivity, assures a reasonable
margin of savings for economic growth.
The sacrifice of the wage earners must be matched by sacrifices on the part of
recipients of other types of incomes. Policies regarding profits, dividends and rents
will- be so managed that the recipients of such incomes also make an appropriate
contribution to savings required in the economy,
A part of the consumption and therefore of the real incomes of the people is
contributed by subsidies granted by Government in various forms. A policy of
constraint on consumption through controlled incomes requires correct. policies on
subsidies. Potentially the most expensive items of subsidy are the subsidies'on housing.
and OD transport. Government therefore intends to review all policies regarding
sub$idies with a view to limiting such subsidies to the ·essential minimum. As is
furth~r outlined in a subsequent section on Government finance, most of the services
provided by Government will have to be paid for at economic rates both in order to
keep eonsumptlon at the desired-levels and also to generate the resources for further
development.
(ti) Foreign Exchange Policy
As has been indicated in the previous chapter the .utilization of foreign exchange
constituteS an especially important element in the financial policies for economic
growth •.Although it is proposed to start on a certain number of capital goods indus.
tries under the industrial programme inthe Seven-yearPlan, for this plan period Ghana
will mostly have to rely on foreign sources for the capital goods required for econo..
.mlc development. It is estimated that for -each £1 of increase in.the national income
that we deiire we require £3·5 of capital goods irl the recorded sector, almost £1'1
..of which on the averqe has to be imported from abroad,' 'It ~ be expected theretqre that the total investment programme projected under tJ:P.$ S~ven':year Plan will
·.~e
ca~~ta1.goods imports of around £290_'ri]lJlipQ:
.' :
'
. ..(lJ.w!a:tg·.f.oreisn exchange earnings in the·conting sev~n
will ~e increased
~ :r",p,tdly ;as:is'f~ibl~ ,by th~ ,prom:amm,es'9f e~!E!Dsiq~~~~~ P.ro4.uqti9~.~fagricu1;
.tuJll;AA4 9tAes:Jl.y,:-llJ:8.terialsfortftc· ~~ort 'trape ·an~·QY~~ prpp.~~;·P.fQ(ie~.g

~.r,

~
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of primaJY commedltles and some export of manufactures. This programme of
export promotion .however will take some time to show results and in the meantime
the capital goods.required to develop these new industries wiD have to be imported
and already pai9 for to a considerable exten~.1l1ererore in the short ru~ the allocation
of total fordgn exchange resources between capital goods and consumer goods will
have to be deliberately shifted infavour of capital goods.
This will mean real sacrifices on the part of everybody. AU members of the
community have to be prepared to do without certain imported items of consumption
which they have hitherto been able to afford. This policy of constraint in the use of
foreign exchange for the importation of consumer goods will not succeed unless ithas
the wholehearted support ..of all sections of the community. The foreign exchange
budget accompanylag the annual plan which will be presented every year therefore
needs to have behind it the willing consent of all Ghanaians.
III-THE

STRUCTtJRBOP FINANCIALINSTITUTIONS

As economic development proceeds there must be adequate institutions to
mobilize savings and transfer them from those who save to those who are prepared to
invest. This. problem is particularly difficult where new types of investment and new
forms of economic activity are involved. The role of the Government as the active
agent in the development process and the scale of its operations also necessitate a
reappraisal of the- existing institutional framework with a view to expanding its
functions and establishing addiUonal institutions to reinforce the existing structure.
In Ghana there exists a Central Bank, a reasonably well-cstablished commercial
banking system with the skeleton of a countrywide branch banking system, some
insurance companies, and postal savings facilities. More recently, the Investment
Bank has been established. Even a cursory glance at the operations of these institu ..
tions indjcat~s that their functions need to be expanded and that further institutional
arrangements should be made if adequate finance is going to flow smoothly from the
savers into the p~ductive sectors of the economy in order that a high rate of growth
can be sustained.
(I) Direct investment
An impor-tant element in total investment inGhana consists of direct investment
in farms .and-ewner-occupied 'housing especially in the rural areas. The savings for'
suCh lavestmentsccnsist to a-great extent of labour directly supplied by farmers and
liome-owners' and therefore are not recorded, nor are such ·resOui~·available for
allocation within a general capital pool. Nevertheless these investments' 'are' the
',qllI'CC o( tJl.ewhole 'of ~ tood: ProQuclion af Ghalla and also of our .cocoa·exports.
Sjnce tbes{:t.twQelements accounts (or nearly 50 per cent of- the recorded national
jp'90.me:.~~·lJJ~St,mCfIlt·w.bfchcpf.PJ!~Q.es
tb,eQ'lmust be far more.important than.~y

.~
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other single element in total investment in this economy. While it is difficult to
estimate the money value of such direct investments it is obviously necessary to
evolve policies which offer maximum inducements for their increase;
For the individual farmer a programme of Central Government assistance by ,
way of extension advice and production facilities has been outlined it! Chapter 4
above. It is expected that these contributions on the part of the Central Government
will 'call forth a correspondingly great effort on the part of the individual fanner in
expanding his farms and making them more productive. It is the intention of Govern ..
ment to keep under review the level of its development expenditures devoted to
agriculture and the effectiveness of such investment, and to make' whatever modifications may seem necessary from time to time in order to encourage the most
vigorous response from the individual farmer by way of increased investment.
Similarly a programme of assistance to home builders in the rural areas has
been outlined in Chapter 9. This programme also will be reviewed from time to time
and strengthened whenever necessary in order to stimulate the highest possible
rate of direct investment in housing.
(ii) The Bank of Gluma

In a developing economy the Central Bank of the country has a responsibility
which,transcends that of traditional central banking functions. The Bank of Ghana
currently performs many of the traditional central banking functions and is also
responsible for' administering as an agency of the Government exchange control and
the issuing of Treasury Bills on behalf of the Government. If the Bank, in addition to
performing these traditional functions more effectively,is to play its proper' role as an
adviser to the Government on economic matters and fulfil a role akin to other central
banks' in developing countries where the central bank has shouldered new responsibilities in assisting in the development process, it should expand its activities in the
fields of (a) economic research and (b) the management of public debt.
In all countries, there is always a danger of an insufficient appreclatlon of the
need for research and analysis to precede the taking of important' decisions. In view
of the heavy respOnsibility that falls on the central bapk of a developing country to
advise on a number of economic and financial policies which have far-reaching
consequences, it is essential that the services of an adequate. research staff. should be
available to the Bank. A strong economic res~c~ department C9u19 l\1sQbe of
assistance t~ the Min~s~ of Finance and,other agen9i~ and departments of'Government in st~dying and reporting, on econemlc problems on .wp..ich'decisions,have to
be taken.
i ':
•
In the management of the public debt the Central Bank at present performs the
task of issuing Treasury' Bills. The Investment- l>epartment:or.the Ba.J1kalsbmanages
aU-;GO'1leJ11l1lent ~onds~tluding tho. :rorm:r ,~inpUls:oi.y,savitig'st:SCl1eme·.-lJi
recent
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,

years the ,Bank has ·tIoated'thrEteGovernment ~cur[ties~~ith maturities .ranging from
five to 1ift~n Years. In this last connection there is need for con~duable expansion,
if part of the COS~,of'the development plan is to be met out of bond revenues. The
operation of the &.change. Control Act, 1.961has caused the shift of assets previously
held abroad by bankers, commercial firms and other institutions. and the expansion
of the public borrowing aspect of the Bank's work wil1 enable such funds to be
profitably invested locally. In this regard, however, careful attention must bepaid by the
Central B~ to tho particular needs and wishes of the investors with respect to bond
maturities and yields so that the Increased bond issues will be taken up and either
held by the commercial ban~s and other financial institutions or passed
to their
customers. Maximum ParP.QiPfluO,nin these.issues must be secured from rea] savers
in order that th~ funds so mobilized are non..inflationary. In addition to the issue of
Government bonds, it is also the."re~onsjbiJity of the Central Bank to sustain the
market for Government .sectirities1!;"Jan important part of the process of expansion
of the Government resources from bond sales.

on

There is another field 'in which the Bank can.aseume a new role in assisting in
the financing of an impor.tant sector of development activity. With the main emphasis
in the development plan' on the development of the agricultural resources of the
country and expansion the area of land' under cultivation it is also essential that
suitable arrangements should be made to ensure that adequate credit .flowsinto the
rural sector. This type of credit carries a great deal of risk and as such it .is not
possible for the existing commercial banks' to perform this 'function. Further, as
personal knowledge and contact with the borrower is necessary the new Investment
Bank, too, would not be able to shoulder this function. The actual giving of credit
has to be done by.some sort-of co-operative ~edit machinery, organised and supervised by a well-establlshed financial inStitp'Uon. At present there is a co-operative
credit structure which attempts to give c~erut to the small. farmers. This process
should, however, be systematized and expanded, if shortage of adequate credit is
not to be a bottleneck for the development of the small scale agricultural sector.
In many developing countries the reSponsibility for ~udying the problem of.rural
credit, providblg a ~rt' of the finance necessary for rufal credit to. the intermediary
co-operative' agencies, ana sup.ervising the grant of this credit through these inter..
mediary channels is 'the. responsibility of the. Central Bank. 1b~ Bank of Ghana
could assume this fUnction throup. a' smlill·e~paDsionin its own organi~ti9n. It has,
therefore,' b~n' proposedthat the surns allocated for small 'loans in the field of
agx.lcu1tute·~~ ftsheries·undgr.thi~,pla'nshotilS;lbe ~dminjstered by the Bank ofGhana~

in

At pre~nt. althOJlgh m~t Ooveounent departments and other public:institutions
k~p their ~C¢0~1)t$ with the ~ntral Bank-~y maintain .accountsWith·Commercial
b@,~. Oft~1\ th~~ .arc;;Credit,b~~ces· on the accounts of Government departments
with commercial banP w.bilethe Government is compelled to arraugefcn waYB~d
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means advances from the Central Bank. This system is wasteful insofar .as it increases
the cost of Government operations unduly while at the same time precluding full
control of the expenditure of Government departments. The Central Bank will
be able to assist in reducing the cost of Government administration· and to prevent
oyer-expenditure by Government departments through the centralization of all
departmental accounts in the Bank.
(Iii) Tlte Commercial Banks
In Ghana the commercial banks are much better developed than the other
types of financial institutions. This was due originally to the establishment of
branches of well known foreign banks to finance the trading activities of foreign
investors. Subsequently, the Ghana Commercial Bank was also established by
Government. The commercial banks, however, still concentrate mainly on financing
trade, particularly in the well-established foreign trade sector. They do to some small
extent revolve a part of their short-term advances in such a way that they may
amount to a medium-term credit, but this is not a satisfactory arrangement. In a
developing economy, while several new institutions will be necessary for channelling
finance for economic development, there is an advantage in utilizing, in addition,
the existing commercial banks along with their branch system for this purpose.
Some supplementary arrangements would be necessary in order to induce the
commercial banks to move away from short-term credits to traders into sustained
medium and long-term finance for development. The Instruments that are being
developed in most underdeveloped countries are refinance arrangements and credit
guarantee schemes. The refinance arrangement involves supplying the commercial
banks with a part of the funds necessary for lending for a longer period of time from
other sources. This helps the liquidity of the banks and the general soundness of
their position by saving them from tying up their deposits in long-term commitments.
Though the refinance system would result in the commercial banks having additional
funds for lending, they would still have to carry the entire ris~. Thus the device of
the guarantee scheme is often also necessary. The credit guarantee scheme involves
the absorption of part of the risk of lending for longer periods by some agency
other than the banks themselves. The support to the commercial banks inperforming
this new function could come either from the Central Bank or from some other
institution which can carry out both the refin~
and guarantee (unctions. In
Ghana it is intended that the Bank of Ghana will perform most of the refinance
function while the commercial-banks will be lnsJired 'agaInst part of'the.risldnvolved
in lending for development purposes by the Investment' Bank. U·nder certain conditions, of course, the two functions may overlap and tlie same-institution may perform
both functions.
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(/,)·The National Investment Bank

.

The National Investment B~

which is described in Chapter 3 above should
itself be a powerful tool for th~ m.obilisation of savings. It is empowered to borrow
both internally and e~terna1ly to supplClDent the Government's investment in it.
Perhaps even more important,. ,by bringing together investment opportunities,
capital and efficient management it should be able to bring into being many new
developments which would not otherwise be precipitated in the absence of such a
catalytic agency.

(v) Insurance and Pension Funtls
In Ghana there is at present a small nucleus of insurance companies, whose
primary business is general insurance r.ather than life insurance. The life policies
that are issued are, for the most part, issued to the expatriate community in Ghana.
Thus, the insurance companies havenot been an effective instrument for generating
increased savings in the community. On a request from two of the cOmpanies, the
Government has taken them over and it is expected that this new institution will
set out to stimulate the insurance habit among the people and become an effective
instrument of savings. The compulsory savings scheme introduced in 1961 did to
some extent perform this function, but as development proceeds and incomes increase it will be necessary that a number of other instruments also should be developed in order to collect a part of the increase in incomes in the form of higher
saving. Once these savings have b~n generated appropriate action would be taken
to mobilize them for development.
..
A number of priv.ate businesses and instltutions operate con~butory pension
schemes. The accumulated reserves under these schemes are mostly invested' overseas. It is ne.cessary that at least in respect of those employees whose pension benefits
are payable in Ghana these pension funds should now be invested in Ghanaian
securities•.When it becomes possible to institute a contributory pension scheme on a
nation-wide scale this should also open' up a major new source of investible savings.
,

I

(vI) Post Office Savings Bank
Already the Post:Office Savings Bank by virtue of its wide distribution through ..
out the country has been successful in collecting savings from a large number of
small savers. The spread of commercial bank branches has, however, tended to
slow down the rate of development of the Post Office Savings Bank system. The low
rate of interest offered by the Post Office Savings Bank relative to the commercial
banks, coupled: with its cumbersome m~od of withdrawal, haye undoubtedly
contribut~ to this decline. At the same time, however, the Post Office Savings Bank
still' remains-an important lnStl1lmentfor encouraging voluntary savings particularly
among the rural popwation.ofthe·countcy. It would be necessary, in order to-stimulate·the savings-habit further~ to make~some changes in the terms and operations of
the system.
247
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(vU) Olher Financial instItutions'
The Capital Investments Board already described in Chapter 3 should' become
one of the main instruments for channelling privatefunds from oversea&'inio Ghana's
economic development. .Government intends to live' it 'every facility and the" full
backing of the Government's authority in its work.
.
In addition the Foreign Credits Committee described in Chapter 14 should
help to obtain for the Government's own investment programme the tight amounts
and types of foreign loans.
~

m.-1NvEsTMENT Poucy

Given any amount of' total savings the rate of economic development that can.
be extracted out of it depends upon the pattern of investment on which these savings
are spent. The greater the share of investment that is devoted to·productive purposes
the greater tlie rate of economic growth that can be expected. Similarly, among
productive investments the .greater the concentration on projects which have a
high rate of return then the higher the rate of economic growth th~t can be maintained.
Under previous development plans Government investment has necessarily
had to concentrate on infrastructure and .social services, which have only the most
indirect or long run impact on the growth of output. 'As explained previously the
major innovation sought in the structure of Government investment under thls plan
is to bring the share of productive investment in. the total up to a very high level.
Both.in public and private enterprises the amount of capital required to support
any given level of output may also V81')' within sometimes· very wide';llmitS. The
choice of productive technique in such a way as to secure the highest return on
Investment is a problem to which Qovernment expects the agencies responsible for
productive enterprises to pay the highest attention. As has been indicated in other
sections also-every effort should be made to increase the rate of utilisation of existing
capital equipment.
The economy must not only direct its investment into the right lines, it must
also secure the correct timing between various kinds of investment ..The. strategy of
development under this Seven..year Plan requires that in the initial peried the greatest
concentratien should be on improving and modernising agriculture. In general
agriculture is the fi.:Jd whiCh should yield the bighestret~
for any-given-volume of
investment. The concentration on agriculture and fLheries·in the first part. of the
plan should therefore ensure that the 'capital-output Iliao .is. most favourable in the
period whea.finaneiahesources will also be most tightly stretched. The \mod~rnisa(i'Qn
of agricultu,re should be accompanied by the development of': consumer goods
industry, wJlose capital requirements per unit of. output will. a1so/~t~nd·'to··berelas

lively low.
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The development of heavier ind~try. esp:cially in metaL machinery and
chemicals should be concentrated in ~e latter part of the plan period, when.alsonew
infrastructure developments whioh generally impose high expenditures of capital
should be' undertaken. .

IV.-EXTBRNAL

CoNTIUBUTlON TO GHANA'S DEvELOPMENT

In order to be able to attain the growth targets set out in this plan Ghana will
require from the outside world two types of contribution:
(a) The market for Ghana's exportable products must expand and maintain
· •.
reasona ble pncea
(b) A sizeable foreign ,contribution by way of direct investment, loans
and grants on publiC(an4 private account must be raised in the course
of the plan period:'_,.,j
. ...
I

(i) Foreign trade and commodity prices .
Between 1956 and 1962 the world price of Ghana's cocoa averaged £0209 per
ton c.if; The gross earnings from cocoa exports have amounted to £0432'1 million.
If the price of cocoa had remained at.the level of £G300 a ton which in 1955 was

considered to be reasonable for both producers and consumers then Ghana would
in the last seven years have earned £G 187'6 million more from cocoa than sheactually
did, This lost income moreover would have been in the form of foreign' exchange
which is a particularly valuable resource for Ghana. Under the system of guaranteed
prices to cocoa producers Ghana's cocoa farmers were cushioned against the wide
fluctuations that have occurred in the world market price for cocoa since the inception
of the marketing· hoard system. In return for jhe stabilisatj9n of price to the farmer
Government bas been able in good years to mobilise a large' proportion of the
world price in the form of savings which as indicated above have been used to finance
recent increases in consumption and investment.
As the period of this Seven-year Plan opens the world cocoa market is onJynow
showing ·signsof recovering from its deepest depression of the post-war period. The
whole calculation of the financial resources for. the implementation of this Sevenyear Plan is overshadowed ·by..uncertaintiesregarCUngthe future course of the world
Cocoa price. .
-.
Along with other producing countries. and the major cocoa importing countries
Ghana is taking part in the concerting of methods to improve the wOFldcocoa price.
Whether or not the targets of eConomic growth in both the public and the private
sectors under this Seven-year Plan are attained without great strain on both internal and
external fln.~nce, will de~nd very largely on the extent to vt;hich. the price of cocoa
can be maintained at a level near the post-war average of £0240 per ton for the
duration of the plan period. Tlii.s. means that a sharp improvement on the preSent
levelsof cocoa price 1sof the utmost .importance to G~..
'" ..
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In. the meantime it Is hoped that some improvement In export earnings can be
obtained by the increasing degree of manufactUre of Gh8na·s ~ponS. This prospeCt

is also somewhat clouded by the generally. unfavourable policies towards such
exports which are followed by the more advanced countries. A Uberalisation of
conditions for Ghana's export trade is the greatest contribution that the outside
world can make to the chances of rapid economio development here.
(Ii) Foreign capital and grants

As indicated above in chapter three, Ghana looks to foreign private investment to contribute sizeable ·proportions of the capital resources needed for the
implementation of the' Seven-year Plan. Government Policy aims at obtaining
through grants and loans further foreiin contributions. In the aggregate foreign
public and private sources of capital will be expected to contribute -not less than
one-third of the total investment required under this plan.
B. 'THE FINANCINO OF PUBLIC INVESTMENT-I963-64

TO 1969-70·

I.-80UllcES OFFuNDs

Government derives its resources for investment from the following main
sources:
1. budget surpluses
2. domestic borrowing
3. foreign loans and grants
4. the utilisation of reserves
In attempting to implement the development programme outlined in this plan the
Government or Ghana will have most difficulty with maintaining an adequate level
of budget surpluses and with domestic borrowing. Besides, in contrast to the position
under previous development plans, no contribution to investment resources can be
expected.from -the ru.nning down of reserves in the comins seven ,years•.As has been
previously indicated the reserves accumulated in the first ten post-war years were
mostly spent in the subsequent seven year~, and as the plan period begins the most
that can be expected is that through the exercise of stringent economy the reserves
will not be further run down.
II.-BuDoBJ' SURPLUSES
Table 13.1 indicates the development of the balance on Government account
in the yeats since 1945. In the first ten post-war years, Withthe generally favourable
trend i.ncocoa prices and with tho Oovernment's machJnety short of'thc'·manpower
and organisation with which to expand the publiCIservices,'revenues tended to keep
9 As far as possible ~PI
in taxation and other 6seal a.rranpments introdac:ed in· the budaet of
October, 1963 haw 6eeD 18kon into account In this sectJon. But buiCaUy the plan ProPouls are based OD
the situation as at Sept&mbtt. 1~63.
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: Bxport duties"Ob.eofIlinoditie9 other'than cocoa and minerals have; in relation
to thevalue d(such.co111I1lOditiesin the national output and in Ghaila's exports
made a disappointing contribution to Government revenues. Efforts will be made'to
correct this situation in the immediate future.
.
.
. But the ciUx of ~e p(oblem.of obtaining adequate Oovemmentrevenues without
thereby damaging the country's external position remains' the state of the world
cocoa market. Increased cocoa .duties resulting from higher prices for cocoa would
benefit both the balance of payments and the Government's finances. The revenue
~gures reflect the wide and erratic 1iuctuations that have taken place in the world
cocoa market. These continue, to play havoc with the Government's ability to manage
the economy-Ina rational manner and to plan for an orderly development 9£ the
country. The whole strength of the Government will th~refore be placed behind the
quest for more reasonable levels of world cocoa prices and a greater degr;ee of
stability in the COCOI!l markets.
The rather-disappointing trend in the yield from direct taxation h.as been due to
two factors. On the one hand the level of personal income tax has remained very low..
and the tax net is still in process of being widened and reinforced both to bring in the
maximum feasible n-umber of taxpayers, especially the self-employed, and to extract
the due contribution from each person. On the other hand the modestrate of expan..
slon of the productive base of the economy outside cocoa farming has resulted in a
slow rise in the yield from company taxation,

\'

In order to implement the present development programme without undue

strain Government would require to raise its current account surplus to an average
_ of around £020 million a year during the next seven years. On the expenditure
side, as indicated in the previous section, the economy cannot stand an increase
in Government consumption expenditures at a rate of more than 5'5 per cent per
annum. Since inosi of this rise will be required to meet the increased cost of the
most essential services in education, agriculture and health, other items of Oovetn:'
ment consumption expenditure will need to be held at a relatively stablelevel for
most of the plan period. This will be contrary to the trend of Government's operations in the recent past when high rates of expansion have been allowed in practically
all lines of Government activity. The priority status assigned to agriculture, education
and health under this seven..year plan "imposes a need for choice and discipline. It
means that other elements of Government expenditure will be definitely held back in
favour of th~Increases in expenditure in these priority sectors which are '!ital for.
the achievement of economic growth.
In attemptiilg. to 'minimize the rise in Government recurrent expen~ture duting

the plan period the maximum advantage win. be taken of the willingness of local
groups and local authorities to contribute to the provision of basic social services.
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ManY'communities in Ghana are already able to support the medical and educational
services in their areas and progressive d~ntransation of tp,efinancial responsibility
for these services will be instituted in the course of the plan period.
The element of subsidies in Government expenditures will be· drastically
reduced. As indicated above subsidies to the services provided for 'individuals
such as in housing and transport will be-reviewed at an early date. Hitherto some
subsidies have also been given to cover ~e losses QfGovernment enterprises which
are ostensibly meant to be commercially viable. Proposals for changes in the tariff
policies of the service agencies such as', Post Office and Electricity Departments
have been outlined in Chapter 6 above. Other 'public Corporations and enterprises
will be cut adrift from the Central Government's recurrent budget at the earliest
possible opportunity. Instead of' the p~e~Q.t'position. where these enterprises are
net recipients of funds from Government !hey will be. expected to become net
contributors of funds to Government.
The outlook for budgetary surpluses in the coming 'seven years is intimately
bound up with the prospects of Ghana's export trade and especially with the trend
in cocoa' prices. A comfortable balance on Government account could be safely
projected if, in addition to the restraint on 'expenditure indicated above, the world
price of Ghana cocoa could maintain an average equal to that of the post-war
perio~ of around £0240 per tOD.
As the plan period opens however the cocoa market remains weak and for the
first three years at least of the plan other sources. of revenue will have to feature
more prominently in the pattern of Government revenue. Since the middle of 1961
increases in direct and indirect taxation have been imposed and have succeeded in
. arresting somewhat the deterioration of the Government's budgetary. position.
Even so the prospective deficit on Govecnment's current account for the financ.ial
year 1962-63 is about £03 million and further increases in revenue will be required
if a start iCJ to be made from the first year. ofthe plan period in attempting to regain
a position where the current account shows surpluses,
Although specific measures of taxaiion will have' to be decided from year to
year in the light of current economic conditions it is. generally clear that the level
of direct taxation in Ghana remains low by comparison with most other countries.
The tax-gathering machinery also has so~e way. to go before it can be said to be
getting hold of the maximum revenue that ,is feasible. There seems 'to be a general .
willingness on the part of exporters of products other than cocoa. to' make a greater
contribution to tax revenues than they now do. Given a $,atisfactory'state of the
world market for lumber, diamonds and the b,laJo.rminetal products' an appreciable
increase in.revenue
from that source could.,be expected,
.
Savings on the cost of Government services 'and' development proiects as a
means of financing Government e~nditurc is ~n iteni that, in relation to the
contribution that it can make to the financing
of a .pevelopment plan, is often
.
'
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mistakenly overlooked. Of the Government's total projected investment programme
'of £0476 million approxim,ate'ly 55,per cent w}ll consist of building and construction.
If no more than a 2 per cent per annum. increase in productlvity in the construction
industry was maintained over the course of the plan period then the total estimated
cost of the, GoVernment's investment programme could be reduced by a total of
some £020 million. This fact lays ad,especially heavy burden on the Ministry of
Communications and Works and other agencies responsible for the designing
and the construction of publlc fa~ilities.
\'

IU.-lJoMBSTIc BORROWING

Proposa]s for the strengthening of the institutions for the mobilisation of local
savings have
outlined in the pJ;eviouSsection, The experience of other countries
makes it po-ssible to expect that if an adequate number and variety of financial
institutions were available in Ohana then the volume of domestic savings would
grow at a rapid rate. In this regard policies on taxation, the rate of interest and other
factors which influence the supply of savipgs will have. to be reviewed in order to '
offer the maximum. inducement for people to save and to make their savWgsavailable
for investment.
'
..

been

It is often the.experience of other countries in an early stage of economic development that increases in the mobilisation of domestic resources by the Government
have.been achieved .only at the expense of a reduction in private investment. This is
especially true where the trends of private and Government consumption are not
kept sufficiently under control so that, within tbe available resources, increased
Government investment can only be obtained at the expense of reduced .private
investment. The ·aim of Government policy in domestic borrowing-must therefore be
to secure a net addition to tl;1e~ount'o(savings
available rather than a diversion of
savings from private to public uses.
The way in whi~h Government sets about mobilising domestic resources for its
own spending determines whether economic development takes place in an atmosphere of stability er is accompanied, dietcrtedand eventually undermined byinflation.
The contemporary. scence is littered' with developing countries whose chances of
national economic growth have been wrecked by unrestrained infiation. Inflation
,b.enefits the owners of capital and penalises the workers. It distorts the structure of
produetlon and Investment: scarce'capltal which sboulo be put into producing
necessaries is frittered -away on luxury buildings and tancqr consumer goods. The
incentive to save disappears 'under the pressure of mounting· losses in.
real value
of savings. Ghana intends to avoid the mistakes made by other countries. Government's :financial ROlley will.aim at increasing and mobilising the volume of real
savings rather than merely increaSing tlie volume of money demand in order to
finance Gove.rnment activides:
.

the
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IV.-FoRBIGN

loANS AND

GRANTS

Before 1961 the Government of Ghana had little need for or a~ss ~to'for~ign
sources of loans and grants. In contrast to other former colonies of the United
~gdom Ghana did no~ obtain any appreciable loans .OJ;'. grants (rom ~e United
Kingdom before independence or at the moment of.Independence. On tli~~'contrary,
Ghana's loans to the United Kingdom capital market stood until recently ',t a high
level. Since 1961 greater recourse has been 'had to foreign borrowing and' on the eve
of this Seven-year Plan it is possible to foresee a sizeable' foreign contribution to
development resources.
·In February, 1962 the Volta loan agreement was signed making available to the
Government of Ghana a total of some £035· million for the construction of the
Volta Dam and to.the Valco Consortium £058'6 million fOf the construction of the
Tema smelter. By the end of 1962 Ghana Government had also ~tilis~~~r~ts from
other.sources, mostly the United KingdQm, Western Germany and Ru~sia, to a
total of £048 million.
.
On the frame agreements so far concluded with We.stern Germany, Russia,
the Eastern European countries and China there was outstanding at the end of 1962
an unutilised balance of £0100 million. There were also at that· date discussions
goiDgon about credit facilities for a large number of other ·proje~. "
Four aspects 'of Government's overseas borrowing WI11 be the subject"of special
attenuon.
'
•

,

•

I

(I) Foreign Exchange Costs of Development Projects

Like other developing countries Ghana has had difficulty in obtaining loans to
cover all the true foreign exchange costs of development projects. Ma,ny sources
of credit finance are open only for' the purchase of equipment exported from the
lending countries. Most development projects however also involve' foreign exchange expenditure in respect of buildings; civil engineering works and olh:er ancillary
requirements. Bven where the money equivalent of 'these additicnal items can be
provided, from internal budgetary and other sour~ the foreign exchange is not
always available to back up this domestic contribution. In the administration of
foreign borrowing Government 'will be anxious to ensure that credits are granted
taken for an adequate proportion of the true. foreign
exchange cost
,
-:
.of projects .
The proportion of the cost of the development proj~ tlijL~,Is .piU~.
o:uffor 10~1
.labour aJid materials does not necessarily rep,es~nt the net. (lOIl'J.CJitic.
cost, or .tAe
,p.rojeci~MUCh Qf these local payments ·ftnd$ Its :Y;i.:f into a: denl~ti(t.{or.impolie~
:~~Od1tl~s;:.Hencethe ·total 'bala~ of payme~~ ~p~ct.of .~:l~~~ojireeiltpro~~t
.j,.~~lJ.~rjt~:~.for~~~,eX.:~ng~
~st of the.t1fpjeQt lo~k¢~t.t?Y!,l~e~. Q~.·tl
national·sc8ie ~s is a particular aspect of the generalJ)robJe~
,rp,m the
t.,,}.a:r~nl~
..•
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faet that a programme of heavy investments creates demand for ,consJJIl}.Qr
goods
before the investments can ~JllSelves supply such consumer goods. Of .the vario~
'. methods known for dealing with this problem the use of food surpluses ;and,.othcl::
consumer goods to supplem~nt,itltemational capital loans i~ prob~bJy am~ng.th~
most effective. Ghana will tlier~fore
take
~
, ...the fulles't advantage iof such programmes
in order
to be able to ccntaln
general '\..-,
demand problems
"
... the fOfclgn
. . ·exchangeand
.,
arising out of the projected Investment-programme.
•

(it) 'tied Loans

.

,

.

.

(.

1

.

...

,

.

Despite the recent moves. towards greater convertibility among the ,~urrencies,
of the industrialisea countries tlie ~argestproportion of foreign. c1editS'avana~le'if
still tied to the purchase of macliip~iy an4 other capital, goods from tho'lending'
country, Thi~ could be the ,S<?\lI'cej9f. considerable economic disa'dva~tage if.~~
prices of such goods are higher thah could be obtained on the basis of uJlte$~ct~
choice regarding the source of
capital
'
.
. goods.
In this development programme, as indeed in any other programme for-the'
development of a whole nation, '.there are many necessary projects which are by
their nature not eligible for foreign credits as lphg as these are granted on a project
by 'project basis tied to commercial considerations. The only way to provide external assistance for these non-bankable projects whose absence could 'neverth"less
impede the whole development. programme is to obtain loans 'by way of gen~~al
financial support to the development plan as a whole.' Government 'expects 'that
lending n.a,tionsand institutions w.Ul be able to extend such: 'general development
support to Ghana in order to achieve the objectives of this Seven-year
Plan.
,
.
(iii) Terms and Conditions of Loans
The present conventions· among lending countries regarding the terms, of
international credits are highly restrictive.and, as has been seen in-a number of cases
for instance in Latin America, could defeat economic development by the amount
of pressure that .theyimpose on the balance of payments of the 'developing Countries.
Many of these credits require heayy down payments 'and hiVe periods of repayment
which are oftel\ltoo short even for- the simplest industrial projects. In most cases
equipment bought with such credit has to be paid for well before the project begins
to make any 'profits" thereby defeatingi1thevery purpose of using.credit; .
I,:
.

.

..

.

• =. .

..,

,

..

..,

,

In the period sincf 1961'wh~il"G~na has'used an 'increasing amount of fqieign
credhs to flnance her development Projects··a sizeable load of;forward cominitinents
fot: the repayment Gf loans:hs:s built up, .It will' therefore, be ·a prime. Qbjectiveof
Government's ;'pollcy regarding forejgrl borrowing to try .and spread' out the :1?erio~
over which~:repaymen~liabilities, are being incurred and especially.·ito relieve 'as far.
r
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as possibl~ ~e pressure on the balance of payments between 1963 and 1967. This
would require that the periods of amortisation of loans should be considerably
lengthened and the rates of down..payments and other payments in advance of the
utilization of facilities financed by such credits reduced.
(Iv) Pre-Investment Activities
So far Ghana has not found enough credit to finance necessary pre-investment
studies and post-investment assistance with the management of projects financed
by foreign credits. Ghana has indeed benefited from the operations of the United
Nations Special Fund in undertaking three pre-investment studies. For the most
part however external assistance has not been available for the financing of project
studies independently of foreign companies and other organisations which are
commercially interested in the projects themselves. Assistance in the design and
analysis of projects in the fields of ind~try, agriCUltureand infrastructure is urgently
required In order to ensure that such projects really meet the criteria of economic
eligibility which it is hoped aU projects accepted for implementation will be able to

pass.
(v) Foreign Grants
.Foreign grants as a supplement to foreign loans have been found to be necessary
in a large number of cases in order to enable the loans to be utilised most effectively.
Ghana will look forward to a fair amount of foreign assistance by way of grants
especially for the development of education and agriculture. Such grants will be
sought, not only by way of the supply of technical personnel from abroad but also
by way of the provision of equipment, tools and buildings.

c. AGGREGATE

FRAMEWORK FOR SEVEN·YEAR PLAN
Broad estimates of the resources that are expected to become available to Ghana
in the coming seven years and the way in which these should be used to promote
economic growth and the welfare of the people to the best advantage are set out in
Table 13.4.
These estimates cannot of course forecast exactly how the Ghana economy is
likely to develop in the next seven years. In a country where the level of economic
activity is so much influenced by random weather conditions and changes in foreign
commodity markets aU foreeasts must remain tentative. Besides, the supply of
statistical data on which to base such forecasts is as yet incompletely developed.
Nor does such a framework provide a substitute for. those dC9isions of policy that
must be made from time to time in the light of actual circumstances.
But the pursuit of the economic goals outlined in previous sections of this plan
necessarlly entails certain courses of aciion which are revealed by such estimates. If
agricultural and industrial production are to grow to the extent desired then a c::ertain

PROJECTIONS

Table 13.4
OF NATIONAL lUiSOUIlCES Al'JD lHBlll

UTJUSATION, 1963/64 TO 19(8/10
to Mu.uON IIASID ON 1960-1962 AVBIWJIIV.u.tJEIII
TtllaJ

-;'0/

.APeIYZP IDraJ
1960/62 1960/62 1963/64 1964165 1965/~

78'0
22'0

tDlal

1966/(// 1967/68 1968/69 19(1)/10

501
lS2

71'0
23'0

564
154

591

621
172

659

163

18S

698
199

744
214

796
231

4,673
1,318

Total Cuq-cnt Resources

659

100'0

718

754

793

844

897

9S8

1,027

.5,991

379

416
323 '

514
" A03
11J

428

"

S'4
16'5
12'6
2'4'
1'5
18'S

93
66

491
365:;.;- .383
lOS,
lOS
81
88
142
156
lOS
119
20
21
14
16
151
162

3,lQa

15'1

444
344
100
75
131
99
19

543

'99

430
334
96
70
119

470

280

51'S
42'4

177

24
18
195

2,580
728
578
1,016
776
141
99
1.089

1'7
' 18~

~OO

Do~Ooods
"
ImpOrted Goods ',"
Expcodituro
OOYmlment Co~mption
Gross Fixed capital FonnatiOD .,
.Net Rccorded lo\'eStlllOnt
Depreciation Recorded Sectors "
Direct Investment
&ports of Goods aDd Services'

109

..

.,

83
16
10
122

Total Demand for Resources • ,

665

100'9

6

0'9

"

J09

"

30

16'5
4'S

79

12:0

Current Surplus
Domestk StivingJ
Totallnvestment
Import Surplus

Domestic Savina ••

-

-;.of

SoureD 0/ SllPplJe3
Gross Current Outputl , • " ,
ImpOrts of Goods and Services "
UtlJlsGtlmJ 0/ Suppl/I$
Private Consumptioa Bxpendituro

~

PAm
P~rWd

110
83

17

90.
18
II

95
172
133
22

lIS

103'
186

144

100
5S'2
43'1
'12'1
9'6
17'0
13'0

2'3

10
126

135

13
143

7-18

754

793

844

897

958

1,C¥n

5.991

110
28

119
28

131
29

142
34

1$6
37

171
31

186
36

1.016
229

17'0
3'8

91

102

108

119

135

150

787

13'1

82',

11

12'(J
Savl.n:DRatIo·
11"4
12'1
12"9
13'3
12'8
14'6
14'1
U'1
I. ThJs k deftncd as' Gross 'Domestic Product + Chanp In Stocks + Direct Invcstmet'lL1llesI: acUustmentsto tho Rational accounting estimates
are made In oroer to arrlw at a concept clOs« to that the c:utrent value of the actiw items ptOJectcd--'COnswriptio:;,investment 811d
, rorci~ frado. Ex.periditu~ in reoeot years has been augmented to a coDSidorablodegree by dla.'I8.vtng,botb intenJal1y an extemally. ~
.. also "tnotes to Table 13.7,
, ,..,
I Domestic savings as a ptoportion of total c:urreot:rcsourCes,
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level of investment should be made. This will require a certain amount of savings,
which means both Government and individual Ghanaians cannot spend more than a
certain proportion of their incomes on current items. The capital equipment to
implement the investment projects must be imported; this means a certain level of
exports must be attained, or loans. to a certain amount raised if these imports are not
to be paid for out of our reserves with a consequent weakening of-the Ghana pound.
The inter-relationships between different sectors of an economy are always difficult
to keep track of. For the policy makers in Government and private life these estimates
should serve to direct attention to the salient points of the manyinter-connected
decisions that must be made in order to implement the plan successfully.
I.-EFFoRTS

FOR DEVELOPMENT

The present estimates show that the greatest difficulties in attempting
ment this plan will be encountered in the following fields:

to

imple-

0

(I) Foreign Trade
To support the total volume of investment projected under this Plan a large
increase in the imports of capital goods will be required. In addition, until domestic
sources of raw materials for industrial production are 'better developed, equally
rapid increases in the imports of raw materials will be needed. On the other hand,
while the programme of export promotion through the local processing of Ghanaian
raw materials before export and the increase in the volume of production of these
commodities can be expected to make a substantial contribution to the foreign .
exchange needed for these imports, an overall shortage of foreign exchange can
be clearly foreseen. This implies that a definite choice must be made in the alloca ..
tion of foreign exchange for the importation of consumer goods on the one hand
and capital and' producer goods on the other. The successful implementation of
this plan requires the impostion of a definite regime of austerity in the consumption
of imported goods by Ghanaians. Already in the first year of the plan it will be
necessary to limit the consumption of textiles and consumer durables.
0

As in other developing countries Ghana can expect that in the-first few years of
its development programme investments made for the production of food will not
show very rapid returns, while at the same time the wages and salaries paid out to the
peopleengaged in this development programme create an increased demand for food.
The import policy must therefore repress expenditure on non-essential items in order
to °leave °a margin for the importation of food should this: become temporarily
necessary ~There exist of course avenues for-obtaining food supplies without the need
to expend foreign exchange immediately and these shou1d be :fully exploited. But a
safe self-reliant national policy will be to make provision withln-ourforeign exchange
budget foro:theimportation of basic necessities by limiting the expenditure on non.'
essentt'al imports,
.
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(ill Government Savings
In order to support the ambitious level of social services the Government is
determined to provide for the people, provision has to be made in the nation's
housekeeping for an increase in the.volume of resources that are transferred from
private hands into the hands of the Government, On .the other hand there are
definitelimits to the extent to which the levelsof taxation pan be raised, At the same
time, if it is to end up in 1970with a greater measure of participation and control
over the economy than it has now, then the Government must find within these limitations of tax. revenue a surplus which it can apply to development expenditure,
especiallyin productive enterprises.
'
This clearlymeans that Government 'must impose an overall limit on the rate at
which recurrent expenditures increase.
If the level of taxation were kept at its 1962-63rate and recurrent expenditures
only allowed to rise at the minimum rate required to provide for an expansion of
the services with the highest priority then the Government's budget over the plan
period as a whole would end up with an accumulated current deficit of £066 million.
In other words no contribution from taxation could then be expected towards the
financing of development expenditure. It is clearly necessary to increase the level of
taxation in order that out of each year's budget a certain contribution towards
development can be provided, to be supplemented by the loans which the Govern..
ment can raise. It also means that the seeking and utilisation of foreign loans and
grants must be"managed on a systematic basis always remembering that these loans
themselvescreate liabilities for the future, especially when they are of a short-term
and an expensivenature.
(iii) Domestic Savings
Hitherto Ghana has been able to sustain a high level of investment by running

.downits external reserves. Under this plan the rate of economic expansion is sought
to be increased. At the same time no further contribution from external reserves
can be expected towards the financing of investment. This clearly implies that both
the absolute level and the 'proportionate rate of domestic savings out of current
incomes must be raised substantially•

·
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An importaDi'principle of national policy is involved here. The country could
conceivably sustain a high rate of development by .increasing its borrowing from
abroad and increasing the share of foreign investment in the total development effort>..
But Government is committed to a policy which will gradually increase the control
of Ghana over its own economy. Hence the financial scheme'for this plan provides
tha.tthe annWillevelof domestic savings should increase by over 100 per cent during
the plan period while the national income increases by approximately 48 per cent,
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(tv) Investment

The estimates show that in order to. q~able to afford the requisite amonat of
savings to Implement this plan the investments made in anyone perioo must be so
managed as to yield an increase in income in the next period out of which a further
increase in savings may be made by tJie economy. If the effects of inv~stmentsare
neutralised through inadequate management in anyone period then the whole
development process must grind to a stop in subsequent periods because the savings
effort required to sustain economic growth would. then become impossibl~ for the
people to bear.

•
There are two aspects of this. First, the investment must be placed where it will
yield·the highest returns. Secondly;;the investment once made must be utilised to the
fulUn order
. to produce. increased incomes. In a development programme such as this
one which entails. the introduction of a number of new forms of activity in both
agriculture and industry the possibility of investments being wasted is especially great.
Already in some.parts of the country investments that have been made in irriSatfon
facilities are not being fuDy utilised Withthe result that the people for whose benefit
these facilities were created have not derived the economic returns tthat they could
have derived. A considerable amount of industrial capacity in Ghana is currently
underutilised, Practica1.lyall industrial enterprises operate on one shift with equip· ment that could readily be run for two shifts. The result is that the returns from these
industrial investments are considerably less than they could be.
In making estimates of the natiopal output that can be expected from the investments projected under this plan, a conservative view has been taken of the success
with which these investments will be managed. Such a conservative. approach is
adopted in order to forewarn ourselves'of the full extent of the difficultieswith which
we might be faced. But of course these difficulties will be much lessened if greater
success is attained in ·the·planning and management of investments. Based on the
technical Possibilities and 'on .the amount of investment provided for the agricultural
sector under this·plan, agricultural output by 1970could be tWo-thirds higber than it
is now. This would. correspondingly reduce the degree of our dependence upon
foreign sources of food and raw materials. But if agricultural investments are put in
the wrong places, or are too' expensive, or• are t.not managed in order to extract their
full potential, then as has happened Iri other developing countries the agriCultUral
investment will be-made but agricultural output will remain stagnant. As the population grows and the people demand more food recourse will have to be had to foreign
sources of food with the consequent disruption of the. balance of paymepts position'
and an iricrease in the degree of dependence of the economy.
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These are the main difficulties.that are brought out by an examination of the
probable course of the economy and of the consequential decisions that must be made
in the coming seven years. The estimates presented suggest the inter-related system
of targets that must be aimed at in the various sectors of the economy if the overall
economicobjectivesare to be attained. They indicate the level of output in agriculture
and..industrythat we must ·strivefor. They show the amount of invesiment that will
be. needed to attain these levels. They show how much private consumption.
especiallyof imported luxuries, Ghana can afford whileimplementing such a development programme. They indicate the levels of exports that must be reached year by
year if external equilibrium is to be maintained, and they show the levels of savings
that both the Government apd private investors must aim at in order to attain the
desired rates of economic development. It will be the function of those who manage
the implementation of the plan to follow the nation's performance in these various
directions; to draw the necessary conclusions from the actions and decisions that
are taken in anyone sector as to the corresponding results and adjustments in other
sectors. and to adjust the targets from time to time in the light of changing circumstances. '
rI.-RETURNS

FROM DEVELOPMENT

In return forthe efforts and pains outlined above, this Seven-year Plan is also
designed to result in the following main' improvements in the economic and social
life of the country.
(0 Private Consumption
With, Ghana's population increasing at a rate of more than 2'5 per cent per
annum the main task of economic policy is to ensure that production grows at such a
rate as to be able to provide food, clothing, housing and other necessaries in amounts
whichwill both cater for more people and for a rising average standard of consumption. The level of private consumption in 1969/70should be nearly 35 per cent higher
than it was in 1962 if the targets in this plan are successfullyimplemented. Within
this increase, domestic products, both industrial and agricultural, should rise proportionately faster than imported commodities. As previously ~lain ed however
the economicpolicy of this Seven-yearPlan envisagesthe reduction in consumption of
imported goods as falling on luxuries and other non-essential items. Similarly

the programmes of production of food and manufactures at home are concentrated
on the basic staples of mass Consumption.The net effect of these two lines of policy
should be that.the level of consumption among the poorer sections·ofthe community
and of the more .basic necessities of life should increase relatiyely to the level of
consumption among the wealthier sections of the community or of less essential items
of demand.
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niB pLAN

(Ii) GO'Pernm~{ Consum5fon

. The real welfare of the average citizen\~epends as much upon the adequacy of
public social and, other facilities as it does upo~ the level of his private consumption ..
Government's recurrent expenditures have riseD.\veryfast in recent years 'and outrun
the growth of Government revenues with conseqdent
pressure on the stability of the
\
Government's budget. They cannot therefore be allqwed to rise as fast dwing the
present plan period as they have done before. But it is "still necessary for the economy
to generate enoughresources so that the trend of imprdv.ementin the social services
can continue upwards. If the production targets sought ~Qer
this plan are attained
.
then by the end of the plan period the level of provision of Government services will
, be considerably 'higher than it was in 1962.
\

These hoped-for increases in the levels of both private and public consumption

are of course dependent upon the extent to which the economic' returns from the
investments contemplated under this plan are adequately realised, 'otherwise there
will not be the resources to, sustain an increase in public or private expenditure at
anywhere near these rates.
.
,

'y

(iii) External Dependence
The extreme dependence of the Ghana economy upon foreign sources of supply

of both staple consumer manufactures and capital goods is one of the most diffiCl~t
problems in maintaining economic and political independence and solvency in tlie
balance of payments. As indicated above it should be possible, given good management of the economy, to reduce considerably Ghana's dependence on foreign sources
of supply for the major staples of consumption. On a larger plane it is also an
objective o.f this plan that the present imbalance between foreign expenditures and
foreign earnings as' a whole should have been reduced considerably so that by 1970
Ghana's current earnings should more adequately cover 'Ghana's current expenditures on imports.
.
.

Vv) Further Development
The structure of investment envisaged under this ,plan is geared to lay the basis
for a further development of the economy in the period 'beyond 1970. If an adequate
base for domestic supply of consumer goods and puilding materials can be laid; if the
educational programme succeeds in improving the supply of skilled manpower
capable of nmning a modern economy; if'the transport, electricity, water and other
infrastructure facilities are brought up to a position where they can sustain a considerably higher level of economic activity: then the ground will have been laid for
further substantial development in the economic and social life of the nation in.the
period after 1970.
.
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D. AGGREGATE FINANCING SCHEME FOR THE PLAN
In order to implement the tar-gets of economic and social development set
under this plan Ghana will need-to invest 41 total of £0776 million in new assets in the
recorded sector of the economy. 'In addition £0141 million of investment money has
to be provided for depreciation in order to maintain or replace the existing productive
capacity of the 'economy. As iijdica~ed in a previous section a large part of the total
supply of rural labour is devoted every year to the clearing of new farms and'extension
of old ones and to the many other local Improvements which have produced the
whole of our dominant agricultural' and export sectors but which do not now enter
the ..national accounts statistics. Tliese direct investments which are estimated -at
approximately 5 per cent of the total value of rural labour time OD the eve of.the plan
period should also be encouraged togrow and provide a contribution of some £099
million towards investment in the plan period. In the aggregate it is sought to increase
the yearly level of 'investments in the Ghana economy from the average of £G I09
million per annum recorded in the recent past to an average of £0145 million during
the period ofthe Seven-year Plan-an increase of a third in the rate of investment.
Since in the seven-year period preceding thjlt of the present plan aggregate investment
almost doubled ~histarget for an increase in the rate o.finvestment during the 1960's
is pot overly ambitious.
The circumstances in which this increase in investment is to be sought however
are a good deal more difficult than those in the previous period. In the 1950's an
inadequate capacity to absorb capital, especially in the public sector, was often as
effective a brake on investments as 'shortages in the supply of savings. Lack of
engineers, doctors, teachers' and administrators often set a limit on what new productive or social.facllities could be usefully constructed. By contrast, for part of that
time foreign trade.prices were moving upwards, which made it possible to achieve a
high marginal rate of savings, in both the public and the private sectors. When the
commodity markets began to turn sour after 1958there were still left enough accumulated reserves overall and in the Government sector to cover the annual deficit on the
budget many tlmesover. 'Private consumption, especially of imported goods; was still
moving up into line 'with incomes.
,
By contrast, in the. coming seven years the savings effort will have to be more
consciously directed and wiHprove more strenuous and difficult. Instead of baving to
worry mostlyabout how to get necessary development projects implemented Government will also' have to worry constantly about which of the many desirable and
possible projects can beafforded.at anyone time: this means careful balancing of the
relative benefits to be expected from different lines of expenditure as a prelude -to
difficult choices. For the individual Ghanaian with growing opportunities for
consumption and income levels which are unlikely to grow as fast increased saVings
'2~9

TABLE 13.7

PROJEcrIONS

~

OF THB STRUcrtJRB

C:I

OF DOMBSTIC OUTPUT 1963/~t969/7O£0' MILUON".um ON 1960;'1962i\vDAOJ VALtJIS

hruntQ8e:f
tot
A'l'erage output·
.1960-6.2 1960/62 1963/64 1964/6S 15J6~/661966/67 1967/68 1~/69
I. AgriCUlture

Food Production, Prooesslo,
and Distribution
Aaricu1tural Exports
2. Mining ••
3, Industry and Construction
4. Direct Investment
S. Other S?ctors ,.
, Total Cqrrent' Domestic( ProduCtion
•

249

49'1

276

287

161:

Percent.
apof,

TOlill • ~61a1'
J969/70

301

321

339

359

381
232
149

32'0
17'1

186

191

197

207

215

87
25
' 120
10
103

so

90
26

104
27

23'6
2'0
20'2

138
10
114

96
26
146 .
11

U4
2?

121

13
126

16S
14
130
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32
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133

223
136
3S
197
17
136

507

100'0

564

591

621

659

698

744

156'

diltjnj,
PIDn : Pion...
Period, ' p'erl~
2.264 .48"4
OIdput

1,451

140

813
213
1,199
99
900

31'0
17'.
4'6'1
'15'6 .
2'1,
19'3

796

4,67'

H)(),O

38
219
18

~
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t'fhe (ollowingadjustments in the usual methoiosy have been 10 o~ to suit the available da,u;
,
,d
. I, A.rricuii/Uf~.,..I100dpr04action rot'domestic:consumptlpn Isshown at market
inthe absence or roIlable .. fann pto " JIIic!s.Production
!ij
is assumed equal to COIIIUl11J)tiOn. Estimates or the who1csale and retail,vaJues or I0C'8UyprOduced food indicate ,a retan mllfJlll or aoout 85 Per "d
, ami, this being lushest on )'8I1IS; plantains and veFtables.and lowest on rice 'lIld maize, AgricuI~ exports InclUde~ wl1Je added in domestJe t,'
'processiilg.as· well as the ",l'!ll or-the a&ricul1uraJraw materials, No estimate of JocaUy c~
apiculturaJ raw mat~or
firewood is inc!~
fl;
,
2, Val~ til MInIn..-.-&timate or outpUt'of;runera] exPorts at to.b. value&: No adjustment is made for consumption oHomp ordomcsti~
inputs. Output 'or quarrying is exCluded..
'
.
3, Inllrhtry,and CotII/rfICtion.-Estimates are based on figures ror vaJuc added in jndllstrlDlStatist/a (1958 and 1959)adjus~ with the pteli·
minary result,. of t,heInd~trIaJ Census, 1962. "
. .'
',:
:
4, DWct tn",.rp_nen't.-1- This 'is takeD equal to approximately 5 ~r t;ent o( \be va.lqe of.,riirai,labour time,
'
5, ' Otli4, StclOn':-RceiduaJ item •. "
.
.•
'
.
.
.
6, Total
Cluwr/,l'H1iIlIClion.::"'This
Is
ad~sted
to
exclude
stode
changes
whic:h~
Dot
cOnsi~
(or
1963/64-:-1969/70
proJ~D.I.
'.
~,
"1("
...
The projections tor the plan period are derived by straight Hoe ClltrapoJadolll (rom:
'
.
(1I).target values or agricultural and IndUlltrialoutput and exporta,
'
(b) ta~·of
direct Investment and, .
.
'
(c) targets. or agn:pte pptput,. whIChhaw been sepatately estlnlated (or 1966/~~~ )969170.
AScom~
to the taraets in cMPta'i 3; hoiLS above the t8r,ets for 1969(70 have ~. diseounted aaloUOWI:,
.' (n'AIricititu~:4J per cent ~n:feaieIti apinst 54 per cent' or which food only~ 28.Per ceni·increase as winst S.8 pet cent. .
.
(if) Industry, ConstTuction, Minln, and Power: S3 JHW' ceot Increase as a,.!nlt 135 per cent. This Is partly exJllained by the estbnated slower
rate or arowth of
industry-32 per cent total increato ia tho. plaD pcrjOd-Wbich COD~'buted lID ~imated 6S per CCII' o( value lidded iD
ioduscry In 1962.
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will have to become a more explicit act of choice; assJsted by the development or the
financial institutions proposed above, and a tax, system which will,pe -geared to
encourage savings.
',
The volume, structure and timins or"proposed Government investments during
the plan period have been set out in Chapter 2 above. The investment programme
wia be implemented subject to tlie financial and-other considerations discussed in this
and previous sections, 'and, can therefore be regarded as the core of the plan. 'On the
other hand it is clearly necessary for the Gbvetnment's own investment outlays in the
various sectors to be supplemented by private and local investments totalling altogether £0540 million it the overall groWth targets, ofthe plan are to be met.
:
In addition this plan has attempted to specify how the overall growth in the
economy is to be made up (Table 13.1). To fulfil the targets for the individualsectors
of the economy, especially for agriculture; industry, mining, and housing, will
require certain ameunts of capitalinvestment, both public and private, and estimates.
have been made of these as far as the~data: will pennit ..From these estimates and the
planned distribution of Government investment some guidance can be ebtained as
to how to distribute the total of private investment so that, in co-operation with the
Government investment; it might contribute' towards realising the sort of pattern of
development which we desire, As lndieated at the beginning of this document this
and successive development plans must contribute significantly towards a change in
th~ structure of production andemploymeat in Ghana if the long-range aims of our
economic policy are to be realised. The sort of distribution and timing of investment
which, always assuming good management, goes with the targets in the various
sectors under this plan is shown in' Table 13.8.
It is to be noted that these estimates of private investment cannot be expected to
take place exactly as scheduled, being·subject to a large number ofindividual choices
and to differing loglstics-of various investment projec~. For a few major Investments
such as the Valco 'smelter, some mining and some other industrial ventures the
information exists regarding the amount of inv.estment that can be expected at
differe~t dates during the plan. period. For the rest of priVate investment these
estimates only show how much development we should be trying to induce people to
undertake. But It is clear that if a certain amount of the estimated' private investment
in, say, agriculture has not oceurred'by a.certain date then the production. targets for
.that date and for. the whole plan :period cannot be realised and that this wi~ .affect
consumption, foreign trade, eIllPJ~u~m~ntand other related aspects of the plan. It will
therefore be necessary for those ~c~.rged with the implementation of the pIatl to
ensure t-llat the projected 'yotpPle of pr.iyate investment in the various sectors is
achieved at the same time as they regulate Government investment in accordance
with the priorities of the plan,
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I.-GoV'BR.NM8NT SBCToll
On the.cvc of the plan period the contribution to the financing of P'lblic investment that can be expected from the various sources identified in a previous section
has bee.Q &lS$essedas follows:(i) Budget· Surpluses
ThtQ~ghput the post..war period Gov:enunenj has been able to collect more
revenue than it spent on recurrent items, leaving a sw:plus to be applied to its
development expenditures. As this plan period opens, however, an entirely new
and unfavourable situation faces the countey in this regard. The tax revenues are
currently insufficient by about £03 million a year to pay for the recurrent budget
alone. Interoalloans raised by Government are therefore being applied not only
to finance development projects but also in part to cover the current deficit. Based
01\ the 1962/63 levels and structure ·of taxation it is estimated that the current
budgets during the plan period would carry a total deficit of :£066 million which
would have to be covered before any resources could become available for development expenditure.
Government has committed itself to the policy that domestic tax revenues
should be adequate··to cover the recurrent budget and the local costs of tbe developmeat budget. In order to be able to hold to this policy it will clearly be necessary
both to raise new taxes and to limit the rate of increase of recurrent expenditures.
The levels of both direct and indirect taxes will have to be raised and new taxes
introduced; for instance excise duties on the increasingly wide range of domestic
manufactures whose imported equivalent would attract import duty. These now
burdens will be most onerous in the first few years of the plan, The deficit on the
current budget with which the plan period opens is relatively large. In these early
years inepm.es and employment in GhanJl will not have attained the high level
which it.is the purpose of this plan itself to promote and which would lead to
increased revenues at an unchanged rate of taxation. Thus inCreasing the revenues
of Government in order to bring the current budgetary position anywhere near
balance will present the Government with the most difficult problems of taxation
from the very beginning of the plan period.
(ii) State Enterprises

Government akeady owns a larse portfolio of investments in productive
enterprises, \)oth inthe old service deJ'~nts
like the po~t olice, water. electricity,
road and rail transport and in the,ttew indU$tria1, commercial, OOBStruction,transport. and ..a~ral
enterprises whiCh have mere recentlf been esta61ishett Any
business·Jilce organisation With such larse and varied investmentS would e~ct
• not only the accumulation of sizeablo reserves to replacc'theti" 'eapilal but aJSiji.
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steady flow of profits from their operation, At present Government can count on
an 'increasing return each- y~p.ron the operation of the Ghana Commercial:Bank.
It is. not yet-·certaln bow tnJlch profit will accrue on Government's investment of
£06 million in the Ghana National Traaibg Corporation. The railways generally
make a surplus and can nnanc~ most.of their new investments' out 'o{intem8J
resources. The Black Star Line' can make a: small contribution to the replacement
of.its ships. But lthe·airline, the state farms and state indu~tries are generally unable
to cover their operating .~xp~t;1ses:
let' alone provide for the proper amortisation .of
.,capital or a r~turn'ofpr6fit to .the·s~te·budget, .'
..

.

It is pertinent to keep in view ,that on,e or the .maln advantages tbl\t accrue
. from public. ownership of''productive:enterprises in the socialist states is that these
.. enterprises tiu.lke increasing and.as~ed contributions to state revenues and provide
most of the means by which the ~state can provide an expanding level of social
services to the people. In some countries indeed this contribution has become so
ample that the abolition' of personal income and other taxes can be confidently
foreseenin the measurable future. If a business-like tightening up of the management of Ghana's state enterprises could be instituted, and if the review of.the tariffs
and charges of service departments proposed in a previous section were carried.
out effectively, then a major contribution to developmental resources could be
expected from that quarter. For the present a realistic estimate of the potential
cOntribution of Government enterprises to. resources for economic and social ~
.: development ,will have to remain fairly conservative. But if adequate arrangements
could be made to ensure the profitable operation of these enterprisesthen they
could become a major source of strength
... in the financial arrangements needed to
support this plan.
.
'

FINANCING OF nIB PLAN'

(Iv) Foreign ,Borrowing
As indicated in previous sections Ghana will have to have recourse to foreign
loans on, a large scale in order to-be able to finance this '-year Plan. The important
thing about. these loans is not merely their volume but the 'purpose to which they
are applied and the terms on which they· are, obtained. With her natural resources
and previous dev.elopment of the'physical and social. infrastructure Ghana should
be able to absorb large amounts of the right kinds of foreign loan with.:great benefit.
As Government embarks on major programme of expansion Into productive.
enterprise its capacity to use foreign loans profitably is much" enhanced. With
the new strengthened machinery that has been installed' in the Ministry of Finance
to seek and mobilise foreign loans it can be reasonably.expected that in addition
to the £22 million of the Volta loans that .remains to be spent and the £ lOO millionodd that is available already under frame credit agreements, another £145 million
of foreign grants and credit can be raised in the course of the plan period.

a

(v) Deficit Financing
As the financial position stands at the beginning of this plan period it would

seem necessary for Government to resort to methods of deficit financing to provide
some of the resources for its investment programme: The amount of such financing
that can be prudently used in Ghana is limited mostly by the fact that there are no
domestic sources of supply for most of the commodities on which such money
would tend to be spent and the effect of too much deficit financing will be either
an inflationary collapse or a balance of payments crisis or probably both .

.

The . most' probable yield from all these .sources on the present indications is
shown 'in Table 13.9.
. After all the resources that can now be foreseen have-been
mobilised thercfwould stiD remain a deficit of £54 million if the present world price
of cocoa does not improve. In that case a downward adjustment would have to be
made in the investment programme.
'

.

,

In making such adjustments Government intends' as far as possible to safeguard
its plans for productive investment as against those for' investment' in social and
physi~ infrastructure. Accordingly the decisions about implementing some sections
of' the lower priority social and physical facilities will be made conditional upon the
raising of certain minimum. amounts from new or special taxes or from borrowing.
Thus the productive:investments willhave first call on the yield from existing taxes
and Government borrowing.
.
The present calculations malce·it·'apparent how-important .it 'is'for Ghana and
other cocoa producing' conntriesto succeed;in ,the steps which theyare now con~rting.,in,order to obtaln a~substantial.bnpro.Vement hi, an'(!';a:stabiliSationof, cocoa
prices. If the world price of cocoa in the rest of th~ 19.00·s···were:merelyto maintain

.
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FINANCING OF TIm PLAN

its'average postwar level then both the 'Government and private Ghanaians would be
able without undue strain to achieve all the social and economic goals sought under
this Seven-year Plan.
II.-ParVA:rB

SECTOR

The private sector is e~pected to provide a total ot£S40 million or about 53
per cent of the total investment projected under this plan. Of this, direct labour
investments should account for nearly £100 million, resident private capital both
Ghanaian- and foreign-owned should be able to supply just over £400 million, and
the remaining £100 million should be accounted for by the inflow of new foreign
private capital.
."

(i) Major investments

The largest single. private investment expected to be undertaken under this
'Seven-year Plan is the £GS8 million smelter to be built by Valco at Tema. This
investment, which 'should be mostly completed by the end of 1967, will not only
represent a large part of the expected total of foreign private investment but will
also make some contribution
to the earnings of foreign. exchange by Ghana.
.
The Valco smelter obviously needs to be supplemented by a major new project
to produce alumina to feed the smelter. It is estimated that the cost of a plant of
adequate size will be of the order of £12 million. If discussions already in train
are successful then it could be expected that sizeable private foreign investment in
an alumina plant would have been undertaken in the period between the commis-:
sioning of the Tema smelter and the end of this plan period.
The other major new project which is under consideration for this plan period
is also' in the field of aluminium production. Present estimates ·suggest that there
is room on the world market for the products of another aluminium smelter in Ghana.
With the power supply situation likely to be in surplus for such a long period ahead,
and with major new sources of power at Bui and other sites waiting to be developed,
it has .seemed expedient to give consideration to the possibility of a second aluminium smelter. Decisions on this are not expected before 1966 but if the preliminary
studies now being conducted are favourable then some investment on this project
can also be expected before the end of'the plan.
(ii) Resident private investment

The contribution of existing private savers, both nationals and foreigners, to
total investment has in recent years been running at a level in excess .of t45 million
per annum. The rate of domestic savings under~·~thisSeven-year Plan is expected to
increase from around 14 per cent of gross CUfreIfr::outputat the beginning to about
18! per cent at the end of the plan period,..In order to correct the exisd.ng imbalance
in the Government's accounts, savings in the Government sector will'have to be
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increased at a faster rate thari this and Savings in the private sector at a rather slower
rate. But if the growth of resident private savings continues along the trend
observed in recent years then, even though a large proportion of domestic savings
has to be transferred to the Government sector in order to meet the deficit in the
Government account, the remainder should be enough to provide an average of
£SS million per year over the plan period.
Direct investments in agriculture and the utilisation of human capital in community development activities have in recent years contributed a sizeable proportion
of the total amount of investments made in the economy each year. With the encouragement that it is proposed to' offer to private farmers to incresase their output
and with the strengthening of the local government system the mobilisation of
human capital as an aid to inve.Sf9lent should make a contribution worth nearly
£100 million during the plan perioa.

.

~

(iii) New Inflows of private capital

The proposals for new capital investment from foreign sources 'that are already
under consideration cover a wide spectrum of industry including especially cement,
metals, textiles, household goods, wood products and mining. The volume of foreign
investment proposals has been much stimulated by the Capital Investments Act.
With the establishment of strong machinery under this Act to encourage and assist
private investment in Ghana it is expected that new inflows of foreign private capi..
tal into Ghana will increase from the £5 million per annum level which has been
observed in the past to nearer £8 million per annum.
The aggregate of new private investment under this plan is expected to be
distributed as to one-third each in agriculture and industry and one-sixth in housing.
Together these three sectors should account for nearly £300 million of net new
investment.
(Iv) The Financing of Private Investment 1963-64-1969-70
The financing scheme for all private investment may be projected approximately
as follows:
,.

Total Projected Private Investment
Direct Labour Investment

..

£ million

540

99
44]

Resident Private Savings
New Foreign Capital: Valco
Other

400
..
..

45

55
500

Gapital Repa_ts

andMarlin

59
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CHAPTER 14
PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

AND MANAGEl\'IENT

A development plan, however carefully worked out, is only as good' as its
.implementation. The new tasks in economic growth outlined in previous sections

. make it imperative to institute some major changes in the machinery of Government
to enable it to control economic development efficiently.
I.-THE QVlL SERVICE (1)
In recent years the civil service establishment has expanded very rapidly. The
numbers of Government employees bad increased from 93,327 in 1951to 127,419
by 1961. Also, and especially since Independence, there has been a considerable
turnover of personnel. The result is tbat in recruitment general standards of ability
and experiencehave necessarilyhad to be relaxed. In these circumstances,and in the
absence of certain corrective measures, the efficiencyof administration has tended

.

~~

The first requirement to maintain efficiency is to provide enough training
facilities so as to enable people to grow into tbeir jobs. It is no longer possible
to assume that new recruits willieam their jobs from older hands. In many establish- .
ments all hands will be new bands; training has to be instituted deliberately for all
levels of personnel. In previous chapters programmes have been outlined for the
up-grading of middle and higher level personnel through various training scbemes.
For the Civil Serviceitself Government intends to institute new schemesfor training
at all levels.
An essential principle of all.such training will be that the standards for.eventual
attainment should not make any concessions to the fact that standards for entry
may initially have had to be lowered. This means that personnel training has to
span a larger gap in skills than it otherwise would. Unless this principle is adhered
to the tendency towards t_helowering of the standards of administration will continue
and the implementation of the economic and social goals of planning could be
seriously threatened.
The other requirement for administrative effici~ncyb to standardise procedures
sufficiently so that the individual civD servant knows precisely what is required
of him and. his superiors can tell clearly whether his performance is adequate. The
solution of such general defects in the civil service machinery througb standardised
and eifccti\'" procedures could contribute greatly to the level of efficiency.
(') So raT as tho futuro is coneemed, these proposals also cover empfoyees io oo.n-c:ommercialstate
enterprises.
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A third reform which Government intends to implement is to ensure that
merit is recognised and rewarded and- that inefficiency carries penalties. This is
a problem.·to~ching on the wider issue of wages policy and has been dealt with in
Chapter 7.
The Civil Service is the area of employment where shortage of personnel bas
recently been most severe and this has accentuated the dangers arising from inefficiency and lack of a sense of responsibility which are' always inherent in the
. traditional pay, promotion and disciplinary systems of a Civil Service. In order to
ensure that the machinery of administration can cope with all the new tasks which
will fallon it in the implementation of a development programme of the size outlined
in this plan Oovernment will introduce suitable schemes for recognising diligence
and, efficiency.
II.-THE FLOW OF INFORMATION AND ras SPEEDOFAcnON
Other important weaknesses in the machinery of the civil service as. it now
functions are the general lack of factual and statistical information, the difficulty
of obtaining information which exists, and the slowness with, which action is taken
on the basis of information. No civil service agency can be said to know what it
is doing ifit does not have from day to day adequate statistical information regarding
the functions for which it is responsible. The failure to develop an adequate supply
of Information has meant that some agencies have had to discuss policy when
little was known factually about the thing or situation which their policy was designed
to modifY, improve or create.
(I) Financial data

The first kind of information required. for effective administration is how
much money the Government' and its various agencies are receiving and spending.
In the past such information has tended to fall seriously behind with the result
that Government has had at any given moment no reliable information about its
own financial position. The collection of such information Is being improved at
the centre by the .re--organization and mechanisation of the work in the AccountantGeneral's Department. However some individual departments still seem to be
JIJsuflicientiyaware of the importance of the financial operations under their own
control, with the result that certain primary information is Dot passed on to the
centra). reporting agencies. It is necessary that there should be
much wider
acceptance throughout the civil service as a whole of the importance of the diligent
collection and transmission of such information.

a

(il) Real data
Financial consideration ate, of course, always very important, and they should
never be overlooked; but government's most fundamental concern should not be

with money but with real things; with the people and their welfare, with sickness,
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housing, education. and so on. At pr~nt most Oovernment agencies have little
exact information regarding those real subjects which are their responsibilities.
Experience has.shown. that in manx important departments and mlnisWes the machinery does not exist to enable them to obtain the information they need.
There. is fortuna~ely a gtoM.qg realisatlon that such Information is necessary
for efficient administration. Some ministries have established statistical units. which
will soon tell them more about the exact measurable characteristics of their functions.
The Central But:C$u of Statistics, ,whose facilities will be greatly expanded in the
course of the coming seven years, will assist all ministries and departments in~devising
simple and effective methods of statistical control.
The working' of such ..reporting systems however always depends upon the
regularity and' accuracy with which' information from individual units and officers
is transmitted to a collecting cen.tre.;pnly constant attention by heads of departments
and ministries can ensure that reporting mechanisms do not gradually. clog up and
grind to a halt owing to indifference at lower levels. Such attention will only be
forthcoming if heads of departments themselves appreciate the importance of this
to the efficient performance of their duties.
•
It is hoped that during the coming years papers prepared for copsideration by
Government and other documents used for policy making will reflect an increasing
awareness of the need for statistical data, without which questions can only be dealt
with in an imprecise manner.
(iii) No,",s

The next step is to concentrate on improving operative efficiency inthe various
agencies: This can be measured by statistical norms. How' much work a typist
should do, how much it should cost to maintain one vehicle or- provide one hospital
bed, how many children should be passing examinations every year, what supply
of corn per week is needed to feed Accra-all these are matters on which it is posslole
to establish standards against which to measure performance in the various areas of
administration.
For the productive enterprises in the public sector the problem of norms ot
performance will be tackled in conjunction with incentive and cost control systems
as.outlined in chapters 3 and 7 and in a later section of this chapter. For the junior
and routine operations within the civil service) norms will be established through
work study and other investigations of the Organization and Methods ~ecretariat.
The enforcement of these norms will be secured through improved supervision of
work and an attempt will be made as far as possible to relate remuneration to
performance.
For the higher levels of administration, however, norms are not static standards.
They are ideals which the -Government should try to approach. They must be
dynamic, progressive -and responsive-to changes of public policy.
235
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A COWltry like Ohana which enters late on the' process of economic .and social
development has the advantage that it can set asnorms of poli~. the higher standards
that other countries have already attained. The job .of the administrator is to know
his own present performance, to know the' perl'ormance of similar administrators .
in other countries and to make a realistic 1)ut progressive decisiQ,I)'.as'.to how much
of the gap between his performance and that of other people :can: reasonably' be
bridged in any given period.
In this and subsequent development plans some of the choice aJ>outthe feasible
rate of progress in different fields has been made implicitly in a general way through
the financial allocations made. Nevertheless the individual head of a ministry or
department still has the responsibility of setting his own norms in the standard of
effectiveness with which. this allocation is to be used. The knowledge in a .quantitative
manner of where they are going and how' fast they can get there is·also the most
useful way of fitting the activities of individual agencies of Government within the
framework of a plan.
In the immediate period after the inauguration of this Seven-year Plan ministries
and departments will be invited to participate in working out the details of the
perspective plan for Ghana described in Chapter 1. Their best tools for making such
long range plans will be a set of long term norms chosen with realism and purpose- .
.fulness.
J

(iv) Central Bureau oj Statistics
The enlarged facilities of the Central Bureau of Statistics will be used:
(i) to assist ministries, departments and other agencies in. organising
adequate statistics for their ~wn use ~ indicated above,
(li) to assemble and publish information from different sources so that
all other bodies can keep themselves informed of relevant information
not collected by themselves,
(ill) to conduct censuses and other major surveys which are normally
beyond the capability of indiVidual agencies.and
(iv) to keep the Government informed in a factual way of the current
situation in important areas of the nation's life.
As indicated above the accuracy and usefulness of information depends upon the
efficiency and speed of primary reporting. The Bureau of Statistics is equipped to
process and publish speedily information that is supplied to it. But where the report ..
ing is inefficient and' tardy ·then the summary information put out by the Bureau
will be either misleading or else only of .historical interest. What is needed
for effective administration is knowledge of things while they .are ·l1~p.~ning
so that
corrective action can be taken while it is still relevant. Otherwise policy.:is always far
behind facts and therefore ineffective when it comes to infiuencing events,
2g6
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No satisfactory m~ans .DOW 'exist for ehsuring that information collected by one
agency will automatically 'be made' avallable to others which are interested. ~e
solution is-that-the Central B\1fC8.uof'Statistics will increase the coverage of inform ation published\in its general bUlletins and statistical digests. As Government·agencies
become more aware af the sorts of s1l1tisticaIinformation that they need both as a
general background to intelligent policy-making and as controlling data of more
direct relevance, it is .hoped that" they will acquaint 'themselves more regularly 'With
such published information.
.
(v) Other Exchanges olInlormatlon
A good deal of the factual information that must be exchanged between agencies
however i~ eIther confidential or not suitable for general publication. Already
there exists a network among certain groups of agencies for the regular dissemination of such information. It is to be hoped that many more regular channels for .the
routine exchange of information between agencies on every subject in which' they
have a mutual interest will be established. This is a VItal precondition for more
effective co-ordiaation.
A lot of iDformation that agencies need from each other is of a qualitative
rather than quantitative nature. It would seem that the cheapest way to facilitate

a more dependable and rapid exchange of such information is to make greater use
of the possibility of sending copies of letters and minutes to all agencies which can
be presumed to have an important interest in the matter dealt with in the correspondence. Such carbon copies of letters do not cost much to produce and are often
quite adequate to keep an agency informed about any matter under discussion
between other agencies.
(1'1) The Speed of Action
. While a lack of information accounts for the failure to make the needed adjust.
ments on many occasions, there have also been occasions in the past even where
information was available when action in important economic matters was taken
very slowly.'

.

It is obvious that the earlier action is taken to meet any developing situation
the smaller and the less painful is ·the 8(ijustment which is sufficient to meet it.
But when a situation has developed too far the necessary corrective action is more
severe and more painful. Besides, by creating an. atmosphere of crisis ·it disturbs
that equable feeling of stability which is such a great asset for sustained. economic
growth.
Discussions will have to be 'held between the various agencies concerned with
economic policy with a view to making such changes in the civil service machinery
as are required in order to ensure more rapid response and action in this area.
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m.-Co.oRDlNAnpN

Co-ordination and consultation between different agencies of the Ghana
Civil Service leaves much to be desired and needs to be strengthened if this plan is
to be successfully implemented. All civil services suffer from this tend~cy; heads
of individual departments may tend to regard their own intefests from too narrow
a point of view and an agency may fail to share with other government agencies
the information which is available to it: This can clearly be a fatal impediment to
progress. The most effective way to overcome it is to institutionalise as far as possible
all the necessary inter-agency co-ordination and not to leave it to the discretion
of individual officers, however senior.
Every industrial plant needs water, energy, .dralnage, transport and finance.
There is generally an optimum sequence in which these must be provided if the
project is to be implemented with the greatest speed and economy. In such cases
orderly and readily verifiable routines for eo-ordinetlon must be laid down and
enforced..
In the particular field of co-ordination in planning, specific proposals for new
machinery are presented below. .
It is necessary for all agencies of Government to accept freely that such coordination is necessary to the more efficient performance of their own duties. The
more this is accepted and acted upon the faster and more efficient the whole Government machinery will become at accepting, processing and implementing new ideas.
But above all efficient co-ordination is the only way of avoiding expensive mistakes.
Ghana has before now paid dearly (or the failure of one agency to ascertain
information which was readily available in another agency. In many' such cases
eo-ordination has only taken place when it has become necessary to determme
how much money need be spent to correct the initial mistakes.
. t· i '
Proper co-ordination will be enforced at three points, namely at the consideration of,a proposal for Government decision, at the allocation of finance, and at the
ratification of undertakings made on behalf of the Government.
(i) The Processing of Projects

Rules have already been promulgated regarding the steps that all Government
agencies should take prior to submitting proposals for Cabinet approval. Government intends to enforce these rules rigidly. No proposal will even be consideredunless its financial and economic implications have been cleared with the Ministry
or Finance and the Office of the Planning Commission. Every Cabinet paper must
contain a clear statement of the cost, -in local and foreign currency, to Government"
of the proposal contained in it, as well as a certification that it has been '~ccep(e.d
br .the budgetary and planning authorities. These agencies in turn wlllensure that
thell' approval of proposals will only be given after all other bodies which are
288
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properly concerned have been fully consulted. This rule will be ~terpreted in such a
way that it will not be possible for' agencies to obtain agreement in principle to a
proposal and then to claim finance for it simply on the authority of such agreement.
A detailed justification will always be required "before funds are provided. .
(il) Financial Control

The second point of enforcement will be at the provision of finance. A number
of developmellt projects which have been started in the past without proper coordination have in the end cost Government many times more than they should
have done. In many cases too they have resulted in the creation of· uneconomic
establishments which have then had to be pemianently subsidised, thus constituting
a perpetual drain on Govemment.rescurces. The temptation to allow such projects
to start often arises from the fact that the sponsoring agencies initially ask for only
a small sum to start on the project while further coqsultations are held. This
temptation will be resolutely resisted. A project once started can hardly ever be
halted. The initial mistakes are often not reversible by means of extra expenditures.
Problems of the location of enterprises are especially intractable. A farm or factory
once established in the wrong place will forever have to operate at a disadvantage;
spending more money to correct the initial mistake only means that the real economic
cost of the products of such an enterprise will always be higher than they ought to
have been. It is very much cheaper not to allow such projects to get started in the
first place and the only way to ensure this is to refuse the initial request for a "small
sum ". This the Ministry of Finance will do wherever in their view the degree of
preparation and co-ordination has been inadequate.
In order to ensure that proper financial control is exercised over all Government expenditure accounting staff in allministries and departments will be under the
control of the Comptroller of the :Treasury, who will be responsible to the Minister
of Finance. It will be the duty of the accounting staff to make sure that no unauthorised expenditure takes place.
. .
(iii) Agreements and Contracts
There is always a temptation.for an agency of Government charged with the
direct responsibility for the arrangement of agreements and contracts with third
parties to attempt to save time and trouble by finalising the arrangement.first without
due consultation with the other agencies which are properly concerned, at a late
stage only informing these other agencies. Faced with a fait accompli the latter
have naturally shown little interest in the subsequent consultations. AlternativeJy, so
little time has sometimes been allowed for consideration of the agreements by the
oilier Government agencies concerned that no really effective examination has been
possible.
In order to avoid this situation the following procedure will be enforced. Ail
agreements and contracts submitted for approval will·have to carry the approval of
289
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the co-ordination division of the Planning Commission before they can be accepted
for consideration by the Cabinet or the Control Commission.

(iv) Speed in co-ordination

..

,

It is of course true that inter-agency co-ordination takes up time 'and can be
dragged to inordinate 1engths. But a reasonable amount of time spent on proper
pre-planning and co-ordination is well worth while because in the long run it saves
both time and money. A large building project that has to be stopped in the middle
while electricity, drainage and water problems are discussed, and an expensive facility
that has to be demolished because of inconsistency between the plans of different
agencies relating to the' same piece of land are both wasteful and a sign of adminis ..
trative inefficiency. Yet such situations· could easily develop as Ghana proceeds to
implement her ambitious development plan; it is the duty of the Government
machinery to ensure that such waste is avoided.
It will be the duty of the co..ordination division of the Office of the Planning
Commission to see that effective co-ordination is maintained at all times and,
equally important, that such co-ordination is organised with the maximum speed
compatible with efficiency so that it does not itself become a drag on the implementation of development projects
IV.-PLAN

ADMINISTRATION: CENTRAL INsTITUTIONS

(I)

The Planning Commission

Government will appoint a new Planning Commission which, under the chairmanship of the President, will have the authority and the responSibility for seeing
that tbis plan is successfully implemented. The Vice--Chairman of the Commission
will be the Minister charged with responsibility for planning, and there will also be
up to three full-time members with executive responsibility, as Development Commissioners, for the Implementation of assigned sections of the plan.
The Planning Commission will keep in the forefront of all policy.making the
essential
principles of this plan, viz:.
.
(i) The rapid expansion of agriculture to meet domestic requirements as
the first objective;
(n) The production in Ghanaian industries of the major staples of domestic
demand for manufactured. goods:
(ill) The optimum degree of processing of Ghanaian commodities now
exported in the raw state, roUowed by 3 start In basic industry!
(iv) 'The expansion of technical and higher education;
. (v) The consolidation of Ghana's previous progress ·in the field of infrastructure and sceial services:
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(vi) The establishment of a greater measure of state control over the

national economy.
The Commission will carry further the changes recently inaugurated in the
Government machinery as it affects the'productive sectors. In this they 'Will seek to:(a) devise rules governing the operation and control of productive enterprises to ensure that they are managed as efficiently and profitably as
possible, and
(b) secure the maximum allocation of available manpower, especially of
those trained for skilled work, to the productive sectors of the economy.
The Commission will each year announce an annual plan comprising targets
for allthe economic tasks-to be implemented In the year. These will include, especially,
production targets in agriculture.:imd industry, manpower and employment projections, a foreign exchange budget and an investment allocation plan.
This annual plan will be reflected in the state budget and in the operating
budgets of individual productive enterprises. Itwill be formulated after full cons\ll.ta..
tio~between the agencies concerned with its implementation and the Office of the
Planning Commission.
Periodically and in the light of accumulating knowledge the Commission will
undertake major revisions of current seven-year plans as well as preparing new
short ..term and perspective plans as required.
(ii) The Office of the Planning Commission

The Secretariat of the Commission, the Office of the Planning Commission,
will be strengthened and charged with responsibility for the following functions in
planning and plan implementation:(i) The preparation and revision of the seven-year plans and, equally
important, of the annual plans through which the longer-term p.olicies
will actually be implemented.
(il) The regular verification, with the help of the pentral ;Bureau of Statistics and other appropriate agencies, of plan performance, and the
analysis of the reasons for any deviation from plan targets. In this
connection the Office will also keep the Government informed of the
general development of the economy and suggest ..necessary' modifications of policy in the light of its analyses of the economic situation.
(iii) Co-ordination of the activities of all agencies concerned in the imple..
m~ntation of the plan's objectives.. including local councils, using for
this purpose th~planning officer to be appointed in each agency.
(iv) The organization of the necessary research and 'studies towards the
preparation. of subsequent annual. short-term and perspective plans.
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(0) The formulation 01plans

This Seven-year Plan represents tJ?e first attempt in Ghana to formulate a
developmentplan with a wide concern for the growth of the economy as a whole in
contrast to previous planning which has been largely limited to programmes of
public works and social development. There has been no previous experience to
draw upon and hence the plan has had to be left flexibleand, in iD,lportantrespects,
incomplete.
. But the broad line of development which Ghana must follow in order to attain
. a rapid rate of economic growth is clear enough and has been outlined in Chapter 1.
With the further growth of experiencein planning in .each ministry and department
as well as in the .Officeof the Planning Commission this broad poliCYof economic
growth should be tilled out with specific development projects and policies, while
preparations go forward for the elaboration of subsequent development plans and a
perspectiveplan to guide them.
In order to assist all participating bodies to work out their detailed designsin
relation to the national plan, a National PhysicalDevelopment Plan will be set forth.
It will translate the policies of economic and social plans into tangible designs of
economic geography, allocations of population, labour force, potential industrial
locations, urban growth allocations, major transportation corridors, power and
water zones and other essential infrastructure. It will be supported by data showing
the geographic deployment of the plans, manpower, costs and timing, ranging
from immediatefuture projects up to long range possibilities, It will act as a collect..
ing point for collateral requirements of resource development, industrial openings,
settlements an4 infrastructure. The form of the physical plan will ·provide both a
long-range picture 'of possibilities and a short-range detailed design indicating the
status of aU current projects and immediate future recommendatiF'
Preparation of annual plans is the occasion for the actual realisation of the
policiesof the seven-yearand perspectiveplans. This function is the most important
continuing assignment of the Officeof the Planning Commission. The annual plan
will attempt to guide the growth of production, to maintain overall stability and the
desired tempo of general economic activity in the country; to allocate the scarcest
resources.such as manpower and foreign exchange, and to in1luencethe allocation
of the national income in a manner which is most conducive to the further growth
of the economy itself. The skill with which the essential elementsin the annual plan
as described in the previous section are formulated will fn.the final analysis determine
how fast Ghana's economy will expand.
(b) The ~erification01performance
An attempt has been made in the most strategic sectors of agriculture, industry
and manpower to set definite quantitative targets of production and to assign res-
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ponsibillty for the attainment of these targets to -speciflc agencies. ~e physical
plan will express these targets.in geographic form. The s~ss of the plan can only
be measured by the degree to which these targets are attained and phySical projects
are accomplished.
The measurement of success by the use of such indices is a new departure in
Ghana. Hitherto the.imp1ementatio~ of development aims has been largely thought
of in terms of the attainment of given expenditure leVels.There is very little information anywhere as to whether the social and economic objectives sought thtoul4
these expenditures were in fact attained or, even more important, whether the
results actually attained Could' not have been achieved with less expenditure in
money and real resources.
_.
Proposals have been made i,n a previous section for new statistical procedures
which will enable ministries, enterprises and departments theDiselves to measure
their real performance against plan targets and longer-range norms. In addition
.to this the Office of the Planning Commission in consulsation with the Central
Bureau of Statistics will devise a system 'of statistical measurement for the more
important indicators of plan performance-agricultural and industrial production,
employment, wages and prices, foreign trade and balance of payments.
It is in the light of this performance data and the analysis of it by the Office of
the Planning Commission that the Commission will take corrective action wherever
indicated and, when necessary, determine changes in the short-term aDd annual
plans themselves.
I"

.\

(c) Co-ordinatIOn

The Importance of this function in the making of correct decisions 8:Dd~thetr
most rapid and economic implementation has been set out in the previous section.
The co-ordination division of the Office will need all the authority of the Planning
Commission to ensure both that in the formulation of their plans and projects aU
agencies are aware of the relevant plans 'of other agencies and consult them properly
and, no less important, that one agency does not unnecessarily hold up the .development or production activity of another agency through fan~ to provide a preViously
agreed service or commodity.
'
In organising this inter-agency co-ordination it will be necessary to devise
effective systems of programming for the fulfilment of development and production.
schedules. It is not uncommon on a construction site in Ghana for workers to have
to !dle away time because materials have not arrived orbecause one group has to
Walt for an~ili:er to finish their operation first. Buildings may stand unoccupied for
~ongperio.~s owing ~o lack ~f connections to the electricity or water supply. Process108 factones stand Idle owmg to lack of co-ordination with farmiDg activities. The
examples are many, and always tlie'explanation is that insufficient attentionhas been

"
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paid to the rule that it is as importaut to plan when to do a thing as what to do.
A..partiCl;11arlyserious result of this tnattention to timing and programming is the
waste of scarce capital resources. Much of such waste involves a' loss of foreign
exchange as wen. Supplies and equipment which have to be stored for long periods
through being delivered at the wrong time tend to deteriorate during storage. The
Programming Division of the Office of the Planning Commission will have the
responsibility of working for the elimination of such waste •

.

.(d) Major Projects

Certain major developments cut across so many departmental lines of responsibility or are of such importance to the national economy that their planning and
implementation must be handled by a central body. In some instances in the past
the answer has been to set up special bodies. to deal witH this sort of project such as
the Volta River Authority. Not an major. projects however will be the size of the
Volta Project or be suitable for bandling by an ad hoc body. In such cases it will be
the responsibility of the Planning Commission to ensure that adequate machinery
is established for the planning and implementation of the projects,
(iii) Foreign exchange and credit

.rpze Foreign Exchange Committee,

under the general direction of the Ministry
of Fmance, will keep constant watch over the foreign payments and obligations of
the country and the external reserves available to meet our commitments.
The committee will prepare for adoption by the Planning Commission a foreign
~change ?udget for every ~alf year and such other periods as the Commission may
direct, This budget will be unplemented by the agencies responsible for import and
exchange controls.
The commi~e will initi~e action for effecting minor adjustments in foreign
excha~ge. operations as the Situation demands. Where major changes In policy or
t
operation are deemed to be necessary the Conimission will advise G
the appropriate steps to be taken.
.
overnmen on
(

of A Fore~gnCredit~ C.0mmit~e~will be set up with representatives of the Office
the~e P~anrungCO~lSSJOD, Mintstry of Finance and the Bank of Ghana to examine
On' bO~~ ~o~wmgs of Government, to negotiate with foreign sources of credit
arran~emen~. overnm~m., and to supervise the Implementation of such credit
All proposals for foreign borrowin b '.
.
public·productive enterprises will be sUbm1tte~ ::~J~gency ?f GovemmeD~ or by
Goyernment will not ace t or s'
cornntlttee for screenmg, and
without preliminary screen~g and n::~~o~~Y~h~eign
cominitments undertaken
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The,functiens of this comtilittee will form a part of the general operation of
debt management for which primary responsibility has been assigned to the Bank
of Ghana as- explained in Chapter 12.
V.-PLAN ADMINISTRATION: DEPARTMBNTAL MACHINERY

Every department and ministry of Oovemmen~ will have a planning officer
who will generally be its deputy head. The planning officer will be responsible for
the co-ordination of the activities of his agency with that of other agencies7 as 'well
generally for the efficient performance of its other planning responsibilltles,
.thereby ensuring that the· objectives of the plan are brought to bear constantly on
all departmentalactivltles.
Planning officers will be concerned in the setting up of an. adequate statistical
'system in their agencies and tlie' reporting of information to the Central Bureau of
Statistics; they will be the channel through which the new idea of factually-based
administration will filter into all those areas where administrators now either act
on hunches owing to an unnecessary absence of data, or may not trouble. to ascertain
'available facts. Obviously admiriistrators will always be required to use judgement
and experience. But in a modern administrative system the occasions on which
judgements have to be made on a basis of inadequate information should berelatively
infrequent, .while in many cases the avallability of factual information regarding
cognate fields increases the possibility that non-statistical judgements will be right
when they have to be made.
.

as

(I) The preparatton 0/ projects
. At present a number of projects have to be accepted into the development
estimates' e:e~ year on faith .(i.e: before d~~ed estimates have been worked out),
~n.d also. to e~ure ~at certain lines of actiVtty~like agriculture or industry, which
. It IS particularly desired to encourage, are adequately represented in tlie expenditure
pattern of the year. !hls situa~on is especially undesirable because jt is precisely in
~e field of ~roductive enterprise that the most carefulconsideration ought to be
:ven to projects befo~e the~ are implemented. Admittedly some improvement can
~ expected ~s expenence Increases. But if certain reforms were introduced now
ey could bring about an immediate improvement.··.
.
.First, bad projects will'pass as long as there is more investment mane s~ki
, proJ~ts th~ there, are ,Projects seeking finance. In order to change the pa~D of ~~
::::~~~~n
~=~~~~r:'~:
fa:urab~ ,to economic growth the Government is
agencies 'concerned will be :pera~un. of ~o::y to these productive sectors..
jects remain in short supply, The only
~os::oi s ~k~t as long a~ ~o~d, pr~
departments responsible to develop a larg y .... ~ li d thifS ~ for the lD.lDlStriesand
e por tro 0 0 projects between which the

!he.

!aln

.

.'

...
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Government can choose. This requires a high degree of forward vision and planning,
but it should not be impossible of attainment. The more these :ministries and departments can appreciate the possibilities of development in their fields the more feasible
projects will suggest themselves. The planning officers should assist in promoting
this greater awareness of potentialities by directing departmental thinking towards
long range objectives.

A second line of approach is to regularise the procedures for a~lysing the feasibility of projects, their economics, and the geographic location and the necessary
supporting infrastructure. The list of essential tests which. projects, especially in the
productive sectors, must satisfY is not difficult to speCify. It will be the function of
planning officers to apply the national economic targets and physical plan designs
to the functional plans of various bodies, and to assist in the formulation of a suitable
list of such tests for 'their respective agencies and to ensure that these tests have been.
adequately applied before any project is put forward by their department or ministry
. for Government approval. If this is done efficiently at the. departmental level then
the subsequent processing of such proposals by the Planning Commission and other
bodies could also be speeded up.
'
, A third proposal is tha~ the pre-budget examination of development projects

should be spread over a much longer period' than is now done-say, six months.
Under current practice there is hardly enough time to take screening of departmental
estimates for development beyond the stage of deciding in general terms whether the
project itself is sufficiently important and whether it can be fitted into overall financial limits. But this procedure is quite incapable of determining whether the par..
ticular project put forward is economically sound and properly located and supported,
Under the present arrangements there is never s1Jfficienttime'during the pre-budget
examination to have a project 're..formulated in a way that would improve its
technical and economic characteristics. If planning officers of sufficiently senior
rank could be made to spend a long enough time on this process of pre-budget
screening then it would become possible to frame the annual development budget
with more certainty that its targets could be fulfilled. Without this, planning in
Ghana will never become really effective in promoting specific economic goals.
It cannot be overlooked that the existence of an adequate pipe-line of sound

and well-prepared. development prolects'ls the greatest attraction for foreign credits
that a nation can present. Most of the sources of credit both bilateral and multilateral that Ghana will have to resort to for foreign financing of parts of this develop- .
meat plan lend on a project by project basis. Though this is not necessarily a good
thing itimplies that Ghana must build up a long list of eligible·projects in order to be
able to attract the large volume of credits that is needed. Even where the foreign
lender. does not enquire too closely into the feasibility of a project it is an advantage
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for Ghana herself to be able to choose the best from a large portfolio of projects,
because it is only such projects which can be sure of generating the revenues with
which the loan must be serviced.
.

(ii) The setting

0/ priorities

Forward planning and the accumulation of a list of sound development projects
is vital to economic planning.in an even more intimate sense. Since planning must
imply priority and choice a situation where there are not enough possible lines of
development to choose from is one which frustrates planning itself. In such a situation even where adequate examination of the individual projects- is conducted the
fact that the few projects which are ready must all go forward implies that there-can
be no choice or priority. Since tJie most essential projects are not necessarily the ones
for which it is easiest to formulate s~tisfactory development schemes the absence of
an opportunity to choose between projects could mean tliat development programmes consist largely of projects which have no particular strategic significance
for the growth of the economy.
A special aspect of this problem concerns the use of foreign credit. Whenever

departments and ministries do not themselves have an adequate portfolio of proJects
they want to implement they will tend to accept suggestions on projects with ostensibly attractive credit offers attached to them which are made by foreign exporters
anxious to sell machinery and other equipment. This problem of course is not
peculiar to Ghana; a former President of the International Bank has descrlbeq its
general prevalence in developing countries. Ghana must avoid this situation .which
serves the interests of foreign exporters and creditors rather than those of the borrowing country, The only' way to do so is to have our own set of projects which
we want to implement and then to seek credit to finance them. If the projects are
well prepared the credit will always be forthcoming eventually and the means of
repaying it will be assured ..
(iii) The cost 01projects

It is obvious that the less each development project costs the more' projects
can be obtained for any given aggregate of investment: It is therefore proposed to
set up a costing unit in the Office of the Planning Commission charged with the job
of seeking economies in the cost of development projects. This unit will work in
close co-operation with the specialist officers in the various ministries.
I

Even in the wealthiest countries the saving of cost is a major function within
government. For instance, there exists a large and constantly growing' body of
thinking and research on the question of the designing and costs of new schools
which are. everywhere a major item of -developmental expenditure. Many other
areas of expenditure are kept under close watch and show the beneficial effects of
this attention to costs. In Ghana up till now not enough systematic work has been
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done in this direction and international comparisons now show that the costs of
our projects·are relatively high. Government intends to change this situation radically.
Ministries and departments will be required and assisted to think constantly and
effectively about the cost of projects as well as their general desirability. For enterprises in the productive sectors an,examination of costs is-or should be-an organic
. part 01 the precess of examining project proposals sinoe excessive costs are reflected
directly in lower profitability. For the non-commercial sectors, however, there is
no such compulsion to consider costs, Yet since the construction of social infrastructure facilities is, a04 will always remain, a major element lrrthe Government's invest..
ment programme it Is obvious that closer attention to costs in these non-commercial
projects could be a correspondingly important source of savings in the implementation of a development plan. There are two questions that need to be asked
all the time:
(a) Could not the same social purpose be attained for less expenditure?
(b) Are we getting as much value in terms of social utility as is possible
'with the outlay ?
The second question especially tends to be most often ignored because to
answer it we require the ability to visualise how things could be done differently and
objective infQimation regarding our relative performance as compared with that of
other people. Both of these lie outside the routine of administration and hence
involve considerable effor.t.
.
Many of the processes in a 'development programme are repetitive, and are
estimated at standardised costs which departments and ministries use continuap.ythe cost of clearing an acre of bush, or' moving so many cubic yards of earth, or
putting up an office block or house. The most important part of the work to be done
in costing consists not of examining the costs of individual projects but of standardising
the cost of these most-common operations at lower levels than exist at present,
Once a lower cost of clearing an acre of bush has been established then there is a
permanent saving on all the many subsequent occasions when bush has to be cleared.
Money spent on research and other studies required to reduce the costs of standard
items in a development programme can therefore yield returns infinitely greater
than the original outlay.'
As mentioned in, .fJ., previous chapter costs in the building and construction
industry ate of strategic importance sin~ almost every..development project' involves
a building of one sort or another. The work of improving produCtivity in building
and hence reducing costs will concentrate on! the major individual operations, OD
materials and on the designing and managerial aspects- of building With a view to
producing Cheaper units of the standard types of building as well as cost-reducing
techniques of more general application. Individual ministries and departments may
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however have to evolve, in co-operation with the central costing unit, similar
solutions for the iypes
building peculia~to themselves-c-health centres, schools,
factory buildings, etc.
..

-or

For a start, however, and before these cost studies can begin to-yield fundamental results it is already apparent that some social and infras~ructuro facilities
DOW planned on too elaboraje a seale or at a level of technical sophistication
that is better suited to an economy much wealthier than Ghana's. Ministries and
departments must recognise thevalue of functional and simple desi}Plingand relate
their norms more closely to the successivestages of the development of the nation's
economy.
'

are

•

VI.-PLAlol ADMINISTRATION-PRODUCTIvE

ENTBllPRlSBS

The three elements determining the productivity of an enterprise are the skill
of the labour, the skill of the management and the quality of the equipment.
(i) Equipment
As indicated in the sections on agricultural and industrial development state
enterprises will generally, be supplied with equipment for most processes of
production which is as efficient as that in use elsewhere. At present, however,
much of the machinery and equipment of business and non-business organizations
within the public sector is under-utilized. Most modern eqUipment for production
is built to be capable of double-shift working. ~n the setting up of agricultural and
industrial enterprises therefore considerable savings on capital can be made by
planning for the operation of.equipment for at least two shifts in every working day.
(il) Labour
The supply of labour for agricultural and industrial enterprises available in
Ghana should generally be adequate for the expansion of productive enterprise
foreseeable 'in the next few years, The full implementation' of the programme for
technical and higher education under this plan will ensure that by and hlrge there .
should be no large-scale or persistent shortage of sk'i1le9labour in most of the
usual llnes of occupation. It will however be the responsibility of the ministries and
other agencies sponsoring state investment to identify sufficientlyfar enough ahead
their requirements for skilled labour and to institute appropriate training schemes
tb.1Jroduce such' labour if·ii will not
forthcoming hi adequate numbers under
existing arrangements. It Is of course inevitable that. the industrial experience of
Ghana's labour force should be gained at the factory bench. There is no real substitute for .thi, kind of training on the jon, What 'is necessary however is that those

I

be

who are responsible for introducing the workers to new techniques should themselves

be capable of training them.
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(iii)

Management

Management Is the greatest determinant of business efficiency. The present
level of management in Ghana is very far from satisfactory, and this, as has already
been emphasised, is especially true of state industries, agriculture and construction.
In the first place the systems of control in most enterprises are inadequate. This is.
often attributed to the scarcity of middle level management, but even in enterprises
where top level management operates in direct contact with the labour force efficiency
is not very high. Ina number of cases middle management is available but does not
really perform the function of middle management and therefore does not add much
to efficiency.
Accounting systems have in the past been a particularly weak aspect of the
management of public enterprises. Many managements have gone for long periods
without any adequate information about their costs or even their revenues. The
Ministries of Agriculture and Industries and other sponsoring agencies will be
required to institute forms of reporting and statistical control suitable for the enterprises under their supervision. In many cases the inadequacies of financial control
are the result of the fact that Industries have been set up without detailed preparatory
consideratlon as to what their capacities, costs and profitability are expected to be.
Adequate pre-planning therefore should go a long way to improve the efficiency of
management by setting out at the very start definite goals of output, costs and profitability. Estimates of profitability will in all cases.be based on an economic charge
for services, including rent; and income tax will be payable on profits at the normal

r~

. .

In order to be able to meet their economic targets the managements of these

enterprises should be capable of assessing the components of their costs, of planning
action for reduction in costs where necessary and of implementing such measures.
The National Productivity Centre described in a previous section is designed to
assist enterprises in the performance of these management functions. Shopfloor
practice, the flow of work, co-ordination of the movement of materials and goods,
labour relations,-all these are aspects of management in. which it is hoped that the
productivity centre in co-operation with the sponsoring ministries will be able to
assist Ghanaian management.
For many enterprises it willbe necessary in the initial stages of industrialization
and agricultural development to use foreign personnel under schemes of technical
assistance or management contracts. As long as these management arrangements go
hand in hand. with schemes for the training of Ghanaian personnel to take over such '
~agement,
Government will have no hesitatiop. in .employing non-Ghanaians
In the management of public enterprises. In general sponsoring ministries 1should
aim at arranging management contracts in such a way that the foreign managers
have some incentive for making the enterprises a commercial success.
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The selection and trairiing of Ghanaian management is a subject to which
~overnment intends to devote the most sep,?us attention. The managements of
productive enterprises will be entrusted with Government investments in amounts
<far greater than is normally handled by senior civil servants. They cannot therefore
be recruited on the basis of standards lower than those that have to be met in the
civil service. Infact Government intends by systems of transfers and secondments
to use in the management of state" enterprises a considerable number of skilled
personnel now absorbed in the civil service. In agriculture the re-deployment of
high-level trained manpower from civil service into productive activities has already
been started. The success of the agricultural programme will depend upon the degree
to which these managers will be-able to re-orientate themselves and learn the new
skills necessary for their new jobs. It is intended that the Office of the Planning
Commission should organize management training through off-season courses and
management advice given during the actual process of production, in order to
assist with the improvement of the managerial standards of state farms.
'The Universitles are now producing each year a fair number of graduates trained
ingeneral business administration, in economics and in engineering, some of whom
ought to be recruited into industry. The Government's plan for the utilization ot the
output of these higher lnstltutions during the next seven years contains a large
element of directing some of these graduates into industry in the same way that most
of them are now directed into civil service employments. The Office of the Planning
Commission and the National 'Productivity Centre will provide Intenslveprogrammes
of post-graduate training in management in order to fit these young menand women
for positions of responsibility in industrial enterprises. As indicated' above Govern ..
merit's management contracts with non-Gheaalan individuals or groups will always
stipulate the training of Ghanaian personnel in management as an essential condition of all such contracts. The.training to be offered by the central institutions of
Government will be in addition to such contractual training and to the consulting
services that the ·productivity centre will render to Government business .
•f

•

It is intended that final decisions will be taken during 1963 regarding the
systems of payment for both management and labour in state enterprises. This
will definitely involve a break with the civil service system of pay which it is now the
tendency to carry over into productive enterprises of Government. The essential
principles that will govern the pay system of productive enterprises will be:
(a) Employees in productive activities will not earn less than their counter. parts in non-productive activities; more especially, managers will not
be placed -at a disadvantage in matters C?fpay as compared with the
members of, the civil service.
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(~) Average earnings of managers Willbe proportionate to the' s~zeof the
establishment they control. The present system of putting most
managers in state enterprises more or less' on the same salaries win be
eliminated.
(c) Actua:l earnings of both managers and workers in each enterprise
in any given year will retlect their economic performance during that
year. This will be achieved by a system of incentive payments or bonuses
based on profits or 'production.
The minimum wages and salaries guaranteed to. workers and managers
in productive enterprises will be significantly less than the actual earnings
that they will be expected to command in an average year of adequate
performance.
(e) The top wages and salaries, especially of the managers of the largest
state enterprises, should be allowed to reflect adequately the economic
importance of such managers to' the state. Only thus can Ghana assure
herself of the most efficient and loyal performance in the management
of these enterprises, which have a crucial significance for the economic
well-being of the nation.

(en

The planning of constant improvements, diversification and expansion should
be as much the .function of the managements of productive enterprises as it is of the
ministries. and departments. One of the failings of the state enterprises is their
relative inability to analyse cost, production and market factors or to plan modifica.. tions of these factors that can benefit their enterprises. Dynamic management is
. partly a skill which goes with experience, but it is also largely a matter of tile general
attitude to management. There is no doubt that if managements were put under a
. constant and intensive pressure to improve productivity, to reduce costs and to plan
a more effective survey of their markets 'a considerable improvement in the
performance of state enterprises could be assured year by year. It is the feeling
within most managements that it is sufficient to continue year after year doing the
same things in the same way even when the enterprises are running at a loss.which
accounts for a large part of the poor quality of management observable in some
state enterprises.
A large proportion of the investments of the state in productive enterprises
will be vested in the Natis>nal Investment Bank to hold as trustees. The financing
of the operating expenses of state enterprises will be transferred to' the normal
commer~al banking system. By subjecting state enterprises to the discipline of the
bankers' criteria it is hoped to avoid the feeling that can so easily grow up, and that
is such a danger to efficient management, that state enterprises are exempt from the
normal considerations of prudence and success that are applicable to all productive
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activities. In performing their function of supervision over the productive enterprises
the bankipg ~stem wi1l not adopt -th.e sterile methods of ,commercilJ;l.relationship
that sometimes exist
.., between 'business and banking finance. The Investment Bank
and the commercial bank,.!will themselves be expected to become a'souree of'positive
assistance by way of advice and enco,uragement to the managements of state .enter:- priscs which ,,,:iIl be placed under their finan~ supervision •
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